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Military Communications with Special Focus  
on Tactical Communications for Network  

Centric Operations 
(RTO-MP-IST-083) 

Executive Summary 
The Symposium brought together operational staff, developers, and researchers to examine the dynamic 
and critical nature of information flow in present and future military operations which demand high 
capacity, reliability, and robustness in the information grid. Current and projected military communication 
infrastructures, especially at the lowest tactical levels, may not meet requirements due to highly dynamic 
missions and organizations; urban and complex terrain and topology, high demand for complex services, 
interoperability, availability and quality. Typical tactical networks are characterized by low bandwidth, 
variable throughput, unreliable connectivity and energy constraints imposed by radio channels and mobile 
operations. This situation calls for detailed examination of already existing and emerging technologies,  
on-going research efforts, as well as development and documentation of effective tactics, techniques and 
procedures that fully support the deployment of tactical communication networks which operate in a 
fashion that enables Network Centric Operations. 

The Symposium presentations fit into six related groupings: Software Defined Radio (SDR), Network and 
Resource Management, Performance, Urban Communications, Security, and Future Services in a Changing 
World. A mix of current, developing and future capabilities were presented to address the increasingly 
complex operational environments faced by NATO forces.  

Dependency on communications, especially at the lowest tactical levels, has increased to compensate for loss 
of visual contact between small teams and to their parent organizations as they disappear in alleys, multi-
story buildings, and subterranean tunnels. Increasing dependence on information exchange at all levels is 
driving the demand for greater communication availability and throughput. While communications 
dependency is rising, its performance suffers from radio frequency (RF) transmission range reductions 
caused by line-of-sight issues and attenuation due to buildings, structures and terrain; as well as interference 
from other local electromagnetic systems. All of this drives the development of new concepts of operations, 
requiring new tactical communication systems or novel ways of deploying or using existing tactical 
communication systems. 

An important conclusion was that the land environment is the most challenging communications 
environment faced by NATO. The challenges come from a combination of factors that include: the number 
of items that need to be connected, terrain (especially urban), number of platforms supported (ship vs. plane 
vs. soldier), power, weight, and cost (a few expensive units vs. thousands of units). 

Transformational programs need to be funded and deployed when fully developed. These efforts include: 
Software Defined Radio and Wireless Network after Next (WNaN). While progress is being made, there 
remain gaps that need continued emphasis: 

• Ability to securely communicate information end-to-end. 

• Ability to share/exchange voice/data with higher, lower, and adjacent units. 
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• Ability to gain/maintain situational understanding, to include position and timing. 

• Ability to enable system and link information assurance measures. 

• Ability to maintain and optimize network functions and resources, to include frequency spectrum. 
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Les communications militaires, et plus 
particulièrement les communications tactiques  

pour les opérations réseaux-centrées 
(RTO-MP-IST-083) 

Synthèse 
Ce symposium a réuni des opérationnels, des développeurs et des chercheurs en vue d’examiner la nature 
cruciale et dynamique du flux d’informations lors des opérations militaires présentes et futures qui exigent 
un réseau d’information fiable, robuste et doté de grandes capacités. Les infrastructures de communication 
militaires actuelles et en projet, en particulier aux niveaux tactiques les plus bas, peuvent ne pas répondre 
aux exigences d’organisations et de missions hautement dynamiques : topologie et terrain complexes et 
urbains, forte demande pour des services complexes, interopérabilité, disponibilité et qualité. Les réseaux 
tactiques typiques se caractérisent par une faible largeur de bande, un débit variable, une connectivité peu 
fiable et des contraintes énergétiques imposées par les canaux radio et les opérations mobiles. Une telle 
situation nécessite un examen attentif des technologies existantes et émergentes, des efforts de recherche 
soutenus, ainsi que le développement et la documentation de tactiques, techniques et procédures efficaces 
qui soutiennent pleinement le déploiement de réseaux de communications tactiques opérant de manière à 
permettre les opérations réseau.-centriques. 

Les présentations du symposium s’inscrivaient dans six groupes apparentés : Radio logicielle (SDR), 
Gestion de réseaux et de ressources, Performances, Communications urbaines, Sécurité, et Futurs services 
dans un monde en mutation. Un panachage des capacités actuelles, en développement et futures fut 
présenté en vue de couvrir les environnements opérationnels de plus en plus complexes auxquels sont 
confrontées les forces de l’OTAN.  

La dépendance envers les communications, particulièrement aux niveaux tactiques les plus bas, s’est 
accrue afin de compenser la perte de contact visuel entre les petites équipes et leur organisation mère 
lorsqu’elles disparaissent dans des allées, des immeubles à plusieurs étages ou des tunnels souterrains.  
La dépendance accrue envers l’échange d’informations à tous les niveaux génère une demande pour une 
meilleure disponibilité et un meilleur débit des communications. Alors que la dépendance envers les 
communications augmente, les performances de ces dernières souffrent de la réduction de portée de 
transmission des fréquences radio (FR) due à des problèmes de visibilité directe, à l’atténuation causée par 
les immeubles, les constructions et le terrain, ainsi qu’aux interférences provoquées par d’autres systèmes 
électromagnétiques locaux. Il en résulte le développement de nouveaux concepts d’opérations, nécessitant  
de nouveaux systèmes de communications tactiques ou de nouvelles façons de déployer ou d’utiliser les 
systèmes de communications tactiques existants.  

Une conclusion importante est que l’environnement terrestre constitue l’environnement de communications 
le plus délicat auquel l’OTAN est confronté. Les défis proviennent d’une combinaison de facteurs 
comprenant : le nombre d’appareils à connecter, le terrain (notamment urbain), le nombre de plateformes 
supportées (navire, avion ou soldat), la puissance, le poids et le coût (quelques unités coûteuses ou des 
milliers d’unités).  

Des programmes transformationnels doivent être financés et déployés lorsqu’ils seront pleinement 
développés. Ces efforts comprennent : la Radio logicielle et le Réseau sans fil after Next (WNaN). Bien 
que des progrès soient accomplis, des lacunes demeurent, sur lesquelles il convient de continuer à insister : 
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• La capacité de communiquer en toute sécurité des informations de bout en bout. 

• La capacité de partager ou d’échanger des paroles ou des données avec les unités au-dessus, en 
dessous ou adjacentes. 

• La capacité d’obtenir ou de conserver la compréhension de la situation, notamment en ce qui 
concerne la position et le minutage. 

• La capacité de mettre le système en service et de relier les mesures d’assurance des informations. 

• La capacité de maintenir et d’optimiser les fonctions et les ressources du réseau, notamment le 
spectre de fréquences. 
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Common Engagement (CE) application

Objective:

Minimize own damage using the resources available in the Force as effectively as possible against the threat.
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LARA context

Objective

		Define the required networking and transmission layers to support dissemination of FDF and CE real-time data between platforms



Along with voice sessions and non real-time data

Using IP-based protocols

Considering security aspects

Above a radio ad hoc network



LARA (Layered Architecture for Real-time Applications)

		Eurofinder programme

		Involving 6 partners in 4 countries:



   Thales (FR, IT, NL, NO)

   Datamat (IT)
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LARA ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW
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LARA node architecture summary
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LARA international demonstrator
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INTSERV/RSVP IN LARA
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IntServ / RSVP (1/2)

		Integrated Services (IntServ) model



Based on RSVP protocol

Session mechanisms for IntServ’s Guaranteed Service (GS)

Two modes for resource reservation:

RSVP protocol in OP mode (bandwidth guarantee)

Enough for voice service

RSVP protocol in full OPWA mode (bandwidth and end-to-end latency guarantee)

Necessary for time-sensitive data
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IntServ / RSVP (2/2)

		Session establishment takes place in several layers: 



Initiated in the communication services layer 

Multimedia or data component 

Cascaded into the IP transit layer through the security gateway (i.e. from red enclave to black network)

Propagated into the transmission layer and the TDMA-based MAC sub-layer

		Two types of traffic 



Session flows: require QoS guarantee provided by IntServ

Elastic flows: do not require such guarantee

		QoS guarantee applies to both unicast and multicast types of sessions
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Multicast in LARA (1/2)
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Multicast in LARA (2/2)

		Many challenges



Take into account the layered nature of the platforms

One solution for each level (next slide)

Multicast packet forwarding scheme

Elastic vs session packets

Multicast routing protocol

Based on a unicast routing protocol

Builds multicast trees (source → destinations)

Interoperate with RSVP

Forward multicast RSVP messages

Take into account the router alert option 

Route lookup
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SECURITY GATEWAY
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Security gateway
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RSVP cascading – Standard IPSec

Bandwidth request

Latency constraint
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RSVP cascading – Enhanced RFC 2746
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Latency information
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LARA MAC LAYER
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LARA MAC layer
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Main objectives of the LARA MAC layer

		Be independent of the physical radio



With the assumption of a TDMA-based radio

Also tested on top of a slotted Ethernet medium

		Implement a dynamic slot allocation mechanism



Decentralized algorithm

Support RSVP requests in OPWA mode for session flows

Guarantee of bandwidth and maximum end-to-end latency

		Optimize forwarding of session flows



MAC-level forwarding

		Perform pre-emption



MLPP (multi-level precedence and preemption)
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Fixed & allocable slots in the LARA TDMA

		Fixed slots



Control Slot (CS) 

One CS is dedicated to each node for MAC signalling channel

Elastic data Slot (ES)

Fixed resource assigned to nodes for elastic data traffic

Same number of p slots assigned to each node

Reserved resource for elastic data (approximately 30% of the slots)

Regular distribution of slots assigned to a node

Not usable for session data flows

		Allocable slots



Session Slot (SS)

Pool of resources for session traffic 

May be allocated to a node on demand and freed

Allocation in relation with flow constraints (bandwidth and latency)

May be filled in with elastic data if not full

May be used for more than one session
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Topology elaboration

		Neighbours discovery and topology elaboration



Global topology is managed at IP level: OLSR

At MAC level: a visibility table is managed for 1 & 2 hops

Neighbours’ discovery

Direct visibility table propagation to neighbours

Slot spatial re-use

TWO HOPS NODES

FAR NODES

NEIGHBOUR NODES
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Dynamic resource allocation principles

		Constraint calculations: set up slot constraints



Total number of required slots depending on bandwidth constraint

Maximum time slot spacing depending on the maximum queuing delay constraint

		Allocation configuration: calculation of a slot configuration (slot id’s in frame) under calculated constraints



First try - local  resources: only use the resources of the node (session slots already owned by the node)

Second try - network resources: use resources of the pool

Third try - local pre-emption: use resources of the node allocated to session(s) with lower priority
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Allocation example





1-hop VoIP call with 50ms latency constraint:

		A minimum of 12 slots shall be reserved; the maximum space between consecutive slots shall not exceed 5 slots



0  1   2   3  4   5   6   7   8   9   0  1   2   3  4   5   6   7   8   9   0  1   2   3  4   5   6   7   8   9   0  1   2   3  4   5   6   7   8   9   0  1   2   3  4   5   6   7   8   9   0  1   2   3  4   5   6   7   8   9 

BF 1

BF 2

BF 3

BF 4

BF 5

BF 6

Slots requested by Node 3

Slots allocated to Node 3: {1, 5, 9, 14, 19, 24, 29, 34, 39, 44, 49, 54, 59}

1

1

1

2

2

3

3

3

4

4

4

5

5

6

6

6

0  0   0   0  0   0   0   0   0   0   1  1   1   1  1   1   1   1   1   1   2  2   2   2  2   2   2   2   2   2   3  3   3   3  3   3   3   3   3   3   4  4   4   4  4   4   4   4   4   4   5  5   5   5  5   5   5   5   5   5 

Slots requested by Node 4

5

2

Slots allocated to Node 4: {2, 7, 12, 17, 22, 27, 32, 37, 42, 47, 52, 57}

Allocation algorithm = heuristic process which allocates some session slots that are not busy taking into account the two following constraints: maximal spacing time and minimal bandwidth
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LARA CONCLUSIONS
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LARA Results (1/4)

The main objective of LARA was to answer the question:

“Is an IP radio network able to support exchanges of real-time data needed for multi-platform situation awareness and common engagement?”



The answer is:

YES … but a large amount of resources may need to be reserved in the network to guarantee low end-to-end latencies.
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LARA Results (2/4)

		LARA proved that latency can indeed be bounded and jitter minimized.



Elastic mode

RSVP OPWA mode
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LARA Results (3/4)

		LARA pointed out that quality of service in an IP network is not only a matter of bandwidth.



For real-time data flows, latency is a definitely more demanding factor than bandwidth, even though only bandwidth is reserved in the network

Over-reservation ratio may then be extremely high due to the additional slots that need to be reserved to cope with a short time slot spacing



		LARA brought to light the importance of the time slot size to guarantee low latency through a TDMA-based radio network.



The minimum latency to be experienced will ultimately depend on this size

The shorter the time slot, the lower the latency that can be guaranteed
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LARA Results (4/4)

		LARA took a long step forward in terms of QoS management 



Use of OPWA mode of RSVP made possible the guarantee of maximum end-to-end latency

Enhancement to OPWA would make its use easier

Thanks to a security gateway, actual physical resources could be allocated in the black radio network

		Other technical challenges were overcome in LARA, namely:



Support of RSVP and multicast in an OLSR-based MANET network

Dynamic distributed slot allocation scheme

Implementation of the LARA MAC layer above a TDMA radio 

		The LARA architecture is a generic IP-based architecture that combines



Data and voice traffic

Real-time and elastic data

Point-to-point and point-to-multipoint traffics
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Abstract

Current instant messaging systems are designed for reliable client-server networks. This paper presents an ongoing project regarding the design and implementation of an instant messenger for tactical networks. The chosen scenario is characterised by unreliable wireless links, no central servers and military information security requirements. This paper provides information on available client-server systems, their limitations with respect to a tactical scenario and concepts suitable to overcome them. We present our current development progress and describe further challenges.

1.0
IntroduCtion

This paper focuses on the application of chat and instant messaging in tactical environments. Often, besides classical Military Message Handling Systems, the usage of additional communication channels may be helpful. As an example, during Operation Iraqi Freedom in 2003, approximately 2500 participants of the US navy were connected using instant messaging applications ([1], [4]). The applications were mainly used for command and control purposes, exchange of tactical information, status reports and technical failure reports.


During the last few years, we have seen widespread and increasing use of chat and instant messaging applications for information and discussion purposes in civilian environments. Several fundamental approaches for text-based communication were designed. This paper presents basic concepts, strengths and weaknesses of several widely used protocols.


Following the presentation of existing approaches, the paper analyses the specific needs of tactical operations. A potential future scenario is specified, involving units connected via wireless ad-hoc networks with unreliable communication channels. In addition, the channels have limited bandwidth and the transmission of data is error-prone.

The paper provides information on the architecture chosen and the decisions made regarding our project, an instant messenger fit for the scenario. The impact of security requirements and the chosen network architecture is described. In addition, we explain our choice of hardware platform and implementation decisions.

Finally we provide a summary of the paper. Open questions are stated and future plans are defined for the ongoing project.

2.0 Challenges of Existing Messaging Concepts


2.1 Definitions


Since some of the terms used in this paper lack a precise publicly accepted meaning, we introduce several definitions. In this paper, an instant messenger is a system allowing participants to send text messages to other participants.

A system that allows the formation of groups, channels, sessions or chat rooms identifying a group of participants who receive every text message from every other group member is called a chat. A system supporting more than two members per group is called a group chat.

A presence service is an element of an instant messenger or chat that provides up-to-date information on the availability of other participants, e.g. online, offline or (online but) busy.


2.2 Advantages to e-mail


Using a group chat with presence service has several advantages over communicating by e-mail. The presence service provides an indicator whether the recipient will notice the message immediately or at some unspecified time in the future. This information is available before sending a message.


Often a participant wishes to communicate with other participants with specific functions rather than with specific persons. In this case it is easier for someone to join a special purpose channel than to contact numerous of persons in order to find out who is available. In general, the visibility of connection status and the ability to form groups dynamically are the main advantages of group chat protocols. In addition, a participant is able to follow more than one discussion thread simultaneously.

2.3 Challenges in tactical scenarios


Most of the existing chat and instant messaging protocols rely on the existence of dedicated servers. The availability of these servers is vital for the operation of the whole network. In tactical environments, it is not acceptable for the outage or loss of a single device to disrupt the communication. These single points of failure have to be avoided by all means. Many existing protocols lack a sound security architecture.


Nevertheless, due to the wide availability of protocol implementations and well-engineered clients (e.g. [2], [5]) which are known to the operating staff, these protocols may be used in strategic networks in secured environments. In this case, it may be desirable to have a suitable communication channel crossing the border from the strategic network to a tactical environment. Thus, there is a need for interoperability of classical and new approaches for tactical environments.

A new approach has to support robust communication over unreliable (wireless) channels in addition to serverless communication. Corruption and loss of data packets may happen during transmission. IP-multicast should be used as an efficient way of one-to-many-communication. Last but not least, the security of the communication has to be ensured. The most important security objectives are confidentiality of exchanged messages, integrity of the messages, authenticity of the communication peers and non-repudiation of sending or receiving messages. The computational resources required by different approaches to achieve these objectives have to be kept in mind. Limiting the use of expensive public key cryptography will reduce power consumption by the mobile devices. To further mitigate the communication overhead of digital signatures and to save computational power, the use of elliptic curve cryptosystems [3] has to be considered. Achieving non-repudiation requires logging of messages. These logs have to be protected against an attacker with physical access to one of the devices. While limiting access to a remote key escrow instance will allow for this, different approaches regarding the details of such a structure are possible.


Modern instant messaging applications display the availability of specific contacts. Since this information is very useful in unreliable networks, up-to-date connection information should be available to the users. The induced communication overhead and the timeliness of status updates have to be balanced. In addition, users should be able to declare an emission control (EMCON) state, go radio silent and have the network react in a useful fashion.


An important topic intertwined both with security objectives and contact information is the structuring of communication peers. Users are expected to be grouped with other trusted users und supplied with a shared secure channel. Both group initiation and development under dynamic connection changes have to be specified.


Groups can either be defined by connection or by configuration. Defining all connected clients as one group represents a straightforward approach for small scale scenarios. A scalable concept is required if many clients within range to each other are expected. Pre-configuration of group membership constitutes the configuration-heavy extreme. It can be applied when group membership is not expected to change often and little interaction with non-members is required. Other grouping concepts are to be explored.


The establishment of groups consisting of mutually trusted members suggest the use of symmetric group keys to achieve message confidentiality. Choosing an appropriate protocol to distribute these group keys is another research objective.

2.4 Chat and Instant Messaging


Performance and functionality of Instant Messengers are affected by the protocols used for communication between user devices. Existing approaches can be classified as seen in Figure 1. Instant Messaging software can be based on pure client-server communication, it can be client-server based including peer-to-peer messaging and it can be exclusively based on peer-to-peer communication.



Figure 1: Different messaging concepts

2.5
Existing Protocols

There are a number of protocols employing a pure client-server structure. The following sections will give an overview over existing solutions.

AIM, ICQ and similar


There are several commercial instant messaging software products available, some since 1996. They employ proprietary protocols, e.g. OSCAR (used by AIM and ICQ). 

IRC


The Internet Relay Chat (IRC) is an early instant messaging protocol developed in 1988. It is still one of the most popular chat protocols. While it has already been employed by the US Navy for command and control tasks, it suffers from a lack of security features. Network failures may be utilized by adversaries to get group chat channels under their control.

XMPP


The Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) is a standardised protocol with many available implementations. Additional features can be introduced as XMPP extension protocols (XEPs). Large-scale installations in the military domain exist [8].

Some protocols employ a hybrid structure. Login procedures and distribution of presence information are handled by a client-server structure while messages are transmitted directly to the receiver in a peer-to-peer manner. This technique is utilized by the following protocols.

SIMPLE


SIP for Instant Messaging and Presence Leveraging Extensions (SIMPLE) is a standardised protocol based on the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP). SIP is a signalling protocol for sessions used in Voice over IP. SIMPLE adds instant messaging and presence functionality.

PSYC


The Protocol for Synchronous Conferencing (PSYC) was developed with a focus on efficiency and scalability. It employs a multicast mechanism (not based on IP multicast).

SILC


The Secure Internet Live Conferencing (SILC) protocol assumes a three-level hierarchy consisting of clients, servers and SILC-routers. The SILC-routers form a logical ring.

In order to avoid dependency on servers, a pure peer-to-peer protocol is required. A few experimental protocols [7] based on DHTs (Distributed Hash Tables) are available. The basic concept of peer-to-peer-based messaging systems seems to be the most promising approach for tactical messaging systems. This estimation is primarily based on the lack of a single point of failure in peer-to-peer networks.

2.6
Tactical Scenarios and challenges

We assume that the potential communication partners are connected by an ad-hoc wireless network. They use mobile devices with limited computing and battery power. In the basic scenario we assume that the participants in range of the network are all part of one communication group. While this is a sensible assumption in some situations, this can lead to suboptimal grouping when two distinct groups pass one another. Two such groups should not be merged and split up again. When, for example, a patrol passes several checkpoints held by friendly units, such contacts between groups occur regularly.

Several strategies for mapping participants to groups are possible. The decision can be based on current network connection, preconfigured preferences, user choice or a combination thereof.

While we assume that the mobile devices have limited transmission range, a long-range link to a strategic client-server network might be provided by a more powerful device, e.g. installed in a vehicle. If such a connection is possible, devices should detect this and offer a connection to members of the strategic network.


For these requirements concepts have to be developed and evaluated. Some fundamental questions arise from the scenario definition. The main challenges in a serverless environment are: 


· Group formation: How do potential members learn that a group exists?

· Does the system react sensible if participants enter and leave the communication range?

· Security and privacy of messages and presence information

· How are EMCON situations handled?


· Is the communication robust enough to cope with unreliable, error-prone communication channels?


· How can a connection to other existing communication groups be done?


Besides these fundamental thoughts, practical decisions have to be made to implement a deployable messaging system. These include the choice of appropriate hardware. The devices have to be small and light-weight enough to be carried around, sufficiently robust, big enough to be easy to operate and sufficiently persevering (in terms of energy capacity) to be appropriate for longer missions. In parts, these requirements are conflictive. Thus, suitable compromises have to be found. The use of Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) or Ultra Mobile PCs (UMPCs) using WLAN connections is considered for demonstration purposes. With their limited computing power and size they serve as reference for both the resource and interface constraints of mobile devices.


For the development of the system, decisions concerning the programming environment and programming languages have to be made. Java ME is favoured because of portability, ease of development and availability of libraries for cryptographic operations.

3.0
Approaches for tactical environments


This section presents concepts suitable for meeting some of the challenges presented in the last section. The environment is taken into account. While the design of the instant messenger is not final and some issues have not been addressed yet, core requirements to the system and components to fulfil them are presented.



Figure 2: Connecting peer-to-peer-based group and server-based group

High bit error rate, high disconnect rate, low data rate and high group membership turnover are challenges when assuming a tactical scenario. The security infrastructure has to be robust with respect to compromised devices.

3.1
Group Management

An intuitive way of displaying communication partners for a tactical instant messenger is to list everyone in communication range. It is likely that these partners are in direct context of the mission. We assume that there is also a long-range connection to a command post which is equipped with a traditional, server-based instant messaging system. Selected persons or channels of the post should be available to the task team, for example command personnel, reconnaissance or technical staff. In the opposite direction it may be possible to reach only selected persons of the task group e.g. the task leader, rather than addressing the whole group. Also a differentiation between private, semi-official and official on the one hand and temporal and permanent channels on the other hand makes sense. Mission reports show that clear guidelines and policies are necessary to determine who is allowed to use a specific channel under which circumstances [1], [9].

3.2
Robust communication


The use of unreliable wireless links requires error correction mechanisms. Since the TCP mechanisms are not designed for typical wireless link error patterns, other mechanisms have to be applied. Because of the high possible amount of receivers of a multicast transmission, an efficient acknowledgement protocol has to be applied. Having each receiver acknowledge every packet to the sender produces an inappropriate amount of traffic the sender might not be able to process.

Introducing redundancy by FEC (Forward Error Correction) mechanisms reduces the need for retransmissions and improves the chance of successful message reception by radio silent participants unable to request retransmissions at all.

3.3
Communication without dedicated server

There are two main challenges to be met when providing a presence service without server infrastructure. Other participants have to be found and the presence state of known participants has to be kept up-to-date. Participants might periodically send multicast state information. Alternatively presence state can be deposited in a Distributed Hash Table, e.g. Kademlia [6].

Allowing a participant to go radio silent introduces the possibility of receivers being in range of a sender although not sending any presence information. If a participant sends a packet indicating that he is about to go radio silent, he can be flagged accordingly by other participants. They will still be unable to distinguish a radio silent participant in range from an unreachable one that went radio silent before, but can make better assumptions. A timeout period should be defined after which a radio silent participant is declared offline. This can either be fixed or estimated by the node going radio silent and set in the radio silence announcement packet. The security implications of the latter strategy have to be kept in mind.

In case several different communication channels are required, e.g. a restricted and a secret channel, a channel membership management has to be provided, too.

3.4
Security Considerations

The system is required to provide confidentiality, integrity, authenticity and non-repudiation of message reception and delivery. We assume the availability of a trusted instance which can securely distribute long term secrets among the devices before they are deployed and, if necessary, between missions. No such infrastructure is expected to be available during a mission.

In order to save battery power and achieve fast message transmission, the utilisation of (computationally expensive) asymmetric cryptography has to be limited. Since devices can get compromised, the amount of unencrypted useful data on them, both keys and message logs, has to be minimised. Typical attacks on wireless networks have to be taken into account. Computationally cheap signature verification decreases the vulnerability to being flooded with false signatures by an opponent in order to drain the battery through (unsuccessful) signature verifications.

A shared symmetric key is required for a channel in order to provide message confidentiality. It has to be changed whenever someone joins of leaves the channel. A mechanism has to be specified for secure generation, distribution and change of those keys.


When a participant joins a group, it has to be authenticated. This can be achieved by supplying every legitimate participant with a public/private key pair and a certificate confirming the public key. The certificate (chain) is signed by an authority accepted by all participants. When joining the group, the new member proves his identity by signing a challenge with his private key.


If individual non-repudiation is required, every participant needs another certificate for signing every message. This significantly increases the need for asymmetric cryptographic operations. If proof of group membership is sufficient, an HMAC using a group authentication secret can be applied to the messages. The secret can be distributed via the same mechanism chosen for group encryption key distribution. While providing significantly less reliable information regarding the sender, the latter concept doesn’t require asymmetric operations for every message.


3.5 Connectivity to existing Systems


If instant messaging is supposed to make C2ISR more efficient, it is necessary to connect tactical communication groups to existing wide-area, server based instant messaging systems. Then, staff members are able to communicate with their reconnaissance or task groups directly. One of the most important standards of wide area instant messaging is XMPP. So an exchange of chat messages between XMPP and a tactical chat should be considered (Figure 2).

The challenges of such an interconnection arise from the different approaches to group view: In the tactical domain, every task group member wants to communicate quickly with everyone of its task group. Thousands of users are connected to the wide-area network, while only members of the buddy list are able to listen to chat. The task of a gateway would be to map the tactical groups to wide-area buddy-lists in a sensible way. A solution would be to consider the tactical group as a single user in the wide-area context.


Some security aspects have to be kept in mind when connecting tactical networks to stationary ones. The security requirements in the wide-area domain are stricter than in the tactical domain. Also the tactical network part carries a higher risk of being compromised. While for the task group it is vital to have reliable communication, even if securing it is not possible, the wide-area networks often have mandatory security requirements which cannot be sacrificed. So a gateway has to map security policies and enforce them at the network boundary.

4.0
Protocol Implementation and Testbed

This section provides information on the ongoing actual implementation of an instant messaging system for tactical environments. An appropriate hardware platform and programming language had to be chosen.


We require commercial off-the-shelf hardware for a cost-efficient solution. The devices have to be highly mobile while retaining sufficient size for a user friendly interface. A fair amount of processing power is required for cryptographic operations.

Java was chosen as programming language because of its portability and network abilities. In order to run on mobile devices, Java ME (Micro Edition) is used. Java ME VMs are further divided into CLDC (Connected Limited Device Configuration) and CDC (Connected Device Configuration). CLDC has lower hardware requirements while CDC provides a richer API. We chose CDC 1.1.2 Personal Profile, the most complete Java ME profile. The IBM J9 runtime environment provides a CDC implementation on Windows Mobile 5 devices. While many Java SE libraries are compatible to CDC, some depend on features or packages exclusive to new Java SE versions.

A PDA with integrated QWERTY-keyboard delivers a lightweight (approx. 150 g) palm-sized Windows Mobile device. WLAN is used as wireless connection for testing purposes.

5.0
Conclusions and Further Work


While several instant messaging systems have seen wide spread use in the past decade, they are not designed with tactical environments in mind. They rely on a client-server infrastructure and do not provide sufficient security features. Error correction is mostly provided by TCP, which is not designed for the error patterns encountered on wireless connections. Since the server-oriented structure is tightly coupled to the protocols referenced above, a new design is preferred to an extension of an existing protocol. This paper presents an ongoing project regarding the design and prototypical implementation of an instant messenger for tactical environments. We assume mobile nodes with limited resources connected by wireless links. Dedicated server nodes are not required.

Further work on the project will focus on several topics. How will group key management be handled? Which error correction mechanisms will be applied and how? How will non-repudiation and secure logging be achieved? How will we handle a connection to a strategic client-server network?
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Abstract 


 


This paper proposes an FSO-based mobile sensor network that is not subject to RF interference 


common to wireless sensor networks. FSO-based mobile sensor networks can potentially be used 


in a battlefield where security of communication, including freedom from susceptibility to 


enemy-induced jamming, is important. The paper discusses the design of nodes containing 


multiple transceivers composed of LEDs and photo detectors. Results of initial experiments are 


included. The work reported in this paper is part of an ongoing investigation on mobile FSO 


networks, including the design of efficient protocols that can allow the mobile sensor nodes to 


function as a mesh network permitting information exchange among nodes directly and, 


possibly, through an intermediate node. 


 


Introduction: 


 


A wireless sensor network (WSN) that comprises of small-scale, low-cost processors with 


integrated sensing, communication and data processing capabilities is popular in many domains 


such as battlefield surveillance, habitat monitoring, home automation and health-care 


applications [1,2]. All the WSNs use radio frequency (RF) for communications. Thus, in an 


environment where there is an unacceptable level of RF interference, or where the leakage of RF 


has the potential to compromise security, it is undesirable to deploy RF based WSNs. In 


environments with electronic instruments that are susceptible to RF interference, the presence of 


RF from a WSN might lead to malfunctioning of such instruments resulting in potentially 


catastrophic consequences.  Several papers have discussed various approaches to building WSNs 


using optical wireless or free-space optical communications [3-10]. 


 


In this paper, we discuss our research on developing a low-cost free space optics (FSO) based 


WSN in situations where an RF based WSN is not desirable. We have developed a low-cost free-


space optical ID system for high-security identification and interrogation [11] in our laboratory. 


Our focus in this paper is on extending the optical ID system using angle-diversity 


photodetectors [12-14] so that sensor-to-sensor wireless communication is possible over a 


distance of several meters. The angle diversity photodetectors also allow for a limited amount of 


mobility between the sensor nodes on a planar surface.  


 


Optical ID System: 


  


The optical ID system is developed for securely interrogating an optical tag using a laser beam 
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based optical wireless communication system. The Optical ID system comprises of two 


components, an optical reader and a tag. Figures 1 and 2 present block diagrams of how the tag 


and reader systems are made. Only sending an encrypted message from the optical reader can 


activate this tag. When we want to acquire data from the tag, we turn on the optical reader. The 


optical reader sends a coded light pulse to the tag. The tag, on receiving the light pulse, verifies 


that it is from the reader and then activates the transmitter of the tag. The tag can be interfaced to 


a sensor. The information stored in the sensor node is processed and digitized for transmission. 


When interrogated by the reader the information from the sensor is provided to a transmitter 


circuit. The transmitter modulates and transmits the information at a suitable frequency. The 


optical reader locks in to this modulating frequency and acquires the sensor information.    


   
 


 


Fig 1: A block diagram of an optical tag with a sensor 


   
 


  


 
 


Fig 2: A Block diagram of the optical reader. 


   


   


Our optical ID system has been built with off-the-shelf components at a moderate cost to provide 


a high degree of security. One aspect of security is provided by means of a directional laser beam 


and the other part through an RSA encryption scheme. We use low-cost low-power diode lasers 


with a wavelength of 635 nm. The receivers are made with 1 cm diameter Silicon p-i-n 


photodiodes. The system operates at a data rate of about 20 Kbps. The bit rate chosen keeps the 


cost down and is adequate for our reader-tag system that needs to send only a few hundred 


kilobytes of information. We carried out several experiments to determine our system’s 


performance under various conditions.  
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To determine the performance of the system at various distances and states of alignment, we 


characterized the beam emitted by the laser. We find that the minimum spot sizes are W0x = 66.2 


µm and W0y = 242 µm along the x and y axes respectively.  The beam divergence angle 


is calculated to be 4.28 mrad. This highly paraxial beam provides our system with a large amount 


of security. The optical power received by the tag from the reader with a variation in distance is 


also studied. The value of normalized received power decreases to less than or equal to 0.5 


when when the tag and reader are separated by 5.15 m. Thus we find that our optical-ID works 


well if the distance between the reader and the tag is kept below 5.15 m.  We find that at a 


distance of 3 m a lateral offset of ±3.5 mm from the axis can be tolerated without sacrificing 


80% of the received power. From BER measurement we find that a decrease of 20% power at the 


distance of z = 3 m does not degrade the BER. The frequency response of the laser plus photo 


detector combination has been determined.  The 3 dB cutoff frequency measured lies between 50 


KHz to 220 KHz depending on the manner of modulating the laser driver.   


   


 
 


Fig 3: Bit Error Rate versus Distance for transmission at 19.2 Kbps 


   


To understand the performance of our intensity modulated direct-detection optical-ID system we 


measured the bit-error-rate in a typical set-up. Tests were conducted using varying bit rates and 


data sequences. Bit error rate is a strong function of signal power. As we move the tag further 


away from the reader, the power received by the tag decreases along with the  signal to noise 


ratio. Beyond a certain distance, we can no longer recover the signal. In our experimental 


investigation, we have measured the limit on the distance beyond which the system 


exhibits significant loss of packets. The variation of the bit-error rate with distance is plotted in 


Fig. 3. We find that we can use the optical ID with an error rate less than 10
-9


 when the distance 


between the tag and the reader is up to 4.6 m.  
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FSO System based WSN:  
 


Based on the design of the short distance, point-to-point free space optical ID system in our 


laboratory, we envision a WSN where each sensor node is equipped with an optical transmitter 


and an optical receiver made with an array of p-i-n photodiodes arranged as shown in Fig. 4. We 


assume that the sensor-nodes are distributed on a planar surface, as for example, the floor of a 


workshop or a level field. Each transmitter emits a horizontal beam of light encoded with its 


message for other nodes.  If illuminated by this beam, the photodiodes of another node can 


receive the message in the manner of a free-space optical communication system [15]. Thus, our 


system is based on line-of-sight optical communications rather than the diffused or scattered 


light based indoor optical communication systems discussed in Refs. [12-14, 16]. Major 


advantages of line-of-sight communications are large distances between nodes and freedom from 


multipath interference or fading. 


 


 


 
 


 
Fig. 4: Block diagram of a sensor node equipped with an optical transceivers. 


 


Unlike the optical ID system discussed earlier, the proposed WSN system uses superluminescent 


light emitting diodes (SLED) in its transmitter. These SLEDs are capable of emitting light of 


high intensity (100-2500 mW) over a cone of fairly large angle. They are reasonably fast having 


rise times of the order of 80 ns [17].  We use an intensity modulated subcarrier scheme in which 


each transmitter is assigned its unique subcarrier frequency in the MHz range. However it is also 


possible to use code-division multiplexing. 


 


For the receiving antenna, we have designed an angle-diversity combination of photodiodes 


connected to each node of the WSN [12]. The photodiodes are arranged in one plane capable of 


direct detection of light from a SLED located in the plane. All the p-i-n photodiodes in the 
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cluster are connected in parallel so that the photocurrents are added together in the preamplifier 


stage. The photodiodes receive lights from SLED transmitters of the WSN. Only when the 


proper subcarrier signal is received by one of the photodiodes the communication link is 


established. A schematic diagram of the angle-diversity photodiode cluster is shown in Fig. 5. 


Each photodiode is equally weighted and the sum of the signal currents of the photodiodes is 


demodulated and decoded to retrieve the data.   


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 


 


Fig. 5: A cluster of six photodiodes capable of receiving light from various directions. The photodiodes are 


connected in parallel. 


 


A schematic diagram of our FSO based WSN with nodes distributed on a planar surface is shown 


in Fig. 6. More than one node can receive the signal from a particular SLED transmitter because 


of the large cone of emission for each transmitter. So if we arrange the photodiode cluster based 


receivers carefully we can easily realize a FSO mesh network.  As long as the photodiode cluster 


of a particular node remains in the field of view of the SLED transmitter of another node, a 


communication link between the two can be potentially established. Thus a degree of mobility 


between two nodes is permitted in the proposed FSO based WSNs.  


 


 


 


 


 


A Photodiode 
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Fig. 6: A FSO based WSN with three sensor nodes with node 1 talking to node 2 and node 3 talking to node 1. 


 


 


Design: 


 


At first we built a FSO system with a laser based transmitter and a cluster of identical p-i-n 


photodiodes as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. We combined several reverse-biased photodiodes in 


parallel with a simple op amp based transimpedance preamplifier. The bandwidth of the 


preamplifier was kept much lower than that of the photodiodes. As a result, the bandwidth of the 


multiple photodiodes and the transimpedance stage weakly dependent on the number of 


photodiodes used as shown in the frequency response in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7 we depict the frequency 


response of a receiver with a single p-i-n diode along with those from receivers with 3 or 5 


identical p-i-n diodes connected in parallel. The bandwidth of the optical receiver with a single 


diode is 65 KHz whereas the bandwidth of a receiver with 3 photodiodes in parallel is 58 KHz. 


When the number of photodiodes is increased to five the overall bandwidth decreases to 47 KHz.  


The main reason for the decrease is the increase of the capacitance of the reverse biased 
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photodiodes connected in parallel. This decrease is modeled in the calculation of the signal to 


noise ratio of our optical receivers.  


 


 
 


Fig. 7: Frequency response of an optical receiver with multiple photodiodes connected in parallel. 


 


To quantify the potential advantage receiver design with identical photodiodes connected in 


parallel, we calculate the signal to noise ratio. We assume that the light beam coming to a 


photodiode cluster is a uniform plane wave whose direction of propagation lies in the plane 


containing the axes of the photodiodes. We assume that the intensity Iin of the input beam is 


modulated sinusoidally by a signal of frequency ωs so that  


 


Iin(t) I0 1 m2 /2 2mexp( j st)     (1) 


 


where m is the modulation index and I0 is a constant. If the area of a photodiode is a and the half 


angle of the field of view of a photodiode is φ the optical power received by the photodiode is 


  


Iinacos( )rect( , )      (2) 


 


where θ is the angle between the axis of the photodiode and the propagation vector of the 


incoming wave and rect(θ,φ) = 1 for –φ < θ < φ and zero otherwise. Considering Eq. (2) and the 


fact that there are N photodetectors with an angle α = 2π/N between them we can write that the 
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total signal current generated by the photodiode cluster is given by 


 


   isig(t) 2mRIoafN ( )exp( j st)    (3) 


 


where R is the average responsivity of the photodiodes and angle-diversity factor 


 


   fN ( ) rect( , /2) cos( i )rect( i , )
i 1


N


.  (4) 


 


Thus the signal to noise ratio at the output of the receiver is given by 


 


   SNR
2(mRI0afN ( ))2


ish,N
2 ith,N


2
     (5) 


 


where ish,N
2  and ith,N


2  represent the mean square values of the shot noise and thermal noise 


currents, respectively. The mean square value of the shot noise current is given by 


 


  ish,N
2 2qRI0a(1 m2 /2) fN( )BN 2qRIBackaNBN 2qidarkNBN  (6) 


 


where BN is the noise equivalent bandwidth of the photodiode cluster combined with the 


amplifier, Iback is the average background light intensity, idark is the average dark current in the 


photodiodes and q is the electronic charge. The mean square value of the thermal noise current is 


given by 


 


   ith,N
2 4kTBNF /RL       (7) 


 


where k is Boltzmann constant, T is the device temperature in 
o
K, RL is the load resistance and F 


is the amplifier noise factor. 


 


If the field of view of each photodiode is large then the angle diversity factor in Eq. (4) can be 


greater than unity and increase rapidly with N. When φ = π/2 the angle of view of each 


photodiode is the maximum and each detector can receive a beam of light easily for –π/2 < θ < 


π/2. The same beam of light can then be detected by several photodiodes and the value of the 


total signal current in the receiver increases. In Fig. 8 we show the behavior of fN(0) as a function 


of N when φ = π/2. However, if the field of view of the photodiodes is narrow then each 


photodiode acts individually and fN = 1. 


 


From Eq. (5) we find that when the field of view is wide the signal power at the output of the 


receiver increases by a factor of fN
2
 whereas the power of the shot and thermal noise grows by 


factors of fN and N. In this situation the signal to noise ratio of the photodiode array can increase 


with N. But if the field of view of each photodiode is narrow then an increase of photodiodes 


increases the amount of shot noise and the signal to noise ratio decreases with N. In Fig. 9 we 


show the upper and lower bounds on the signal to ratio for a particular case study. When the 


photodiodes have a field of view φ < π/2 the signal to noise ratio will remain in between the two 
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bounds shown in Fig. 9.  


 


 
 


Fig. 8: Growth of the angle diversity factor fN with N when φ = π/2. 


 


 
 


Fig. 9: Upper and lower bounds on the SNR of the photodiode cluster with the number of photodiodes. 
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Conclusions: 


 


This paper has discussed  the design and initial experimental results of a wireless sensor node 


network using free space optical communication. The network contains nodes that may have a 


limited amount of mobility, depending on the number and characteristics of SLEDs and 


photodiodes in the receivers. Such nodes can be deployed in the field where nodes need mobility 


and exchange information among each other directly, or via an intermediate node. Future 


research will include design of efficient protocols that can allow information transfer using 


optical techniques in a mobile environment unfettered by RF interference. Detailed analysis and 


optimization of the design are part of the ongoing research in our laboratory. 
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Abstract


An SCA-based SDR-application has components which exchange data through ports.  This enables scalability through the possibility of deployment on multiple processors, makes code reuse easier in other SDR applications, and makes it easier to port applications.  There is wide freedom as regards the granularity of the component structure, e.g. few components with a large amount of processing in each component or a higher number of components with less processing in each component.  While a fine structure further enhances scalability, reuse and portability, it has side-effects in the form of increased workload overheads.  Here the effects of varying this granularity on the workload of the total system are examined.  The analysis is done for a varying number of components, while splitting the processing functional work such that the total functional processing work remains the same.  Also, the effects of varying the size of the data packets between the components are studied.  The analysis is done both by model calculations and experimental measurements.  The analysis is important for efficient utilization of the processing elements in an SDR system.

1.0 INTRODUCTION


The Software Communications Architecture (SCA) is the dominant architecture for Software Defined Radio (SDR) in the military domain.  SCA defines a run-time environment for applications and allows applications to be built as compositions of components.  SCA also defines a distributed architecture, allowing the application components to be deployed on several processing elements.  The communication between the components is enabled through port interfaces, and uses CORBA as the underlying communications middleware between the various parts of the application running on the various processors.  On processing elements where CORBA is not available, SCA prescribes the use of CORBA-adapters, of which several solutions exist.


The splitting of SDR applications into components, with their defined input- and output interfaces, and their defined requirements to their runtime environment, enables scalable systems in that the various components may be deployed on additional processors as needed.  Components also make reuse of parts of an application easier, e.g. if two standards have the same common interleaver, it makes sense to define this interleaver as one component that can be used in the waveform applications for both standards.  Generally, an application composition with many small components increases the probability of being able to reuse the components in other waveform applications.


The component approach however has side effects in the form of processor workload overhead, where we here define the processor workload implied by a task or a group of tasks as the fraction of available processor cycles occupied over a time period.  The component approach adds CORBA overhead through the processing of the CORBA invocations and format conversions in the system.  Also, the approach increases the number of separate processes and threads, which increases context switching in the cases where several components are deployed on the same processor.


In the following we will consider such a case where the application granularity is so fine that several components are deployed on the same processor.  We examine this by using a scenario where we have one CORBA-capable General-Purpose Processor (GPP) which runs the same functional application work, but implemented as a variable number of components.   As part of the experiment, we also vary the workload of components, the size of the data packets transferred between the components and the data rate in the system.   


2.0 ANALYSIS APPROACH

Our aim in this work is to quantify and understand the effects of application granularity of SCA-based applications, when the granularity is such that several components will need to be deployed on the same CORBA-capable GPP processor.  We will be strictly interested in granularity effects on workload, i.e. we will not consider other aspects that may also be affected, such as latency, throughput, and statistical variation of latency and throughput.


In analysing processor workload or processor system performance in general, a wide range of analysis approaches are available, as illustrated in figure 1.  Simple analytical system models may provide good insight and be easy to understand, however for most practical model sizes such models will only provide a course representation of the system, and will not capture the system behaviour in fine detail.  At the other end of the scale, workload measurements on the actual system will provide good accuracy in determining the actual workload, however the level of detail in the total system may result in a less clear picture as to what are the dominant causes for the measured system performance.  By analysing and structuring the measured information however, we may also get an understanding of the underlying dominant mechanisms.

An approach that makes it easier to capture more details and hence makes it easier to provide a higher accuracy than an analytical model is e.g. a Petri-Net model [1].  This type of model is however also more complex to understand and interpret.  An even further model refinement will be a simulation model, which is even more complex to build and understand, but which has the potential of capturing finer details.  If we did not have a system to perform measurements on, a further alternative would be to build a testbed that captured the specific characteristics we were interested in.
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We have chosen in this work to use a combination of empirical analysis and simple analytical models.  Empirical analysis in the form of workload measurements on sample applications provide quantification of granularity effects with good accuracy, and also allow us to do detailed analysis where appropriate.  The simple analytical models intend to help provide better insight into the effects we are observing.  

Figure 1:  Illustration of system performance analysis methods

3.0 Workload Assessment Through Empirical Analysis

3.1 General


We have chosen to perform the empirical analysis using the OSSIE Core Framework (CF) from VirginiaTech [2], which uses the omniORB [3].  Since this is an open source CF, it gives us the advantage of having the full source code available for our analysis.  The system runs on Linux on an x86 hardware architecture.  A Linux system is convenient due to both good availability of public documentation and due to a rich variety of publicly available analysis tools.  Specifics of software and hardware are listed in table 1.

Table 1:  HW and SW used in the experiments 


		

		Experiment 3.2

		Experiment 3.3



		OS

		Linux 2.6.9-34.EL 

		Linux 2.6.9-34.EL



		OSSIE revision

		0.6.0

		0.6.2



		Processor

		Pentium M 1.86GHz

		Pentium M 1.86GHz



		RAM

		1,5 GByte

		1,5 GByte



		Cache specifics


L1i=first level instruction cache


L1d=first level data cache


L2=second level cache

		L1i=32kB


L1d=32kB


L2=2MB

		L1i=32kB


L1d=32kB


L2=2MB





We have further chosen to do the empirical analysis on the basis of two groups of waveform applications.  The first group is based on a sample waveform application with a low computational load (relative to the capacity of the processor), the transmitter (TX) part of Stanag 4285.  This waveform is being used in a study in the RTO-IST-080 RTG-038 on SDR, and the base code has been provided by Telefunken Racoms.  For purpose of the study here, the waveform processing is configured into applications with a variable number of components, as described in section 3.2.


The second group of applications is a synthetic workload, also configured into applications with a variable number of components, and as described more specifically in section 3.3.  A synthetic workload allows us to more easily vary the computational load of the components, and also the size of the transmitted packages between components, which will help us understand the system behaviour.  

The system workload, and how the workload is distributed among various processes and modules in the system, may be measured in a variety of ways, ranging from instrumentation (time measurements in the code) to various profiling and monitoring tools.  Here we have chosen to use the tools ‘OProfile’ [4] and ‘SYSSTAT sar’ [5].  OProfile is a statistical profiler that samples the complete system including the kernel, shared libraries, and executables. This makes it possible to assess the workload distribution over the total system, including e.g. what portion of the CPU time was spent in the various modules of the applications and what portion of it was used with CORBA.  SYSSTAT sar is a performance monitoring tool that works through collecting operating system information at intervals specified by the user. SYSSTAT sar will be used to monitor the CPU utilization during execution of the different sample applications.

3.2 Empirical Workload Assessment Using a Sample Waveform Application With Low Computational Complexity: Stanag 4285 TX

In this experiment, we compare a 2-component, 7- and 11-component application implementation of the Stanag 4285 TX waveform, as illustrated in figure 2, in terms of CPU workload.  Each of the implementations contain the same functional processing code, such that the amount of processing work that is carried out is the same in all three cases.  Additionally we compare these application configurations against a non-SCA-based version, this version also doing the same processing work.




Figure 2:  Stanag 4285 TX implemented in three different application configurations:  As two SCA components (top), as 7 SCA components (middle) and as 11  components (bottom).  The data sink contains a packet rate regulator. 


For regulating the number of data packets processed per second (PR) in the application chain, the data sink contains a packet rate regulator in the form of SW instructions that perform a blocking read of a number of samples from an audio card.  PR can then be set as the number of samples read relative to the audio card sample rate.


The CPU workload is quantified using SYSSTAT sar (sar –u 40 5), and quantified as the CPU % in the user application space, and as the sum of the CPU % in the user application space and in the system space.

Figure 3 shows the user CPU % results from the experiment, when running the application at 2395 symbols / second (which corresponds to 9,36 data packets per second), and then at 25600 and 64000 symbols second.  2400 symbols/sec is the rate of the actual waveform, the reason for additionally measuring at the two higher speeds is to get more significant CPU% readings.
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Figure 3:  User applications CPU workload in %, measured by SYSSTAT sar, for Stanag 4285 TX, for four different application configurations, each having the same processing functionality.  The processing symbol rates are also varied, by varying the number of packets processed per second (the original Stanag 4285TX symbol rate is 2400 symb/sec). 


We see from figure 3 that the user CPU workload is increased more than 2,5 times, going from the non-SCA basecode to the 11-components implementation, and roughly 2,5 times from a two-component implementation to an 11-component one.  When considering user+system CPU%, figure 4, we see that this difference is even larger.  Hence we may conclude, for this processing code, that the CPU workload increases significantly as the processing code is split into more components.
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Figure 4:  Same as previous figure, but showing the User+System CPU workload in %. 


3.3 Empirical Workload Assessment Using a Synthetic Load


In this experiment we compare a 2-component (W2), 3-component (W3), 5-component (W5) and 11-component (W11) application, see figure 5.  The computational load in each case consists of  9 FIR-filter loads, each of 

N


B


×


multiply-and-addition operations (plus the additional necessary load and store operations).  Here B is the packet (block) size in number of floats (1 float=4 bytes), and N is the number of filter taps. 

In this setup, we may easily vary B and the total functional load (

N


B


const


×


×


×


»


9


), which we term WLFUNC. In the same way as in 3.2, we vary PR by using the audio card as a packet rate regulator.  For W2  the regulator is in the FTOT component, and for W3...W11 in the SRC component.  

Due to subtle details as to how the functional code runs on the processor, the proportionality of WLFUNC to 

N


B


×


×


9


 is not exact for all B and N.  In order for this not to confuse our interpretation of measurements, we include reference measurements of WLFUNC where appropriate, defining WLFUNC as the measured workload when running the functional code as a standalone c-program.




Figure 5:  The synthetic load on the system, in four different application configurations.  In all configurations, the functional load is that of 9 FIR-filters, each with B x N multiplications and additions.  


As an initial experiment we want to verify that we see CPU workload differences between the various configurations also of the synthetic load.   Since we have the liberty of changing the load in the components, we do this for two different loads, N*B=20000 and 100000, keeping the packet size B at 2000 floats.  The results are provided in figure 6.  For N*B=20000, we observe a CPU (U+S) workload ratio between the standalone program and the 11-component SCA-based configuration of 1,94, hence we clearly observe workload overhead effects.  When N*B is increased 5 times, we still observe differences between the configurations, but the same (U+S) workload ratio is now decreased to 1,17.  Hence, under these conditions, we see a clear workload ratio dependency on N*B.
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Figure 6:  User and system CPU workload in %, measured by SYSSTAT sar, for the four synthetic waveform application configurations, and compared to the standalone c-implementation, FUNC.  The packet size is 2000 floats, and N=10 for the 5 leftmost measurements, N=50 for the other 5 measurements.  PR=40. 


Next we want to investigate the effects on workload from varying the packet size, while keeping WLFUNC approximately constant, figure 7. Since the component functional workload, as mentioned previously, is not ideally proportional to N*B, we have selected combinations of N and B points that result in WLFUNC= 10±0.3% as a reference.  We see again that dividing the processing into more components leads to increased processor workload.   We also see a clear processor workload dependency on B, with the workload generally increasing with increasing B.     
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Figure 7:  User(U) and User+System (U+S) CPU workload in %, measured by SYSSTAT sar, as a function of packet size in # of floats, for the four synthetic waveform application configurations and with the standalone C-program as a reference (FUNC).  FUNC has been adjusted, by selecting combinations of B and N, to approximately 10% workload (see FUNC graph).

4.0 Workload aSSESSMENT through LOW-COMPLEXITY ANALYTICAL MODELS


4.4 A Simple Lower Bound Model

Model


This model is an optimistic one, and will serve as a lower bound on the workload in the SCA-based system.  The model will tell us how much of the additional workload on the processor, due to increased granularity, can be explained by accounting for the added workload due to the CORBA-based communication, i.e. the CORBA client, data format conversions, ORB activities, data transport, and CORBA servant.


In this model we will assume no loss due to context switches.  We will assume that all the functional code in the components, and all other activities on the processor, execute in sequence without any performance losses due to there being several processes competing for the resources, and we will assume that the processor goes into idle state when it has processed one data package through the chain of components.  Specifically we here assume that separating the functional code into more components does not lead to an increased amount of cache misses and hence does not lead to a lower average memory fetch/store speed.

In the model, we have chosen to separate out the data conversion to and from the ‘FloatSequence’ type that is used for the port data packet communication, as we found that to be important workload contributors.

Under these conditions we may write the CPU workload in % for our synthetic application with M components (including SRC and SNK) as 
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(1)

where 

CL


t


 is the number of processor cycles to process one unit component load CL, 

SRC


t


 is the number of processor cycles to process the functionality in the SRC component, 

SNK


t


 is the number of processor cycles to process the functionality in the SRC component, 

TS


t


 is the number of processor cycles to convert  array of floats data to its FloatSequence representation, 

TF


t


 is the number of processor cycles to convert the FloatSequence representation to array of floats data, 

packet


t


 is the number of processor cycles to transfer one data packet between components, and 

PCR


is the cycle rate of the processor.  (The 

2


-


M


 is due to there not being any conversion from the FloatSequence type in the SNK component in our specific case.)

Estimation of Parameters


Allthough it is possible to calculate estimates of the above 

i


t


 parameters based on the source code of our system and processor specifics, it is a lengthy exercise and it is also difficult to get good accuracy.  For our purpose of describing the workload overheads in the system, it suffices to instead measure the specific parameters in (1), as follows:

· 

CL


t


×


9


 is measured, using OProfile, as a function of N and B, by running the functional code as a standalone c-program


· 

SRC


t


, 

SNK


t


,

TS


t


, 

TF


t


 and 

packet


t


:  Measured using both SYSSTAT Sar and OProfile, with a test application consisting of merely one source and one sink component, see figure 8.

· 

SRC


t
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SNK


t


:  Measured using OProfile, with no conversion to/from FloatSequence taking place in the source- and sink-components, as a function of B, and excluding all ORB-related processor cycles

· 

TS


t
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TF


t


: Measured with OProfile and sar, with a large number of conversions to FloatSequence  taking place in the source component and/or and a large number of conversions from FloatSequence taking place in the sink component


· 

packet


t


: Measured with OProfile as the sum of the processor cycles judged to be ORB-related.  Estimated with SAR with no conversion to/from FloatSequence and assuming  
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t


 and 

SNK


t


 ≈ 0.




Figure 8:  Test application for measurements of parameters in equation (1)


Table 2:  The parameters in model (1) measured with OProfile and SYSSTAT sar, using the test application of figure 8.
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		User 


 

		Estimate based on ‘sar’  measurements:

		Assumed 0

		Assumed 0

		14,5*B

		10,6*B

		79200+5,5*B



		

		Estimate based on OProfile  measurements:

		650



		200

		14,6*B

		10,6*B

		80700+5,5*B



		System

		Estimate based on ‘sar’  measurements:

		Assumed 0

		Assumed 0

		≈ 0

		≈ 0

		160000+23,6*B



		

		Estimate based on OProfile  measurements:

		≈ 0

		≈ 0

		≈ 0

		≈ 0

		150000+23,0*B





Comparison with Measured WL


Figure 9 shows a comparison of measured WL (user %) for the W11 configuration as a function of B (same data as in figure 7), and WLi, when using the OProfile 
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 and 
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 estimates from table 2, and setting M=11 in the model.  As expected WLi underestimates the real workload, in particular for high B’s, and in particular as we have not accounted for any context switching.  Notably though, WLi predicts the major part of the observed WL overhead, particularly for the low B region.
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Figure 9:  Comparison of measured (upper graph) WL (user %) for W11 , and WLi (lower graph), when using the OProfile 
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 estimates from table 2 when calculating WLi as a function of the packet size.  FUNC has been adjusted to approximately 10% for all B.

4.5 A Simple Model Including Context Switching

Model


A context switch refers to the switching of the CPUs execution from one process or thread to another.  


Each SCA component will run as a process of its own.  The switching of which process is the active executing one, is determined by the scheduling algorithm of the OS, in our case by the Linux 2.6.9 scheduler.  


When a context switch occurs, this has a workload cost for the processor.  We refer to the direct cost of the context switch as the cost directly associated with almost every context switch, as the saving and restoring of processor registers, the execution of the OS scheduler, reloading of TLB entries and the flushing of the processor pipeline [6] .  The indirect cost is related to the cache sharing between processes [6], which may cause parts of the cache having to be stored onto lower-level cache or memory, and new values to be read into the cache, i.e. a ‘rewarming-up’ of the caches to the process or thread being executed.  


The costs due to context switching is an added workload to that of equation (1), hence we write the workload including context switching 
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where CSR is the rate of context switches, 

CSD


t


 is the direct cost in number of processor cycles due to a context switch, whereas 

CSI


t


 is the indirect cost, in processor cycles, of the context switch.

Estimation of Parameters 

As our interest here is mainly that of verifying that (2) provides useful explanations of our problem, we will here only use course estimates of the parameters in (2):


· CSR is a function of both the scheduling algorithm and the processor load.  For the comparison with the W11 measured data in figure 9, we here measure CSR directly, using ‘vmstat’ in Linux.  We use a constant CSR of 1300 as a course average of observed CSR’s for the various B’s in figure 9.

· 

CSD


t


 is assumed to be a constant, and can be measured through methods described in the literature.  In [6], 

CSD


t


is measured to be 3,8µsec for a dual 2.0GHz Intel Xeon system.  We will use 5 µsec or 9300 cycles as a course estimate for our system. 


· 

CSI


t


 is dependent on the L1 and L2 caches of the processor.  In a simplified view, if the sum of the data and instruction code areas that we are addressing are beyond the size of the L2 cache, the system will increasingly need to write data buffers to memory and read data buffers and instruction code from memory, at context switches.  If this is the case, we assume that we will need to store our changed data of the past process to memory, and then read in the data and instructions of the next process that is to execute.  We make a course estimate 

CSI


t


 for the W11 case as a fraction c multiplied by the cycle count for writing one component data buffer of size B floats to memory, reading two buffers of size B from memory and reading 10kBytes of instructions, for the case that the sum of the buffers and code of all 11 components exceed the L2 size.  

The blue line in figure 10 is 

%


WLcs


, for W11 and the same general conditions as in figure 9, and when accounting only for CSR and 

CSD


t


.  We see that this provides a better agreement with the measured data for W11 than using only the simple lower bound model, in particular for the left part of the curve (low B).  


When using a 

CSI


t


 based on c=1 (full buffers written to and read from memory at each context switch) we vastly overestimate the processor workload.  When setting c=0.02 we get the dashed black curve in figure 10, which, given our many assumptions, should be regarded as an example of CS model output only.  Interestingly we see however that the exhaustion of the L2 explains the deviation of the measured data from that of the Simple Lower Bound model for high B’s.
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Figure 10:  Comparison of measured (red diamond graph) WL (user %) for W11 , and WLCS accounting for direct cost only (blue solid line), with same conditions as in figure 9.  The black dashed graph is an example of a WLCS  graph including both direct and indirect CS cost under certain assumptions, see specific conditions in the text.

5.0 conclusions


We have used empirical analysis and simple analytical models to understand the effects of component granularity in an SCA-based system, when the granularity is such that several components are deployed on the same CORBA-capable processor.  For the empirical analysis, we have used the OSSIE CF from VirginiaTech, and omniORB.  We have used variable number of components implementations of a real TX waveform processing, the Stanag 4285TX, and we have also used a synthetic waveform where we have been able to vary both the component workloads and the data packet sizes.

When executing the same total functional processing work, but with a varying number of SCA-based components, we observe that the processor workload increases as the number of components increases, and increasingly so for decreasing total functional processing work as well as for increasing data packet sizes.  Hence the scalability and reusability benefits that result from implementing the SDR-application with a high number of components, must be balanced against the processing efficiency loss that occurs when having to run several components on the same processor.


We have proposed two simple models that explain the major effects of the processor workload overheads in a SCA-based system, and that with proper determination of their parameters may be used to predict actual workload in a system.  
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1

Here is the outline of my presentation.

I will first speak about the RTO’s mission and objectives, inform you about the place of RTO in the NATO structure, and then give you more details about the IST Panel, its scope, membership, then very briefly go through our current program of activities so that you can get a certain understanding of the topics we cover.









NATO/RTO  Mission and Objectives

		The RTO Mission 

		to conduct and promote co-operative defense research and information exchange within NATO and with its “Partners”.

		The RTO Objectives 

		To support the development and effective use of national defence R&T and thus to maintain a technological lead within the Alliance,

		To meet the military needs of the Alliance (National Interests),

		To provide advice to NATO and national decision makers. 



Dr. von Kármán



RTO is focused on cooperation in the defense research area.  Exchange of information is within the nations of the alliance as well as with some countries, designated as our “Partner for Peace” nations.  Finland for example plays an important role in the IST Panel.

The organisation’s objectives include, supporting the development, and effective use of national R&T, and to maintain a technological lead for the alliance.  The RTO also strives to meet the military needs of the alliance and will provide advice to NATO and national decision makers in the area of R&T.

The nations are of course the main contributing parts in RTO business, and all what we are doing is only possible with the support given by the nations.  There is no NATO funding to do it.  The nations showing their interests are actually supporting our activities.









The RTO in NATO Structure

North Atlantic Council

Military Committee

Conference of National  Armament Directors

NATO Air Force Armaments Group

 NATO Army Armaments Group

 NATO Naval Armaments Group

 NATO Industrial Advisory Group

Allied Command Transformation

Allied Command Operations

Science

Committee

RTO

RTB     RTA

NATO C3  Board

NATO C3 Agency

NATO Underwater Research Center



This slide shows the place of the RTO within the NATO structure.  What is unique for RTO is that it is reporting back to both the civil side, the Conference of National Armament Directors (CNAD) but also to the military side (the Military Committee).  We are in a way like a mediator between the military needs on the one hand and the technology basis on the other.

The Research and Technology Board (RTB) is the executive board of the national representatives to RTO. The Research and Technology Agency (RTA) provides administrative support to ensure that the program of the RTO is completed.

There are also 2 other organisations dealing with Research and Technology: the Science Committee, a more general supporting organisation for science activities, and the NATO C3 organisation where the NATO C3 Agency plays an important role.









NATO R&T Organisation

 PANEL

LEVEL

EXPERT

LEVEL

North Atlantic Council (NAC)

Research and Technology Board (RTB)

Military  Committee (MC)

Conference of National Armaments Directors (CNAD)

BOARD

LEVEL

MSG

Modeling & Simulation Group

SAS



System, Analysis, and Studies

SCI



Systems Concepts & Integration

HFM

Human Factors and Medicine

AVT

Applied Vehicle Technology

IST

Information Systems Technology 

SET



Sensors & Electronics Technology



Symposia

Task Groups

Lecture Series

Other
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Task Groups

Lecture Series

Other
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11

Here you can see the different levels of structure for RTO.

At the first level, we have the R&T Board which reports back to both the Military Committee and the CNAD, and then the main organisational level, which is the Panels level, reporting to the RTB.

We have 6 Panels and 1 Modeling & Simulation Group organising the RTO activities. The yellow one is our Panel, IST.

Each Panel handles several types of technical teams such as symposia, task groups, lecture series and other activities like experiments, field trials and technical demonstrations  At this level there are also Consultant, Support and Partners Programmes. This level is the experts level. A key component to the success of these groups, is the network of experts that are developed and maintained.  These experts come from academia, government and industry.









RTO Teams, Tools and Network

		 Exploratory Teams (ET)

		Technical Teams (TT) such as: 

		Task Groups (RTG)

		Symposia (RSY)

		Workshops (RWS) 

		Specialists Meetings (RSM)

		Lecture Series (RLS)

		Technical Courses (RTC)

		Experiments, demonstrations (CDT)

		Publications and Website



http://www.rto.nato.int

		RT Board (~ 56)

		RTA Headquarters (~ 54) 

		Panel Members (about ~370)

		Experts  (est. ~ 3500)



In short: a NETWORK



This is to give you and idea of the network of experts that RTO is creating and maintaining.

On the left hand you can see the different types of teams which are the formats with which the RTO is performing its activities (task groups, symposia, workshops, etc.).

On the right hand side, you can see some figures like the members of the Board which are about 56.  Of course each nation has a voting member and we have 26 nations for the time being, plus our partner nations and so on.  So this gives you an idea of the size of the Board.

We have a supporting Agency that is the RTA in Paris with about 50 people.

The total number of the Panel members is about 370.  So, a Panel represents roughly around 50 to 60 people.

But the most important one is the last one; this is the number of experts.  And this is where you belong.  It is the 3500 figure on the right hand side.  This is the network that we are maintaining, and of course expanding as much as possible, to serve our customers.  You are now of course part of this experts’ network.











IST Panel Mission and  Focus Areas

		IST MISSION

		To implement, on behalf of the R&T Board, the RTO Mission with respect to Information Systems Technology.

		To advance and exchange techniques and technologies to provide timely, affordable, dependable, secure and relevant information to war fighters, planners and strategists.

		To advance and exchange techniques and enabling technologies for modeling, simulation, and training.



		4 IST FOCUS AREAS

		Information Warfare and Assurance,

		Information and Knowledge Management

		Communications and Networks

		Architecture and Enabling Technologies



A dedicated Symposium on each focus every 2 years







IST Panel Membership

		IST Panel Chairman:  Prof. Jürgen GROSCHE (GER)

		IST Panel Vice-Chair: Col. Marek AMANOWICZ (POL)

		58 Panel Members from 23 Nations



Including Ex-Officio Members (URC, NC3A, ACT, NHQC3Staff)

		RTA/IST Office



Lt.Col. Patrick PRODHOME (Panel Exec)

Mrs. Aysegül APAYDIN (Panel Assistant)



Updated August 2006, reflecting 17th PBM Orlando









How the RTO Works

(with focus on Tactical Communications)

RTO

NATO

Nations

Deliverables

		NATO Nations

		PfP,

		MD



		Military Committee

		CNAD

		NATO BODIES



		Provide solutions to R&T needs of the Alliance

		R&T advice to NATO decision makers



		Improve effectiveness of national defence R&T 

		R&T advice to national decision makers



IST-067 : Task Group = 3 Years life

ET

Event

IST-083

Symposium





Now, to show you basicaly how RTO works.

You can see on the left we start with the inputs provided by NATO nations, Partners nations or Mediterranean dialogue countries (which is fairly new).  These all contribute to the content of the work of RTO. They give the ideas on what we should do, the needs of the nations, and then, after discussions in several groups like the Panels, decisions made by the Board, we come up with a certain kind of deliverable and this Task Group is one of the outcomes of this process.  So, both parts, namely NATO and the nations, including the PfP and Med Dialogue countries, are contributing to the content of the work of the RTO.









Active Technical Teams

		Task Groups		05		06		07		08		09		10

		IST-065		Information Fusion for Demonstration for Operations Other than War

		IST-066		Tactical Communications EW within Emerging Network Environment

		IST-067		Tactical Communications for Urban Operations

		IST-068		XML in Cross Domain Security Solutions

		IST-069		Protected Core Network

		IST-075		Semantic Interoperability

		IST-074		C4ISR Systems: Complexity, Scalability, Agility & Resiliency

		IST-077		Cognitive Radio in NATO

		IST-078		Machine Translation for Coalition Operations (speech processing)

		IST-079		Decision Support in the context on an integrated C2

		IST-080		Software define Radio

		IST-081		Coalition Network Defence Common Operational Picture





















































































To give you an idea of the range of subjects we deal with, which obviously varies from year to year, here are our active technical teams.









2008 IST EVENTS

		Ref.
		Event		Location		Date


		IST-083
RSY		Military Communications (with a special focus on Tactical Communications for Network Centric Operations)		Prague
(CZE)		21-22 April 

		IST-082 RSM		Communication EW in an ISTAR Setting
(specialist meeting)		Brno (CZE)		September

		IST-076 RSY		Information Assurance for Emerging and Future NATO Systems		Ljubljana (SLO)		October

		IST-072 RWS		Trust and Confidence in Autonomous Systems		Orlando (USA)		November





















































To give you an idea of the range of subjects we deal with, which obviously varies from year to year, here are our active technical teams.
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Exploratory Teams

		6 Exploratory teams have their working phase in 2008, two of them are “Space Oriented”.

		IST-ET-044 on “QoS Architecture for Low Predictable/Tactical Networks” (extended to Dec. 08)

		IST-ET-046 on “SOA Challenges for Real Time and Disadvantaged Grid”

		IST-ET-047 (Space Oriented) on “System of systems for Early Warning in NATO” 

		IST-ET-048 (Space Oriented) on “NATO NEC over SATCOM”

		IST-ET-049 on “Distributed Data Fusion in a Networked Environment”

		IST-ET-050 on “Distributed Smart Sensing and Networking”





		7 Exploratory teams will have their working phase in 2009, if they get sufficient interest:

		IST-ET-051 on “Voice over IP Security”

		IST-ET-052 on “Autonomous Software Agents”

		IST-ET-053 on “Use of POF and MOF for military Applications”

		IST-ET-054 on “Environnemental Information Management and Exploitation”

		IST-ET-055 on “Global Changes : Impact on IST”

		IST-ET-056 on “Low Level Fusion Processing for Land Multi-Platforms Tactical and Combat Systems in NATO”

		IST-ET-057 on “Research Plan for NEC IA”









Symposium Co-chairmen

Dr. Michael BOWMAN 

Murray State University 

Center for Telecommunications Systems Management 

Murray, KY 42071-3347, United States 

E-mail: michael.bowman@murraystate.edu



Prof. Marek AMANOWICZ 

Military Communication Institute 

05-130 Zegrze, Poland 

E-mail: m.amanowicz@wil.waw.pl 













Symposium topics

		tactical communication in urban operations 

		mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) 

		wireless communications 

		software defined/cognitive radio 

		quality of service provision in tactical and mobile networks 

		dynamic resource management in disadvantaged grids 

		secure communications over mobile disruptive networks 

		designing for low predictable and disruptive networks 

		protocol efficiency on bandwidth constrained links 















NATO Nations in RTO













		Partnership for Peace (PfP) Programme launched in 1994

		Currently, 23 PfP Countries

		





Partnership for Peace (PfP)

e

Albania		Georgia		Sweden

Armenia		Ireland			Switzerland

Austria			Kazakhstan		Tajikistan

Azerbaijan		Kyrgyz Republic	Turkmenistan

Belarus*		Moldova		FYROM

Bosnia Herzegovina*	Montenegro*		Ukraine**

Croatia			Russia**		Uzbekistan

Finland		Serbia*

* no Security Agreement with NATO

** separate charters













7 Mediterranean Dialogue Countries (MD)

7 Mediterranean-Dialogue Countries are now invited to join a larger “Partners family”

		NATO's Mediterranean Dialogue (MD) is a ten-year old forum for political consultations and practical cooperation, which includes a bilateral and a multilateral component and involves countries of the Mediterranean area.

		The Istanbul Cooperation Initiative (ICI) is a new initiative which is meant to promote essentially practical cooperation on a bilateral basis, with interested countries in the broader region of the Middle East. 
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ABSTRACT


This paper proposes a secure and robust tactical spread spectrum transmission system based on Code-
Hopping CDMA (CH-CDMA). It is both useful for terrestrial radio communication links as well as for
satellite communication links. Very low detectability and highest robustness against jamming are the major
design goals. Traditionally, long CDMA spreading codes are based on simple linear feedback shift registers
(LFSR) like the Gold code family. Although arguments like low probability of intercept (LPI) and antijamming
capabilities are regularly cited, they are not relevant for simple LFSR codes. A strong approach with the
AES block cipher and code hopping schemes is presented. This way, the signal will become less vulnerable
against coded jamming and eavesdropping. In the simulation, the secure AES-OFB spreading system shows
no performance drawbacks in comparison to conventional Gold-code systems. Also code-collision jammers
are demonstrated with AES-OFB and Gold-codes.


1.0 INTRODUCTION


Today, most effort is done in civil
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Figure 1: Architecture of a secure spread spectrum transmission system [1]


wireless communications to secure the
transmission above the physical layer. Even
"secure" CDMA systems communications
are using vulnerable linear feedback shift
register (LFSR) generators to create the
spreading sequences. According to [2],
the hidden 42-bit LFSR mask value of IS-95 mobile phone communications can be revealed in about 1 second
of interception. The argument of CDMA-based "voice privacy" in IS-95 is weakened by this. Stronger
sequences based on nonlinear combinations of LFSR elements require more effort in breaking, but this is
not impossible in general. Once knowing the PRNG seed values, also jamming becomes much easier and
all the antijamming gain of CDMA is lost when the jammer is using the coded signal. When talking about
SS/CDMA based security, the basic assumption usually is (from [3], p.139):


The jammer has complete knowledge of the spread-spectrum system design except he does not
have the key to the pseudorandom sequence generators.


This static key, however, can be acquired by cryptanalysis or by theft of communication devices. Nobody
can really rely on this assumption. To exploit the power of CDMA for antijamming and low probability
of intercept, flexible waveforms with dynamic spreading codes have to be developed. A general system
architecture is shown in Fig. 1.


The main difference to traditional CDMA systems is the dynamics of secure pseudonoise spreading code
generators by true random sources of entropy. That makes the actual spreading sequence unpredictable, but
can still be synchronized by cryptographic means (asymmetric public key blocks). The spreading code can be
realized in hardware by AES blocks in OFB mode. Simple variants with basic LFSR generators are possible
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Physical layer Link layer Network Layer Transport Layer Application Layer


Major
advantages


Jamming and inter-
ception protection,
prevents traffic anal-
ysis, additional line
of defense


Protects the most
vulnerable wireless
part, prevents
higher-layer traffic
analysis


IPSec is the best so-
lution for Internet
security. End-to-
end / host-to-host
security


Widely used for se-
curing TCP connec-
tions, no need to
modify the unse-
cured IP-networks


Can satisfy appli-
cations requirement
very well. User-
specific keys for
documents


Major
disadvantages


Not real crypto,
complexity, syn-
chronization issues


Only one hop is se-
cure, not end-to-end


IPSec works only
for IP networks,
not user-to-user,
PEP/IPSec incom-
patibility


No security for
UDP and multicast,
applications have
to be modified for
TLS


No transparency,
where applications
need modification
to fit security


Table 1: Security layers comparison for tactical wireless networks


to reuse existing CDMA hardware. By dynamically re-seeding the LFSR, attacks become much harder. Cross
correlation and BER performance of long AES codes are comparable to optimized LFSR Gold codes.


Code-Hopping CDMA seems to be the only reasonable antijamming technology for civil communication
systems. Interception and eavesdropping renders impossible for unpredictable spreading codes. At negative
SNR, the signal disappears in noise and the attacker cannot even detect a signal. The advantages of CH-CDMA
grow with the signal bandwidth. Best are modern Ultrawideband (UWB) transmission systems.


Military and civil security problems are not fundamentally different. Also in civil networks, Internet
attacks are daily threats. Falun Gong in China is jamming national satellite TV signals quite often. In WLAN
networks, single users can kick out others to get the full cell bandwidth. So, antijamming is a certain topic in
civil wireless communications as well. It is useful to have this dual-use in mind, when designing new security
solutions.


2.0 MULTI LAYER SECURITY FOR WIRELESS NETWORKS


Securing the physical transmission layer is not the only ���������
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Figure 2: Wireless Security vs. OSI layers


way of getting a secure and robust tactical communication
link. It has to be seen in a context of the 7 layer OSI stack
model. OSI itself defined security functions in serveral lay-
ers, but this is far from reality in current systems. The old
standardization documents need to be updated to cope with
recent technology developments.


Security architectures of networked systems like wire-
less TCP/IP or wireless more OSI-oriented networks (UMTS,
GSM) are usually focused on layer 2,3 and 7 security proto-
cols. Quite often, layer 3 security is omitted, because it would
need network based PKI infrastructures for hosts. This is not
available on the public internet. Only some virtual private
networks or remote access solutions rely on IPsec. Further-
more, the PEP / IPsec incompatibility is a real challenge. A
prominent satellite DSL provider did a traffic split because of this: routing less bandwidth applications like
Email via IPsec and transmitting high bandwidth applications like WWW in plain text. The term "‘transport
layer security"’ in the Internet is a bit misleading, because in the OSI context it is more an application layer
protocol gateway.


Table 1 gives an overview about the specific advantages and disadvantages of security in several OSI
layers. There is a certain redundancy if more than one security protocols are used at the same transmission.
But looking at the details, it is evident, that each solution has some specific advantages. Combining those
features, a better overall security can be achieved. Even if two security technologies with the same features
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are combined, this lowers the risk of dramatically, that implementation specific security flaws hit those
technologies at the same time. History has been shown that faulty implementations are one of the main
security risks. Combining security technologies at different OSI layers are more complementary. The
confidentiality protection of layer 1 data helps to prevent traffic analysis on layer 2, as an example.
3.0 LFSR CODES AND THEIR PROBLEMS
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Figure 4: Linear complexity profiles of distorted spreading sequences [1]
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Figure 3: Linear complexity profile, ideal LFSR


Many spread spectrum communication systems are based
on linear feedback shift register codes (LFSR). Especially
Gold codes (LFSR based on 2 m-sequences) are popular
in code division multiplex systems (CDMA) due to their
good correlation properties. However, their simple generator
structure makes it easy to detect them as non-random, even in
modulated and distorted form. Figure 3 shows the ideal linear
complexity profile (LCP) of LFSR sequences compared to
true random sequences. The LCP is the intermediate output
of the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm (BMA) to determine the
linear complexity of a sequence. True random sequences
with unlimited complexity go approximately linear with the
sequence index i. The ideal curve is


LCPrandom,ideal(i) = i/2
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and the real measurement is only slightly fluctuating around this one. LFSR sequences with random initializa-
tion vectors and random weights look similar, but only until the sequence index i0, twice the register length
(weights plus initial state vector size).


This algorithm can be used to detect linear generators in spreaded signals. In presence of bit errors, the
LCP deviates from the ideal form. But single bit errors are recognized as complexity steps in the LCP. In
between the bit errors, the linear segments reveal the basic generators. This is demonstrated in figure 4(a)
with the S-UMTS uplink code (Gold code of degree 18).


LFSR-spreaded signals with a factor greater than i0 are easily visible in the LCP, as shown in the figures
4(c) and 4(d). However, on a large scale (Fig. 4(b)) they come close to the ideal linear LCP of random
sequences. Note that the AES based code in comparison behaves like a true random code on all scales of the
LCP curve.


When signals are spreaded by a factor smaller than i0, a priori knowledge about the data structures must be
used to eliminate the data modulation. A number of known header bits can be sufficient for this. An interesting
approach is [2] by reducing the linear equations to determine the secret mask values of the American IS-95
cellular mobile telephone standard.


LFSR in combination with nonlinear elements create more complex sequences. The Berlekamp-Massey
algorithm could not distinguish them from true random generators, the LCP(i) goes approx. linear with i.
Also AES based codes behave similar in LCP(i). But still there is a difference. While for simple nonlinearized
LFSR generators the code can be broken ([4]), for AES there is no way yet to break the sequence. There are
theoretic approaches for cryptanalysis of AES ([5]), but no one up to now has reported that it works in practice.
One example of broken codes is the GSM code, a clock-controlled LFSR. Sometimes it’s not even necessary
to break the code itself, if the communication protocol contains security flaws ([6]). Quite often, only one
weak element of a complex security system can cause the security completely to fail. Protocols like UMTS
[7] for example are quite complex with some questionable "compromises" of security vs. (GSM-) tradition.
Additional strong physical layer security measures provide additional "fuses" against leaks on higher layers,
next to its actual task.


4.0 AES BASED CODES AS A BASIS FOR FUTURE SOFTWARE DEFINE RADIO WAVE-
FORMS


4.1 The AES block cipher


AES


In: n bit
register state


Out: n bit
register state


hash


kseed


AES PRNG


bit stream
PRNG


XOR


upsampled binary
chip sequence spreaded binary data stream


IV


key


optional 
IV input


n bit feedback


Figure 5: AES output feedback circuit [1]


In 1997, the American National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) initiated a process to select a symmetric-key encryption algorithm
as a successor of the outdated and insecure Data Encryption Standard
(DES) from 1976. Its name should be AES, for Advanced Encryption
Standard. Main criteria were security (resistance against attacks) and per-
formance of hardware and software implementations. In an open process
within the cryptographic research community, the 15 candidate algorithms
were discussed and analyzed. The winner algorithm was Rijndael by the
two Belgium inventors Joan Daemen and Vincent Rijmen ([8, 9]). Its
now officially registered as Federal Information Processing Standard FIPS
PUB 197. Both DES and AES are certified in the US to protect sensitive
(unclassified) Federal information.


4.2 AES-OFB circuit to generate spread spectrum sequences


As a block cipher, AES is usually implemented in cipher block chaining (CBC) or electronic code book (ECB)
circuits ([10]). But to generate direct sequence DS-CDMA spreading codes, an output feedback circuit (OFB)
should be employed for AES. Figure 5 shows a block diagram of this circuit.
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Figure 6: CH-CDMA state machine [13]


The circuit can be realized entirely in simple hardware elements. No arithmetic unit or CPU is necessary.
The hardware performance is much better than with other algorithms of similar cryptographic strength. VHDL
core designs are available from [11] for ASIC or FPGA usage. ASIC implementation results reach more than
Gigabit/s. Applied to direct sequence CDMA this means a chip rate of > 109 chip/s. So, AES is even suitable
for secure broadband applications.


4.3 AES-OFB spreading code properties


Ideal long spreading codes have those properties of true random sequences. Fully orthogonal code vectors are
only realistic in short spreading codes. As there is no ultimate way to measure randomness, a set of statistical
randomness tests have been run to compare AES-OFB sequences with those of conventional Gold codes
(UMTS spreading code generator), see [12]. Both AES-OFB and UMTS Gold codes fulfill all the thresholds
of the randomness criteria. But AES is not better in all categories. The frequency test, serial test and runs
test was better performed by the simple LFSR sequence. Probably the simplicity of the generator is even
the reason for this. More important for spread spectrum are the correlation properties. And this test, the
autocorrelation test and also the poker test was better with the AES-OFB code.


The cross correlation properties are not explicitly measured in the randomness test suite. But they are
the dominant factor for the good results in the multi-user performance simulation, see chapter 6.1.1. The
seed values are selected randomly for security reasons. But the cross correlation is nearly ideal when using
very long spreading codes. The risk of randomly choosing identical codes for different users is negligible.
There are N = 2128 different spreading codes available for a 128 bit AES block cipher. The key management
protocol can handle these very rare cases by just generating another seed value after a certain time-out interval.
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(d) DS-FH-CH-CDMA, hybrid code-frequency-hopping


Figure 7: Static and dynamic SS/CDMA codes [1]


5.0 AES CODE HOPPING SYSTEMS


5.1 Dynamize pseudonoise generators


The idea of using AES for spread spectrum generators came up during the design of a secure code-hopping
system (Fig. 5). Pseudonoise generators are more secure, if their seed values are dynamic. These PN
sequences inherit a higher "randomness" if their seed vector is fed by a true physical random source (e.g.
[14]). Stronger cipher algorithms do not increase the algorithmic information of the sequence (as defined by
Gregory Chaitin), but in practice their entropy appears higher, as high as true random sequences.


Using the code-hopping approach for spread spectrum signal transmission needs transmitter and receiver
to be synchronized. Also the AES-OFB pseudonoise sequences with random entropy sources for the seed (the
initialization vector) need to be synchronized. That is only possible with public key cryptography. Diffie-
Hellmann (strictly speaking, it is the Diffie-Hellmann-Merkle algorithm) would be one approach to form one
common random key out of the two random sources of transmitter and receiver. So, the code-hopping logics
in figure 5 is based on Diffie-Hellmann computations.
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Figure 8: CH-CDMA burst structure [13]


5.2 CH-CDMA burst structure


Code-hopping CDMA (CH-CDMA) needs a special formatting of the data packets. In burst mode, figure
8 points out a possible packet structure. This is not implemented yet, but shows important elements for
transmission security. The burst is split into one acquisition preamble and one data part. The data part itself
consists of the layer 2 payload data (incl. forward error correction) with a preamble and a trailer sequence.
Several measures have to be implemented to prevent repetition of chip sequences. Repetitions undermine the
effort of hiding the signal and additionally allow jammers to perform code collision attacks.


Anti-repetition strategies are "pseudo" one time pad aquisition preambles, generated from AES counter
mode circuits. If the IV can be additionally randomized, the data preamble and trailer would not repeat any
more. In the economic reality, this ideal structure might be simplified in a compromise between complexity
and security.


5.3 CH-CDMA state machine


To guarantee synchronization during re-keying, a complex CH-CDMA state machine (Fig. 6) has to prevent
that transmitting and receiving process apply different spreading codes. The basic idea is the asymmetric key
exchange of Diffie-Hellmann ([10]) with the (true) random parameters ai+1,bi+1 ∈ N and the public values
αi+1 ≡ gai+1(mod p) and βi+1 ≡ gbi+1(mod p). (g ∈ N and a public Prime p ∈ N). Each of them can then
compute ki+1 ≡ β


ai+1
i+1 ≡ (gbi+1)ai+1 ≡ gbi+1ai+1 ≡ (gai+1)bi+1 ≡ α


bi+1
i+1 (mod p), used now as the AES-OFB PRNG


common seed value. This is a standard operation.
After the exchange of αi+1 and βi+1, transmitter and receiver reach a critical state when they have to


decide about hopping the spreading code to a new AES-OFB seed. At this moment it is unclear if the partner
is still using the old spreading code due to packet loss or the new one. A false decision here has the result
that the receiving partner cannot decode or even detect the packet any more. So, this intermediate state with
a new spreading code has to be provisional as long as the partners know that both are using the new code.
Only then, the code-hop is considered as complete. If nothing happens after a certain time-out, the partners
try to get into contact with the old code again. One measure could be to increase the transmit power, because
synchronization loss can be caused by jammers or bad channel conditions.


6.0 SIMULATION


To demonstrate the feasibility of code-hopping systems with AES based spreading codes, a simulation system
was created.
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Figure 9: Performance simulation results [1]


6.1 Simulation setup


First demonstrations were done with a simplified communication model. Transmitter and receiver were
assumed to be chip-synchronous and the transmission channel was modeled as AWGN. The signal was
modulated as direct sequence (DS-CDMA) QPSK. The receiver was a matched filter with a bit-length
integrate & dump circuit. [12]


In this setup, the performance of AES based spreading codes was evaluated and jamming scenarios were
demonstrated.


Several functional tests and jamming scenarios have been run. Due to limited computing power, the
accuracy in the low BER regions is not very high. Sufficient bit error numbers would require large signal
vectors after spreading and oversampling. The presented results already saturated the AMD64 machine with 3
GB RAM.


6.1.1 Multiuser performance


Figure 9(a) compares the multiuser performance of S-UMTS Gold codes and AES-OFB spreading codes. As
expected, the AES-OFB code has no performance drawback against Gold codes. It is even slightly better, in
conformance with the slightly better correlation test parameter in table ??.


So, secure spreading codes can compete with optimized Gold codes. This is important for the economic
frequency use. The resulting curve is slightly different at other test runs, because the code selection is random.
The advantage of AES was seen in every run. In future study, as far as possible, analytical error bounds
should be developed for the AES based code. The only remaining economic factor is the higher computing
complexity of AES-OFB against simple LFSR.


Competing approaches with chaotic signal generators [15–17] did not reach that performance. They
were proposed for similar reasons, to be robust against jamming and secure because of chaos. In general,
chaotic sequences are worse in their randomness and correlation parameters. In terms of security, their simple
structure cannot compete with block ciphers like AES. But this has not been demonstrated yet. Although
they are much simpler to implement (e.g. simple oscillators with nonlinear elements), they don’t reach the
performance of Gold codes or AES-OFB.
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(a) |χx(α, f )| spectral ACF at 20dB SNR, clear signal (b) log |χx(α, f )| spectral ACF at 20dB SNR, clear signal


(c) |χx(α, f )| spectral ACF at -20dB SNR (d) |φx(α,τ)| cyclic ACF at -20dB SNR


(e) spectrum at -20 dB SNR, signal disappeared
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Figure 10: AES-OFB Spreaded Signal hidden at -20 dB below noise level
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6.1.2 Antijamming performance


Main motivation of using AES-OFB was the higher security, better antijamming performance and lower
probability of intercept (LPI). Figure 9(a) is the result of a jamming scenario of UMTS and AES-OFB codes,
with and without code collision. Simulation parameters were N = 2 ∗ 488 Bytes packet size, background
noise of SNR = 3dB and a huge spreading factor of SF = 1000. This is a scenario of a "high security-level"
transmission system of Ultrawideband spreading (UWB). The security level of consumer devices may be
downsized.


In case of LFSR it can be assumed that the jammer is able to discover the secret LFSR parameters (initial
vector and secret mask). So, for UMTS codes the jammer can perform a code collision with the victim. The
BER increases dramatically when the signal to jam ratio (SJR) falls below the 0 dB value.


With the AES-OFB spreading code, especially in combination with code-hopping, we assume that the
jammer is unable to determine the user’s spreading code and therefore cannot cause any code collisions. His
jamming efficiency is not much better than simple broadband noise jamming. So, the protection level of
AES-OFB codes is much higher than with LFSR codes.


In our simulation, the security gain (in SJR) is about 10 dB at the 10−3 BER level (sufficient for data
transmission with FEC channel coding). So, the jammer would need about 10 dB more power to disturb
AES-OFB transmissions, compared to the UMTS code.


The security gain can further increase if the possibility of header jammers are taken into account. This
will be an extension in future. A header jammer is a sort of intelligent jammers that are able to detect and
specifically jam headers of a packet transmission. A packet is considered as totally corrupt or lost when the
header is corrupt. With this, the effective bit error rate dramatically increases. Assuming that this is only
possible when the signal can be intercepted and not for AES-OFB, the security gain increases. Attacking
special control functions of a protocol is quite common in higher layers. Also the physical layer might be
affected, although it is not very common today.


6.2 Future developments


In the future development, the simulator should implement the signal acquisition and tracking algorithms to
allow asynchronous transmission. Next, the code-hopping idea should be realized. The physical transmission
layer cannot handle this any more. It needs a link layer (OSI layer 2) control protocol to run the CH-CDMA
state machine. In real applications, those functions can be integrated with the other layer 2 functions (resource
control, authentication etc.).


Future research should evaluate analytical properties of this approach. Simulations should demonstrate
further system properties of CH-CDMA systems.


7.0 CH-CDMA BASED WAVEFORMS FOR FUTURE STANAG SOFTWARE DEFINED
RADIO (SDR) STANDARDS


A Software defined radio (SDR) is a radio that substitutes many traditional hard-wired signal processing
components by software implementations. The ideal concept is to place the A/D conversion directly at the
antenna and to perform all RF and baseband processing in software. However, in practical receivers, there are
still many reasons to realize RF components in analog hardware and to limit software to the baseband signal
processing. The great advantages of SDR are the flexibility, expandability and reconfigurability.


First SDR approaches mainly imitated existing radio standards, analog and digital modulations. In the mil-
itary domain, for national and multinational operations, it is important to allow interoperable communications
between many incompatible radio standards. This even includes civil cellular radio networks like Tetrapol,
Tetra and GSM. Ideally, it needs only one SDR hardware terminal to communicate with all those standards.


But SDR allows more than just imitating existing standards. The software concept enables fundamentally
different methods such as code-hopping spread spectrum (CH-SS/CH-CDMA).
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Figure 11: CH-CDMA SDR Terminal Prototype Design (for Phd thesis [1])


The CH-SS/CDMA concept was first proposed in [13] and is examined in a greater link security concept
in [1]. Basis for a prototype design are two Virtex-4 FPGA with specializations in baseband processing
(SX-Type) and protocol processing (FX-Type). The SX-Type profits from a large number of DSP blocks and
logical fields. The FX-Type has an embedded PowerPC core, ideally suited for the complex protocol and
cryptographic processing. A single Virtex-4 would not provide a sufficient gate count. On the other hand, an
external CPU might not handle the time-critical state machines for the complex cryptographic synchronization.
Nevertheless, a conventional CPU is forseen to host the general Modem/Terminal operating system and to
provide higher-layer network functions, such as authentication, certificate processing, configuration, router
and firewall functions. It could be a Linux variant without GUI. The PowerPC core could run a realtime OS
such as RT-Linux, because the layer 2 processing is very time-critical.


Another advantage of a CH-CDMA based STANAG standard is that of multiplexing. Wireless NATO
radios should handle national closed user groups as well as multinational closed user groups. CH-CDMA is a
natural scheme to achieve those requirements simultaneously. Every traffic channel runs its own dynamic
security code and can be synchronized within a closed group, without affecting the others. Of course,
the simple one by one cryptographic synchronization scheme has to be extended to a group cryptographic
exchange. Similar requirements are known from higher layer security protocols in Mobile AdHoc Networks
(MANET).


7.1 Future STANAG LPI/LPD modes for covert tactical communications based on CH-
CDMA


Low Probability of Intercept (LPI) and Low Probability of Detection (LPD) are very important concepts of
spread spectrum. Signal detection is a classical field. Next to pure energy detection, also advanced methods
such as spectral and cyclic autocorrelation are possible.


Figure 10 shows one example with a -20 dB SNR signal hidden in noise at a spreading factor of 1000.
This is still suitable for low-rate high secure and robust links, as the coded jammer performance chart indicates
(f). But the spectral and cyclic autocorrelation diagrams do not indicate any difference from random noise
(c-d). For clear signals (a-b) or slightly noise signals, they can be used to extract modulation parameters. Fig.
10a has discrete lines at the QPSK chip symbol rate. In (d) there are no lines any more.


These are pure chip modulation properties. The situation is different if a constant LFSR spreading code
could be extracted from the random sequence. Then, after the decorrelator stage, the original signal is visible
again. Only Code-Hopping with strong sequences is able to fight this risk effectively.


7.2 Future STANAG combat modes for robust tactical communications based on CH-CDMA


The combat mode relies on a high spread spectrum "‘processing gain"’ (PG) to increase robustness against
jamming signals. The PG factor is proportional to the minimum required power that the jammer has to invest
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to archive the jamming effect. While the PG factor is very flexible in the SDR, the jammer transmission power
may saturate very soon. The PG is relevant for all types of jamming waveforms like broadband noise, partial
band noise, pulse, chirp or continuous wave. Robust communications in this sense is fighting with PG against
jamming signal power.


However, this antijamming capability with the PG is completely lost, if the jammer can achieve code-
collision attacks. This demands for previous signal analysis and pseudorandom seed determination. This is
practically impossible with CH-CDMA and therefore, it is also the most jamming-robust waveform.


In military satellite systems, antenna nulling is used as another antijamming technique. With an interfero-
metric circuit, the signal of a small narrow-beam antenna is subtracted from the signal of the usual wide-beam
antenna. So, signals from a region around the jammer are simply blocked. With phased array SDMA antenna
techniques, multiple regions can be blocked. However, jammers located in near distance cannot be blocked.
Furthermore it is a problem of blocking several jammers at the same time. And at last, the cost of antenna
nulling is is very high price, too high for civil mobile satellite communications.


8.0 CONCLUSION


The dynamic code hopping approach with AES based spreading codes offers best protection against eaves-
dropping and intentional jamming in CDMA spread spectrum communications. Systematic vulnerabilities in
conventional secure spread spectrum systems will be fixed by this countermeasure. Performance drawbacks
did not appear in the transmission simulation, but the PRNG generators and synchronization will have a
higher complexity. It has been shown that AES based spreading codes are suitable for the code hopping
approach. Their cryptographic strength is remarkable and the performance of AES hardware implementations
is sufficient.


Simplified variations of this idealistic approach can also help to increase security of existing spread
spectrum solutions like WLAN, UWB or (S-)UMTS. In satellite communications, vulnerable telemetry
channels and military communication channels will find a high-end solution in this approach ([18]).


CH-CDMA / CH-SS can be a candidate for future military standards in the STANAG family. Although it
might be oversized for peace-time communications, it does not degrade high-bandwidth performance. The
SDR concept is still flexible, to switch between civil protocols, LPD/LPI and antijamming modes. CH-CDMA
offers high-grade physical layer security for national as well as multinational closed user groups. Physical
layer security is not the only mean of securing wireless links, but it is a valuable component and complement
of a multi layer security concept.
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INTRODUCTION



This paper summarizes the results of the work carried out by IST-050 RTG on “HF Interference, Procedures and Tools”, to address the concerns raised by the potential for unintentional radio interference that may be caused by the operation of broadband wire-line telecommunications systems (PLT/ PLC, xDSL).



The implication for NATO is that an increase of the existing HF noise floor by the use of PLT and/or xDSL may cause problems for military radio users as well as for HF Communication Intelligence (COMINT) systems in all NATO countries. 
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APPROACH



Exact calculations of HF radio noise emissions from the broadband wire-line telecommunications networks were not feasible due to missing models for these transmission systems. 



The RTG addressed itself to the HF radio emission effects of the broadband wire-line transmissions. It investigated and found means that allow calculation of cumulative field strengths of HF noise radiated by PLT or xDSL. 
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APPROACH (cont'd)



RTG chose to concentrate its work on the PLT issue rather than xDSL because PLT systems will have the more significant impact regarding HF interference (power lines have less symmetry and will have impedance discontinuities), they  will be deployed in large numbers, and the current versions of xDSL have no documented HF interference-causing problems, while the VDSL variants covering the entire HF range were still in the definition phase during the three-year mandate of the RTG.
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WIRE-LINE EMISSION LIMITS

 

Currently, there are several existing/proposed electric field strength emission limits for wire-line communications, specified at a distance of 3 metres or 10 metres (North America), and specified in different values. In the HF band, these limits, (all converted to a distance of 3 metres to the line, and in peak values), range between 0 to 74 dBμV/m, depending on the country or the organization (Figure 1).



The international regulatory framework has not reached a consensus on emission limits. It would take some time for the radio interference experience to be gathered and the subsequent regulatory framework to be developed, preferably harmonized internationally. 
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ELECTROMAGNETIC AMBIENT NOISE ENVIRONMENT 

 

In all radio communications, the limiting factor is the ability to receive weak signals against the background noise. However, because of the characteristics of the HF band, this background noise is not the noise generated in the receiver (as it is on VHF and higher frequencies), but the ambient noise in the external environment. In effect this noise enters the receiver via the antenna along with the wanted signals, so that the radio environment influences the receiving process. 



RTG determined that ITU-R Recommendation P.372-8 noise curves (measurements circa 1970s) are still valid in Europe, and confirmed by recent measurements in Germany and United Kingdom. Specifically, there was no increase of the ambient noise in quiet rural zones within the last 30 years.
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HF SYSTEMS PROTECTION REQUIREMENTS 

 

As the sensitivity of HF receiving systems in general is determined by the ambient noise, the protection requirements are derived from the ambient noise levels specified in ITU-R P.372-8, as well as from the minimum noise measured in Europe. 



Protection of HF radio-communications and -intelligence systems from interference by broadband wire-line telecommunications may be realized by limiting their emissions. From the perspective of NATO, it is desirable that these limits be harmonized worldwide.



These emission standards should ensure that broadband wire-line telecommunications will not degrade HF radio reception directly in the immediate vicinity of the wire-lines, as well as far away from widely-deployed urban telecommunication networks by cumulative interference. 
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ABSOLUTE PROTECTION REQUIREMENT 

 

Regarding possible increase of the existing HF noise floor by widespread use of PLT and/or xDSL, the minimum noise levels measured in Europe (Figure 2) should be the criteria when setting PLT emission limits for the protection of sensitive HF receivers. 



An increase above 3 dB over the existing noise floor will reduce the availability on HF circuits and is likely to cause severe problems (UK measurements conclusions). 



The cumulative interference field strengths far away from telecommunication networks should not be higher than –15 dBµV/m (9 kHz bandwidth) across the entire HF range, if no measurable increase in minimum noise levels is to be tolerated. 



The RTG referred to this criterion as the Absolute Protection Requirement. 
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PROPAGATION PATH LOSS MODELS 

 

The RTG reviewed the existing HF propagation path loss models and identified the appropriate prediction models to be used in the EMC studies involving wire-line communications. 



There are two major radio wave propagation mechanisms in 

the HF frequency range:

		    sky waves, in which the radio waves are refracted in the 



     ionosphere, and;

		    ground waves, propagating along the ground.





RTG's recommendation:

- Sky wave:     ICEPAC of the IONCAP family;

- Ground wave:   GRWAVE (In certain cases such as mixed 	sea/land paths, GRWAVE with Millington).
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MEASUREMENTS PROCEDURES

 

In the case of wire-line systems, the measurement issue mainly involves radiated rather than conducted emissions.



PLT systems come in two distinct types: In-House PLT where the signals are transmitted using house power wires, and Access PLT where the signals are transmitted outdoors on medium or low voltage (overhead or underground) power distribution lines. 



Some of the contentious issues with respect to methodology involve:

the measurement location specifics (height, distance, intervals, etc);    the measurement geometry (measurement points, antenna movement, etc); the measurement instrumentation and the settings.



The RTG developed comprehensive measurements principles and procedures for both Access type and In-House type PLTs. 
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MODELLING OF WIRE-LINE TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

 

1.    Wire-Line System Antenna Gain

       (defined as the ratio between EIRP and injected power)

	–30 dBi for In-House systems,

	–15 dBi for overhead Access systems,

	–50 dBi for underground Access systems.



2.    Radiation Pattern Over a Large Area

	In the assessment of cumulative effects of PLT emissions at 	far distances, when summing up a large number of different 	sources (In-House or Access) with different wiring 	geometries over a wide area, it is reasonable to approximate 	the effective radiation pattern of the area as isotropic (in 	elevation as well as in azimuth).
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MODELLING OF WIRE-LINE TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS (cont'd)

 

3.    Overhead Access PLT Modelling



 – As the PLT medium is basically a wire, the dipole is the nearest   model to a wire.



 – In modelling the emissions from an overhead Access PLT line, the PLT wires can be modelled as a successive set of dipoles, assuming that the standing waves present are the dominant emission source and, that the current has a 	sinusoidal distribution along the wire.



– In the vicinity of an Access PLT line and up to 200 metres, the use of the expression for the exact solution of a half-wavelength dipole is recommended, which is valid at any distance in both near-field and far-field. Beyond 200 metres, the expression for far-field approximation may be used. 
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MODELLING OF WIRE-LINE TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS (cont'd)

 

4.    Distance Conversion Factor (DCF) 



 – the rate of decrease of the field strength as a function of slant distance from the emission source (In-House PLT or overhead Access PLT). 



 – In-House PLT systems have great variety of in-house wiring geometries, therefore a universal model for DCF is not possible. Measurement results show frequency and distance dependence and range from 10 to 40 dB per decade.



– For overhead Access PLT, the RTG developed a matrix (decrease per frequency and slant distance) using the recommended modeling technique (item 3) in combination with the two-ray method.
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MODELLING OF WIRE-LINE TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS (cont'd)

 

   Overhead Access PLT Distance Conversion Factor 

dB/decade – Half-Wavelength Dipole Model
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CUMULATIVE PLT TOOL 

 

The RTG has developed a “Cumulative PLT Tool”, which was used to perform cumulative PLT noise calculations at hypothetical sensitive receiver locations. It builds on ICEPAC, and computes the PLT noise at a sensitive receiver site and compares it to ITU-R noise curves and to RTG’s Absolute Protection Requirement. 



Some of the input parameters are: average EIRP per PLT installation, market penetration rate (PLT modems/capita), average modem duty cycle, the location of the sensitive receiver, the extent of the geographical area over which PLTs are situated, population data (current and future), receiver antenna pattern (default is isotropic), and so on. 
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CUMULATIVE PLT TOOL (cont'd) 

 

For each receiver location and frequency, the percentage of parameter combinations was computed where the estimated cumulative PLT noise level is: i) above the quiet rural level, ii) above quiet rural + 6 dB, and iii) above the rural noise level.  The results indicated the following: a) there is a high probability that PLT would cause increased noise levels at sensitive receiver sites given the projected market penetration; and, b) the percentages are highly influenced by assumptions on transmitter EIRP, PLT market penetration, and duty cycle.



The percentage of parameter combinations was also computed where the estimated PLT noise level is above the Absolute Protection Requirement. Again, the probability of the cumulative effect of PLT exceeding the Absolute Protection Requirement is predicted to be relatively large for all frequencies and receiver locations investigated.  
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CUMULATIVE PLT TOOL (cont'd)  
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CONCLUSIONS and RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

The Cumulative PLT Tool indicated that there will be a high probability that PLT would cause increased noise levels at sensitive receiver sites given the existing and projected market penetration. These increased noise  levels would have adverse effects on military communications and COMINT systems. 



Currently, there are no commonly accepted regulatory emission limits for PLT. While it is highly desirable that the regulatory limits on PLT emissions be harmonised throughout the NATO countries and the world, the RTG recognizes that NATO, by itself, has no regulatory authority over the emission limits. Therefore, it is recommended that NATO nations seek the implementation of this goal by working together with national and international regulatory authorities.



IST Panel form an Exploratory Team or an RTG to assess whether the VDSL systems would cause potential interference into the HF spectrum.  
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ABSTRACT


Recent developments in the field of Tactical Data Link (TDL) technology have led to innovative concepts in the mission management of current and next generation air, land and sea military platforms.  Particularly, TDL systems including LINK-4, LINK-11 and LINK-16 have been used extensively by many military forces around the world, and new promising technologies are being explored.  The great majority of current NATO LINK-16 platforms use either Joint Tactical Information Distribution System (JTIDS) or Multifunctional Information Distribution System (MIDS) Low Volume Terminal (LVT) systems.  The nations participating to the MIDS program (USA, France, Italy, Germany and Spain), and the MIDS International Program Office (IPO), have contributed to the development of effective and highly interoperable capabilities in MIDS-LVT terminals.  Overall, about 4500 terminals have been delivered in various configurations.  Third party sales currently equate to about 1200 terminals.  


This paper presents the main results of systems development and integration activities performed by the MIDS nations, managed by MIDS-IPO and the Ministries of Defense of the MIDS Nations, in order to effectively integrate the MIDS-LVT into air, ground and sea platforms. Particular emphasis will be devoted to the experimental work performed in order to address integration issues, along with some of the systems engineering processes required to enhance the terminal hardware and software characteristics.  Relevant platform integration case studies (Italian TORNADO aircraft, European TYPHOON aircraft, Spanish LHD Class ship, and French-Italian SAMP/T Missile) will also be presented in the paper.  Some Modeling and Simulation (M&S) initiatives are also described and relevant information relative to test activities and international LINK-16 interoperability exercises are given in this paper.  Dissemination of lessons learned from these activities is now giving a much deeper insight into the LINK-16 network enabled capabilities, with their real advantages and limitations.  This is setting the scene for further improvements, to be obtained by analyzing the technical/operational findings and establishing a common roadmap for future R&D activities.


1.
Introduction   


MIDS-LVT is an advanced command, control, communications, computing and intelligence (C4I) system designed to support key theater functions such as surveillance, identification, air control, weapons engagement coordination, etc..  The system provides jamming-resistant, wide-area communications on a LINK-16 network.  In addition to performing C4I functions, MIDS serves as a navigation aid by providing relative navigation position-keeping functions through the use of Precise Participant Location and Identification (PPLI) LINK-16 messages and incorporates TACAN functionality.  MIDS is also designed to be fully interoperable with the JTIDS (earlier generation LINK-16 system).  

The Ministries of Defense (MODs) of the MIDS Nations, through their respective National Procurement Agencies/Directorates and the MIDS International Program Office, have been actively involved in the development and test activities necessary to acquire an effective LINK-16 capability, fulfilling the technical and operational requirements set by the Military Forces.  The US Department of Defense (DoD) has been one of the key players, with MIDS-LVT terminals successfully integrated primarily on Navy F/A-18, Air Force F-15 and F-16, numerous Army platforms, and Navy ships platforms.  The French MOD also had a very important role, with MIDS-LVT terminals successfully integrated on RAFALE aircrafts and on various Army platforms.  Furthermore, MIDS-LVT is now being integrated on MIRAGE 2000 aircrafts and a combined French-Italian development program is ongoing for integration of the terminal into Horizon Class frigates.  The Italian MOD procured MIDS terminals primarily for integration on Air Force EF-2000 and TORNADO aircrafts, C2 Mobile platforms, and NATO-ACCS platforms, followed by the Italian Army (SAMP/T missile control units and other C2 platforms), and the Italian Navy (“Garibaldi” Class aircraft carrier and other ships).  Furthermore, engineering studies have been carried out for integration of MIDS-LVT on various Army and Navy helicopter platforms (i.e., A-129, NH-90 and NH-101), and into the new “Cavour” Class aircraft carrier.  The German MOD also played an important role, with integration programs of MIDS-LVT terminals on EF-2000, TORNADO, NH-90, various Navy frigates, the Surface-to-Air Missile Operations Centre (SAMOC), and the GIADS Air Defense System.  The Spanish MOD has successfully integrated MIDS-LVT terminals into EF-2000 and F-100 frigates, and is now integrating MIDS-LVT on both LHD and LPD Class Ships, together with F-18 aircrafts, NATO ACCS and SIMCA C2 platforms.  A combined German-French-Spanish development effort is also ongoing for the integration of MIDS-LVT into the A-400 transport aircraft.  Other international development programs include the French-Italian Horizon Class and FREMM Class Frigates.  Since the early days of JTIDS/MIDS, some of the IPO Nations have also embarked on M&S programs for the development of multi-service and multinational LINK-16 Distributed Simulation Networks (DSN), capable of supporting both operational/training activities and technical/interoperability testing activities in support of the platforms.      


2. LINK-16 AND MIDS OVERVIEW


LINK-16 is a military data exchange format developed by NATO.  With LINK-16, military aircraft as well as ships, and ground units may exchange their tactical picture in near real-time. LINK-16 also supports the exchange of text messages, imagery data and provides two channels of digital voice (2.4 Kbit/s and/or 16 Kbit/s in any combination).  LINK-16 is a secure, jam-resistant, high-speed digital data link which operates over-the-air in the L band portion (960–1215 MHz) of the UHF spectrum. By definition, this limits the exchange of information to users within line-of-sight of one another, although recently emerging technologies provide the means to pass LINK-16 data over various long-haul protocols such as Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) and UHF SATCOM. It uses the transmission characteristics and protocols, conventions, and fixed-length (or variable length for the VMF) message formats defined by STANAG 5516 (formerly the JTIDS technical interface design plan). LINK-16 is intended to replace or augment many existing (or legacy) Tactical Data Links (TDLs) as the joint standard for data link information exchange.  The radios and waveform itself can support throughputs upwards of 238 Kbit/s.  LINK-16 equipment is designed to be located in ground, airborne, and sea-based air defense platforms and selected fighter aircraft.  LINK-16 information is coded in so called J-series Messages (i.e., binary data words with pre-defined meanings). These data words are grouped in Functional Areas, and allocated to Network Participation Groups (NPGs), most importantly:


· PPLI, or Precise Participant Location and Identification (NPGs 5 and 6);

· Surveillance (NPG 7) ;

· Command (Mission Management/Weapons Coordination) (NPG 8); 


· (Aircraft) Control (NPG 9); 


· Electronic Warfare & Coordination (NPG 10). 


Table 1 summarizes some of the LINK-16 technical characteristics as compared with other TDL systems.

		

		LINK-1

		LINK-4

		LINK-11

		LINK-14

		LINK-16



		Bearer

		Point to Point Land Line

		Radio UHF

		Radio HF (Radio UHF)

		HF ground/sky wave (U/SHF)

		Radio UHF



		Speed (bit/sec)

		1.200

		3.800

		1.800

		75

		57.600 or greater dependent on message packing structure and Net Design



		ECM Resistence

		Not applicable

		No

		None

		None

		Yes



		Nodeless

		Not applicable

		No

		No

		No

		Yes



		Extended LOS

		Not applicable

		No

		Yes (HF)

		Yes (HF/Satcom)

		Yes (Relay)



		Secure Voice

		No

		No

		No

		No

		Yes



		Flexible Net

		Not applicable

		No

		No

		No

		Yes



		Navigation

		Not applicable

		No

		No

		No

		Yes



		Functional Area

		Surveillance

		Air Control (LINK-4A)


Fighter to Fighter (LINK-4C)

		Surveillance Command


Exchange Control and Status

		Surveillance

		Surveillance, Air Control, Fighter to Fighter, Others as required





Table 1.  LINK-16 and other TDLs.


According to STANAG 5516, LINK-16 is defined as one of the digital services of the Multifunctional Information Distribution System (MIDS).  The MIDS is an advanced tactical communication system capable of connecting different types of platforms into a common tactical data network.  The system is capable of:


· interconnecting the different participating units (Command and Control Units, Ground/Sea/Airborne Platforms/Weapon Systems, Surveillance Units, Intelligence Systems, etc.);


· distributing high-speed encrypted messages to all participants, also in the presence of Electronic Counter Measures (ECM);


· providing air and surface platforms with a navigation capability based on a common reference frame (relative or geodetic  reference grids);


· allowing identification and accurate position relays for all “friend” units participating to the network;


· managing real-time surveillance information exchange (radar traces, positions, etc.) using data provided by air/surface units equipped with different classes of early warning or forward looking sensors.


Data exchanged through the MIDS are usually originated, formatted (filtered/conditioned), and used by the on board computers of the platform (“Host”) where the MIDS terminal is installed.  Therefore, the MIDS terminal can be looked at as the element of the “communication network” enabling a rational and effective management of the information flow.  MIDS adopts LINK-16 (J Class messages) as defined in the STANAG 5516 procedural standard [1], STANAG 4175 technical standard [2], and by the Allied Data Processing Publication (ADatP) operational procedures [3, 4].  LINK-16 employs Frequency Hopping techniques using 51 different frequencies.  Transmission is inhibited around the Idenfication Friend or Foe (IFF) frequencies of 1030 MHz and 1090 MHz.  LINK-16 operates in the same frequency bands of Tactical Air Navigation (TACAN) and Distance Measurement Equipment (DME) (Fig. 1).  In order to avoid interference with these systems, some peacetime restriction measures have been implemented (IPF – Interference Protection Features).



Figure 1.  LINK-16 Frequencies.


LINK-16 adopts Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA).  Therefore, transmission and reception are cyclically enabled at specific time intervals named Time Slots.  Each terminal in the network can transmit or receive in a certain Time Slot.


The broadcast transmission allows mutual data exchange even without prior knowledge of the transmitting and receiving platforms.  Therefore, when a message is received by an enabled platform the data can be filtered (filtering of the information can be performed by the network designer, by the MIDS terminal, or by the Host system).


The data to be transmitted in a certain time slot are coded by separated pulses. This separation allows for signal propagation and frequency switch.  In fact, each pulse can be transmitted in any of the 51 available frequencies, which are selected pseudo-randomly as a function of the value assumed by the IA variable.


Since various transmissions are possible in the same Time Slot using different Frequency Hopping Patterns (FHPs), a number of different nets can be created in the same network.  This technique of simultaneous transmission (from 2 or more platforms) on different nets is called Multiple Nets (or Multi-net) transmission (Fig. 2).  Adopting this technique it is possible to minimize reception interferences since each platform in the network only receives the data transmitted by participants belonging to the same net.




Figure 2.  TDMA Multi-net.


The main operational advantages associated with MIDS are the following:


· low volume and weight of the terminals, that allow integration on virtually all types of military platforms;


· safety of the exchanged information, through Information Assurance (IA) devices;


· resistance to ECM obtained by employing Frequency Hopping, Spread Spectrum transmission, and Jittering techniques (variable duration message header);


· absence of nodal points obtained through a broadcast transmission.  Each terminal, using specific initialization parameters, is enabled to enter the MIDS/LINK-16 network.  Furthermore, when a participating platform has to abandon the network (or it is destroyed), the remaining terminals can continue to operate.  


One of the most popular instantiation of MIDS is the MIDS-LVT (Fig. 3), which was funded by the United States, France, Italy, Germany, and Spain and developed by MIDSCO, an industrial joint venture shared by US and European companies.  





Figure 3.  MIDS Low Volume Terminal.


Another such terminal is the MIDS-JTRS (MIDS Joint Tactical Radio System), which is currently under development by the United States (with some participation of European nations). MIDS-JTRS is a Software Communications Architecture (SCA) compliant radio which is currently projected to implement various tactical waveforms, including LINK-16.  An older MIDS is the JTIDS (Joint Tactical Information Distribution System).  The MIDS program is managed by the International Program Office located in San Diego, California.  The JTIDS program is managed by the 653rd ELSG in Boston, Massachusetts.


3. MIDS Program OVERVIEW  


Recognizing the benefits to be obtained from standardization, rationalization, and interoperability of MIDS-LVT (in order to satisfy common operational requirements), the Ministries of Defense of the French Republic, the Federal Ministry of Defense of the Federal Republic of Germany, the Ministry of Defense of the Italian Republic, the Minister of Defense of the Kingdom of Spain, and the Secretary of Defense of the United States of America, have reached a common understanding and established general principles to be applied throughout all collaborative phases of the program.  In accordance with the program organization and management structure of the program, the current MIDS Production Phase is directed and administered on behalf of the participating nations by an organization consisting of a Steering Committee (SC), and the MIDS International Program Office (MIDS-IPO) headed by a Program Manager (PM).  The organization of the MIDS-IPO, currently hosted by the US (San Diego), is outlined in Fig. 4.



   

Figure 4.  MIDS International Program Office.


Currently, the MIDS Program Manager is CAPT David Prater (US Navy), and the MIDS Deputy Program Manager is CDR Dominique Précetti (FR DGA).  The MIDS-IPO is specifically responsible, under the guidance and supervision of the SC, for the following activities:


· managing acquisition activities with both the US and European vendors production lines;

· configuration management, control, and status accounting;

· defining and managing the process to ensure interchangeability and interoperability of MIDS-LVT equipment (using the test and demonstration facilities of the participants in the US or Europe);

· defining and managing a process to qualify manufacturers;

· defining and managing the software maintenance approach to support production contracts.


Historically, the MIDS program has evolved through different phases.  The Program was started to fulfill the NATO Military Operational Requirement (MOR) for a Multifunctional Information Distribution System, MC 306, dated 27 March 1987.  The Program Memorandum of Understanding (PMOU), together with the Supplement 1 for the Project Definition phase, was signed by US, France, Italy, Germany, and Spain in 1991.  It was followed by the Supplement 2, for the EMD (Engineering and Manufacturing Development) phase in 1993 and by the Supplement 3 for the Production and Support phase in the year 2000 (Fig. 5). 

Negotiations are presently being held among the 5 MIDS Nations, to extend the Supplement 3 beyond 2009.  The aim of the MIDS program was to develop a system based in the LINK-16 technology (STANAG 4195 and 5516), of a reduced size compared to the JTIDS Class II terminals, with an open architecture to allow future improvements and fully interoperable with the existing JTIDS terminals.   The MIDS terminal was designed to be the same size of a TACAN unit AN/ARN118, whose functionality was incorporated into the terminal itself.  Furthermore, the terminal had to incorporate a digital voice capability.  





Figure 5.  MIDS-LVT Development Phases.


As already mentioned, during the EMD phase an industrial joint venture called MIDSCO was created by the selected Companies of the five participating nations (BAE for the US, THALES for France, SELEX for Italy, EADS for Germany and INDRA for Spain).  For the production phase, 3 different production lines were set-up: two in the US (DLS and VIASAT) and one in Europe (EuroMIDS, a joint venture between THALES, SELEX, EADS and INDRA).


3.1 MIDS-LVT Terminals  


MIDS-LVT is an advanced command, control, communications, computing and intelligence (C4I) system incorporating high-capacity, jam-resistant, digital communication links for exchange of near real-time tactical information, including both data and voice, among air, ground, and sea elements. MIDS-LVT is intended to support key theater functions such as surveillance, identification, air control, weapons engagement coordination and direction for all Services.  

The MIDS-LVT family includes 3 main variants (Fig. 6).  Particularly, it comprises the variant LVT(1), which was developed for integration on a multitude of surface and airborne platforms, and is characterized by PhEN 3910, MIL-STD-1553B, Ethernet, and X.25 physical interfaces, and the adoption of both Voice and TACAN functions.  The LVT(2) was developed by the US, specifically to satisfy the requirements set by the US Army.  This terminal is characterized by unique power supply and blower systems, and by the Army Data Distribution System Interface (ADDSI) X.25 interface.  The third variant is the Fighter Data Link Terminal (FDLT or LVT(3)) specifically developed to meet the requirements of F-15 fighter platforms, with built-in growth capabilities allocated.     

Additional variants have been developed, including the so-called MIDS On Ship (MOS) variant, specifically designed for rack mounting (in place of JTIDS), with specific power supply and high power amplifier units.  Overall 11 different variants of the MIDS-LVT have been identified.



Figure 6.  MIDS-LVT Main Variants.

3.2 MIDS-LVT Hardware and Software Components  


The MIDS terminal consists of two different Line Replacement Units (LRUs): the Main Terminal and the Remote Power supply (RPS).  The Main Terminal consists of 10 Shop Replaceable Units (SRUs):


· Chassis;

· Power Amplifier (PA);

· Exciter/IPF (Interference Protection Feature);

· Receiver Synthesizer (R/S, 2 per terminal);

· Signal Message Processor (SMP);

· Tactical Air Navigation (TACAN);

· Voice;

· Tailored Processor (TP)/Avionic MUX (1553B/3910);  


· Data Processor (DP)/Ground MUX (X.25/Ethernet);

· Receiver-Transmitter Interface (RTI)/Discrete.

In addition there are a few accessories required by some specific platforms:


· High Power Amplifier Interface Assembly (HIA);

· Direct Current Adapter (DCA);

· Alternate Current Adapter (ACA).

The MIDS terminal is based on the TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) data-link technology with  128 time slot per second; during each time slot, only one terminal is allowed to transmit while all the other terminals on the same network are set to receive. To improve the anti-jamming capability signals are spread over 51 frequencies in the 960-1215 MHz frequency band; transmission is inhibited around the two IFF band (1030 and 1090 MHz.).  The maximum output power of the terminal is 200 Watts which allows an operational range of 300 miles; range can be extended using the relay feature.  

The MIDS terminal is equipped with four different interfaces to communicate with the host platform:


· MIL-STD-1553B;

· STANAG 3910;

· Ethernet;

· X.25.

Data rate can vary between 108 and 238 kbps, depending on the interface used.  Secure voice messages are available with two different rates: 16 kbps and 2.4 kbps.  The MIDS SW consists of two main configuration items:


· Core SW (basically a modified JTIDS SW), which handles the LINK-16 messages;

· Tailored Input/Output (I/O) SW, which handles communications with the host platform.


MIDS-LVT software components are shown in Fig. 7. 




Figure 7.  MIDS-LVT(1) Hardware and Software Components.

4.
MIDS-LVT ENHANCEMENTS


Discussions are on-going about possible enhancements to the MIDS terminals to improve both the data rate and the integrity of the data.   There are several options under consideration:

· Frequency Remapping (FR): will allow remapping 14 of the 51 available frequencies.


· Enhanced Throughput (ET): will allow a higher data-rate of up to 1Mbps.


· Information Assurance Modernization (IAM): a new programmable information protection module in line with the newest requirements in this domain.

· Flexible Access Secure Transfer (FAST): will allow low latency IP connectivity over a LINK-16 network.

· Concurrent Multi-Netting (CMN): will allow a terminal to receive up to four different networks but only to transmit on one.

5. mids-lvt PLATFORM INTEGRATION PROGRAMS

The MIDS-LVT integration process starts with the analysis of the System Segment Specifications (SSS) and Interface Control Document (ICD), fully defining the MIDS-LVT functional characteristics and interface requirements [5, 6].  These documents, issued and maintained by MIDS-IPO, are made available to the MIDS-LVT platform integrators of the authorized nations (IPO nations and authorized third party nations).  The LINK-16 operational requirements associated with a specific platform assist in the definition of the so-called “Interoperability Matrix” (IOM), which takes into accounts message level, data level and interface requirements for an effective employment of MIDS-LVT on the platform in the intended operational environment (types of networks, other platforms, etc.).  The MIDS-LVT platform integration process is illustrated in Fig. 8.



Figure 8.  MIDS-LVT Platform Integration Requirements.


In general, MIDS integration involves the following functional and physical areas:

· Digital data communication – functional input/output messages for the purpose of defining data element functionality and bus input/output message for the purpose of defining a transmission protocol;


· MIDS information processing – data correlation and tracking;


· Electrical interfaces – data buses, blanking signals;


· Antenna, co-site, and RF spectrum integration – TACAN, IFF, RADAR warning compatibility, etc.;


· Installation and environmental compatibility – mounts, cooling air, power supplies, heat dissipation, EMI/EMC.


The requirements extracted from the SSS/ICD are merged with the Platform Electronic/Avionics Systems requirements, allowing definition of the Platform Level ICD (PICD).  Both the PICD and the IOM are then used to fully define the MIDS-LVT platform integration requirements.  Typically, the following areas have to be addressed (and covered by dedicated technical documents):


· Format and Function;

· Data Fusion Requirements;

· Specific Hardware Requirements;

· BUS Management;

· Navigation Requirements;

· Electronic Warfare (EW) Requirements;

· TACAN Requirements;

· Free Text and IA Voice Management.

5.1
US Programs  


US Platforms identified for MIDS-LVT integration include aircraft carriers, cruisers, F/A-18, F-16, EA-6B, and Airborne Laser [7].  Navy ships were the first US platforms equipped with MIDS-LVT, followed by incorporation of the system into F/A-18 and F-16 aircraft representing the majority of the US MIDS-LVT buy.  McDonnell Douglas Aircraft (now Boeing Company) was awarded the integration contract for MIDS-LVT in the F/A-18.  During initial flight tests with F/A-18, the MIDS-LVT TACAN card performed poorly (the TACAN function provides air-to-ground and air-to-air modes of navigation information).  There were reported signal losses and incorrect lock up of bearing and range, incorrect beacon identification, and other associated problems.  Improvements in software (tracking, interrogation, and antenna switching algorithms) and tracking filters have alleviated some of the problems. Flight testing of new software and firmware indicates the MIDS-LVT embedded TACAN deficiencies are largely resolved.


As already mentioned, there are three main MIDS-LVT variants: MIDS-LVT(1) for aircraft and shipboard integration, the MIDS-LVT(2) for US Army land-based host platform integration, and the MIDS-LVT(3) (also known as Fighter Data Link Terminal) for the Air Force F-15 fleet.  While MIDS-LVT(1) has two competing production contractors in the US (DLS and VIASAT), VIASAT was the sole winner of the competition for manufacturing MIDS-LVT(2).  The MIDS-LVT(3) program completed deliveries in 2004. 


The MIDS-LVT(1) and MIDS-LVT(2) were integrated into 13 separate host platform types.  The F/A-18 is the lead host platform for MIDS-LVT(1) integration and required more than 50-percent of the total MIDS-LVT(1) acquisition.  The integration of the MIDS-LVT(1) into the F/A-18 served as the primary basis for the MIDS-LVT(1)  Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&E).  The F-16 (Blocks 40 and 50) required 35-percent of planned MIDS-LVT(1) terminals and was approximately one year behind the F/A-18 in terms of integration and test schedule.  The MIDS-LVT(1) replaced the analog AN/ARN-118 TACAN to provide a digital TACAN function for the F/A-18 and F-16 fighter aircraft.  This installation is reversible in the F/A-18 allowing reinstallation of the AN/ARN-118 TACAN should the need arise.  The installation of MIDS in the F-16 is permanent.  

The PATRIOT Information Coordination Central (ICC) was the lead host platform for integration of the MIDS-LVT(2); however, the PATRIOT Battery Command Post (BCP) required the majority of MIDS-LVT(2) terminals.  Integration of MIDS-LVT(2) into the PATRIOT ICC and BCP served as the basis for the MIDS-LVT(2) OT&E.  The Army's MIDS-LVT(2) is a high-capacity, anti-jam, secure, line-of-sight radio capable of providing situation awareness. It is a low-cost replacement for the US Army’s JTIDS Class 2M terminal that is smaller and weighs less.  MIDS-LVT(2) is derived from MIDS-LVT(1).  It was modified to be functionally interchangeable with the Class 2M to satisfy the approved operational requirements and reduce integration and training costs.  LVT(2) has 85-percent commonality in parts with LVT(1), with main differences in cooling, power supply, host interface and eliminating unnecessary air-platform features (Fig. 9).  LVT(2) uses the same spread-spectrum communications technology to provide Navy LINK-16 message capability.  LVT(2) is used by Army air-defense platforms for engagement operations, command and control, surveillance, intelligence, weapon status and coordination, and battlefield situation awareness.  





Figure 9.  MIDS-LVT(1) and MIDS-LVT(2).


F/A-18 Integration Case Study


As already mentioned, MIDS was designated for a wide range of platforms, both US and allies, and as such, its interfaces – both hardware and software – were designed to accommodate and adapt/tailor to many variations of platform.  For US, the targeted platform was the F/A-18 (Fig. 10), and the size of the MIDS main terminal was equivalent to the existing ARN-118 TACAN onboard so that MIDS could fit into the ARN 118 slot. The Remote Power Supply could either collocate with the main terminal or could be separated by up to 15 feet of cable distance. Power dissipation for the main terminal and the RPS were 515W and 145W, respectively, and the terminal was hard-mounted with ARINC type hooks. The cooling air supply requirements were -40’C to +54C, while the maximum exit airflow was limited to 71’C, and the cooling air pressure drop up to 750 PASCAL.






Figure 10.  US Navy F/A-18 Fighter Aircraft.


For the F/A-18 configuration, the major terminal interfaces include 1553B for data bus, Push-to-Talk voice (LPC-10 and CVSD algorithms in 2 channels), RF interfaces for dual/single antenna selection and operation, power interface (3 phase, 400 Hz 115 V) and thermal interfaces. Also, control discretes and special purpose interfaces are provided for TDMA/TACAN control, blanking and suppression, external time reference input, IA management, and status and report. One area of integration that required some dedicated effort was TACAN. Since MIDS LVT replaced the ARN-118 system, MIDS LVT had to provide its own TACAN capability in lieu of the 118, and this has proven to require successive effort to bring the capability in line with the operational expectations. In particular, bearing performance in air-to-air mode, and also to some degree in approach-to-land configuration, required some dedicated team effort to resolve technical issues and bring performance to an acceptable level to the users. Lessons learned would be to develop a simulator/test-equipment that closely approximates the actual operational flight environment so that the design and test results seen during development phase would better match the actual live test performance. Also, performing flight testing in parallel with development work as soon as the hardware is assessed air worthy should reduce a significant amount of rework later.  A simplified MIDS platform integration scheme for the F/A-18 configuration is shown in Fig. 11.




Figure 11.  MIDS Platform Integration Scheme for the F/A-18.


In December 2003, a development effort to migrate MIDS LVT to a SCA and JTRS compliant 4-channel MIDS JTRS started. To minimize integration impact on the host (F/A-18), all electrical and mechanical interfaces for MIDS JTRS were kept the same as MIDS LVT, and this will allow a straightforward replacement at a box level. To help optimize schedule and reduce risk, terminals have been provided to Boeing, the prime integrator, for integration and test purposes, in parallel to the developers’ development and testing work. A fit check on an F/A-18 was successfully performed to demonstrate the terminal envelope and connectors of MIDS JTRS can fit into the F/A-18 electronics bay and be attached and secured to the existing mounting tray. 

In support of DoD’s push for a networking capability in the hands of joint forces at tactical edge, future integration for MIDS JTRS will include development and porting of networking waveforms into the terminal, followed by integration onto Navy and/or Air Force platforms. The prime candidate waveform is Tactical Targeting Networking Technologies (TTNT), and MIDS JTRS, which already has provisions for TTNT in its baseline architecture, is extremely well situated to support the development and integration work.

5.2
French Programs  


France has been extensively using LINK-16 for about ten years.  The Cassard class anti air frigates, the Charles de Gaulle aircraft carrier, the French E-3 AWACS, as well as the French E-2C, are all LINK-16 capable.  However, these platforms are equipped with the former generation LINK-16 terminal JTIDS.


France has already integrated MIDS terminal on several platforms.  These include:


· RAFALE Fighter Aircraft (Fig. 12);

· MIDS Terre (ground);

· Air Force Air Operations Command and Control System (SCCOA).


MIDS-LVT has proven to be an essential and decisive asset in the joint exercises and operational deployments performed since 2006.  






Figure 12.  French RAFALE Fighter Aircraft.


The first RAFALE squadron has become operational with MIDS-LVT starting in June 2006.  The target is to have MIDS-LVT integrated on 234 aircrafts in service with the French Air Force and 60 aircrafts in service with the French Navy by 2015.

MIDS Terre is designed for land forces in order to manage the third dimension. It is built based on a standard MIDS-LVT(1) variant and interacts with the Martha command information system, the SAMP/T air defense system, and other assets.  This system enables real time tactical data exchange for coordination and management. Relay stations are used to support a wide spread network.  One French artillery regiment is “combat ready” with MIDS Terre equipment and a unit was operationally deployed in Afghanistan in January 2007.


SCCOA is the French Air Operations Command and Control System and covers surveillance, control, mission briefing, mission planning, and resource management.  It is composed of fixed and mobile stations.  This program was launched in 1999 and 7 mobile stations were deployed in 2007.  It is designed to be interoperable with different system including NATO ACCS (air command and control system).


Current MIDS-LVT integration efforts include the Mistral Class LHD and the Horizon Class Frigate.  Future programs will also include MIRAGE 2000 fighters and the future FREMM class frigates.


The Mistral is an amphibious assault helicopter carrier. She was commissioned in February 2006.  The two ships of the class were equipped with MIDS-LVT as a stand alone solution. Full integration is scheduled starting around 2010.


The Horizon program is a French-Italian effort. France ordered two of these new generation anti-air warfare frigates, as well as Italy.  Full operational capability (including MIDS-LVT) is expected for mid 2008.


Future MIDS-LVT integration programs include the MIRAGE 2000 fighters and the future FREMM class frigates.  Two versions of MIRAGE 2000 will be equipped with MIDS-LVT:


· MIRAGE 2000D is an all weather air ground fighter. This aircraft is a two seaters and can conduct air ground multi mission including nuclear deterrence;


· MIRAGE 2000-5 is air to air attack and defense fighter.  Equipped with a multi-target radar, it carries fire and forget weapons.


The target is to have 69 MIRAGE 2000 D and 30 MIRAGE 2000-5 LINK-16 equipped in 2015.  The FREMM class frigates are a French Italian effort. The initial target is seventeen frigates for France and ten for Italy.  France will operate different versions of this multi purpose frigate design. The seventeen frigates are scheduled to replace existing anti submarine and anti air class frigates as well as to give new strike capabilities against land.


Concerning all other platforms already in service, a plan to retrofit the most relevant ones with MIDS-LVT is under consideration at MOD level.  The long term vision is to abandon legacy data links (e.g., LINK-11), and to move forward to LINK-22 and LINK-16 (J family message data link). 


5.3
Italian Programs  


The Italian MOD procured MIDS-LVT terminals primarily for integration on Air Force EF-2000 and TORNADO aircrafts, C2 Mobile platforms, and NATO-ACCS platforms, followed by the Italian Army (SAMP/T missile control units and other C2 platforms), and the Italian Navy (“Garibaldi” Class aircraft carrier and other ships).  Engineering studies have been carried out for integration of MIDS-LVT on various Army and Navy helicopter platforms (i.e., A-129, NH-90 and NH-101), and into the new “Cavour” Class aircraft carrier.  Furthermore, integration studies are currently ongoing (in conjunction with the French MOD) for integration of MIDS-LVT on Horizon Class and FREMM (European Multi Role Frigate) Class ships. 

TORNADO Case Study


The activities for integration of MIDS-LVT in the Italian TORNADO started back in 2004 with a first prototype integration program carried out by the Italian Air Force Flight Test Centre (RSV in Pratica di Mare AFB).  The program was financed by the IT-MOD through MIDS-IPO.  The initial scope of the activity was tailored for a technology demonstrator and the activities were intended to be performed only at Avionic Integration RIG level.  In 2006 new requirements were issued by the Italian Air Staff to migrate the integration to a prototype A/C.  This included extensive ground and flight test Activity and, at a later stage, participation to the International Exercise “Spartan Hammer Trial” (Greece, November 2006).  The prototype integration program took place in a TORNADFO-IDS aircraft (Fig. 13) with HARM missiles and LINS/GPS navigation system.  






Figure 13.  Italian Air Force TORNADO Aircraft.


The MIDS-LVT(1) (with HW BU-1 and SW BC-2) was integrated with limited computational and display capabilities (PPLI and some EW messages).  Furthermore, the aircraft was only certified for VMC Flight (TACAN procedures).  The prototype integration scheme of MIDS-LVT in the Italian TORNADOI-IDS is depicted in Fig. 14.  



Figure 14.  TORNADO-IDS Prototype Integration.


The TACAN AN 490T and its cockpit Control Unit were removed and replaced by MIDS-LVT and a dedicated MIDS Control Panel (C/P).  Furthermore, the MIDS-LVT was connected with both the Panavia link and the aircraft main computer through the 1553 data bus.

The results of the “Spartan Hammer Trial” were very encouraging.  Particularly, the prototype aircraft flew eleven LINK-16 missions during the trial, fulfilling its operational goals.  


Further requirements were established in 2007 for integration of MIDS-LVT on both TORNADO aircraft versions: Interdiction and Strike (IDS) and Electronic Combat and Reconnaissance (ECR).  The Initial Operational Clearance (IOC) integration is based on STANAG 5516 Ed. 3, using a MIDS Interface Unit (MIU) for both IDS and ECR TORNADO versions [7].  


The MIU is a LINK-16 management equipment developed for TORNADO IDS/ECR providing interfaces, in terms of electrical levels and data exchange protocols, for the MIDS-LVT terminal and the aircraft avionics systems.  The main function of the MIU is to support the integration of the LINK-16 in the TORNADO aircraft by:

· allowing further processing capabilities to support enhanced tactical functions as a consequence of the integration of the tactical data link;


· processing the available information coming from the LINK-16 network, preparing for transmission the available information which a Tornado will be expected to provide to other LINK-16 users, in order to allow a much more effective mission accomplishment;


· providing to the Tornado crew, through the existing HMI, a filtered situation awareness by the use of filter settings requested by the operators;


· adapting TACAN controls (in order to allow the possibility to configure any TORNADO with present TACAN or with MIDS-LVT TACAN, without modifying the cockpit Control Panel).


As growth capability two additional functionalities will be implemented in the MIU:

· provision for Electronic Warfare information exchange via a 1553 card dedicated to interface the Emitter Location System ELS;


· provision for imagery reception through LINK-16 messages.

The TORNADO avionics architecture with MIDS-LVT integrated through the MIU is shown in Fig. 15. 



Figure 15.  TORNADO MIU Integration.


5.4
German Programs  


Germany started to use Tactical Data Link (TDL) LINK-16 capabilities in the late nineties.  The first German weapon system utilizing LINK-16 was the PATRIOT Surface-to-Air-Missile system which has been equipped with the Joint Tactical Information Distribution System (JTIDS) Class 2 M Terminals. At that time Germany had already started their overall LINK-16 effort by attending the Multifunctional Information Distribution System (MIDS) development program in 1991 together with the other four MIDS nations.  The German Navy attended the NATO Exercise STRONG RESOLVE 1998.  The most important lesson learned during this exercise was “No J – No Play!”  


Foreseeing the periodic command takeover for a NATO force command ship in 2003, the fleet command saw an urgent requirement for a LINK-16 equipped command frigate. The frigate F124 - fully LINK-16 capable - which was long term planned starting in the early 90s, was not in service at that time, so the chosen platform for this task was the frigate F123 (Fig. 16), whose equipment (except for the missing LINK-16) was very suitable for a command mission.  






Figure 16.  German F123 Class Frigate.


Analysing this task, it came out that the current CDS on F123 was not capable to integrate LINK-16.  The Data structure of the SATIR is a pure LINK-11 design, it does not support LINK-16.  The Navy had to face the following issues:

· no further SATIR growth capability;

· short time schedule (less than 3 years for development; contract was signed in 2000);

· project for “Multi Link Integration” (MLI) not in time line.


A fast solution for 1553B interface on the existing and available DLPS, based on MIDS-LVT(1) was required.  Platform “B” was chosen as a readily available and proved integration scheme.  The current integration on the Class F123 and F122 Frigates is shown in Fig. 17.  The Data Link Processing System (DLPS) is a US product which was available for an immediate procurement in the LINK-16 integration phase. As shown in the figure, the LINK-16 channel could be switched into the already existing Combat Data System (CDS) – here SATIR – instead of the second LINK-11 channel.  The CDS is only capable of handling LINK-11 messages, so that the DLPS derives a LINK-11 compatible subset of the LINK-16 data, potentially provided by the MIDS-LVT.  This integration approach was chosen, due to the necessity of a complete re-design of the CDS in case of a full LINK-16 implementation.  The essential benefit of this approach is the ability to communicate with other vessels via LINK-11 and also exchange data with LINK-16 capable platforms (A/C), which wasn’t possible before. More information could be displayed on the two consoles directly connected to the DLPS (which is LINK-16 capable), but no “real” LINK-16 messages can be generated out of the ships CDS.  Full Operational LINK-16 Capability will be available with “Capability Enhancement” of the Frigate Class F123 starting with FOC (First of Class) in 2009.





Figure 17.  Multi-Link integration on F123 and F122 Class Frigates.


All integration and implementation efforts were supported by the German Navy Reference Test Facility and Simulation Center in Wilhelmshaven and the Joint Forces Integration Support Facility at Greding.  The following deficiencies of Platform “B” in Naval applications have been observed:

· the Fighter (EF-2000) Kalman Filter is not suitable for naval applications;


· the Navigation Model used in platform “B” does not consider “Speed” inputs from FIM 18 (GPS);

· through the artificial redaction of Navigation Data accuracy (Lever Arm Effect) and the insufficient Kalman Filter behaviour.


These deficiencies caused both sever fading values for Course and Speed and very low/oscillating Geodetic Position Quality (GPQ) in the PPLI.

The above mentioned integration issues led to a new MIDS-LVT Investigation Request (IR), with the aim of developing a platform interface for surface platforms. This investigation, still ongoing, will lead to a change in the terminal which is envisioned for the beginning of 2009.


The new Class of German Frigates (F124) is equipped with JTIDS Class 2H terminals and has a full LINK-16 implementation into the used CDS. The Corvettes K130 – the newest German ship class – has also a full LINK-16 implementation and uses the MIDS-LVT(4) (MIDS-on-ship (MOS)).


Together with the UK, Italy and Spain, Germany procures the Eurofighter TYPHOON fighter A/C. This A/C is the first German airborne LINK-16 platform (described in a later section).


In 2006, the communications and interface module of the German Surface-to-Air-Missile Operations Center (SAMOC) as well was equipped with MIDS-LVT.  The actual integration and implementation was realized in the SAMOC.  The terminals are used remotely in this configuration.  As it is a Command & Control (C2) unit, an extensive implementation based on Edition 3 of STANAG 5516 was established. The new build German Deployable Control and Reporting Center (DCRC), using the German Improved Air Defense System (GIADS) is also utilizing a MIDS-LVT for TDL Network participation, but it is still using the Interim J-Message Standard (IJMS).  


The next German weapon system to be equipped with MIDS-LVT terminals is the PANAVIA 200 Tornado fighter-bomber A/C.  It is foreseen that the Full Operational Clearance (FOC) can be achieved in 2012.

5.5
Spanish Programs  


The Spanish Air Force is currently integrating LINK-16 in the F-18 systems and SIMCA (Sistema Integrado de Mando y Control Aereo) platforms after the successful integration of the MIDS terminal in EF2000 aircraft (joint program with UK, Germany, and Italy). Also the A400 transport aircraft that is being co-developed by Spain, France, Germany, Luxemburg, Belgium, Turkey and UK will have LINK-16 capability through the MIDS-LVT.  The Spanish Navy (SN) has developed a data link strategic plan for the following 11 years.  Most of the old units will keep the legacy LINK-11 and some of them will be upgraded both to LINK-16 and LINK-22, such as the Aircraft Carrier CV “Principe de Asturias” and LPD "Galicia" Class ships.  For the new units, LINK-16 and LINK-22 will be implemented in the LHD “Juan Carlos I” and F-100 frigates and LINK-22 in the BAC and S-80 submarines as well as other minor ships. The first SN units that have been operating with LINK-16 and MIDS are the F-100 “Alvaro de Bazan” class ships, through the MIDS on Ship variant. Since the first CSSQT conducted by the F-101 in 2003 in US, the rest of the ships have successfully performed the Qualification Trials in San Diego, CA with very intensive LINK-16 tests environment including High Power Mode. The F-100 frigates also have been participating in NATO and US Coalition deployments, such as the TR CSG (Theodore Roosevelt Combat Strike Group), where the “Alvaro de Bazan” played a significant role. Finally, de SP Joint Staff is setting up a Data Link Management Cell (DLMC) for network design and interoperability testing, using MIDS-LVT terminals as well as a suite of networking and simulation systems.

LHD “Juan Carlos I” Class Ship Case Study


Data link integration strategy on board Spanish Navy LHD “Juan Carlos I” Class ship (Fig. 18) is based on a completely national development effort.  For this integration, various functional levels are identified:

· Combat System Level (SCOMBA), which includes the data link module currently under development;

· Data Link Processor (LINPRO), first version developed and currently working in the introduction of new requirements;

· Data Link Terminal Integration that for LINK-16 is the MIDS-LVT;

· MAB (“MIDS a Bordo”) elements for shipboard applications. 





Figure 18.  Juan Carlos I Class Ship.


The Spanish Navy (SN) is pursuing a family of combat systems based on a common “core” called SCOMBA and with different variants or spirals depending on each platform class and the required capabilities. In the case of LHD, SCOMBA is evolving from a minimum capability to a more complex system that will be able to manage sensors and weapons with very demanding real time requirements.


Functionally speaking, SCOMBA will manage both tactical (SCOMBA CDS) and display functions (SCOMBA SDS), such as: 

· Sensor Management;

· Track Data Base Management; 


· Data Link Management;

· Multi-warfare operation management: ASW/AAW/ASUW/EW;

· Threat Assessment;

· Weapon Control;

· Navigation Data Management;

· Air Intercept Control Management;

· Amphibious Operations;

· System Readiness;

· Data Logging.


For this purpose, SCOMBA will handle several interfaces simultaneously, including radars, EW sensors, the data link processor (LINPRO), AIS (Automatic Identification System), IFF, the various navigation systems and all of the interfaces that provide inputs for supporting  LINK-16/ LINK-11 operations, such as radars, EW systems, etc..  Fig. 19 shows a high level interface diagram with the rest of the combat system sensors and weapons.  SCOMBA high level architecture is based on the following components:

· Computing Platform;

· Console Operating Environment;

· Common Services, including Communications, Windows and Menu Services, Track Management, Application Services, Alert Services, etc.;

· Normalized APIs, which isolate the application layer from the rest of the services;

· Application Layer, which contains most of the warfare functions.


The application layer interfaces the following functions, some of them trough the data link processor (LINPRO): track management, system control, identification doctrine, weapon management doctrine, radar management, IFF, AIS, navigation and air control.


The development phase of SCOMBA is following the typical system engineering strategy. Starting with the capture of requirements and translating to A-Specs, B-1 and B-5 Specs under DOORS, following with the software design, SW tests at different levels and HW/SW integration at system level.  Another SCOMBA feature is the generation of the track file.  All the on board sensors and the data link system provide inputs to the SCOMBA track file manager.




             

Figure 19.  SCOMBA Context Diagram.


Going down in the SCOMBA data link capabilities, “LIF” is the function (or application) responsible for interchanging tactical information with the rest of the data link units, through the LINPRO (data link processor system) interface.  LIF shall:

· control LINPRO Interface;

· have access to the whole system tactical information;

· interact with other SCOMBA functions for track management, air control, command and control and for overseeing all SCOMBA interfaces.


LINPRO is a LINK-11 and LINK-16 pre-processor system, with data forwarding capability. LINPRO keeps the N-series interface with the Command and Control System (C2S) and discharges the later of most of the data link management tasks.  LINPRO fulfills the Spanish Navy  LINK-11 and LINK-16 specifications based on STANAGS 5511 Ed5 for LINK-11,  STANAG 5516 Ed. 3 for LINK-16, and STANAG 5616 Ed. 3 for data forwarding between both interfaces. LINPRO also controls both LINK-11 (DTS) and LINK-16 terminals (MIDS) through the appropriate interfaces.  LINPRO is composed by a tactical network processor system and an operator console.  The console is used to monitor and configure the data link processor.  In addition to the above capabilities, the following are the LINPRO basic requirements:


· Concurrent Interface Unit (CIU).  LINPRO operates as concurrent interface unit (CIU) in LINK-11 and LINK-16. For doing this LINPRO checks CONOPS rules acting as CIU and TN pools management;

· Data Forwarding Unit (FJU)). LINPRO operates as forwarding unit between LINK-11 and LINK-16 networks, including tracks, reference points; emergency points, acoustic contacts and electronic warfare. Also the system shall establish forwarding filters and shall manage the receipt/compliance protocol between data links. LINPRO shall validate the “pool” of the forwarded track numbers, specifically from LINK-16 to LINK-11. If there is any other FJU in the network, LINPRO shall inhibit the data forwarding capabilities in the ownship;

· Command Unit. LINPRO acts as “Command Unit” LINK-11 and LINK-16 allowing the host to TX/RX the applicable messages, such as M.14/M.15 in LINK-11 and J9.0/J10.2/J13.2/J13.3 in the LINK-16 interface, such as Force Order Generation (FOG), Answers to force orders processed by LINPRO, Monitor Force Order between the links, Platform status information, Generation and reception of engagement data in LINK-11/LINK-16, and Aircraft control requirements.


LINPRO provides a normalized data base and LINPRO manages most of the discrete signals generated by the MIDS terminal.  LINPRO also includes a “LINK-16 network management” functionality.  The diagram in Fig. 20 describes the different interfaces that LINPRO shall manage.





Figure 20.  LINPRO Interfaces.


The interface between SCOMBA and LINPRO is based on Ethernet as physical layer. LINPRO will send also a periodic message for heartbeat to monitor the interface.  Both LINPRO status and BITE result will be also reported through the N-series message interface.  Data traffic between SCOMBA and LINPRO will be sent using also the N- series message specification with a standard SCOMBA header.


All the messages that are transferred through the interfaces are grouped in accordance with specific criteria. The functional groups are the following:


· initialization and interface recovery: heartbeat and interface assessment;


· interface management: automatically with a rate of 2 seconds established by SCOMBA and/or requested by LINPRO. Also it is used for BITE report;


· N-series messages: for data link information between both systems. 


Navigation data is sent to LINPRO through the Combat System Interfaces (N- series messages). The ownship navigation distribution system collects data from most of the navigation sensors and systems and sends this data to the combat system elements that requires navigation inputs. This data is sent taken into account the latencies and formats imposed by the combat system (SCOMBA) and data link processor system (LINPRO).


As a result of the tests conducted on board SN LPD “Castilla” the Spanish navy decided to joint the effort of developing a new generic platform interface for the MIDS-LVT to accommodate new shipboard navigation data requirements. This new interface is being developed by both US and European vendors and will fulfill the interface requirements of a great variety of slow moving platforms. 


LINPRO has been tested in a Lockheed Martin CND (Combat System) open environment. The test called LINKEX was conducted at LM Moorestown facilities, jointly with SP Company TECNOBIT and Spanish Navy support. The test was conducted to remark both CND and LINPRO open architectures.  


The highest level in the data link testing effort of the SN LHD platform is the interoperability verification. For this to happen, a Land Base Test Site (LBTS) specific configuration is being set up at integrator premises.  Other SN combat systems (F-100 AEGIS), simulators and connectivity elements (such as MLST3) and platforms will be engaged in the effort.  


5.6
Multi-national Integration Programs  


A number of international programs are currently ongoing, especially among NATO nations, for the development of ground, sea, and air military platforms employing MIDS-LVT (Fig. 21).  These include the Eurofighter TYPHOON (UK, Germany, Italy, and Spain), the Italian-French Medium Range Surface to Air Missile (SAMP/T), the Horizon Frigate and the FREMM Future European Multi-Role Frigate (France and Italy), the A-400 future large transport aircraft (Spain, France, Germany, Luxemburg, Belgium, Turkey, and UK), etc..  Studies have also been undertaken for integration of MIDS-LVT on the NH-90 and EH-101 helicopters.  It is beyond the scope of this paper to list and describe all existing cooperative programs in technical details.  However, in the following, short case studies of MIDS-LVT integration on Eurofighter TYPHOON and SAMP/T platforms are presented.




Figure 21.  Current and likely future multi-national integration programs.


Eurofighter TYPHOON Case Study


Together with the UK, Germany, Italy, and Spain have developed the Eurofighter TYPHOON fighter aircraft.  This aircraft is the first German, Italian and Spanish airborne LINK-16 platform. The integration is different from the standard implementation, because the TYPHOON does not use a Remote Power Supply (RPS), but a specially developed MIDS Interface Unit (MIU). The implementation scheme is shown in Fig. 22.



Figure 22.  Integration Scheme for Eurofighter TYPHOON.

Due to the fact, that flying platforms have to obey the rules and regulations for safety of flight, the proper interaction between the MIDS-LVT and the MIU has to be qualified. As both the Terminal and the MIU are in an ongoing development process, many variants of MIU and MIDS-LVT have to be qualified.  As the qualification is always performed individually, there are various aircrafts only qualified to use one certain MIDS-LVT configuration.  As an example, the German aircraft configurations with MIDS-LVT are listed in Table 2.  




Table 2.  TYPHOON MIDS-LVT configuration Matrix (German A/C only).


The so called Full Operational Capability (FOC) MIN for Tranche 1 A/C was declared in 2007.  All required functionalities are currently implemented and tested. More capabilities might be added in the future, if the four nations will agree on that.  Particularly, the recent addition of air-to-ground role requirements for the Eurofighter TYPHOON is leading to the need for defining a broader scope of LINK-16 capabilities for implementation on board the aircraft. 


Baseline for the TYPHOON integration/implementation is STANAG 5516 Ed. 1 with extensions (agreed Data Link Change Proposals).  An update to a newer STANAG Edition is planned for the years beyond 2012.  The MIDS-LVT combines the LINK-16 functionality with the capability for TACAN operations.  According to current regulations, TACAN is one of the two required independent navigation systems on airborne platforms.  Some TACAN issues had major influence on the aircraft qualification due to this reason.  It has been absolutely essential, that these problems were treated with the highest priority.  Many MIDS-LVT hardware and software modifications (past and ongoing) are related to these important issues.

SAMP/T


The SAMP/T (Sol-Air Moyenne Portée Terrestre or Surface-to-Air Medium Range / Land) is a land-based air defense system effective against high-speed threats such as tactical ballistic missiles, cruise missiles, combat aircraft and Unmanned Combat Air Vehicles (UCAVs).  The SAMP/T missile system has been developed by EUROSAM, jointly owned by MBDA Missile Systems and Thales.  A typical SAMP/T battery (Fig. 23) includes:

· Command and control vehicle


· Thales Arabel Radar


· Up to six Transporter Erector Launcher (TEL) vehicles, each with 8 missiles and a store for reloads.


The missile TEL vehicles are dispersed to launch sites located up to 10 km from the Arabel Radar.







Figure 23.  Typical SAMP/T battery.


The SAMP/T Engagement Unit (EU) is part of the missile Command System.  Its purpose is to evaluate, prioritize and designate the targets.  MIDS Information is sent to the SAMP/T Engagement Unit Computers and Display Consoles.  MIDS-LVT integration in the SAMP/T EU is granted by an interface unit called UMAT for France and UMEI for Italy.   

The current UMEI/UMAT design interfaces are shown in Fig. 24.




 


Figure 24.  UMEI/UMAT layout and interfaces.

6.
Simulation and experimental work 


Since the early days of JTIDS/MIDS, some of the MIDS Nations have embarked on Modeling and Simulation (M&S) programs for the development of multi-service and multinational LINK-16 Distributed Simulation Networks (DSN), capable of supporting both operational/training activities (network design/management) and technical/interoperability testing activities in support of the platforms.  As an example, in the following, a case study is presented relative to the Italian LINK-16 DSN initiative.

Italian LINK-16 DSN Case Study


The LINK-16 DSN was conceived as a flexible test and training tool capable of simulating LINK-16 operations among platform simulators located at various sites linked trough a Wide Area Network (WAN).  Its specific aim was to enhance network management and multinational interoperability trough the application of the NATO Common Interoperability Standards (NCIS) and Standard Interface for Multiple Platform Link Evaluation (SIMPLE) developed by NATO.  Therefore, it was designed as an open system towards new simulated users and towards real live LINK-16 networks (Fig. 25).  The DSN main functions are the following [8]:

· Standalone Platform Simulation and Distributed Simulation using WAN (SIMPLE standard)


· Support the Definition of Technical and Operational Requirements for Platform Integration


· Support Platform Ground/Flight Test and Integration Certification


· Allow Interoperability Test Activities


· Support System Operators Training. 


The LINK-16 DSN is now operational with all Italian Military Services.  The Italian Network Design Facility (INDF) component successfully used during integration activities, training and NATO/National live exercises:


· Spring Flag (2002);

· Eolo (2002);

· Lavinium, Aventino and Giopolis (2003-2005);

· Spartan Hammer (2006).

INDF upgrades are also ongoing for both the Italian Air Force and the Navy.  
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Figure 25.  Italian DSN Concept.


The Italian DSN sites are shown in Fig. 26.  
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Figure 26.  Italian DSN Sites.


The DSN core elements are the following [8]:


· Scenario Simulator;


· Air Platform Simulator;


· C2 Simulator;

· SIMPLE Converter (acting as Gateway).

The DSN Scenario Simulator (Fig. 27) performs the following functions:

· uses LINK-16 network tactical scenario scripts;

· allows the operator to customize scenario scripts in accordance with associated documentation (e.g., ICD of platforms involved in the simulation);

· simulates C2 units J-messages handling and transfer them to the LINK-16 network; 


· performs C2 handover of non-C2 and transfer them to the LINK-16 network; 


· simulates more than 100 non-C2/C2 simultaneously reporting PPLI messages and transfer them to the LINK-16 network (future upgrade: 500 – 1000 simultaneous objects);

· simulates air, land, surface and subsurface tracks and all other relevant information/objects and transfer them to the LINK-16 network;

· gives real-time feedback to the operator (e.g. generates commands such as mission assignments and receipt/compliance messages);  


· sends and receives free text messages; 


· introduces degraded communications (e.g. jamming simulation, loss of messages, erroneous messages and messages out of sequence).






Figure 27.  Italian DSN Scenarrio Simulator Display Format.


The Air Platform Simulator (APS) can provide an exact reproduction of real aircraft cockpit displays.  Currently, a TORNADO APS is implemented that comprises 3 main displays:


· Radar Simulator Display;

· Tactical Data Link Display;

· Data Link Control Panel (DLCP).

APS can also provide full Navigator Hand Controller (NHC) functions (Fig. 28). 



                                   


Figure 28.  Air Platform Simulator.


The C2 Simulator is a lab replica of the real Mobile Command and Control Station (C2M) employed by the Italian Air Force.  The presence of a C2 Simulator in a simulated network is important to simulate a real operational scenario since it manages most of the actions/messages.


Using SIMPLE it is possible to connect real network to simulation network (Fig. 29).  The SIMPLE standard specifies the distributed transfer of a simulated scenario/synthetic environment using the IEEE Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) protocols.  DIS is a government/industry initiative to define an infrastructure for linking simulations of various types at multiple locations to create realistic, complex, virtual worlds for the simulation of highly interactive activities.
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Figure 29.  SIMPLE Converter.

TDL messages are transferred between remote sites as packets of data at the word/bit level as opposed to the modulated Radio Frequency (RF) level.  The SIMPLE standard is aimed at providing a common standard for the interconnection of ground rigs of all kinds (e.g. simulations, integration facilities etc.).  Several rigs (simulated/real platforms or LAN) can be linked in order to form a conceptual Wide Area Network (WAN), which may be implemented by different physical means.  

7. PLATFORMS INTEROPERABILITY


The Interoperability Evaluation (IOE) of a group of platforms (Platforms Under Evaluation - PUEs) is performed at different levels, according to the availability of related LINK-16 implementation data.  Commonly, the following areas need to be addressed in interoperability studies [9-11]:


· Interface Exchange Requirements (IER)


· System Implementation Document (SID)


· Interoperability Matrix (IOM)


· Platform Implementation Difference Document (PIDD)


Obviously, any of the above IOEs is possible only if the PUEs have the appropriate information available.  The level of detail needed for each of the different IOE levels is described below.  


IER level IOE.  This is the highest level of interoperability evaluation.  Essentially it consists of a functional area implementation evaluation.  It can be easily mapped versus operational capabilities of the platform supported by LINK-16 (described in platform CONOPS), but it does not give a high level of detail that is ensured by the SID/IOM IOE.  Input will be the IER data for the PUEs (identified in terms of transmit/receive capabilities).  The result of the IER analysis will be in the form of matrix that will highlight problems in the information exchange supported by LINK-16 among each of the PUE (considered objective platform) and the other platforms.


SID level IOE.  SID level description of a LINK-16 platform implementation is a document detailing which messages, message fields and message field values will be transmitted by the platform and which will be received and processed by the platform.  The SID documents the particular LINK-16 implementation of a single platform in terms of “Transmit/Receive/Not Interpret/Discard” values against a baseline of fields, which, according to STANAG 5516, are named Data Field Identifier/Data Usage Identifier (DFI/DUI).  For this reason a SID is suitable to be translated in a database format through which massive pre-process activities can be run with the help of automatic tools.  In order to run this level of IOE, the LINK-16 SID level data and both the PUE operational requirements and the LINK-16 IER are needed as a prerequisite.


IOM level IOE.  IOM description of a LINK-16 platform’s implementation comprises of answers to a series of platform capability questions that are supplemented, if necessary, by rationales.  These questions usually relate to how a platform implements a particular LINK-16 feature.  LINK-16 interoperability can be evaluated by comparison of the implementation response details given against each platform resident in the IOM database.  Any interoperability issues discovered as a result of this analysis will be evaluated against the LINK-16 operational requirements of the PUE.


PIDD level IOE.  This level of interoperability evaluation involves the procedural aspects of LINK-16 implementation.  The documents involved in this IOE process are named Platform Implementation Difference Document (PIDD) and define the LINK-16 implementation in terms of difference versus an implementation standard (such as the MIL-STD-6016C, STANAG 5516, or National MIDS Interface Requirements Specifications).  This level of interoperability analysis captures the issues related to procedural implementation of the LINK-16, and thus it greatly enhances and complements the results of the previous described phases. (IER, SID, IOM).


According to the above description of the various IOE levels, a top level IER IOE report has to be compiled to operationally drive the successive phases of the IOE.  The IER level IOE report shall contain, as a minimum, a synthesis of the results of the analysis performed to assess the affect of an individual platform LINK-16 implementation on its own operational capability and also the effect on its interoperability with other LINK-16 users.  In each case, the implementation of the platform involved is compared with the implementations of other platforms with which it is, or may be, required to operate.  The IER level IOE report shall contain a synthesis of the results of the comparison between the responses to each IOM question (one by one) in terms of interoperability evaluation between the PUEs.


The SID level IOE report shall contain a first section with a report of consistency checks run on its specific implementation.  These consistency checks shall consist, at least, of the following:


· fields with no transmitted values (or with TBD/missing values) in implemented words;


· illegal spare fields implementations; 


· minimum implementation compliance, against operational requirements.


The SID level implementation of the PUEs shall be compared and any differences (including those deriving from the fact that different STANAG 5516 or MILD-STD 6016C baselines have been considered for the two LINK-16 implementations) shall be highlighted.  Differences between the two platforms shall concern messages/words/fields and values transmitted by the first platform but either not received or discarded by the second one and vice-versa.  After that, an analysis shall be run on all of the highlighted cases:


· classifying them in order of importance against the operational requirements of each single platform;


· confirming really important interoperability issues and weighing them against the possible impact on each mission which should be accomplished by each single platform;


· analyzing the cause of the problem;


· indicating a possible technical solution; 


· indicating, where possible, an operational procedure that could avoid the occurrence of the interoperability issue in the real world.


The PIDD level IOE report shall identify implementation inconsistencies between the PUE and the other considered assets, taking as a reference the difference of implementation with respect to the standards, such as:


· wrong implementation of values forbidden/reserved by the standard;


· wrong implementation of words which are stated to be transmitted/received in particular sequence by the standard;


· other violations to protocol rules; 


· fields and values implementation cross-check.

Particularly, all interoperability issues shall be assessed by:


· classifying them in order of importance against the operational requirements of each single platform;


· confirming really important interoperability issues and weighing them against the possible impact on each mission which should be accomplished by each single platform;


· analyzing the cause of the problem;


· indicating a possible technical solution; 


· indicating, where possible, an operational procedure that could avoid the occurrence of the interoperability issue in the real world.

The procedure described allow for a detailed definition of LINK-16 requirements/issues associated with the platforms and can be considered as a pre-requisite for an optimal integration of LINK-16 capabilities in the target platforms.  For instance, with the generic approach described in paragraph 5 (Fig. 8), MIDS-LVT can be integrated in a certain platform.  However, after that, only the operational experience accumulated in real Network Centric Allied/Coalition Operations and during the execution of national and international interoperability Tests/Exercises (with many other LINK-16 participating platforms) will confirm the validity of the technical solutions adopted and will give the opportunity to better identify advantages and limitations of a particular implementation.  This approach constitutes the base for successive improvements, usually achievable both at terminal and platform levels.  In many cases, and specifically in the case of MIDS-LVT, great improvements are obtained by analyzing the technical/operational findings of the activities performed and defining, as a synergetic international effort, a common roadmap for future R&D activities. 


8.
NATO/Multinational Exercises


To assure interoperability amongst LINK-16 platforms, NATO foresees periodic tests named NATO Tactical Data Link Interoperability Tests (NTDLIOTs).  The NTDLIOTs are performed using platform simulators or real platforms interfaced with suitable systems.  To interface the simulators a digital network (WAN) is activated using standard ISDN lines. The topology foresees a central node acting as forwarder towards all nodes.  


For each NTDLIOT the Tactical Data Link Interoperability Testing Syndicate (TDLITS) compiles a Test Plan.  The Test Plan is structured in exercises. Each exercise involves participation of some platforms (specific procedures) in order to test interoperability.  During the test, all data exchanged are recorded and, after the test, the data recorded in each exercise are analyzed, in order to evaluate the platform behavior with respect to STANAG 5516.

As an example, Fig. 30 shows the network established for a recently performed NTDLIOT.  This included both a Voice Communication and a Data Exchange Exercise, in which NC3A The Hague (Netherlands) and SPAWAR (US) respectively acted as main nodes.      




 



Figure 30.  NTDLIOT Exercises.

9. CONCLUSIONS


MIDS-LVT is an advanced C4I system incorporating high-capacity, jam-resistant, digital communication links for exchange of near real-time tactical information, including both data and voice, among air, ground, and sea elements.  MIDS-LVT is designed to support key theater functions such as surveillance, identification, air control, weapons engagement coordination, and direction for all the Services and Allied forces.  The system provides jamming-resistant, wide-area communications on a LINK-16 network.  In addition to performing C4I functions, MIDS serves as a navigation aid by providing relative navigation position-keeping functions through the use of PPLI LINK-16 messages and incorporates TACAN functionalities.  MIDS-LVT is also designed to be fully interoperable with the JTIDS, an earlier LINK-16 system.  Actually, as a successor of the JTIDS Class 2 Terminal, the MIDS-LVT employs the LINK-16 (TADIL-J) message standard as defined in NATO publications.  Although the MIDS-LVT terminal has the same performance capabilities as the Class 2 JTIDS Terminal, its size and weight is significantly reduced.  These characteristics have allowed integration of MIDS-LVT on numerous US, French, Italian, German, and Spanish platforms, and also numerous third parties (non-IPO Nations) platforms.  Although all platform integration activities have their own peculiarities, there are some general guidelines, valid in the majority of cases, which allow optimal integration of MIDS-LVT in the target platforms and support LINK-16 interoperability evaluations.     


Since the early days of JTIDS/MIDS, some of the IPO Nations have also embarked on M&S programs for the development of multi-service and multinational LINK-16 simulation networks, capable of supporting both operational/training activities (network design/management) and technical/interoperability testing activities in support of the platforms.  Furthermore, some international test activities and training exercises are being executed among NATO nations with both MIDS-LVT and other LINK-16 systems.  Dissemination of lessons learned from these activities is now giving, both to engineers and operational users, a much deeper insight into the LINK-16 network enabled capabilities, with their real advantages and limitations.  This is setting the scene for further improvements (both at terminal and platform levels), to be obtained by analyzing the technical/operational findings and establishing a common roadmap for future R&D activities.
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SCA-based implementation of a research-/ test waveform

demonstration of portability onto national SDR-platforms

demonstration of interoperability between the different implementations



report relevant results to other groups like the NC3B SDRUG or SDR-Forum
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NATO RTO/IST-080 RTG on SDR



April 2005, Rom:           	Identification of international SDR-interests

October 2005, Oslo:     	Kick-off – First draft of ToR and of PoW

February 2006, Bristol: 	Update ToR, PoW – independence from SDR UG

			→ demonstrator for portability & interoperability 

June 2006, Delft:           	Identification of potential demo waveforms

			→ e.g. STANAG 4539 or STANAG 4285 

October 2006, Bonn:    	Agreement on STANAG 4285

			→ supply of source code (transmitter) 

January 2007, Madrid:	Sharing of first hands-on experiences

			→ SCA-based implementation of STANAG 4285

May 2007, Rom:		Continued exchange of experiences

			→ final steps before acceptance as RTG



November 2007, Ottawa:	→ first detailed discussions on demonstrations



February 2008, Bonn:	→ continuing discussions on demonstrations

ET-033 on SDR
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NATO RTO/IST-080 RTG on SDR

Team members (April 2008)



Canada:        	J. Schlesak, Communications Research Center

Denmark:	E. Krogager, Forsvarets Materieltjeneste

Germany: 	P. Schäfer-Hutter, Telefunken Racoms

                     	E. Kölble, Thales Defense Deutschland

	        	M. Adrat, S. Couturier, FGAN

Hungary:		B. Eged, Sagax Communication

Italy:	           	L. Schettino, M. Parenti, Selex Communications

Norway:     	T. Ulversoy, FFI

Spain:       	L. Hernandez, Isdefe

	         	J. Herraez, A. Quintana, Indra

The Netherlands: 	H. Segers, TNO (Chairman)

Turkey:		H. Özer, Tübitak UEKAE

US:   	            	B. Prill, BAE Systems 

		



Experts from: Governments, Research Institutes & Industry
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Short Term Goal



       SCA-based Implementation of a Research / Test Waveform

 

identify a candidate waveform (→ STANAG 4285 was chosen)

convert a given source code to SCA-based format

at first, use a GPP-based environment as test platform













© IBM/Levono

GPP
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Medium Term Goal



 	   Demonstrate Portability onto National SDR Platforms



port the PC-based base waveform onto an SCA-compliant target platform



different SDR hardware platforms will be used in the different nations  

© IBM/Levono

© Spectrum Signal Processing

GPP

GPP, FPGA, DSP

	Portability [IEEE]

 	the ease with which a system or component can be transferred from one hardware or software environment to another
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Long Term Goal



       Demonstrate Interoperability Between the Different Implementations



perform interoperability tests between the target waveforms

running on the various national SDR demonstrators



the interoperability test results will be documented in a report

© Rockwell Collins

© Spectrum Signal Processing

… 011010 …

	Interoperability [IEEE]

 	the ability of two or more systems or components to exchange information and to use the information 

that has been exchanged
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	Work currently done 

in the Participating Nations
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Different Approaches in the single Nations





© IBM/Levono

… 011010 …

© Spectrum Signal Processing

SCA-based implementation 

of STANAG 4285 waveform

demonstrate interoperability between 

the different implementations

2a.

3a.

© Lyrtech

1.

Starting point: 

ANSI C-Code 

for STANAG 4285

© Spectrum Signal Processing

4.

demonstrate portability onto national SDR platforms

port ANSI C-Code onto 

national SDR platforms

2b.

3a.

make the implementation 

SCA-compliant
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Some Details on Step 2a.





transmitter (TX) and receiver (RX) as one SCA resource each







TX split into four SCA resources and RX still as one SCA resource



SCA-based implementation 

of STANAG 4285 waveform

2a.

© IBM/Levono



"Cool, the quick …"







SCA-compliant on PC 





PSK, Coding, Interleaving

STANAG 4285 Tx



PSK, Coding, Interleaving



STANAG 4285 Rx







I/Q-Values





"Cool, the quick …"



"Cool, the quick …"







SCA-compliant on PC 





PSK, Coding, Interleaving

Framing



PSK, Coding, Interleaving



STANAG 4285 Rx







I/Q-Values





"Cool, the quick …"













FEC

Interleaving

Modulation
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Sharing of Waveforms – Demonstrating Portability





Import waveform (component) which was developed by another nation



SCA-compliant on PC 

PSK, Coding, Interleaving

STANAG 4285 Tx

PSK, Coding, Interleaving

STANAG 4285 Rx

I/Q-Values

"Cool, the quick …"

SCA-compliant on PC 

PSK, Coding, Interleaving

Framing

PSK, Coding, Interleaving

STANAG 4285 Rx

I/Q-Values

"Cool, the quick …"

FEC

Interleaving

Modulation

STANAG 4285 Tx

Interleaving

STANAG 4285 Tx

Interleaving



"Cool, the quick …"



"Cool, the quick …"
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Demonstrating Interoperability







Levels of Interoperability

Baseband I/Q-values (inphase / quadrature)

e.g., recorded in data files

IF-signal (intermediate signal)

e.g., recorded in data files or wired 

RF-signal (radio frequency)

e.g., wired or wireless 



"Cool, the quick …"







SCA-compliant on PC 





PSK, Coding, Interleaving

STANAG 4285 Tx



PSK, Coding, Interleaving



STANAG 4285 Rx







I/Q-Values





"Cool, the quick …"
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Conclusions

RTO/IST Regular Task Group on SDR



is making good progress

has some clear visions how to demonstrate

Portability and Interoperability

The focus on technical expertise and the possibility 

of sharing experiences in an international 

government, university and industry cooperation 

is unique and of value to its members



Erster Gesamtüberblick über den Verlauf der Gruppe mit den Kern-Ergebnissen der Diskussionen
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	Questions?

	

          Many Thanks for 			

				     Your Attention ...
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Resources Management

 in Mobile Military Networks

Piotr Gajewski, Jacek Jarmakiewicz, 

Jaroslaw Krygier, Piotr Łubkowski

MUT

Martin Lies, Peter Sevenich

FGAN/FKIE

Prague 21-22, April 2008  
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				     Schedule

Project Objectives, Scopes and Assumptions

Red/Black Networks Management Concept 

Assumed Network Architecture 

Resource Management in Ad Hoc Network

Optimization Problems 

Conclusion
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Project Objectives



Elaboration of the methods for optimal utilization of resources in IPv6 tactical military heterogeneous networks



Development of effective RM mechanisms applicable for military mobile networks in NEC (Network Enable Capabilities) environment



Development of cross-layer methodology for IPv6 protocols stack for QoS provisioning



Implementation of RM procedures and their verification in simulations and  prototypic environment
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Project  Scope



RM issues identification – resources, network topologies, functional relations, evaluation criteria, constraints, procedures

RM architecture specification

Elaboration of procedures for cross-layer optimization

Development of effective procedures for Resources Allocation (RA) in military mobile networks (resources administration and data distribution)

Development of simulation models for elaborated procedures verification

Preparation of a prototypic environment for verification and validation of elaborated procedures
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Data flow

Bandwidth (Narrowband and Broadband)

Throughput

Configuration (Topology)

Admissions Control

Channels

RF Power		

Network Resources

Assumptions

		NEC environment 

		QoS architecture

		network architecture

		IPv6 protocol stack

		algorithms implementation

		modelling and simulation

		testbed evaluation
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Mission-Oriented Network Architecture 
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Red/Black Management Concept

Secure

Nonsecure











Bandwidth Measurement
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NRM Location in  Network Elements 
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Header Compression Mechanism
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Resource Management for QoS Provisioning

Flow Label

Manager/

Agent RM Model

COPY IPv6 Fields:

1

2

3

DSCP

Exchange

Information 

Management
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RM Manager/Agent Functionality Architecture











Management Information Base
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Decentralised Ad-Hoc Networks Resource Management – An Example

Network
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Resource discovery and allocation
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Resource discovery
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Adaptive Codec Mechanism 
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PC-Phone
Codec switching
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Node Parameters Monitoring 

FER – Frame Error Rate

FRR – Frame Retransmission Rate

NoP – Number of Packets (sent, received, lost)

DR   – Data Rate





RSS – Received Signal Strength

SQ   – Signal Quality

SNR – Signal to Noise Ratio

BER – Bit Error Rate
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Cross Layer Engineering 
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Optimizing Problem 

	Optimal Resource Utilization – Maximal Data Flow, Minimal energy, QoS Keeping by Bandwidth, Energy and Area Constraints 

Problem - system

Mathematical model

Mathematical solution

Problem solution

Solving

Algorithm

Evaluation

Engineering

Mathematics

Modeling

Constraints

Input Data
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Optimizing Problem 











Radio Resources



Optimizing Methods



Data collection



Users
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Conclusions



The optimal utilization of mobile network resources is a very complex problem in wireless environment

Mesh architecture is adequate for military mobile network – standard is not yet completed

Ad Hoc Wireless Network is assumed for REMINET solutions

MANET is proposed for Mobile Ad Hoc Network – it is still examined for military applications

The security problem is still discussed

Dilemma – IPv6 tunnel or transport mode

Manager/agent concept can be developed

The new procedure are elaborated including cross-layer engineering

Some algorithms for optimization should be implemented and examined

The evaluation will be performed both in software and real environment 
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Questions?

Comments?
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WSN Based on FSO

		A low-cost Free Space Optics (FSO) based WSN



		Applications



environment where there is an unacceptable level of RF interference

where the leakage of RF has the potential to compromise security



		Battlefield surveillance, Habitat monitoring, Home automation and Health-care applications
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Optical ID

A Block diagram of an optical tag with a sensor

A Block diagram of the optical reader
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BER Versus Distance

  in Optical ID
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Sensor Network Design

		Optical Transceiver Unit



		Multi-detector Array



		Network Design for Sensors
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Sensor Node Equipped with Optical Transceivers
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		 Cluster of 6 Photodiodes

		 Receive Light from different directions

		 Array of diodes connected in Parallel



Angle Diversity Array of Photodiodes
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A Photodiode
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Design of an Optical Transceiver
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		Multi-detector Array

		Nodes equipped with Optical Transceiver Units

		Nodes Distributed on Planar surfaces with side 	looking detectors

		Line of Sight Communication established between 	nodes

		Advantages



Larger Distances between nodes

Freedom from Multipath Interference or fading

Mobility between nodes 
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An Example of a FSO based WSN with three sensor nodes where node 1 is talking to node 2 and node 3 is talking to node 1.
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Frequency response of an optical receiver with multiple photodiodes 
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Power Received by the Angle Diversity Receiver
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Power Multiplication Factor for an Angle-diversity Detector System
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SNR for a Multi-Detector System
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Upper and Lower Bounds on SNR for a Multi-Detector System
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Conclusions

		A wireless sensor node network using Free space optical communication has been designed.



		The preliminary experimental results have been presented.



		The System can be deployed in the field where nodes need mobility and exchange information among each other directly, or via an intermediate node.



		Future research will include design of efficient protocols that allow information transfer using optical techniques in a mobile environment unfettered by RF interference. 
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		Symbol		Parameter		Symbol		Parameter

		isig		signal current		q		electronic charge

		m		modulation index		k		Boltzmann constant

		R		average responsivity		T		temperature

		I0		max. optical intensity at input		BN		noise equivalent bw

		a		area of a photodiode		Iback		background intensity

		θ		angle between beam and a photodiode		N		No. of photodiodes

		ωs		signal frequency		idark		dark current

		α		angle between adjacent photodiodes		RL		load resistance

		φ		one half of the field of view of a photodiode		F		Amplifier noise factor
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Systems of radio systems







NATO UNCLASSIFIED

In any military scenario, different operational requirements have different communication needs – the trade offs which are made in any radio design (to accommodate the laws of physics) result in different radio systems. E.g. Long range vs high throughput, low weight vs high power, platform speed (dismounted soldier vs supersonic aircraft), low probability of detection, anti-jam.  



These conflicting communication requirements have led to a plethora of radio standards and systems and present a barrier to the interoperable radio communications needed to bring about the aims of NNEC. 



The current NATO standard for tactical radio communications is not been updated for some time – it does not support any networking capability or security. As a result, to extend the networks needed for NNEC into the tactical environment, we either use a NATO standard – and loose security and the ability to network; OR we use a national waveform – and loose any ability to interoperate. 



Software defined radio – where the radio behaviour is programmable  - has the potential to remove some of these difficulties. 
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Tactical radio capability

		No secure or net-centric tactical radio interoperability between nations 



Secure          



		









Multi-national

interoperablity

	 Net-centric





Nothing here





















NATO
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Historically, nations have procured tactical radios based on national or proprietary waveforms e.g. SINGARS, BOWMAN, PR4G. 

Even when 2 nations use the same radio from the same manufacturer, sovereign security elements mean that those radios will not be able to interoperate securely. 



The NATO standard for tactical radio communications,  STANAG 4204, is not secure or net-centric – but is available to all.  



Current experience in theatre highlights this failing. In ISAF the lack of multi-national tactical radio interoperability is hindering that multi-national operation, right now.

According to MGen van Loon – former Commander of Regional command South (Khandahar , Helmand Province) – “that fact that nothing interoperates makes everything difficult and takes our focus away from the operation” 
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Future tactical waveforms

		NATO land tactical wireless architecture

		User requirements and Operational view: 

		NC3A Technical Note 1246 



		Land tactical arena needs secure, networking waveforms

		Narrow band (land) – voice + data, VHF

		Wide band (land) – data, UHF
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Beyond current operations, future operational requirements of the tactical wireless architecture – developed by NC3A in support of the NC3B – show the lack of a common waveform restricts the ability to achieve NNEC. 



A group of nations, and NC3A are now developing a new tactical waveform. The waveform meets the communication requirements identified in the architecture studies. The new waveform is :

Robust – it can work in a range of radio environments

Adaptable and efficient – Making effective use of the available spectrum  

Provides security which meets NATO requirements and can be shared with coalition nations

Has no associated intellectual property to limit its distribution or take up.



This waveform is narrow band – to support voice and low rate data services e.g. force tracking, situation awareness. 



Work on a wideband tactical waveform is in also progress, with requirements currently being captured.
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Initial user requirements

		That the waveform supports interoperable:

		secure voice and data services

		radio based shared situational awareness

		radio based combat identification

		multinational command, control and coordination

		ground to ground, air-ground-air, ground-sea-ground operation

		resilience to noise and interference

		operation within a single channel

		some degree of networking capabilities
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Technical characteristics 

		secure voice and data services 				Throughput 2.4 + kbps

		radio based shared situational awareness			Low rate data service 2.4 – 64 kbps

		radio based combat identification			Timeliness requirements on Rx and Tx  

		multinational command, control and coordination	Restrictions on algorithms

		ground to ground, air-ground-air, ground-sea-ground operation	Propagation environment

		resilience to noise and interference			Modulation characteristics

		operation within a single channel						25 kHz channels – MA to improve spectral efficiency

		some degree of networking capabilities			Addressing, routing etc
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Enhanced requirements

		With a long term aim for enhanced levels of ambition, to include:

		increased traffic capacity

		decreased data transmission latencies

		enhanced networking capabilities

		improved resistance to jamming
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Convergence requirements

		Support SCIP and NINE encryption devices

		For end to end encryption

		SCIP – voice, limited throughput, circuit switched

		NINE – data, high throughput, packet switched



		Provide protected core segments & consumer modules

		Compatible security architecture to fixed networks,               to seamlessly extend fixed networks



		Use keys from NATO Electronic Key Management System

		Maximise use of resources and simplify key management
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Security domains

		4 security domains

		National, NATO, 

		Coalition, NNO











		3 algorithms 

		NATO

		Coalition / NNO ?

		National



		2 KMS

		National 

		NATO
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Radio and PCore security





		AIE

		Protection within the homogenous network

		Protects signalling and addressing







		End to end encryption

		Through the PCore

		SCIP / NINE
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Required user services

		Voice 

		STANAG 4591 (2.4 kbps) – military grade

		G.711,  G.729D  -  [near]  toll quality

		Intelligibility vs speech quality

		Interfaces – bitstream vs packet



		Data

		Small messages – BFT, Situational Awareness etc

		Support IP via Performance Enhancing Proxies (PEP)

		Convert ‘chatty’ protocols and packetisation



		Until we have enough bandwidth we need to be smart about how we use it
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Instant messaging

		Exercise measurements – fixed network
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Constraints of services

		The new waveform is being designed to support RBCI



		Relies on transmissions i.e. wireless

		Needs interoperability and security

		RBCID imposes stringent requirements

		Ability to receive

		Transmit turnaround time



A to G

A to A

G to G

G to A

RBCI

Mode 5

Mode 5

BTID

Rev IFF

/RBCI
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Radio based combat ID is comparable with the Identification of Friend or Foe (IFF) used in the air domain to prevent shooting down friendly aircraft. 



With RBCI, before releasing a weapon, a short radio burst is transmitted to the area of impact. This short transmission includes the location and blast radius of the weapon. 

Any friendly force within the area of impact then have chance to respond (their response overriding the weapon release).  



RBCI is of interest because :

		It requires radio communication

		It involves a small message size (so a narrow band radio channel is acceptable)

		It must be secure

		It must use a common system throughput a theatre – among all nations 

		It must be fielded to all units operating within the theatre





As such, RBCI has many radio characteristics which are common to those needed by a narrow band tactical waveform. Along with some additional very stringent requirements on timeliness.



Incorporating RBCI requirements into the new waveform provides RBCI with a suitable radio link.  Using the new tactical waveform for RBCI adds impetus to field radios with these capabilities.
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Meeting the requirements:

Waveform development collaboration

		State-of-the-art waveform development is costly

		1-200 M $/£



		Limited resources, but lower ambition

		Narrow band waveform (land) in development

		Robust

		Spectrally efficient

		Secure

		Network ready



		Multi-national effort

		How to integrate components ?
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Waveform architecture

		Collaborative development

		26 nations / industries

		Selecting the best contributions



		Initial plan was to develop a common framework 

		Components could fit into this framework 

		For evaluation prior to selection

		For eventual integration
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Radio nodes

		Compatible with conventional NATO representation

		NATO C3 Architecture Framework



		NB: Use of PEP for user data processing
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Vocoder



Clear voice



End to end crypto



PEP



Link & network 



Modem



RF



Data app



PEP



Secure data app



Secure voice



Vocoder







Evolution

		Need for competitive evaluation

		Combining the best ideas available

		Not drawing on legacy systems – except where practical

		No IPR restrictions on standard



		Close connection between layers 1 and 2

		Especially for a TRANSEC capable waveform



		Design -> Implement -> Test
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Narrow band waveform (land)

		Multi-mode Layer 1 – defined in draft STANAG

		Draft STANAG for Layer 1 written, CAN + DEU

		CAN – CPM layer 1     ( 9 modes)

		DEU – QAM layer 1     ( 7 modes)

		Supports a range of channel conditions

		Consolidation of modes after testing



		Layer 2 in development - NOR

		TDMA based (from HF HDR w/fs)

		Timing to support RBCI discussed in Nov 07

		Layer 1 being re-optimised for MAC



		Implementation of Layer 1 on SDR – NC3A
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Beyond current operations, future operational requirements of the tactical wireless architecture – developed by NC3A in support of the NC3B – show the lack of a common waveform restricts the ability to achieve NNEC. 



A group of nations, and NC3A are now developing a new tactical waveform. The waveform meets the communication requirements identified in the architecture studies. The new waveform is :

Robust – it can work in a range of radio environments

Adaptable and efficient – Making effective use of the available spectrum  

Provides security which meets NATO requirements and can be shared with coalition nations

Has no associated intellectual property to limit its distribution or take up.



This waveform is narrow band – to support voice and low rate data services e.g. force tracking, situation awareness. 



Work on a wideband tactical waveform is in also progress, with requirements currently being captured.
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Current status 

		Canada has developed CPM

		Germany contributed QAM mode

		SDR implementations



		Norway developing MAC

		TDMA – eventual use without GPS 



		NC3A implemented Tx on a small SDR (USRP)

		About to test with CRC provided Rx



		Further work by BEL, CAN, DEU, NLD, NOR, UK on

		Propagation models

		Cognition

		Routing

		Use of SATURN techniques for TRANSEC – where applicable

		Still open to contributions – higher layers, applications 



		Military requirements drive technical characteristics

		 Collated by NATO
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Developing a new waveform and improved radio capabilities is only a part of the way towards enabling NNEC in the land tactical domain. 



To make a difference, these capabilities need to be available, to every unit in the operation. 



Traditionally, when NATO ratified a new standard, nations look at the standard when they plan to replace a system. With 26 nations in NATO and a lifespan for tactical radios of 25 – 35 years, it takes decades to reaches the new minimum level.





Software defined radio decouples the capability of a radio from the radio hardware.  Nations don’t need to wait for a new procurement cycle before fielding new capability in an existing SDR.

New software may not be free, but it should be cheaper than a new radio.

Plus, procurement of  new radio equipment is only part of the cost. Installation of military radio equipment is very costly. For example, installation of a BOWMAN radio in a tank costs as much as the radio itself, cost of aircraft installation is many times more. 
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Further waveforms / 

Other missing capabilities

		Wideband waveform (land)

		Data, UHF, cognitive spectral access ?



		Narrowband waveform (air)

		Voice + data – Air traffic control 

		Longer range and higher platform speed 

		Doppler shift - 

		Timing 

		  

		Wideband waveform (air)



		Technology reuse from NBWF(L) where appropriate



		NATO is aware of other waveform development plans
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Summary

		Waveform / tactical radio system limitations mean NNEC does not reach mobile domain



		Waveform development is complex

		Single nation or industry project – too costly to give away



     or

		Collaboration – requiring a framework 



		Collaborative approach is being taken develop a waveform to bring NNEC to mobile tactical users 



		Wireless architecture shows there is more work than resources e.g. NATO, nations, ESSOR, COALWN
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In summary, software defined radio has the ability to enable NNEC for mobile users. Mobile users have to use radio communications to provide their network and will  require waveforms which are secure, support networking and are common to all forces in an operation. 

Such waveforms are in development within NATO – and NC3A is contributing to this work. 



Many nations have, or plan to, procure SDR. These nations will need software definitions of current radio standards to be included in their radios. 

NC3A has developed some generic, freely available “base waveforms” in software which are available to nations and industry. This activity is cost effective, but sadly not cost-free.  NATO (ACT) support for the assessment and initial development of some base waveforms has now concluded. 



SDR enables the waveforms needed for NNEC to be fielded more rapidly – radio capability is no longer wedded to radio hardware (and therefore to long procurement cycles). 

A waveform library saves cost and time when fielding new waveforms in software – but who should pay for the library and who should be the custodian ?   The NIAG study may help answer this question from industries perspective.

A common framework for SDR – the SCA – helps sharing software between different types of radio.



Finally, as with any undertaking worth doing, making full use of SDR is difficult, costly and time-consuming. The more cooperation that exists within the community – of users, customers and manufacturers – the larger the final benefits of SDR will be. 
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	Thank you 

Any questions: 



 Michael.Street@nc3a.nato.int



NSWAN: NC3A CISD TNSRC Street, Michael



Tel: +31 70 374 3444
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Security constraints

		‘End’ to ‘end’ encryption 

		internetwork traffic confidentiality 

		supporting NII / NNEC



		Air interface encryption 

		efficiency within single network

		networking

		protection of signalling

		protection against denial of service attack



		TRANSSEC

		resilience 



		All (?) with security domains 
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Security answers

		‘End’ to ‘end’ encryption 

		SCIP – voice / low rate data / circuit switched

		NINE – high rate data / packet switched



		Air interface encryption 

		Alone can protect traffic 

		Can ‘protect’ the network (for a protected core network)



		TRANSSEC

		Does not provide confidentiality 



		Algorithms

		Suite A / Suite B can be used for all of the above

		Domain separation by keys is possible
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Abstract


This paper presents the intermediate results of a joined FKIE, MUT and MCI project, which is focused on the mechanisms allowing the provisioning of required services at an acceptable level of quality over military intranets for secure voice and data, based on the IP protocol stack. The network architecture is mission-oriented. The resource management concept is presented in a context of the Red-Black heterogene-ous security environment. The NRM (Network Resource Manager) for the Red part of network as well as the distributed NM/A (Network Manager – Agent) concept for a Black IEEE 802.11-based mobile ad-hoc net-work are described. The paper also presents the proposed solutions for the NRM, distributed NM/A, path finding, codec negotiation and cross-layer engineering for an optimal utilization of available network re-sources with QoS support.  


1.0
INTRODUCTION


The paper presents intermediate results of FKIE, MUT and MCI project named REMINET (Resources Management in Military Networks) that is focused on mechanisms that allow the realization of necessary services at an acceptable level of their quality (QoS - Quality of Service) over military intranets for secure voice and data, based on the IP protocol stack (especially IPv6). The resources management (RM) plays the major role in the QoS provisioning and efficient utilization of network resources, including radio-resources in ad-hoc wireless networks. The RM leads to an increasing  efficiency of the mobile military networks deployed in complex NEC environments. 


The project objectives are: (1) development of effective RM mechanisms suitable for military mobile networks in a NEC environment, which allows support of QoS and optimal utilization of network resources, (2) implementation of RM procedures and their verification in simulations and a prototypic environment. 


Ensuring an adequate QoS level for different services in IP-based networks requires mechanisms for effective network resource management, especially in terms of limited bandwidth of some links used in heterogeneous military networks. It especially concerns the long distance HF and satellite links, but also VHF radios, typically used in COMBAT Net environment. In wider perspective, a military network can be considered as a mesh structure that includes Local Area Networks (wire and wireless) and Wide Area Networks.  


The main attention in REMINET is focused on the resources management in mobile ad-hoc wireless networks based on Wi-Fi IEEE 802.11 standards. Also, the operation-oriented network architecture is assumed. 


While designing the RM for military network, its adaptability to fast changing conditions in mobile environment should be taken into account. Intelligent resource management schemes should optimally utilise accessible bandwidth with rational level of power emitted by mobile nodes. Solution-oriented modelling and mathematical optimization methods are generic to solve some problems, taking into account the variety of ad-hoc network topology. text.


2.0
network architecture


Composition of different types of military subnetworks leads to the problem of end-to-end QoS provisioning. It is especially important for the networks with TCP/IP protocol stack. We have as-sumed that the tactical network will be equipped with the IP-compliant elements, and than the whole network can be treated as an “All IP” network. Fig. 1 shows assumed operation-oriented net-work architecture. 




Fig. 1. Assumed mission oriented network architecture


The network is composed of Command Post’s LAN (CLAN), Wide Area Network (Black WAN) and 802.11 WLAN mobile ad-hoc network that is created by vehicles working out the mission. The scouts are connected to the WLAN using narrow or wide band VHF/HF radios, depending on the range from the WLAN. The WLAN nodes create the MANET that is connected to the CLAN by SAT lines or by the WAN infrastructure. Such network is composed of the mobile nodes, which play a role of the Ad-Hoc Network Routers (ANR) and the end users as well. The Access Router/Access Point (AR/AP) is an element connecting the ad-hoc network to the infrastructure. The WAN may include a number of routers connecting the IP-based networks. The edge routers (ER) play a special role in the WAN. They are typically responsible for collecting traffic from the access networks and classifying it based on the ingress interface. The border routers (BR) provide interfaces to the other WANs.


3.0
network RESOURCE management


In order to effectively manage the network for QoS provisioning, it is proposed to use a mesh of Network Resource Managers (NRM) located at the edges of Red-Black networks and also as part of the mobile Ad-Hoc networks. The network architecture including the NRMs is shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. The location of NRM in the network elements


The NRM concept is presented in Fig. 3. All the modules of the NRM communicate across a central component, the Network Resource Core (NRC). The main task of the NRC is to ensure that every packet to be transmitted across the black connection is modified according to the policies and information supplied by the enabled modules before being encrypted by IPSec.




Fig. 3. The NRM architecture


One important part of the NRM is the Bandwidth Information Protocol (BIP). This XML-based protocol is the interface on both sides of each NRM, to the applications inside the local red subnet and to the other NRMs across the IPSec-secured connections. A first step in developing this protocol is to collect all the types of information to be distributed across the participants.


The various applications are able to either request (pull), automatically receive (push) or subscribe to a hybrid mode, which pushes warnings after reaching a configurable threshold. The information is extracted from the bandwidth management module, the overlay control and all the other sources inside the NRM. For example, a VoIP-application would receive regular reports about the available bandwidth for a certain priority, adapt the codec accordingly and even inform the user of an imminent connection loss. In between the NRMs the BIP is used to distribute information about routing alternatives according to the overlay control module and exchange information about bandwidth, delay and jitter from the bandwidth management module.
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Fig. 4. Location of IPSec HC mechanism


The NRM, and especially the BIP module, are an important part of the proposed mission related network architecture. During a mission end users gain knowledge about connectivity conditions to other end users and are able to choose the best application to establish or continue the information exchange, taking into account the stability and available bandwidth of the overlay routing path while being separated from the technical details on which the recommendation is based. Furthermore, selected applications are able to take advantages from the real time measurement of the connection parameters to adapt to the current conditions like for example the change of vocoders  in VoIP applications or video streaming as already explained above.             

Another task of the NRM is the header compression (HC) of the IP packets encapsulated in the security tunnels. The IPSec HC is a crucial for narrowband links as shown in Fig. 4, allowing for a more efficient use of the small information-to-bandwidth-ratio.

4.0
DISTRIBUTED ResoUrce Management IN AD-HoC networks


It is assumed that resource management in tactical network will be based on the client-server architecture. Both agents (clients) and managers have to be located in the network nodes. 

A special role in the tactical communication network plays wireless ad-hoc networks that are connected to the WAN via the gateway, as depicted in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5. Mesh network


Typically, topology of such networks is dynamically changing. We also cannot assume that these networks are fully protected Red networks, although the users can belong to the same security level. Even if we assume that IPsec protocol is used and security associations exist between each node of the ad-hoc network, from two communicating nodes point of view, the intermediate nodes are part of Black network. 


Also RM process in such networks has to take into consideration a nature of wireless ad-hoc network. A centralized management approach could not be suitable here. A solution of this problem could be a decentralisation of the management information in each node, as depicted in Fig. 6. 



Fig. 6. Decentralisation of management information


The managers have to share information about the network topology and accessible resources. Each manager has also to discover a network composed of other managers and build up the network resources repository. In order to decrease management traffic it is assumed that managers mostly should learn about resources by exchanging the messages with their neighbours. 

If resources do not allow handle some services, the manager allocated to the node can take a decision to perform the resource reallocation, informing all agents to change adequate parameters of the nodes. The adequate agents based on the command from the managers, change also routing tables allowing changing traffic routes.


The distributed resource manager architecture is shown in Fig. 7. It consists of Data Collection Module (DCM), Data Analysis Module (DAM), Decision Distribution Module (DDM), Resource Management Database (RMD) and Message Function Block (MFB). The DCM collects management information coming from Peer Resource Managers, Agent and other Databases (i.e. QoS policy, security policy, and others). The DDM distributes the management decisions (commands). All management information collected via DCM is stored in RMD and if required is analyzed using DAM. The DAM is also a decision maker, concerning the resource management.  The Message Function Block (MFB) is medium dependent module element for receiving and transition of the management commands and reports. The management information is exchanged between RM nodes using RM Data Exchange Protocol.
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Fig. 7. Resource manager architecture


A proposal for the resource agent architecture is shown in Fig. 8. It consists of following functional elements:


· MFB (Message Function Block).


· S&RFB (Send and Receive Function Block). Responsible for preparing management information messages based on RM Data Exchange Protocol (SNMP or COPS).


· CFB (Control Function Block). Control terminal responsible for management of Agent processes. 


· MIB-FB (MIB Function Block). Stores values of node’s variables witch can be manageable.


· MIB-RWFB (MIB Read Write Function Block). Module for cooperation with hardware and software resources. 


· ACFB (Agent Configuration Function Block). Module for configuration of Agent’s parameters.

· ROFB (Resource Operation FB). Module responsible for logs storing.
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Fig. 8. Resource agent architecture


The proposal presented in this section should be verified practically yet. It is planned to verify it using simulation method and next by implementing the management elements in practical WLAN based nodes.

5.0
Adaptive codec switching for real-time applicationS


An advanced correction methods developed for VoIP protocols are also a part of the RM concept. We proposed the mechanism that supports VoIP QoS in overloaded network. The reason of problems with an overloaded part of the tactical networks is a set of limited bandwidth links. Let us assume that the VoIP services are treated by the network elements as RT (real time) traffic. Taking in to account network limitations, the adaptive codec switching mechanism is proposed.   


We used the VoIP application named Pc_Phone dedicated for IPv6 networks with slow links. It was developed by the FKIE Institute in Wachtberg (Germany). Pc_Phone uses effective voice codecs like MELP 1.2, 2.4 kbps and CELP 4.8 kbps.  All of them can be used in tactical IP networks. Fig. 9 shows the testbed for testing of adaptive codec switching mechanism.
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Fig. 9. Testbed for adaptive codec switching mechanism


The Bandwidth Measurement Mechanism (BMM) was elaborated and implemented in the Pc_Phone application. It allows collecting data and calculating the network throughput characteristics. A main part of the BMM is bandwidth Prediction Algorithm (PA). The PA predicts the network behaviour (accessible bandwidth). In the case of the network bandwidth limitations, the PA forecasts lower VoIP QoS and then it enforces codec changes in order to reduce amount of data traffic. The effect is that quality of voice is worse but the connection is kept up. Similarly, when bandwidth increases, the PA detects it and better QoS codec in negotiated. 
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Fig. 10. Average available bandwidth fluctuation and observed MELP/CELP codec switching process


For codec switching process that is negotiated between two end points, a Simple Network Codec Control Protocol (SNCCP) was elaborated. The SNCCP organises exchange of request/response messages between the user’s stations and manages the codec changing. Criteria for codec switching depend on the available throughput between end stations and if the available bandwidth is:


· less then 5.8 kbps  -  MELP 1.2 kbps is used,


· between 5.9 kbps and 11.2 kbps - MELP 2.4kbps is used,


· and above 11.2 kbps - CELP 4.8.kbps is used. 


Fig. 10 shows the reaction of codec switching algorithm onto the average available bandwidth fluctuation. Firstly, the CELP 4.8 codec is used and then the throughput falls down. The PA initiates the process of codec switching. But the codec switching cannot be realised immediately, because it is dependent on the bandwidth variation rate. A hysteresis is needed here, which provides the delay in order to avoid a ping-pong effect. We can observe that in 43sec the codec switch to the MELP 2.4 last for about 5 sec. When the available bandwidth increased, in 65 sec codec was switched back to the CELP 4.8. The elaborated SNCCP protocol can also be used for video codecs switching.


5.0
PATH FINDING MECHANISM

Traditional wireless networks are based on the presence of an infrastructure providing wireless access for network connectivity to wireless terminals. However, a new concept is becoming more popular: peer-to-peer communications, where wireless nodes communicate with each other and create ad-hoc mesh networks independently of the presence of any wireless infrastructure [14]. Wireless ad-hoc networks are autonomous, self-configurating and adaptive networks. As radio coverage is usually limited, multihop routing is often needed; this is achieved by an ad-hoc routing protocol, which automatically discovers the neighbors and sets up routes. Such networks also support mobility, as the informations about routes and topology are constantly updated. Thus, they are excellent candidates for military tactical networks, where their ability to be operational rapidly and without any centralized entity is essential.


We focus here on the performance measurement of the Wireless Relay Control Protocol (WRCP) that was elaborated in MUT. The aim with WRCP protocol is to explore novel ad-hoc routing strategies and to constrain ad-hoc routing protocol design to pragmatic boundaries [15]. Low protocol complexity will help to easily implement WRCP in the IEEE 802.11 drivers for wireless cards. The proposed solution ensures a backward compatibility with the legacy IEEE 802.11 standard.


The WRCP protocol utilizes information about neighbors to provide multiple alternate paths to a destination without producing more additional control messages. In WRCP, the two-hop neighborhood table is used in conjunction with the one-hop neighborhood and the topology tables to build routes to any destination in the network. This allows repairing broken routes more quickly. Hence, the reactivity to broken links is high. During route selection three parameters are taken into account: battery capacity of an intermediate relay node, signal strength received from this node and signal strength received by an intermediate relay node from an end node. Because contention based access of the IEEE 802.11 is the weakness for time sensitive services, we propose a short backoff mechanism for an intermediate station.

Fig. 11
 presents the service latency as a function of stations’ number. It can be observed that for the end-to-end average delay, the topology scope will affect it. When the scope is enlarged, the delay will be increased. It can be also seen, that by decreasing minimal value of collision window in the intermediate station (CWmin) we can decrease the service latency. However, such aggressive behavior of the intermediate stations can seriously increase service latency other stations. The choice of the minimal collision window value should be carefully considered.


Fig. 12 compares the packet delivery ratio against the IEEE 80.11 standard. The WRCP protocol outperforms the standard 802.11. The great impact on the packet delivery ratio has the time required to obtain the information on reachability of the destination. 


Because of the stations’ mobility and topology changes, the essence of the WRCP protocol is an appropriate selecting of moments when the neighbor discovery phase should be initiated. Results in Fig. 13 show that effective route discovery ensure that only fewer route breakages will occur during packets’ transmission.


The achievable throughput decreases with approximately 

N


1


when increasing the hop count N, which is a well-known result for wireless multihop networks [16]

 REF _Ref192047460 \r \h 
[17].


In Fig. 12 the performance of the proposed WRCP protocol is shown as the number of stations changes. It can be seen, as the number of stations increases, the performance degrades. 
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Fig. 11. Average E2E delay vs number of stations in the network
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Fig. 12. Packet Delivery Ratio vs frequency of neighbor discovery phase initiation
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Fig. 13. Packet Delivery Ratio vs stations’ mobility
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Fig. 14. Average throughput vs number of stations in the network


The overall results show that the WRCP protocol and its implementation can provide ad hoc network connectivity and routing, with good performance. The measurements show that nevertheless with mobility links can change greatly with time and additionally the delays is introduced in the routing changes, the WRCP protocol might improve the performance of the ad-hoc networks and can be well adapted to military applications.


6.0
NODE PARAMETERS MONITORING

In ad-hoc networks it is necessary to know all nodes in neighborhood and link characteristics between nodes in the range, to choose the best one. This issue is rather complex in the network with high node’s mobility that results in permanent topology changes. In such networks monitoring of radio parameters and node activity is essential for effective transmission, optimal route calculation and QoS support (generally for RM). To achieve optimum end-to-end transmission it is necessary to take into account following information:


· topology changes,


· link characteristics,


· node activity,


· node resources.


Monitoring of topology changes relays on discovering of new nodes in the neighborhood or lost connections (e.g. being a result of node damage or its movement to another location). Link characteristic monitoring is based on measuring of PHY layer parameters for a peer-to-peer connection, i.e. the received signal strength and the level of interferences.


Node activity concerns MAC layer and can be interpreted as a set of parameters observed in time domain, e.g. number of transmitted/received packets, number of lost packets, packet size, data rate. These statistics should be performed in each node of the network.


Node resources can also be defined as a level of energy that is important for users equipped with mobile terminals. Since we assumed the ad-hoc network with the WLAN 802.11stations, it is proposed to make use an advantage of CSMA/CA access protocol mechanisms. In standard WLAN 802.11 network all stations work in common channel. The access algorithm is as follows: if station has a packet to send, first it listens to recognize state of the channel: busy or idle. However, it could be useful to collect in this passive way additional information, e.g. who is sending or receiving packets, what is the level of received signals, interferences, and node activity.


The role of Resource Agent that is implemented in each node is to collect information mentioned above, that is further used for resource management and cross-layer optimization. Calculation of the best route should take into consideration resources of retransmitting nodes, especially their battery level, which is normally unknown for neighbors, but could be conveyed.


General idea of node parameters monitoring is shown in Fig. 15.
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FER – Frame Error Rate



RSS – Received Signal Strength


FRR – Frame Retransmission Rate

SQ – Signal Quality


DR – Data Rate




SNR – Signal to Noise Ratio


NoP – Number of Packets (sent, received, lost)
BER – Bit Error Rate

Fig. 15. Concept of node parameters monitoring


7.0
CROSS-LAYER ENGINEERING

The provision of necessary QoS level in mobile WLAN network is associated with information about resources available in the WLAN domain. This information is shared by managers and used for adaptation of service profile through dynamic modification of layers and protocols by means of cross-layer engineering. Applying cross-layer signaling techniques allows making better use of network resources by optimizing across boundaries of traditional network layers. The implementation of cross-layer signaling database (CLSD) as a separate part of protocol stack architecture appears very attractive one. It enables to supply the information from lower layers of ISO/OSI protocol stack to the application and TCP/UDP/IP layers. The establishment of cross-layer database that have an access to all of the protocol stack layers ensures possibility of exchanging information without destruction of protocol stack architecture. The main effort is concentrated on design of interactions between layers and cross-layer signaling database. The cross-layer signaling database collects information from physical and data link layer and transfer them into application and transport/network layers. Information on available throughput is used for multimedia rate adaptation at application layer. The general concept of cross-layer QoS architecture that use a cross-layer signalling to modify the multimedia stream across the upper layers of mobile WLAN protocol stack is presented in Fig. 16 [12]. The result of initial experiments presented in details in [13] shows the better utilization of WLAN channel available bandwidth.


The proposed concept of QoS provisioning with cross-layer signaling has been implemented in simulation environment using the OPNETv.11.5 simulation package. Two types of services, i.e. RT (Real Time) and NRT (Non-Real Time), have been examined. It has been assumed that the proposed solution should protect the QoS parameters of RT service (video) against the degradation. The end-to-end measures used for evaluation of QoS parameters are as follow:


· end-to-end delay,


· jitter.


The WLAN media access delay was also investigated in order to show how the modification influences the behavior of MAC layer.
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Fig. 16. General concept of QoS provisioning with cross-layer signaling


Three types of experiments have been performed: video and data transmission with standard video coding mechanism, video and data transmission with video rate adaptation algorithm implemented and only video with video rate adaptation algorithm implemented. All of the experiments have been performed for different data rates in MAC layer. The comparisons of obtained results are presented in the next figures. The video packet end-to-end delay registered in the configuration with MAC data rate equal to 9 Mb/s is shown in Fig. 17. We can observe that the delay for new video rate adaptation mechanism does not exceed the 70 ms while for the standard coding mechanism is about 90 ms. The typical acceptable value of video end-to-end delay is about 150 – 300 ms. The characteristic of delay is more linear in the case of modified video application and its sudden increase occurs in the moment of FTP transfer only. 
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Fig. 17. Comparison of video delays for standard and modified video application
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Fig. 18. Comparison of video jitters for standard and modified video application


In the case of standard video application such peaks of delay occurs much more frequently, thus the modification of video rate leads to the delay decreasing. The comparison of jitter that is shown in Error! Reference source not found. confirms that implemented video rate adaptation mechanism enables improvement of quality of video transfer. 


Analysis of the results presented in Fig. 19 shows that modification of video rate at the application layer lead to the better utilization of WLAN resources. It is because the data rate of video stream is well fitted to the bandwidth available in the radio channel. 


The simulation experiment shows that the new video rate adaptation mechanism has to be used in order to ensure the adequate level of video transmission quality. From the simulation we can also learn that video rate adaptation mechanism in connection with the proposed signalling mechanism ensure the effective use of the WLAN channel available bandwidth in the wire and wireless part of the network.
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Fig. 19. Comparison of throughput for standard and modified video application

8.0
radio resources management and optimizing problem


From the physical layer point of view also the radio resource management can significantly influence on the IP-based network.  Also radio resources allocation (RRA) becomes one of the main questions of military wireless-networks systems designing and management. The mobility of military users, specific conditions of electromagnetic waves propagation, heterogeneous phenomena of multimedia traffic and disadvantages grid create significantly difficult environment for developing of effective radio resources management procedures, especially bandwidth utility, channel assignment, power control as well as data traffic control.


Analysis of military radio systems shows that transmitted power, transmission rates, correlation characteristics of codes, number of users and their activities are the most important factors limiting system capacity. We can minimize the limitation of system capacity by suitable selection of the parameter values. Therefore utilizing of system radio resources shows RRM as an optimizing process. The optimization should be realized both during system planning and resources management, when system is during operation. For this reason, we use some system data, which include system characteristics; especially system disposed resources as well as traffic parameters. Definition of the cost function is a fundamental problem of an optimizing process. Analytic description of the cost function depends on direction analysis problem. In our concept we consider optimizing methods to resource management for two fundamental directions. On the one hand, we want to maximize communication traffic in the network. On the other hand we concentrate on maximal access of given user to the radio channel. Application area of optimization methods is showed in Fig. 20. 


The number of satisfied users within the available radio channel is the base for definition of cost function. In our analysis we take into consideration a global blocking probability (at the application level) as a cost function for maximize communication traffic. In this case a set of optimization physical parameters is as follows: transmitted power, set of frequency carriers, bandwidth of spectrum emission, radio channel access delay and channel transmission code. The changeability range of these parameters limits the QoS provision for an individual communication service. Foregoing set of parameters presents analytical domain of optimization problem. Adoption the Wi-Fi IEEE 802.11 standard is additional limitation domain range of physical parameters. Selection of effective optimization method is one of the important issues. In our research we take into consideration following decision criteria on their application range: promptness of obtaining solution, minimization of error with respect to optimal solution, calculation complexity, calculation expenditures, complexity of practical realization, solution stability and minimization of input data. In the simulation researches we analyzed algorithms efficiency. An example of these algorithms is the genetic algorithm, simulated annealing algorithm, Tabu search algorithm, and Complex algorithm. Based on the preliminary results we can say that the suboptimal algorithm is effective for application in optimal resources management.




Fig. 20. Application area of optimization method


The game theory is basic optimization method that we analyzed for maximal access of individual user to radio channel. It determinates a structure of the effective access protocol for individual user.


9.0
Conclusions


The tactical networks resource management problems and possible solutions have been discussed in the paper. The main attention has been focused on the mobile ad-hoc networks and the resources visible from the security gateway. All solutions presented here are not fully verified practically and will be tested in details during the REMINET project. The problems discussed here point out that the RM solutions can support NATO Network Enabled Capabilities.
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Software defined radio to enable NNEC: 



Technical challenges and opportunities for NATO 

Dr Michael Street





NATO UNCLASSIFIED





NATO UNCLASSIFIED







Operational Impact of NNEC

		Improved combat identification

		Improved communications interoperability

		Improved shared situational awareness

		Improved multinational command, control and coordination

		Reduced risk of fratricide and collateral death and damage

		Improved mutual support between nations



		Improved combat effectiveness





NATO UNCLASSIFIED

NNEC is not an aim in itself, but it aims to bring operational benefits.

All of these benefits are much more applicable in the tactical domain where the majority of forces – both friendly, neutral and hostile – are mobile. 



To provide NNEC improvements requires communications. In the mobile domain this means radio communications. 
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Wireless system of systems







NATO UNCLASSIFIED

Different operational requirements have different communication needs – the trade offs which are made in any radio design (to accommodate the laws of physics) result in different radio systems. E.g. Long range vs high throughput, low weight vs high power, platform speed (dismounted soldier vs supersonic aircraft), low probability of detection, anti-jam.  



These conflicting requirements have led to a plethora of radio standards and systems and present a barrier to the interoperable radio communications needed to enable NNEC. 



We end up with a system of systems. In a multi-national environment, STANAG 5048 – which says that CIS is provided by the troop contributing nation – results in  different radio systems being used by coalition units. Interoperability is frequently  provided by ‘swivel chair interoperability’.



Software defined radio – where the radio behaviour is programmed by - has the potential to remove many of these difficulties, allowing multiple radio standards to be supporting in a single piece of radio hardware.
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SDR to enable NNEC

		NNEC needs interoperability



		Military need many wireless communications capabilities

		Leads to many NATO radio standards

		(17 STANAGs for terrestrial radio)

		Plus national and proprietary systems

		Interoperability problem for multi-national forces



		SDR decouples capability from hardware procurement

		Improve capability rapidly by fielding new software

		Not by procuring radios (with a 20+ year lifespan)





NATO UNCLASSIFIED

Procurement of new radios is only part of the cost. Installation is very costly. 

(Installation of a BOWMAN radio in a tank cost as much as the radio itself, cost of aircraft installation many times more). 



New software may not be free, but it will be cheaper than a new radio.
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Challenges for SDR

Portability



Interoperability 



Capability



Testing



Security
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Portability

		Radio interoperability 

		Is what NATO cares about

		Radio behaviour is defined by software



		SDRs running the same software should interoperate

		But SDR software will not be plug and play



		Radio hardware determined by 

		Size, weight and power supply of the platform

		Manufacturer preferences - processor families etc



		Software is determined by hardware so may not be portable

		A standard for SDR design e.g. SCA, aids portability
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NATO cares that radios interoperate. This means they need to have compatible behaviour.



In theory, loading the same software into multiple radios will make them interoperate.

In practice, different chipsets, processor types (Digital Signal Processors vs General Purpose Processors vs Field Programmable Gate Arrays), architectures and manufacturers preferences mean the software will vary considerably between radios.

Portable software can be moved from one type of radio to another with a minimum of human intervention.



In practice, current figures from JTeL (JTRS test Laboratory) suggest porting requires 15 – 30 % of the radio software to be modified.   
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Interoperability

		Multi-national radio interoperability exists due to: 

		Strict requirements e.g. MC 195/6

		Operational need – and urgent procurements

		The same standard being available to all

		And takes a long time to establish





		SDR reduces interoperability … 



		… unless new SDRs support old ‘legacy’ standards
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NATO and nations have put much effort into estabishing some degree of interoperability. Much of this is based on old standards.  

If the radios which meet those standards are replaced with SDRs, we loose the limited interoperability ee currently have. 

To prevent this, we need new SDRs to have software definitions of our old ‘legacy’ waveforms. 



UK definition:  Legacy – it’s in service and it works.
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Capability

		State of the art, expensive, power hungry SDRs, supporting only legacy standards does not give any operational benefit



		To offer enhanced capability, SDRs need to offer improved capability …



		… and this capability must be interoperable and  secure	

		Interoperable – fielded by all nations

		Secure – not using any sovereign cryptography
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If SDRs only support old, legacy standards, where is the operational benefit ?

To achieve the vision of NNEC we need radios which can support the improved C2, identification, situational awareness and mutual support. 

This requires radio capability which we do not have in NATO. Nations and industry have waveforms which offer thee capabilities, but these are not available to nations. 



Within NATO, nations and NC3A (with NC3B funding) are collaboratively developing a new tactical waveform. 



National figures for waveform development are $100 – 200M. We are not aiming to develop the best, but we are aiming for something better than analogue FM with no encryption)
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Testing SDR

		Aims of NNEC require interoperability 

		Currently little testing in NATO, only in nations



		Only the JTeL (US) can certify SCA compliance



		What is the scope of required SDR testing ?

		Interop / compliance

		Infrastructure

		Representative tests vs range of scenarios





		Standards-based products determined by the testing, not by the standards documents 
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Within the US, the JPO has funded a testing facility, JTEL, to ensure interoperability and SCA compliance. JTEL has developed testing tools and reference SDR hardware sets and will support SDR developers and vendors developers on-site. It is recognised that SCA testing is in its infancy and although some mechanisms are automated, many stages require significant manual effort.

To achieve SCA certification, JTEL require all software to be ported to one of JTELs two reference SDR units. To date, all porting of software from one SDR platform to another has required additional programming effort. No proprietary software is allowed by JTEL.



JTeL is prohibited from working on any non-US SDR.



A test and verification facility is a significant investment. Maybe able to remove national specific software (and hardware cryptos ?) for verification at a multi-national test facility.
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Security

		Military radio requires security functions for 

		End to end encryption 

		trans-network

		Link encryption 

		to allow /protect routing & networking

		Transmission security 

		For robustness 



		SDR is reprogrammable

		Support different algorithms	
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End to end encryption is needed for any traffic spanning multiple networks (as in a federated network). It is also needed if using a protected core network. 



End to end encryption doesn’t protect signalling, so information for networking must also be protected (if operating in a ‘net enabled’ environment). In an ad-hoc radio network all radio nodes must be able to decrypt transmissions to see if they need forwarding etc.  



TRANSEC – NNEC requires ‘robust networking’, radio networks must be defensible against jamming. TRANSEC protects the transmission, but does not protect the traffic. 



Three security functions, all needing management, operating in a radio which is reconfigurable. This presents a difficult problem for security accreditors. 
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Security functions
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This simplistic diagram shows the  security functions needed for Link / network layer encryption and TRANSEC, in addition to end to end encryption. 



Here, the secure voice service could be provided by SCIP.   

The PEP – Performance Enhancing Proxy – is used as a buffer between a data application working on IP (“Everything over IP”) and a radio channel which may be wholly unsuited to IP traffic and ‘chatty’ protocols – given the limited capacity, long Tx/Rx turnaround times etc.  STANAG 5066 may be viewed in part as a PEP for email over HF.
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Portability

		SCA – a standard for implementing SDR

		US DoD - developed for JTRS programme

		Followed by many national SDR programmes



		Rich, robust, capable	

		Non-military suitability

		Defined interfaces, APIs

		But not everything has been released



		SCA compliant software can be ported to SCA compliant hardware “easily”

		70 % software reuse,  90% automated



		SCA compliant radios and waveforms fielded

		Including TETRA and APCO-25
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Legacy Interoperability

		Software definitions of legacy waveforms will give legacy interoperability 



		Widespread deployment of these waveforms

		Not technically challenging 



		Lessons learned from

		STANAG 5066 

		Mil-Std 188-110B
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“SCA-based”  S’5066 Implementation

		CORBA interface specification

		abstract object-oriented interface applicable to any modem

		remains constant as modem implementations change



		modified earlier hfstack design and implementation:

		separate SW modules for hfstack and route56 synchronous serial interface

		synchronous serial interface further abstracted as a CORBA resource in accordance with SCA design principles









		towards an SDR modem implementation

		initial designs encapsulate route56 driver interface to external modem via synchronous-serial port

		ultimately replaced by SDR modem

		operates as independent:

		HF modem server, registered with CORBA name server

		HF stack, which checks CORBA registry for available HF modem servers
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If you apply the framework of the SCA to software – even software that won’t run on SCA hardware – the SCA enforces a certain design.



Our original  software, not based on the SCA, doesn’t have the big split at the bottom and the CORBA interface. The smaller modularisation of the stack (upper section) and the modem interface (lower section) are imposes by the SCA.



So if developing any SDR software – even base waveform software – you need to follow the SCA. If not, it will become much more difficult to port the software to SCA based radio hardware.
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Subnet Interface Sublayer



Channel Access Sublayer



dts/dtslistener.h



dts/dtsinterface.h



cas/caslistener.h



cas/casinterface.h



Data Transfer Sublayer



Corba Modem Server



mac/maclistener.h



MAC Sublayer



mac/macinterface.h



STANAG 5066 TCP SIS Interface



com/modeminterface.h



Physical Layer / Software Defined Radio



com/modeminterface.h



Corba IDL Modem Interface



Corba Modem Adapter



CORBA



Stack



Software Defined Radio







S5066 Software Overview

		SCA design rules dictate modular software structure

		Module interfaces are a significant part of the software



		Modularized/Object-Oriented Code:



		hfstack		Layer		Interface

		SIS		1.5		0.8

		CAS		1.4		2.0

		DTS		3.2		4.2

		MAC		4.6		0.3

		COM		0.8		0.2

		CORBA		-		0.3

		‘hfmodem’
(i.e., serial interface)		0.4

		Total = < 20 KSLOC		11.9		7.8



		libnc3a

		Total = ~ 19 KSLOC



		sisetherclient

		Total = ~ 2.2 KSLOC
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STANAGs in Software:  5066 

		Subnetwork interface

		Developed collaboratively within NATO

		Standard & C code available for download, entirely IPR free

		Provides an exemplar implementation

		To test against

		As a starting point

		As a basis for further development

		Software repository established: 

		https://s5066.nc3a.nato.int/S5066loginreq/software/ 



		Need to follow SCA

		Even for ‘base waveform’ software

		SCA impacts software design
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Standards in software: 188-110B

Data sequence randomizing generator 

	(pp. 45, 5.3.2.3.8.1)



The data sequence randomizing generator shall be a 12 bit shift register with the functional configuration shown on figure 6. At start of the data phase, the shift register shall be loaded with the initial pattern shown in figure 6 (101110101101 (binary) or BAD (hexadecimal) and advanced eight times. The resulting three bits, as shown, shall  be used to supply the scrambler with a number from 0 to 7. The shift register shall be shifted eight times each time a new three bit number is required  (every transmit symbol period). After 160 transmit symbols, the shift register shall be reset to BAD (hexadecimal) prior to eight shifts 
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This slide shows some text from a ‘typical’ radio standard. The text is open to interpretation.

Compare with the next slide
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Standards in software: 188-110B

if bpc == 2 

   pw = [ 2 1];  

elseif bpc == 3 

  pw = [ 4 2 1];

end;% if;

k = 1;

for i = 1 :bpc: Ns

   % --| get scrambling sequence (3 bit number ) 

   scrambling_seq = sum(p2vect.* [rnd_shifter(10) rnd_shifter(11) rnd_shifter(12)]);

  

   % --| after 160 symbols, init with the sequence 'bad' and shift 8 times

   if (symb_shift_counter == 160) 

     init_PRS_to_defaults;

     %fprintf('.');

   else

    rnd_shifter = shift_by_8 (rnd_shifter);

   end; %if

   ri = i + bpc -1;

   nu = sum(pw.* input_data(i : ri ));

   m  = mod(scrambling_seq +  nu , 8);

   % --| an array in Matlab is from one so we need to add 1  to m

   % --| channelphase(m+1)  represents phase of the signal

   out_data(k) = channel_phase(m + 1);

   k = k + 1; 

   symb_shift_counter = symb_shift_counter + 1;

end; %for    

fprintf('*');
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This is Mat Lab code to do the same function described on the previous slide. 

It is unambiguous. And anyone with Mat Lab (appears to be an common analysis tool for SDR) can run this code and see what the waveform is doing.
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Base waveforms and interoperability

		Text standards can be ambiguous, software is not



		Single, high-level, generic software description 

		‘Base waveform’ 

		Could be part of the standardisation process

		Provides a base for porting to a variety of target radio platforms. 



Std

Open(filesys)

GetParamaters()

ConfigureSubSys

LoadInitialData

Do

     BeSDR

While(exit_trigger)

ClearSubSys

ConfigDSP

a=0

Load(a)

Process(a)

Shift()

XOR(mem,b)

a++

101010101010101

010101010101010

101010101001010

101010101010101

010101010101010

101010101001010

101010101010101

010101010101010

101010101001010

Paper Std                  Base s/w                       Target s/w                   Executable
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There is clearly a benefit in using high-level, generic, understandable software to describe waveforms. This is in line with the ‘base waveform’ concept used by JTRS.



 Target waveforms – run on specific target platforms e.g. Harris Falcon III, Rockwell-Collins, THALES etc.   Software for these operational radios needs to be robust and optimised for the specific platforms.  This is industry’s role.
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Government and industry roles

		Different role of NC3A and industry

		NC3A –  high level and generic approach 

		Industry – mature, highly optimized and reliable solutions



OR 

		Different type of waveforms

		Standards on the paper

		Base waveforms  - high level code running on GPP. Non-real time. NC3A is mainly interested in this activity.

		Target waveforms – highly optimised for a particular radio HW/SW platform. This is the task of the industry.



		NIAG SDR report on business models for SDR   
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The role of NC3A is not to compete with the industry. We need to integrate all efforts to achieve points I have presented on one of the first slides.

We would like to provide something more than “the paper solution”. The division between NC3A and industry activities is in the way of dealing with the waveforms.



The NIAG study group on SDR will shortly submit its report on how industry see the business model(s) for SDR.  (I think it’s due April / May 08)
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Waveform library

		Technical issues are probably easiest to resolve

		Languages used

		C, C++, Matlab, Python

		DSP, VHDL, Obj ?

		Structure of code

		SCA

		Design methodology e.g. modularity & conventional software practices 



		Base vs target waveforms

		Business models and business sectors
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There is an opportunity to collaborate and share effort.  A waveform library, containing (at least) base waveform implementations of common waveforms for NATO, could be a useful resource, with its content available to nations and industry 
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Current library “content”

		Base waveforms, SCA based (but not SCA certified)

		STANAG 5066

		MS 188-110B (but not the complete suite)



		RF data capture tool

		RF data format for non real-time waveforms



		Functional elements

		RF - STANAGs 4203–5 

		MFSK modem

		B/Q/8-PSK modem

		Synchronisation functions
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EPOW 07 (approx 200k Eur) led to a number of pieces of software which could be considered early entries in a NMATO software waveform library.



RF data capture tool is useful when developing waveforms. Allows ‘real’ signals to be played back in the lab when developing receivers / demodulators.
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Future  content ?

		Existing standards planned for further work 	

		Future narrow band waveform (V/UHF)

		MS 188-141 (HF ALE) – to complete part of HF house

		STANAG 4591 – for voice service



		Full content, see paper on waveform library …

		Rational assessment of the ‘wish list’

		80 or more waveforms    16 or less



		Existing software waveforms available

		STANAG 4203/4/5c, 5066, MS 188-110B / 141A, TDLs 

		STANAG 4285 (RTO)

		STANAG 4538 (BLOSComms AHWG)

		STANAG 4539 (CRC)

		STANAG 4444 (FRA) …….

		TETRA EN 300-39x (SWE / US)

		[ SATCOM STANAGs – NC3A for procurement tests ]
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Radio capabilities

		No secure or net-centric tactical radio interoperability between nations 



Secure          



		









Interoperable

	 Net-centric





Nothing here





















NATO
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National radios – SINGARS, BOWMAN, PR4G etc – are secure and networked.  But either use sovereign crypto or proprietary waveforms (or both) so cannot be used multi-nationally.



STANAG 4204 is not secure or net-centric – but is available to all.  
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Future waveforms

		Tactical wireless architecture (TN1246) identified need for secure, networking waveforms

		Narrow band (land) – voice + data, VHF + UHF

		Wide band (land) – data, UHF

		Air-air variants also needed



		Narrow band waveform (land) in development

		Draft STANAG for Layer 1 developed, CAN + DEU

		Layer 2 being designed – NOR

		Implementation of Layer 1 on SDR – NC3A

		Layers 1-3 being refined to support RBCI
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The land domain has a pressing requirement for a net-centric waveform. 

The air domain also has some spectral congestion problems which would benefit from a spectrally-efficient new waveform. But the range and speed requirements of aircraft make it too limiting to try to use the exactly same waveform for both environments. 
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Radio based combat ID

		IFF being established and serves air to air and ground to air

		Ground to ground, and air to ground not well developed



		All rely on transmissions i.e. wireless

		All need interoperability, security and speed 

		RBCID imposes very difficult requirements



A to G

A to A

G to G

G to A

RBCI

Mode 5

Mode 5

BTID

Rev IFF

/RBCI
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Testing SDR

		Growing recognition of testing



		Lessons learned from other NATO programmes

		E.g. SCIP

		Recognition that testing is costly

		No testing is more costly



		Opportunities to collaborate 
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Within the US, the JPO has funded a testing facility, JTEL, to ensure interoperability and SCA compliance. JTEL has developed testing tools and reference SDR hardware sets and will support SDR developers and vendors developers on-site. It is recognised that SCA testing is in its infancy and although some mechanisms are automated, many stages require significant manual effort.

To achieve SCA certification, JTEL require all software to be ported to one of JTELs two reference SDR units. To date, all porting of software from one SDR platform to another has required additional programming effort. No proprietary software is allowed by JTEL.



JTeL is prohibited from working on any non-US SDR.



A test and verification facility is a significant investment. Maybe able to remove national specific software (and hardware cryptos ?) for verification at a multi-national test facility.
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NATO Security constraints

		3 programmable security functions …

		100,000 – 1,000,000 lines of code …

		Network connection to other systems ….



		A new, pragmatic approach to SDR security accreditation may be necessary

		Be “risk aware” rather than “risk averse” 



		Nations and vendors recognise the problem

		Solution needs to be multinational

		For operational use

		For export markets



		No progress, but growing interest
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Summary

		SDR enables varied capability: reqs are varied

		NATO wireless architecture user reqs & operational views



		SCA exists as an accepted standard to aid porting

		Developments still needed e.g. Interfaces and security

		Long term, international management TBD 



		S/w waveform library can aid interoperability

		Need agreed s/w format 

		Distribution model – industry only, govt supported ?



		Interoperability defined by testing, not standards
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SDR summary

		Many nations procuring SDR

		National focus is on national waveforms

		Legacy support – needs legacy waveforms in software

		Or will loose interoperability with NATO legacy stds



		New waveforms are needed

		For NNEC, efficiency and multi-national interoperability



		SDR can aid fielding new waveforms

		Don’t need to replace and refit radio hardware

		Waveform library saves cost and time

		Common SDR architecture aids waveform sharing



		SDR needs cooperation to get the full benefit
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	Thank you 





Michael.Street@nc3a.nato.int



NSWAN: NC3A CISD TNSRC Street, Michael



+31 70 374 3444

+31 65 142 1275
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Abstract


In this paper we present a policy based dynamic management solution for tactical networks. The solution offers the possibilities of supporting dynamic Service Level Agreements (SLAs) and network element provisioning triggered by changes in network resources or operational situations. The SLAs are not defined in terms of business contracts, since this does not fit into a military tactical context, but are used as means to define expected service levels. 


We have developed an extension to the IETF policy framework allowing for dynamic adaptation of network and service configuration triggered by network, service or mission defined events. As part of the system we have also developed monitoring probes based on both passive and active probing. The offered solution will potentially result in improved response time during congestion, improved service availability and reduced need for network management personnel. The latter being of particular importance in military tactical networks which may become partitioned and where centralized management cannot always be supported. 

1.0
Introduction


To provide a robust tactical military network and to support the wide variety of terrains and communication distances (command post internal communication to long haul HQ reach back) multiple transmission technologies are utilized in military operations (Figure 1). These transmission means have large variations in capabilities and multiple transitions between the technologies (e.g. transition from the primary LOS link to the secondary satellite link to the emergency backup of HF link) will result in changes in available bandwidths and end-to-end delays. 

There is an increasing need for communication with quality guarantees. This implies a scheme for monitoring, controlling and managing communication resources. The most commonly used solution is DiffServ [1], which offers class based packet prioritization. Data packets are classified belonging to a particular class of service. The routers have different per hop treatment of the various classes. Typically classes have different scheduling and buffer treatment. The underlying assumption is that ingress router handle traffic admission control either explicitly or implicitly through upper boundaries on the traffic load.  The combination of ingress control of load and standardized per hop behaviour enables predictable end–to-end service. The DiffServ mechanisms are suitable for controlling the QoS under stable networking conditions.  


Under stable conditions, smaller variations in traffic load or link capacity are handled through buffering and packet drops.  With elastic transport protocols, like TCP, the packet drops result in a lowering of the traffic load.  However, under drastic capacity reductions, packet loss is not an efficient strategy, Massive packet losses result in congestion melt down, staled connections and make certain applications like voice and video impossible to use. Instead, the traffic/call admission control and DiffServ QoS parameters must be reconfigured. 



Figure 1: A tactical military network is made up of multiple transmission technologies with different characteristics 


Compounding the scenario is the inability for the network to signal the drastic changes in its capability. Military IP networks use IPsec to encrypt the traffic before transmitting it over an insecure WAN network. Use of IPsec prevents hop-by-hop signalling and control over resources in the black network. Also status information about the WAN cannot be made available to the secure domains unless through end-to-end measurements. This implies that QoS control must be based on measuring the service quality achieved between the red domains. The measurement results are then used by a policy based network management system to select a suitable operational policy. The network configuration is then automatically updated to reflect the new operational policy. 


2.0
Requirements


In a commercial setting, the networks are configured against a Service Level Agreement regulating the services offered by a network operator. The SLA will specify the offered service guarantees in a Service Level Specification (SLS). The SLS defines peak bandwidth, burst length, expected loss, delay, and jitter. In addition it must contain a scope, i.e. where the guarantees apply. The SLS also defines how traffic exceeding the specifications should be treated and how the parameters should be estimated and measured. The rest of the SLA contains the legal part of the contract detailing how breaches of the contract should be handled. Based on the SLA, both network user and provider can configure their routers and application’s servers. 


Such a framework is not possible in a tactical setting. There is no formal distinction into provider and consumer. In a coalition setting, one might chose to use an SLA to express the network services delivered to another partner or unit. However, due to the nature of military networks, the SLA can only expressed an expectation or a target of the delivered service quality. As motivated in the introduction, the expectation needs be dynamic depending on events in the deployment area.

Rapid response to changes in the network conditions is paramount to avoid degradation in the network service quality and loss of information. Relying on manual procedures for the detection of changes in the underlying network is impractical and potentially slow. The network may have to be reconfigured multiple times within a few minutes. In addition, it would require having technical expertise available at several locations in the deployment area, in case of network partitioning. Therefore automatic reconfiguration would be beneficial.  

The use of a dynamic policy based network management allows for automation of the management operation in response to changing operational environments. The automation of these tasks will reduce the risk of configuration errors and ensure a consistent network operation according to the originally imposed mission objectives.


The scope of these changes is wide, since purpose is to limit traffic into the network whenever the carrying capacity is reduced. Potentially, the changes need to be applied to interface configuration, call servers, or in some cases application servers and proxies. To illustrate the problem, in a network supporting video conferences it is wrong to shutdown the conference whenever one of the participants experiences reduced capacity compared to the rest of the participants. The best policy is probably to drop the video feed only to that sole participant and let the other participants continue without disruption. Reconfiguring the video conference server is feasible, but it might require changes to proprietary software, and would require that the conference server is provided with knowledge about the network topology and service status.


Due to the lack of signalling across security boarders, end-to-end measurements are the only method to detect changes in the quality of service. There is an additional requirement imposed by the tactical setting. In tactical networks, the backup links may have a very limited capacity and when there is a need to detect drastic changes, the ability to carry additional signalling traffic is limited. A strong requirement is therefore that the monitoring should impose a very limited overhead. In addition, the monitoring scheme itself should also be reconfigurable and adapt to the network conditions.  


3.0
State of the art


Dynamic quality of service provisioning is particularly important in military tactical networks which will have lower predictability in service availability. IETF has developed a framework [2] for policy based management, Figure 2. The framework consists of four main elements, a policy repository, a Policy Decision Point (PDP), a Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) and the Common Operation Policy Service (COPS) protocol which is used to communicate between the PDP and the PEP. The QoS policies are expressed using the Policy Quality of Service Information Model (QPIM) [3] which offers an object oriented model for describing polices.


Policies are made up of policy rules which again consist of conditions and action. Policies may exist at different levels (Figure 3) expressing everything from high level mission goals to network element specific commands. 
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Figure 2: IETF Policy framework

The ultimate goal is that high level mission policies can be presented in human readable text, which requires little or no understanding of the underlying systems and technologies. These high level policies are then combined with information about the network topology and QoS methodology to automatically generate system specific policies presented as formal policies using a policy information language/model like QPIM. These specifications are then translated into network device and service configurations. However, this is not the case at the moment and human knowledge of topology, QoS architecture, network capabilities and operational goals are required to define meaningful policies. A realistic scenario is therefore that the network administrator manually translates operational or mission policies defined at a very high level into a set of specification level policies. The specification level policies are then used to automatically generate network device specific configurations. 

Policy based network management has for some years been seen as a promising technology for managing QoS and security, but not many products have emerged. Available solutions like Cisco’s QoS Policy Manager (QPM) only offer static policy configurations. This functionality provides the network administrator with the means to efficiently configure the network devices, but lacks the flexibility to react to changes in network conditions or operational needs. Projects like NetQoS [4] has developed a solution using the Protégé open software to demonstrate the concept of automatic policy generation and implementation based on observed events. Also the INSC project experimented with the concept of dynamic QoS control using policies [5].


We have developed a solution which is based on the IETF framework, but we have extended the policy definition to support automatic control based on defined trigger mechanisms. This allows us to react on information about network events like reductions in available bandwidth and trigger changes to the initial policies and network and service configurations. 


Low level Policies


(Network element and application service specific commands)


High level Policies


(Mission goals and management objectives)


Specification level Policies


(Formal policy specification (e.g. QPIM)




Figure 3: Policy representation at different levels

4.0
Architecture


Our focus has been on the dynamic nature of the policy based QoS management. The current state of the art is based on static policies. Instead of starting from scratch, we chose to reuse to the largest possible degree existing elements, but they have been extended with an additional context transition management module. We also added the concept of triggered events to signal potential changes.


The cornerstone of the architecture is the extended policy decision point. It receives events from the tunnel endpoints, network elements and/or applications. Based on an analysis of these events, it estimates the state of the various tunnels. If it detects a change, the policies associated with the change are enforced and sent to the PEP. The extended PDP must therefore be accompanied by an editor, where the network manager identifies likely states and the rules for recognizing a change. The rules are formulated and applied for the whole network. However, they will be enforced with a scope relevant to the change, e.g. for a tunnel, or a subset of the call servers, or other application servers. The rules will be of the nature 


if event x have been observed with frequency y over this time horizon z 
then execute policy 1 through 4. 


The editor must therefore be preceded by a system identifying useful polices. So far we assume that the network manager formulates the polices based on his/her knowledge of topology, mission, applications used and their priorities, servers and network capabilities. In future versions, the manager could be helped by an expert system that could help identifying the most effective policies.


The policies need to be consistent and repeatable. The network must be able to cycle through transitions and we rely on a sequential approach where policies are expressed as delta changes. To ensure consistent policies, the policies are expressed as changes from the current state. This implies that available capacity is expressed in steps. The steps are conceptual, i.e. normal, medium, low, and so on. There is no need to have quantitative measures, since the policies applied will reflect the expected capacity. Theoretically, the granularity of the steps can be fine. However, the number of steps must be reflected in the number of meaningful policies that can be formulated and understood. Too many policies may result in the network becoming unmanageable. There is only one set of policies defined for a transition from one step to another. Whether the change should be interpreted as increase or reduction in available capacity depends on the direction. For example, a possible policy for a change from normal to medium capacity could be to change the DiffServ Best Effort scheduling weight by 30. It would be interpreted as a reduction if the transition is from normal to medium and an increase if the transition is in the opposite way.


Conceptually, the rules for recognizing a reduction in capacity are easy to visualize. They could take the form of, 


if loss is larger than x, or if delay is larger than z or if ECN marking frequency is larger than z then reduce Expedited Forwarding rate by a kb/s and reduce Best Effort with b%. 


However, it is as important to recognize when the capacity has improved. We have chosen to incorporate this into the monitoring part of the system.
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Figure 4: Dynamic policy based QoS management architecture


In the general case, the network or servers do not generate events. We therefore added monitoring probes in the tunnel end point. A likely placement would be on the red side of IP crypto devices, logically the probes are independent entities and can be placed anywhere within the scope of the controlled path. The monitoring units observe and process measurement information. The system must be able to function even when the network has very limited capacity. Minimizing the signalling traffic back to the PDP function is therefore important, and standard solutions like IPfix (IP Flow Information Export) will be too demanding in terms of bandwidth. When the monitoring units detect potential significant changes in the tunnel state, a summary report is sent to the PDP. For simplicity and easier integration into the overall network management system, SNMP trap messages are used for communication towards the PDP. These traps only report potential indicators, since a true change in status depends on the network context and cannot be determined independently by the monitoring unit. The PDP can dynamically configure the monitoring probes, in order to tailor the trigger events and measurements to the expected conditions.

An additional issue is the co-dependency between passive monitoring and traffic/call admission control. It is likely that for some events, the control policies will shut down entire traffic classes over a tunnel, e.g. the AF4 class carrying the high bandwidth video is shut down when detecting a drop in the bandwidth. When a whole traffic class disappears, passive measurements alone cannot correctly estimate increased capacity for the removed class. Therefore we have added active measurements as a capability that can be controlled by the PDP. The network manager can formulate rules that start active measurements over a tunnel. Typically active measurements would be triggered by indications from passive measurements of higher priority flows that capacity might be available. The active measurement could be viewed as limited tests of whether a new traffic classes could be allowed/reopened.


The PDP analyzes the potential change indicators to detect whether there are significant changes in the status which again will trigger a change in policy. The policy itself determines the actual control actions executed by the PEP. 

5.0
prototype and demonstration scenarios

We have developed a prototype to demonstrate some of the functionality of an automatic policy based management solution (Figure 5). The current prototype is coded in C++ and Python. The idea was to demonstrate automatic reconfiguration of the QoS router mechanisms and application control based on changes to the end-to-end tunnel bandwidth. A central piece of work was the development of the extended policy decision point (EPDP). The EPDP may trigger changes to the existing configuration by issuing new policies and changing existing policy parameters. 


The demonstration also required the development of monitoring probes that was installed at all tunnel end-points. The monitoring control and analysis function is capable of performing passive and active measurements triggered by the EPDP. The currently supported monitoring probes measure reductions and increases in bandwidths and delay (assuming the availability of GPS). The solution can easily be extended to take advantage of other information sources like IPfix (NetFlow) and SNMP MIB statistics. 


To demonstrate the policy changes we developed two policy enforcement points (PEP). The first reconfigures the routers access control lists, traffic classes, queue lengths, weights and drop levels. The second PEP reconfigures the call admission control parameters in a VoIP server. 


The demonstrated scenario was a situation where the WAN infrastructure during normal operation would use a high capacity LOS network supporting up to 20 voice calls, video streaming for surveillance and any remaining bandwidth was available for file transfers (Figure 6). A group of users would set up a telephone conference to discussing a surveillance video that was transmitted from the video server at site 1 to users at site 2 and 3. When the LOS network connection was lost between site 1 and 2, a satellite connection was enabled, but this offered only a fraction of the bandwidth and could only support five simultaneous voice calls, but no video streaming traffic and the bandwidth available for file transfers would be drastically reduced. This required the router’s QoS and the call server configurations to be changed reflecting the drop in bandwidth. The result was that the video transfer between site 1 and 2 was closed, but video transfer between site 1 and 3 continued since this connection was not affected by the problem. Additional voice calls was also terminated with a message that there was no available capacity.


When the LOS network recovered, the monitoring probes detected the increase in available bandwidth and sent an event to the PDP. The policy system decided to restore the network elements and servers to the initial configuration. The video traffic was then restored between site 1 and 2, the total number of simultaneous calls was reset to 20 and the bandwidth available for file transfer increased.
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Figure 5: Prototype architecture (implemented elements are shown inside the green box) 


An example of high level policies used in the demonstrated scenario is: 


1. During normal operation allow video streaming and 20 voice calls


2. If backup link activated then do allow only 5 voice calls and no video traffic.


These are then manually translated into the following lower level QoS policies: 



If bandwidth > 128 kb/s then AF1 bw = 1000 kb/s and EF bw = 400 kb/s and #VoIPcalls = 20


If bandwidth < = 128 kb/s then AF1 bw = 0 kb/s and EF bw = 100 kb/s and #VoIPcalls = 5


An open issue is what constitutes a suitable number of network states and therefore also sets of policies. The prototype allows an unlimited number. However, we believe that the complexity of formulating policies will tend to limit the set of policies to no more than maybe three sets, corresponding to high capacity, medium capacity and low capacity. In an operational system, a large set of potential policies would be developed off line by staff prior to force deployment. 


The actual policies used in a mission should be selected among this potential set. The system itself handles the transitions among the selected polices during the mission itself.  The hard issue is to develop tools for supporting definitions of effective polices, since these depends on so many different factors. A policy need to contain, what to regulate (applications and therefore also implicit expected topology, usage pattern and topology), where it should be regulated (expected topology in the network), and the best combination of these. Such a system allows for efficient and automatic adaptation of the QoS policies in a rapid changing tactical environment.
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Figure 6: Demonstration scenario

6.0
Future work and open issues


Our architecture belongs to a broad class of systems aimed at manage changes in context, either through dynamic SLA or changes in environment, resource availability and so on. These problems are addressed in several research projects. Both 6th framework projects NETQoS and Ambient networks have addressed policy management of changing context. The architectures differ, but they all contain the same main elements, PDP and monitoring. Our added contribution is the tailoring of the policy framework and monitoring to the context of military tactical networks. We also emphasize rules for recognizing significant changes and mapping these to policies.


Policies are powerful abstractions, since they can be formulated to cover a broad spectrum of configurations and behaviours. Here lies also the weakness. There are a multitude of possible policies and triggers. The challenge is to formulate the ones that are the most efficient and relevant. Relevance and efficiency depends on the scenario, mission, topology and capabilities. We therefore believe that a tool for simplifying this element is needed. However, since so many factors affect the set of possible policies, it is a complex issue to tackle. A possible way forward could be to add “what if” capabilities; what would be the effect of this policy under these conditions.


An additional issue is to explore whether consistent policies can be offered without the restriction of sequential steps in tunnel’s condition estimate.  Likewise is there a need to extend the expressiveness of the trigger rules. Currently, they are simple and self contained. However, more complex rules containing combination of triggers and history information could be of value. This implies some sort of added semantics to the rule set and a method of storing of historic events and related information.

7.0
ConcluSions


We have developed a framework for dynamic policy based QoS management for military tactical networks. Existing policy based network management solutions support efficient configuration of network elements, but do not address the need to handle dynamic changes in the network. Our extensions particularly address the needs for military tactical networks to quickly adapt to changes in the network topology and service characteristics due to loss of communication means or rerouting over alternative technologies.


Our concept is an extension of the IETF policy framework and has been prototyped and demonstrated. We have shown that we are capable of detecting changes in the network service quality and respond to these through reconfiguration of network elements and application servers. The policy changes are triggered using signalled events about changes in available bandwidth and delay. The policies define actions to be taken and both the action and the granularity of the action are specified. 


The main advantage of our concept is that the reconfiguration process is automated, making it less prone to human errors and there is no need for constant human interference and management. This is particularly important in military networks where in case of network partitioning central management cannot be relied upon. Also the response time in case of network changes is improved ensuring only a minimal disruption to the critical traffic during transition phases. A decreased service level can easily be detected through packet loss and increased delay, however improvements in network capacity is equally important to detect and we have included this in our prototype which then supports transitions between multiple service levels in a sequential order. 
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Scenario #1 : New battalion connexion
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Scenario #2 : Reconfiguration in case of attack
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General Goals

We aim at improving existing and exploiting enabling technologies to response to the set of problems of network management automation. 



The essence of Autonomic Management is the ability for a system to self-govern its behavior within the constraints of business goals that the system as the whole try to achieve 







Themes under consideration





Coordinated managing of heterogeneous network services and resources with a strong focus on auto-configuration and self-management.

Simplify networks management complexity.

Mastering the complexity of increasing network heterogeneity.

Make provided services more reliable.

Automation in service and policy management

Security management

Tele-management and tele-distribution







		









Network and Information System Monitoring provide…

…a system global overview

		Is there any issue somewhere? What is the cause? 

		Is there any performance, availability, security issue?





…the way to produce reports, in order to capitalize on previous experiences

		How often a problem occurs?

		How to assess the impact on business services

		How to prepare the future, according to the current situation?









Understand

(global decision)

Policies, rules, goals, constraints

Network

Local environment

See (analyse, filter)

Sensors

React

(local decision)

Act

Effectors

Instinct loop







Nagios as a basis

		Nagios® is an open source tool specially developed to monitor host and service 

		Nagios® daemon runs intermittent checks on hosts and services specified using external "plugins" which return status information to Nagios®.

		Current status information, historical logs, and reports can all be accessed via a Web browser.

		Using a tool like Nagios® allows us to keep on monitoring legacy information using scripts or protocols like SNMP, SSH, Syslog, etc.

		Information is moreover retrieved using XML format technologies

		 Web Services

		Common Based Events (CBE)

		 http://www.nagios.org











Connection Nagios – THC Proto
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Operational Services description

		To monitor business goals, the demonstrator provide tools to create, describe, link high-level services based on other services and/or network resources.















Have a look on services:

		Low-level services:

		Hosted by a device

		Providing a « basic » function

		Monitored by SNMP/Syslog-NG/Web Services

		Characterized by a scope



		High level services:

		A pure abstraction to describe the monitored system

		Depends on one or many low-level services

		Monitored by underlying performance/availability metrics composition

		Characterized by a scope









Inter-domain services

		Very often, one cannot manage the whole service chain: many actors operate to provide an end-to-end service.

		That fact is represented here by the “domain” concept: something that we are unable to directly act on, but with which we could negotiate and exchange some “SLS”











Graphical display

		Services are built to monitor business oriented objectives

		 Graphs are automatically created for each service to represent its performance

		This allow a better interpretation of network information into human manageable form and help to interpret high level management objectives









Policy Based Management

An event is received: Perf = 5



A policy has been set:

For this kind of service, if the perf < 6, find an improvement!



This event is converted into Problem:

We insert in the KB the fact: there is performance problem concerning such kind of service on this host.



The decision engine compute some solutions and propose a list to the operator







Make your system clever

		Intuitively, human correlate easily a red flashing light on a supervision console with the 200 incident tickets queuing...

		But what for a machine?

		We need to « explain » that an over passed threshold means a performance problem!

















Enhance the system with cognitive capacities

		It consists in using models to capture knowledge relating to network capacities, environmental constraints, business objectives...

		...together with ontological engineering to provide inference capabilities















Ontologies: to bridge a gap between semantic and inference issues(1/2)

		An ontology is a data model that represents a set of concepts within a domain and the relationships between those concepts. It is used to reason about the objects within that domain. 



		Usually, a data model may have many ontologies: we use  ontologies to represent relationships and semantics which cannot be represented using information language as UML.

		How to describe: « is similar to », « is a kind of »

















An example: the wine ontology











The Cognitive capacities:Introduction to Prolog and RDF

		A typical Prolog program will form a knowledge base -- a database of facts and rules which is used as a basis for inferences. To initiate computations, you just  query the knowledge base. 



couldSolveProblemInSuchAScope(forceFreeUnusedChannels, 'IPTV').

couldSolveProblemInSuchAScope(InstallSecurityPatch, 'Security').

couldSolveProblemInSuchAScope(StartApplication, 'AnyScope').

		Each line in this program asserts a fact. 











Cognitive capacities

		Once the knowledge base populated, we can interrogate the Prolog system. I can enter questions and receive answers.



?-couldSolveProblemInSuchAScope(forceFreeUnusedChannels, 'IPTV').

  yes

That means: "Could 'forcefreeunusedchannels' solve problems related to IPTV?"

Prolog says, "Sure does."

?-couldSolveProblemInSuchAScope(X, 'Security'). 

   X = 'InstallSecurityPatch'

   yes

		Which means: "What are the available action to solve a problem related to security? Prolog found one solution in this knowledge base: install a security patch











Protégé: 











Basic concepts (meanings)

		To « understand » and to be able to react on changes, our system must at least understand what is:

		A service: and how is it linked with other services and/or with some physical devices? What is its status?

		A problem: what kind of problem? Security, performance...

		A reconfiguration action: which of them are available? where? How to use them? Which impacts on the system (that means from which state to which other one)?















The ontology











Semantic annotations to capture the knowledge





To link the real world with this model, semantic annotations are used  on real instances of previously modelized concepts.

		For instance a process running on a Linux host could be annotated as a « DB process ».



Thus, the system knows more than its pid only:

		It knows what kind of actions could be considered if a problem impact this process, and which impacts on the linked services











SA-WSDL











The Status Graph (cf FSM)









Resolution algorithm: main principle

		Ai: Atomic actions

		{A2, A4, A8}: global reconfiguration solution

		Solutions are ranked, according to relevant metrics (number of actions, vulnerability, security, availability…)









Perform the chosen solution

		A solutions’ list is presented to an operator

		The chosen one is executed on the managed system

		Different actuators are available:

		Semantically augmented Web Services

		Service Level Specification exchange

		Semantically augmented Netconf requests









Legacy management

		Providing that  a semantic description is possible, any legacy equipment, software could be seen as effector or actuator



		Domain experts must however explain how to use this equipment, if there are some preconditions and what are the impacts on the monitored systems: they have to store their knowledge into an ontology









Scalability

		Possibility to deploy a hierarchy of management console (supervision) to provide consolidated views of network and system availability (hypervision).

		It remains a real issue for very large and complex systems









Security issue

		Architecture foreseen to take into account security elements in each layer or user interfaces

		Security of the system : 

		Login/password to authenticate a user and set him restricted access and rights on the console

		Secure exchanges between console and managed elements 

		WS-Security implementation (as WSS4J) for WS

		SSH/SSL for specific commands or to encapsulate protocols (like Netconf)

		Security for the system :

		With security policies, the system will react to some security events, taking the right decision to protect the entire system









Business benefits

		Provide a business view of the managed Information System

		Decrease the down-time

		Is more reliable, avoiding natural human error

		Allow an iterative design loop to adapt the tools to any IS changes or technological important steps.













Thank you for your attention
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		Digital Immigrants 

			Digital Natives 

					&

		The Information Age       
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*

Start  with the story of Best Buy story  three questions with the final question “ Impacts technology / leadership based on perceptions 

Then follow with the Ocean View add the Darwin on Steroids

Three scenarios  with the Wave as the end point 

Must recognize “cultural ship  to exploit innovation 

Move to loose couplers vice N2 standards  What is the role of mashups and how do we balance the continuous changes scales.

Primary char Agility 

Primary Metric Agility  

Search for Homo-geniality  is fruitless need to stress 

Hedo - geniality 
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Digital Immigrants Dilemma
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jSeems to Happen all the time to me

New Cameras, New Software, New Ideas 



*

Need for Reverse Mentors to help develop the DI and allow them to move to Naturalized  Citizens  vice a movement to Fossil status 
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The Digital Native is Born – 1980 - 1985

	They are on the Front Line  23 to 28  

1969

ARPANET

is born

1990

CERN researcher

conceives the “web”

1994

 Shopping malls arrive on the net; secure cybercash

2001

 10,000-player online video games

 Enters Middle School;

Uses AOL for homework

1996

HS Grad Gifts:

iPod and

Camera

Phone        

2003

Enters HS

Shares MP3s 

on Napster

2000

Taught LOGO in Elementary school

1994

10 yr after 1st Consumer 

Computer

1985

1999

 Web 1.0 “Dot Com”;

Yahoo

2007

Web 2.0

Facebook

One Laptop per Child

1985

 Windows 1.0

 Started online banking

&

Bill pay

2003

 Web is primary source of news

2000

 Second Job;

Joined Match

.com

2004

2004

MySpace

Wikipedia

1996

DSL and Cable modems;

eBay

YouTube;

Switched to

Google

Maps

2006

Fourth Job; GPS in car,

HD TV, Xbox 360

2007

2002

 Internet exceeds

170 million hosts

2004

Second Browser Wars



3rd Generation Video games

Super Mario

4th Generation Video games

Everquest

6th Generation Video games

Halo 3

5th Generation Video games

Grand Theft Auto

Jay Crossler MITRE &Lee Rainie, Pew Internet & American Life Project
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The DN are those born after 1980 to 1985 , this is because when they were  10 to 15 when browsers allowed the internet to be useable by the multitudes married to exponential rise in digital connectivity and finally social networking 

We can tell an immigrate first and foremost by an accent.  My hypothesis is that this generation and the generations that follow are different from his parents greater then that of previous generations. Additionally the more the natives use and are shaped by the new technologies the more they will both expect and be confused if the recourse provides do not “ get it” 



Tell the story of the “Geek Squad” CEO and the Game 
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 Pacing Ideas – Exploiting 				Information Age

		Openness – Make boundaries Porous – “IP” must be shared

		Peering – Allow Self Organization – Social networking / Social Bookmarks 

		Sharing – Allow Encourage  Peer to peer exchanges - Establish Incentives  - Reduce Disincentives 

		Act Globally – Exploit Locally – Use the Information Domain 

		Create and Exploit COIs 

		Participatory Structure for Networks – Manage and 

Fight Networks MUST BE ABLE TO SEE THEM

		Understand Evolving Technologies and Look to Incorporate them  - Make Advanced Technology work with Low Tech – 



    Can we make Web Two tech work in the Military ?

		Contribution Increase when all can see Higher Goals “ Why Generation” 

		Communications is SOCIAL – People still rule 
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World increasing facing “wicked problems How can information be used to medicate these problems. How can they “customize” information to make it  be more useful



Trend toward more reliance on distributed nodes 

Information and access based on networks arch  
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Global Trends

		Success = Scale

		Top Down – Centralized

		Traditional Hierarchy Organization

		Information Hoarding

		Local Awareness

		Arms Length Relationships



		Success = Scale and Complexity

		Empowering the “Edges”

		Hybrid Organization 

		Information Sharing

		Shared Awareness

		Collaboration & Synchronization



Industrial Age

Information Age
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Or it is a Personnel Trainer

Video receiver

Audio storehouse

Personnel locator

Parental Oversight??

More….



		New Behaviors

		New Relationships

		New Competencies 

		New Technologies



Phone Camera

Right Format

Networked 

Film Camera

Wrong Format

Not Networked

Digital Camera

Right Format 

Not Networked



*

The DN can mix all forms of capture but only the “camera phone “ can capture the image in the right format and be ready to use or exploit the network. Why give digital cameras to our troops when the enemy is using networked cameras and we are using the industrial age cameras upgraded. 

It  is the network that makes the Information Age 
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Industrial Age to the Information Age     

Characterized by  

		Orders of Magnitude more Interfaces (technically) – More machines talk to more machines, more data bases to more data bases 



 

		Orders of Magnitude more people “talk” to more and different people, more informal organizations are formed both within and between traditional organizations – its all about     Interconnectivity 





		All of these changes are taking place an environment of



Connectivity -   Machine Transformation

Connectiveness – Peering – Contributing not just retrieving



In less than one decade

Industrial Age

Information Age

Increasing Velocity of Change



Machines – Connectivity

People – Connectiveness

Connectiveness - Collaboration 



*

The key to the Information Age is Information Technology for without it we have a chariot without wheels. 

However, we must both recognized and embrace the effects of “connectiveness” on the young generation. First commercial then militaries exploit a new age like in the Industrial Revolution in England but social and culturial changes follow. We are on the crust of this new age. 
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Theme I:  The Digital Divide

Old World

New Cyber World

Since 1999 ….

VTC

Email

Cell Phone

Voice

Powerpoint

Chat/Instant 

Messaging

BLOG

































































































































































































































































































































































































































Shared

Application

ipod

Smart Phone

Gaming



Digital Immigrants



 More than a cultural phenomenon

		 Impacts Operations becomes Surrogate C2 

		 Intelligence collection/distribution





*

One of the most disturbing and unsetting  characteristics  of the Information Age is the rapid rate of change. This is not uncommon in the early stages of a new age. The difficulty is in this age we have only begun to see the impact of IT on advances in biology, physics, and other basic sciences. The rate of changes may not only be high but may increase for some time to come
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The New Reference Material



Old Web is a Newspaper

Read by Digital Immigrants  > 26 yr old

New Web is a Coffee Shop < 25 yr old



Globalization and Electrons vs Atoms

Killer Apps – Spreadsheet – PC

Router – Internet one

Browser – Web one

Wireless – Internet two

WIKI etc Web two

Next?

The Emerging Theory of War



*

The six books on this page represent both the old and new thoughts on the impact of the Information Age on warfare, industries, global economies, organizations  etc.  

I would add Linked and Blink to this slide as well. An important issue is how we design our networks to support our missions and functions. The internet had not such goals and maybe  scale free power law based 
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Formation of Communities or Interest (COI)

RSS News Feed

Culture of Sharing! SO WHAT AGAIN?

Old ones now connected

New ones formed 

SO WHAT 

What effect on 

	Staff Functions?

	Organization?

	C2?

Water Cooler / Virtual Water Cooler 

Key to Reach back? Do you IM?

What is Social Bookmarking ?



*

Perhaps the most important attribute of the Information Age is information sharing. While all IS has always been valued the difference now is the “reach and richness” of the sharing. ( note this phase comes from “Blown to Bits”)

What is striking not the formations of COI, they always existed, but the new way COI are established, the size of the new COIs and the lack of geographical or even organizational boundaries. 

What is the effect on a hierarchical or even hybrid organization  when COIs reach across the structure. 
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Digital Immigrants

i

The Digital Immigrant – Digital Native 

Totally wired…..

	…totally digital

		…able to multi-task…

			…totally mobile (data, video, voice)

				...doesn’t know what “LP” or “vinyl” means

Wireless handheld computer

with maps

Portable MP3 Player

Connected to the Web 

Struggling with the concept of e-mail vs “snail” mail

Is clueless about WIKIs

and 

Why Blog?

Wireless

Picture 

TV  phones

Instant 

Connectivity

Where are you on the digital immigrant to native continuum?

Why do DN like Social Networks? 

Why do DN use Social Bookmarks ?

		Uses Mashups to customize his information 

		Uses “Pipes “



  to customize 

  applications

. Uses RSS to make the web personnel

Wireless phone

That are becoming 

the computer

Email, Web

IM . Video etc

Digital Native

Assumes and Demands “Connectiveness”

Is Comfortable with and Demands 

Mobile Social Software



*

The real question is not can the DI be taught to understand, appreciate and use the new capabilities but rather will he ever understand the motivation. The story of the trip to a restaurant is used here to explain that DI would never “write a review’ they do not see the internet and world wide web as a place to contribute to but rather draw from. 

The two groups see the process in very different lights. 



Good question SO WHAT
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Digital Citizenship Test

		Can you read this? “kdz n colleG? ms em? U2 cn lrn txtN”

		Do you (not your kids or grandkids) own an ipod?

		Have you tried out a Wii? What game to you like the best?

		Do you use a smart phone (ie, email, video, photos …)?

		Do you IM? Do you Blog? What do you learn from it?

		Do you know who “Lonely Girl 15” is?

		Can you name 3 popular ways to watch TV shows without a TV?

		Have you ever  WiFi’d in Starbucks?

		Do you know the importance of “mashup” sites? Have you competed in a Mash Up competition?

		What does MID mean?

		 What is more collaborative Sharepoint or Wiki and what is the difference?  



0-1

2-7

11-12

Fossils       

Immigrant

Native

8-10

Naturalized 

Citizen



*

Do you IM? Do you Blog? What do you learn from it? Virtual Water cooler and Social book marking 

Do you know the importance of “mashup” sites? Have you competed in a Mash Up competition?

What is more collaborative Sharepoint or Wiki and what is the difference?
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Leadership : Digital Natives and Immigrants

		Senior Leaders …. “digital immigrants”

		Junior Leaders …. “ digital natives”

		Digital immigrants are making strategic decisions on technology

		Digital Natives are changing the nature of our wars 

		The global insurgency is leveraging digital technologies 



Need to achieve digital citizenship!

THEN WHAT 

HOW DO WE EXPLOIT 

IT

Need to Empower the 

Natives

CERTIFICATE OF

DIGITAL 

CITIZENSHIP









































*

 While obtaining Digital Citizenship is useful one should not confuse the ability to be a true DN. The DI will continue to speak with and accent as will the DN to the DI. Here the story of the foreign professor can be told to make the point of why we must focus on the “accent”.
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Transformation 

	What impact does this have on Warfare?

		Some missions remain the same but face new challenges 



Ground  Superiority – SA and BFT 

Logistical support – SA 

ISR – New missions F22 / F35 

		Some missions are becoming more important



Information Operations

Public Affairs

Civil Affairs

		Some are new missions



Network security

Cyber security 

Network attack

Cyber attack



Offensive

Defensive

Infrastructure

Electromagnetic

        Spectrum

         EM Ops

Electronic Systems

  Cross Domain Ops

Networks

Net ops

CyberSpace



All missions are taking place in both the Physical and Cyber Domain 



*

Network is the as valuable as its nodes air sea land space  nodes only as useful to them as to their ability to access and communicate with others 

In the future the WF needs a distributed SOS composed of tactical data links IP enabled networks  common interoperability  software and seam less gateways 



 F22 / F35 combines with legacy E2 and C2  move to from Unix to Lenx

Now F22 data to allow NON Traditional ISR mission  



F35 must accommodate IPv6 
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 Changing Tactical Environment

		The target set that leads to victory has enlarged 



Now both Kinetic, Non Kinetic / Cyber

		New target sets – now include homeland infrastructure 



Finance

Power, etc

		Much shorter “order to execute loop” 



Shorter due to information

Shorter due to type of weapon --- cyber 

		Command and Control has changed



Commanders “see” more – may be good or bad

Commanders may be executors - Cyber

		The capacity to communicate has exploded

		New COP – Maybe UCOP / Demassifcation of Information What is the COP now ?

		Both sides are using the “net” – Both Sides have are becoming part of the “Net Generation / Digital babies…” 





Physical Domain NOW  Tied to Cyber Domain Tied to Virtual Domain 

What impacts on C2 and C2 +

( Command  & Control 

Collaboration and Coordination)



*

One  o f the keys to understanding  the new tactical environment is to understand  the concept of “wicked problems “ and the that of “mashups” 

The first speaks to the complex set of problems that warfighters face at all echelons of command and at levels of war. If  we are to leverage information to help solve or approach wicked problems then it is likely that we will do so  though series of mashup. That from linking many previous unlinked sources together to form new solution sets. 

 Need to understand mashups for COP and Intell and AF examples radar tracks 
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2007 UDOP   What is it? Who controls it?

Who Inputs to it?

What Impact on C2

C2 +

Intelligence

Doctrine

Training

Enemy Activity

Power Distribution

Sadri City Example

Sewage



Digital Native wants to contribute to the COP – not just use it.



Are we providing the tools?



*

Information Models – There is no common operational  picture but rather a complex set of pictures or mashups that provide the command / his subordinate commanders and related staffs a way of both collaborating and coordinating courses of actions  and then commander’s intent  in order to allow subordinate units to synchronize their efforts while connected and when disconnected. . 
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Data / Information 

WEB

Our Opponents

Us

Word of Mouth, Cell, Email

Chat, IM ….

Internet      Intranet

	     NIPR / SIPR

	         JWICS

Formal staffing, Email 















Loose Organizations

Very Agile

Larger - Formal 

Less Flexible 

What are the Organizational Structures

Support Net Enabled Warfare







SpiderFish
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Spider 

No head - Regenerates

Single Head - Dies

(Brafman and Besckstron) 

Vs.

Starfish



Movement to hybrid organization responsive to full spectrum combat







































































































*

The enemy is not really a starfish nor are we really a spider but each animal is somewhat representative of the current organizational state. The objective function is not become the other but to take the best of both animals. If our supporting information infrastructure  networks are like a starfish we can move our organizational networks from the spider to a more robust and resilient hybrid. 
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X

X
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SDD                        

E

305

306

301







2          

X (-)





X

Base Defense

MPAD

 15    FIN    (-)  

(+)

X

103                           



X

256







 Task Organization

12 US Brigade-sized elements

62 US Battalions

322 US Companies

3 Iraqi Brigades

11 Iraqi Battalions

58  Iraqi Companies

X

 75                 (-)
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ING

41
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*

Division = Corps

Division normally 3/5 brigades

Corps normally 3/5 divisions

The key here is that our networks must support ever large and more complex organizations.

They must not be brittle however. We must not build a Chinese Vase that is beautiful and functional but if struck will fracture alone unknown lines. We must build in the ability to forecast the likely fracture points and directs in order to speed recovery. 
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Agility & Interoperability

		Network Centric Warfare (Alberts, Garstka, & Stein)



“An information superiority-enabled concept of operations that generates increased combat power by networking sensors, decision makers, and shooters to achieve…

shared awareness,

increased speed of command,

higher tempo of operations,

greater lethality,

increased survivability,

and a degree of self-synchronization. 

In essence, it [net-centricity] translates information superiority into combat power by effectively linking knowledgeable entities in the battlespace.”



		An Agile Information Infrastructure is required…



…to support the information interoperability requirements of this highly dynamic environment



*

The OODA loop from the previous slide presents some significant demands on our Information Infrastructure.



The “Network Centric Warfare” (Alberts, Garstka, & Stein) quote above summarizes the six principle goals for network centric warfare.

(You’ve heard Fred Stein mention these capabilities earlier today.)

(We will revisit these six topics later on during the “Applications” presentation by Doug Norman.)

http://www.dodccrp.org/html3/research_ncw.html



In order to achieve these six goals, we require the ability to dynamically and rapidly re-design, re-construct, and re-implement our information infrastructure.



(Fred Stein mentioned “agility” in his presentation earlier in the session.  You will see that is a recurring theme through today’s sessions.)



We need an agile information infrastructure capable of supporting information interoperability requirements that are perpetually unexpected and unanticipated, because the very nature of our adversaries is changing rapidly.
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But…Legacy Systems Are Neither

		Agile



Legacy systems do not allow for agile access to data

They are based on closed architectures

They cannot be dynamically reconfigured to support new information flows and consumers



		Interoperable



Legacy systems were not designed to interoperate

They use proprietary data formats

They have disparate security mechanisms

They are expensive to “integrate”



*

Unfortunately, our legacy systems are generally an impediment to the realization of the six warfighter capabilities.



The legacy systems are neither agile nor interoperable.



Today, the information does not flow smoothly through our top-level OODA loop.



Many of our legacy systems are based on closed architectures and they cannot be dynamically reconfigured to support new/unanticipated information flows and consumers.



Many of our legacy systems use proprietary data formats and “proprietary” security mechanisms, both of which are an impediment to sharing information.  And both of which escalate the cost of “integration”.
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A Look At DOD Standards

Impossible to fully implement/test

TADILJ

Nato-Ex

ACARS

USMTF

EPLRS

Link-22

JVMF
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18,014,398,509,482,000 variations

54 conditional 

“branch” fields







K0.1

K10.2













K5.19

Each version has about

100 different messages 

(e.g., TIDP-R4 has 122)







R3

R4

R5













5 JVMF (non-compatible) versions & growing











*

This is an example of the possible set of problems when we apply standards to accomplish interoperability

We must consider new sets of solutions to interoperability 

For example if we cannot achieve homogeneity between radios can we achieve it at the “network” level and still achieve “ Information Sharing “ ?
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		Networks



		Sensors



		Applications



		Info Infrastructure



IP





Get Connected

(IP over legacy radios)







CoT

Understandable

(Loose Couplers)



RSS





Accessible

(Publish/Subscribe)



Search





Visible

(Discovery of Data)



TPPU





Netted Multi-tasked 

Sensors

TPPU: Task, POST,

Process, Use

Traditional

& non-traditional 

 

(Tasked)



Cell Phones





Sensor shift

TaskSift

Commercial (Sifted)



*
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Take the Intersection not the Union

Cursor on Target: What, Where, When
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Blue Force Tracking:

What: Friendly

Where: 72.31234º...

When: 1930Z—…

Details: www.4thBgd//...



Surveillance results:

What: ISR data

Where: 73º—74º...

When: 1930Z—…

Details: www. intel.af//...



Direct Fire Mission:

What: Hostile

Where: 72.558º...

When: 1950Z—…

Details: www. biggun.army//...











Air Space Deconfliction:

What: Reservation

Where: 72º, 73º, 74º, 

When: 1950Z—…

Details: www. batttery.army...



*

In this example the tagging of what, when and where to our data permits multiply heterogeneous systems to share vital Situational Awareness DATA and achieve some level of Information Sharing.  
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CoT

CoT

TRS

CoT

Link-16

CoT

B-52

G9L

BAO

Kit

CoT

GBS

Predator

CoT

FBCB2

CoT

ADOCS

CoT

GCCS

CoT

ACARS

CT-II

CoT

AFATDS

SIRS

RAIDER

CoT

NCCT

CoT

DLARS

CoT

ISRW

SECAF Wynne Makes CoT an AF Standard

ASD/NII using CoT as model for Universal Core (DOD wide standard)

JEFF: Millions CoT Messages/Day Sent
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*

This Exercise / Experiment / Demonstration explored the feasibility and effect of applying COT as a loose coupler.   
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*`

“UK Cursor On Target Programme”

Phase II - Scenarios



*

COT has also been used by the UK in a series of demonstrations

Mr. John Cole of the UK MOD spoke at the Battlespace 2008 conference in Brussels about how COT reduced time to target  
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What is the Agility Scale -- How do we Engineer and Design to Allow it

Where are you on the scale?

How agile are your systems ?

What are your feedback loops ?

Case # 07-1050 Approved for Public Release; Distribution Unlimited.  



*

If agility is the key characteristic and metric of the information age then we are faced with the task of continuously balancing multiply  ever changing scales . Our first task is to identify the balances or trade offs, then identify the rates of change of the  balances. To do this we need to identify  the feedbacks processes that tell us the what balances are needed and when they change. 
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Plan, Organize, Deploy, Employ and Sustain Cycle

Conveyed Commander’s Intent















Physical and 

Cyber Domain 

Force Advantage

 Position Advantage

Information Domain

Information Advantage

Cognitive Domain

Cognitive Advantage

Precision Force

Compressed Operations

Shared Awareness

Speed and Access

Network

Centric

Operations

Social Domain

Cultural Awareness

Our Environment -- Our Challenges  



*

This is an old diagram that maybe useful in understanding how the multiply domains relate to each other and how the “ So What” occurs. 
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Plan, Organize, Deploy, Employ and Sustain Cycle

Conveyed Commander’s Intent















Physical and 

Cyber Domain 

Force Advantage

 Position Advantage

Information Domain

Information Advantage

Cognitive Domain

Cognitive Advantage

Precision Force

Compressed Operations

Shared Awareness

Speed and Access

Network

Centric

Operations

Social Domain

Cultural Awareness

Our Environment -- Our Challenges  

Our Reality - Combat Server in Fallujah



*

This slide needs no words it is the environment our troops often operate in. 
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Wally’s View of the Internet

		The New WEB  / WEB 2 …. 

		Internetworked Constellation of Disruptive Technologies

		Facilitating the Convergence of People, Knowledge, Objects, Devices and Intelligent Agents in Many to Many Networks 

		Spawning Innovation and Social Trends 



				Adopted from “Wikinomics”

Case # 07-1050 Approved for Public Release; Distribution Unlimited.  





*
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Questions

“Soldiers can go Weeks without food, Days without Water, but only Minutes without Data”

No Warrior Fights Alone



*

Soldiers cant carry every piece of info they need. That data is infinite based on MET-T



They cant take it all with them Must be available, responsive, reliable and relevant
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Objective and Subjective Degradations of Transcoded Voice 
for Heterogeneous Radio Networks Interoperability 
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1FEE CTU Prague, Technická 2, Prague 6, Czech Republic
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ABSTRACT


Voice communication is, and is expected to remain, one of the critical communication services to be delivered in support of NATO network enabled capability (NNEC). NNEC is characterised by a multiplicity of interconnected networks, which can lead to transcoding of voice traffic. NNEC also includes a service oriented approach to capabilities, with some networks employing service level agreements to define provision of their services. Such an approach to services may require the ability to measure its provision. While it can be easy to obtain metrics on a data communication service e.g. delay, error rates etc; quantifying the level of a voice service is more complex.

 This paper describes the test methodology and results of speech transmission quality testing in interoperating telecommunication networks where multiple voice coders are in the communication chain (voice transcoding or coder tandeming). The objective tests have been performed using ITU-T P.862 (PESQ) and P.563 (3SQM) algorithms. Also subjective tests have been carried out based on ITU-T P.800. The objective results confirm and objectively quantify additional degradations caused by abovementioned transcodings, highlighting coder combinations causing extreme impairments. The subjective test results confirm the cases of (non)applicability of objective algorithms for quality assessment of given coders and quantify their accuracy.


1.0
INTRODUCTION


Operational requirements for tactical communications show that effective voice communications will remains a key service for those operating in a tactical environment [1]. Multinational operations routinely require different tactical communication systems from different nations to connect together, or for wired networks to connect to wireless sub-systems. In these cases, the different networks may apply differing voice encoding methods to the voice signal. The interconnected networks encountered in the tactical domain therefore force the voice signal to pass through multiple voice coders. It is recognised that use of multiple voice coders in series degrades the quality and intelligibility of the resulting voice. 


This paper examines methods to quantify such degradations to voice signals and considers how such methods may be used to assess the operational impact of degraded voice service and provide guidance on minimizing the inevitable degradations incurred when using heterogeneous networks in a tactical environment.

1.1. Speech Transmission Quality Measurement


Speech transmission during any call in the telecommunication network is affected by many impairments; including delay, echo, various kinds of noise, speech (de)coding distortions and artefacts, temporal and amplitude clipping etc. Each transmission impairment has a certain perceptual impact on the speech transmission quality. The overall quality can be evaluated and expressed in terms of a Mean Opinion Score (MOS) covering the range from 1 (bad) to 5 (excellent). Speech transmission quality measurements are widely used to compare different coding and transmission technologies, or to monitor the network performance. The traditionally proven (but expensive) subjective methods [2], involving human listeners assessing many speech samples, have been partially replaced by objective digital signal processing algorithm based measurements that either compare the original undistorted signal to the received one [3] (so called intrusive or double-sided algorithms) or process only the received version [4]. All these methods have been designed and tested on past and contemporary telecommunication transmission standards that are widely used in common mobile and fixed telecommunication networks, e.g. those using ‘toll quality’ voice encoding. The application of objective digital signal processing based methods to any other area, such as tactical radio communication networks that deploy low bit-rate speech coding, or heterogeneous networks using voice coder tandems between different voice formats – as used in military networks - must be carefully verified by proper testing and result comparison with subjective assessment.  

1.2. Listening and Conversational Tests


A trivial method of measuring the quality of transmitted voice would be to ask callers for their opinion after a call has been made.  Due to obvious practical problems related to this approach, listening and conversational tests have been standardised instead as the methods for subjective determination of transmission quality. These tests relate real world distortions created in a laboratory environment to the subjectively perceived quality. E.g. recommendation [2] describes approved methods which are considered to be suitable for determining how satisfactory given connections may be expected to perform. They contain recommended subjective evaluation procedures for conversational and listening-only tests. The subjective tests used to select STANAG 4591 followed [2].

1.3. Intrusive Objective Measurements


Intrusive measurements of speech transmission quality usually require special test calls generated by the measurement system and require that the original (non‑distorted) speech sample is available to the measurement algorithm. The algorithm itself then compares original and transmitted speech samples and identifies and integrates the perceptual differences between them. Known psycho-acoustical aspects of human hearing (human ear loudness and frequency resolution and sensitivity, temporal and frequency masking, etc.) are/should be modeled by the algorithm to estimate the subjectively perceived quality in terms of the MOS value as would have been obtained in a listening test. A typical example of an intrusive algorithm is PESQ [3],[4]. The correlation coefficient between the PESQ MOS estimate and the related MOS from formal listening tests is in most cases above 0.9. PESQ was validated for various transmission and coding technologies including commercial mobile networks and Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) transmissions, generally using coders with a higher bit-rate than 4 kb/s. The typical length of the analyzed speech samples is 8-12 s.


1.4. Non-Intrusive Objective Measurements


Passive monitoring of on-going calls in the network is a basic principle of 3SQM – ITU-T P.563 [5]. The 3SQM (Single-Sided Speech Quality Measurement) combines three non-intrusive algorithms and achieves a typical correlation coefficient with listening tests of around 0.8 (when applied on technologies which the algorithm has been trained for). The computational requirements of 3SQM are high – typically, for a 20s speech sample the calculation on a common PC (PV, 3 GHz, 2GB RAM), lasts another 10-15s.

2.0 WORK PERFORMED AND RESULTS


2.1 Selection of Coder Tandems and Recording


A speech database fulfilling P.800 requirements and containing two background noise conditions (no noise / Hoth noise +10dB SNR) has been recorded on selected coder tandems and triples. The combinations have been selected according to possible scenarios that may occur in reality on permanent or ad-hoc interconnections of networks, such as those encountered in the multi-national tactical domain. A number of heterogeneous networks were used for this work. A deployable Tetra network using ACELP voice coding
, dedicated PR transceivers deploying STANAG 4591 MELPe coders
, and a VoIP test bed enabling real-time simulations of GSM FR and G.729
 coders) have been used. The original voice samples contained 4 short sentences in Czech language, spoken by four speakers (two male and two female), and recorded in a studio environment. The voice samples were preceded by an initial training period to enable Automatic Gain Control circuits in the transmission networks to set correctly. Each sentence was recorded 5 times for each transmission/impairment setting. 


2.2. Objective Testing


Two up-to-date measurement methods have been applied to the recorded samples: PESQ-LQ (ITU-T P.862 [3]) and re-processed additionally in accordance to P.862.1 (as a widely accepted [4] example of intrusive method) and 3SQM (ITU-T P.563 [5], as an advanced non-intrusive measurement algorithm). Each of the 5 recordings (of each sentence for any given transmission combination) has been evaluated separately and the average score has been calculated. Confidence intervals (CI95%) have been calculated and are shown in the graphs. In the case of PESQ tests,, the final results have been recalculated by the 2nd-order polynomial regression as recommended in P.862.3. For 3SQM tests, no such recalculation was meaningful due to very low correlation with subjective tests (see Table 3.). Therefore, the 3SQM results are presented as the original (raw) algorithm output values.


2.3. Subjective Testing


Subjective tests as per ITU-T P.800 [2] have been performed on the first recording of the given test condition, as it was proved by expert listening that all 5 recordings of each condition are subjectively of equal quality. The test purpose was to validate the applicability of objective algorithms for assessing the quality of the given coder combinations. The subjective listening-only tests have been performed in a critical listening room where up to 8 listeners can be seated. The reverberation time of the room is 185 ms and natural background noise less than 10dB SPL (A). Multiple sessions were always run with different listeners. In total, 38 votes per sample have been obtained. Correlation of subjective results with results from objective tests shows the accuracy of the objective methods described above. 

3.0 Results

Test results are given in the following tables and figures. A special attention has been paid to dependency of subjective and objective results on speaker gender, seen in the results in Figure 2 and Table 4.


Table 1. Objective test results 

		

		MOS-LQOn1:


PESQ-LQ regressed

		STD1

		MOS-LQOn2:


3SQM


(not reg.)

		STD2

		MOS-LQOn3:


PESQ-LQ regressed

		STD3

		MOS-LQOn4:


3SQM


(not reg.)

		STD4



		

		No background noise

		Hoth background noise +10dB



		ACELP

		3,69

		0,069

		2,17

		0,224

		3,17

		0,072

		2,73

		0,259



		MELPe

		2,42

		0,035

		4,53

		0,289

		1,74

		0,030

		1,24

		0,159



		GSM

		4,07

		0,008

		3,49

		0,060

		2,46

		0,004

		2,93

		0,313



		G.729

		4,28

		0,004

		4,02

		0,108

		2,76

		0,024

		3,27

		0,260



		ACELP-MELPe

		2,06

		0,045

		3,86

		0,302

		1,85

		0,043

		2,70

		0,232



		MELPe-ACELP

		2,61

		0,031

		3,96

		0,154

		1,82

		0,056

		2,32

		0,208



		ACELP- GSM

		3,84

		0,023

		3,30

		0,102

		3,12

		0,010

		2,82

		0,079



		GSM-ACELP 

		3,63

		0,044

		3,63

		0,135

		2,89

		0,014

		2,98

		0,129



		ACELP- G.729

		3,94

		0,023

		3,66

		0,153

		3,20

		0,009

		3,01

		0,153



		G.729-ACELP 

		3,40

		0,042

		3,65

		0,110

		2,90

		0,007

		3,16

		0,114



		MELPe-G.729

		3,01

		0,028

		4,48

		0,111

		2,04

		0,022

		2,27

		0,173



		G.729-MELPe

		2,77

		0,038

		4,26

		0,103

		2,01

		0,016

		3,05

		0,217



		MELPe-GSM

		2,94

		0,043

		4,09

		0,227

		1,96

		0,025

		1,85

		0,223



		GSM-MELPe

		2,69

		0,032

		4,14

		0,097

		1,88

		0,022

		2,23

		0,279



		MELPe-G.729-ACELP

		2,79

		0,031

		3,69

		0,136

		2,19

		0,031

		2,56

		0,233



		ACELP-G.729-MELPe

		2,42

		0,054

		3,83

		0,173

		2,11

		0,025

		3,08

		0,254





Table 2. Subjective test results 

		

		MOS-LQSn

		CI95%

		MOS-LQSn

		CI95%



		

		No background noise

		Hoth background noise +10dB



		ACELP

		4,25

		0,166

		3,09

		0,162



		MELPe

		2,21

		0,184

		1,12

		0,079



		GSM

		3,64

		0,198

		2,49

		0,221



		G.729

		4,00

		0,188

		2,82

		0,189



		ACELP-MELPe

		1,30

		0,121

		1,26

		0,149



		MELPe-ACELP

		2,89

		0,199

		1,28

		0,149



		ACELP- GSM

		3,68

		0,199

		3,04

		0,163



		GSM-ACELP 

		3,85

		0,191

		2,85

		0,184



		ACELP- G.729

		4,22

		0,204

		3,04

		0,189



		G.729-ACELP 

		3,63

		0,203

		2,79

		0,170



		MELPe-G.729

		3,44

		0,200

		1,51

		0,146



		G.729-MELPe

		2,46

		0,168

		1,41

		0,171



		MELPe-GSM

		3,08

		0,197

		1,53

		0,170



		GSM-MELPe

		2,33

		0,189

		1,46

		0,149



		MELPe–G.729-ACELP 

		3,13

		0,203

		1,66

		0,157



		ACELP-G.729-MELPe

		1,75

		0,182

		1,55

		0,141





Table 3. Subjective versus objective tests results

		

		PESQ: P.862 + P.862.1, regressed)

		3SQM: P.563



		Correlation

		0,836

		0,370



		Maximum pos. difference

		1,060

		3,288



		Maximum neg. difference

		-1,550

		-2,722



		RMSE

		0,560

		1,072
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Figure1. Results of PESQ-LQ (after regression, left) and 3SQM (without regression, right) versus subjective P.800 test result
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Figure 2. PESQ-LQ (after regression) versus subjective P.800 test result for male (left) and female (right) voices

Table 4. Speaker gender analysis – subjective (P.800) and objective (PESQ-LQ regressed) test results

		

		MOS-LQSn

(subj.)

		PESQ-LQ


(regressed)

		MOS-LQSn

(subj.)

		PESQ-LQ


(regressed)

		MOS-LQSn

(subj.)

		PESQ-LQ


(regressed)

		MOS-LQSn

(subj.)

		PESQ-LQ


(regressed)



		

		No background noise

		Hoth background noise +10dB



		

		MALE voices

		FEMALE voices

		MALE voices

		FEMALE voices



		ACELP

		4,457

		4,364

		4,043

		2,579

		3,196

		2,424

		2,978

		2,183



		MELPe

		1,804

		2,493

		2,609

		2,176

		1,087

		1,880

		1,152

		1,556



		GSM

		3,848

		4,496

		3,435

		3,679

		2,565

		2,551

		2,413

		1,956



		G.729

		3,935

		4,418

		4,065

		3,907

		3,000

		2,778

		2,630

		2,126



		ACELP-MELPe

		1,435

		1,967

		1,522

		1,965

		3,522

		1,854

		3,935

		1,738



		MELPe-ACELP

		2,761

		2,706

		3,022

		2,184

		3,870

		1,830

		3,891

		1,638



		ACELP- GSM

		3,891

		4,233

		3,478

		3,280

		2,957

		3,256

		3,674

		2,578



		GSM-ACELP 

		4,130

		3,815

		3,565

		3,021

		2,783

		2,950

		3,087

		2,365



		ACELP- G.729

		4,174

		3,997

		4,261

		3,421

		2,109

		3,131

		2,630

		2,715



		G.729-ACELP 

		3,500

		3,392

		3,761

		2,969

		2,196

		2,894

		3,326

		2,388



		MELPe-G.729

		3,283

		2,872

		3,609

		2,618

		3,283

		2,289

		3,196

		1,748



		G.729-MELPe

		2,935

		2,949

		3,217

		2,469

		2,978

		2,174

		1,087

		1,676



		MELPe-GSM

		2,370

		2,855

		2,543

		2,468

		1,152

		2,147

		1,348

		1,727



		GSM-MELPe

		2,283

		2,756

		2,370

		2,439

		1,174

		2,075

		1,283

		1,641



		MELPe-G.729-ACELP

		3,152

		2,585

		3,109

		2,350

		1,696

		2,214

		1,630

		1,814



		ACELP-G.729-MELPe

		1,587

		2,403

		1,913

		2,133

		1,739

		2,229

		1,370

		1,803





4.0 CONCLUSIONS


From the results it is evident that all tandem setups perform with decreased speech transmission quality in comparison with cases when only single coders are used. It is also worth noting that voice coder tandems are not always symmetrical (coders “A-to-B” and “B-to-A”) and must be tested bi-directionally as final transmission quality may differ significantly (see e.g. ACELP-MELPe or ACELP-G.729-MELPe). 


The comparison between subjective and objective results shows that neither PESQ-LQ or 3SQM can be used reliably for objective voice QoS monitoring in cases of multiple coder tandeming where at least one low bit-rate coder is used. However, PESQ-LQ after proper regression shows at least reasonable correlation with subjective data (0.84). Generally the expected lower quality of female voice transmission
 was confirmed, however, some contradictory cases were identified (see e.g. MELPe-ACELP case in Table 4.). Higher differences between objective and subjective results for female voices were observed than for male voices, especially for tandeming of low bit-rate coders (see e.g. MELPe-ACELP and vice versa).


To assess (and begin to enhance) the quality of voice services in tactical communication networks - where heterogeneous systems lead to many changes of voice coder format - requires measurement of the speech quality. Timely, cost-effective assessment of speech transmission quality can be performed by objective methods e.g. PESQ-LQ [3]; but the relationship between objective tests and formal subjective tests must be thoroughly assessed and understood.
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� As used by many national forces for the tactical area mobile sub-system for crisis response and peace-keeping operations.


� The current / future NATO narrow band voice coder [6].


� G.729D is a widely used toll quality coder e.g. the defined toll quality coder for use in NATO SCIP (secure communication interoperability protocol).





� Male speech has lower average frequencies and is therefore more suited to bandwidth constrained low-rate voice coders. 
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SOA, Web services and NEC

		The first step towards NEC is to integrate legacy strategic and tactical systems into a common network.

		Each legacy system can be viewed as a separate module that needs to be interconnected with others.

		The modular concept from Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) is essential.

		Cooperation between modules requires a common standardized means of communication between them.

		Web services

		The challenge lies in using Web services over tactical communication systems with low available bandwidth and high error rates, so-called disadvantaged grids.









Web services and tactical networks

		Data-rate constraints in tactical networks impose great challenges that have to be solved in order to fully deploy a SOA supporting NEC.

		In our previous work we have suggested the use of various techniques to limit bandwidth usage, such as 

		compression, 

		filtering, 

		and proxy servers 

		On the Internet, Web services use the XML-based SOAP protocol over HTTP and TCP for information exchange. 

		The properties of HTTP/TCP make them unsuited for use in disadvantaged grids.









HTTP and TCP

		Web services on the Internet

		SOAP over HTTP over TCP

		TCP connections break in disruptive networks.

		timeouts

		unstable connections

		The synchronous nature of HTTP/TCP is undesirable in disadvantaged grids.









Replacing HTTP/TCP

		Disadvantaged grids require asynchronous communications and protocols that are able to cope with the characteristics of such networks: 

		Data rate and delay issues

		Protocols should withstand long and variable round trip times, while at the same time having very little communication overhead.

		Disconnection and disruption issues

		Store and forward capabilities

		The traffic in NEC will have to traverse heterogeneous networks with different quality and data rate – this requires a store and forward service.

		Our suggestion is that one should consider replacing HTTP/TCP with the Military Message Handling System (MMHS) implementing STANAG 4406.









STANAG 4406

		In NATO, Formal Military Messaging is standardized in STANAG 4406 ed. 2 (S4406).

		S4406 defines three protocol profiles adapted to different communication networks. 

		The original connection oriented protocol stack defined in S4406 Annex C was developed for strategic high data rate networks.

		The protocol profiles TMI-1 and TMI-4 have been developed for use between Message Transfer Agents (MTAs) over disadvantaged grids.

		With the inclusion of these protocol profiles in Annex E of S4406, a common baseline protocol solution exists that opens for the use of MMHS in both the strategic and tactical environments.

		In addition to military messaging, MMHS may also be used as an infrastructure for interconnection of other applications.









Benefits of MMHS

		The benefits of using MMHS can be summarized as follows: 

		Reuse of an already established messaging infrastructure in NATO and the NATO nations.

		Three different protocol profiles that enable tailoring of the transport system to the communication networks. 

		Support for both reliable and unreliable transmission modes.

		Asynchronous store and forward system. 

		Support for priority and preemption mechanisms. 

		Support for both multicast and unicast of messages. 

		We have experimented with MMHS as a carrier for SOAP, replacing HTTP and TCP.









Experiment setup

		We SOA-enabled an experimental tactical system, the Norwegian Modular Network Soldier (NORMANS).

		We wrapped the NORMANS software in a Web service, using standardized XML-encoded NFFI.

		Communication took place over a low bandwidth network, in our case 2.4 Kbps.

		We used the NIST Net network emulator package for emulating a tactical link in our experiments.

		Optimizations

		XML compression (EFX)

		MMHS / STANAG 4406

		A local HQ built and visualized a common operational picture with aggregated information from several sources and communication partners.

		Optimizations

		Content filtering









Experiment setup
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Experiment setup

		We transferred documents containing NFFI-tracks, and we compressed the documents using efficient XML with built-in compression enabled.

		We compared the two tactical profiles of S4406, TMI-1 and TMI-4, in order to establish the efficiency of the two profiles. 

		Theoretically, TMI-1 should incur higher overhead than TMI-4, as shown below









Results

		The documents sent to HQ contained one NFFI-track.

		The documents sent from HQ to NORMANS Advanced contained 20 to 25 NFFI-tracks each. 

		Thus, the graph clearly shows the effect of compression; sending 20 tracks only takes about twice the time of sending one track.

		When comparing the bars for TMI (TMI-1) and DMP (TMI-4), it is also clear that TMI has considerably more overhead than DMP.

		DMP has less overhead because it does not implement full support for all MMHS features.









Summary

		MMHS has many of the qualities that are needed to ensure delivery of messages between strategic and tactical communication systems, and gives the benefit of being able to reuse an existing infrastructure for a new purpose.

		low overhead

		store and forward









Summary

		Through our experiments we have shown that

		MMHS can be used as a replacement carrier for Web services.

		MMHS avoids the time-out problems that arise when using standard HTTP over TCP in tactical networks.

		an existing (proprietary) service can be adapted to a SOA environment; and that by taking the necessary measures, Web services can be used in disadvantaged grids similar to the one we emulated.

		Specialized protocol profiles are needed, and we have concluded that both TMI-1 and TMI-4 can be used in this scenario. 







Protocol profile Domain Message overhead  Change in transmission directi ons per 


message transmission 


STANAG 4406 


Annex C  


Strategic 2700 bytes 8  


STANAG 4406 


Annex E TMI-1  


Tactical 700 bytes 2  


STANAG 4406 


Annex E TMI-4  


Tactical 20 bytes 0 (1 using the retransmission option)   
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Abstract

In some areas, overlapping networks provide alternative wireless links like WLAN, GSM, 3G, tactical networks etc. Ideally, the user should be connected to the most attractive network at any time according to predefined priorities. This is accomplished with automatic handover. SIP is becoming ever more popular for setting up sessions for voice, video and other services. When roaming between different networks, a handover procedure is required. Making the handover time as short as possible is essential to keep the session alive and to avoid degraded user experience. This is best done by preparing the alternative networks before the handover is needed. This paper suggests changes to some of the basic SIP messages that open for proactive handover in SIP and help reduce the delays when roaming.

1.0
Introduction

As in civilian communication systems, the military systems are migrating towards the use of IP as a common denominator for different types of communication. The use of Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) products for military purposes has proved to be necessary in certain domains to meet the needs of easy deployment and low cost, either as-is or modified to meet military requirements like for instance security. In an IP world, a basic feature such as voice calls will also be run over IP. Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is experiencing increasing popularity as an easy-to-implement protocol for different types of services run over IP, such as voice and video calls, presence and instant messaging.


New handheld devices can be equipped with several interfaces to support wireless access through 2G/2,5G/3G cellular, Bluetooth, 802.11 (WiFi) as well as mobile WiMAX or military standards. This will enable a mobile node to have a better chance of finding an access point or, if several are present, to choose the wireless carrier that has the characteristics best suited for the current application.


When a user is changing network while downloading a web page it might be inconvenient but not critical if there is a delay while changing access point and packets that are lost during the change must be resent. This is not the case when considering real-time traffic like voice or video. Too long delays will give a poor user experience or in the worst case interrupt the whole session. Hence, with session continuity as the ultimate goal, an important task is to reduce the time it takes to complete a handover - the handover delay - to prevent packet loss and keep jitter at a minimum. 


Handover can be initiated by the mobile node (MN) or from centralized management in the network. The latter is the case in the GSM system where the base stations initiate the handover. The lack of centralized management in the Internet makes this more complicated. Still, the MN can make some measurement of link quality and send it to a centralized server that makes the decision of when to initiate the handover. This requires some extra signalling compared to a decentralized solution where the MNs themselves decide when to do the handover. The decentralized solution will require more intelligent MNs, and one objection is that the link management will increase the power consumption of the mobile device.


In heterogeneous networks we differ between vertical and horizontal handover. Horizontal handover is between two access points of the same kind, for example WiFi to WiFi handover. The rest of this paper will focus on vertical handover - the handover between access points of different types like for example Bluetooth and WiFi. When performing vertical handovers the mobility management protocol must not only provide location transparency, but also network transparency.


The two main approaches to obtain session continuity are on the network layer with Mobile IP and on the application layer with augmented existing protocols for VoIP such as H.323 or Session Initiation Protocol (SIP). Both approaches have advantages and drawbacks, and the one does not necessarily exclude the other. We have chosen to focus on the application-layer approach because of its flexibility and ease of implementation. 


We assume in the following that the roaming mobile users are equipped with the privileges to establish alternative sessions in the networks considered. We also assume that the capacity is sufficient to support the services requested.

2.0
Mobile VoIP with SIP

In this section we will give a short introduction to SIP and present some related work on handover using SIP.

2.1
Introduction to SIP

SIP has been standardized by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and is accepted as a 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) signalling protocol and a permanent element in IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS). It is an application layer signalling protocol used to establish, maintain and tear down sessions. It is independent of the underlying network technology. Signalling in SIP is composed of text-based messages. The main logical entities in SIP consist of user agents (UA), registrars, proxy servers and redirect servers. User agents initiate and terminate sessions. The UAs register their current network location with a registrar. A proxy server can be stateless or stateful. A stateless proxy server will only forward incoming requests and responses. A stateful proxy on the other hand will maintain a state for each transaction, -that is which requests and responses belong to that transaction. Redirect servers receives requests and responds to the requestor where it should send its request. A back-to-back user agent (B2BUA) is a logical entity that receives a request and processes it as a user agent server on one side. On the other side it acts like a user agent client and generates requests. It maintains dialog state and must participate in all requests sent on the dialog it has established. A B2BUA can also terminate and bridge the media stream and thus have full control over the whole session. This makes B2BUAs well suited for transcoding between two call legs, to hide network internals, and for network interworking as it can have protocol adaptation. 


SIP inherently supports personal mobility. This means that a user can be found using a single identifier regardless of which location or device (such as PCs, PDAs or phones) he or she is currently at [1]. Terminal mobility is more relevant when introducing wireless access and is the topic of this paper. Terminal mobility allows the user to move around with the device, and the device will roam between different IP subnets. We differ between pre-call mobility and mid-call mobility or in-session mobility. Pre-call mobility is the easiest part, as the MN will only need to re-register its new IP-address with the home registrar each time it changes IP-subnet. When a correspondent node (CN) tries to reach the mobile node, the call will either be routed through a "middle man" in the home network or the CN will receive a response message describing the current address of the node. In the latter case the CN initiates the session with the MN directly at the MN's current address. Mid-call mobility is the ability to move while a session is active. The MN must update the CN of its new location during the session.

2.2
Related work


The need to perform a handover can rise from two situations, either as recovery after link breakage or as a planned handover due to observed degradation of the link quality or the discovery of a new link option with better qualities or lower cost. A typical situation for link breakage is when an Ethernet cable is suddenly unplugged from a laptop computer and a new connection is made through for instance WiFi. We differ between soft ("make-before-break") and hard ("break-before-make") handover. In the hard handover all resources in the first connection are released before establishing a new connection. During soft handover, the equipment is able to communicate over multiple interfaces and thus using resources in both networks simultaneously.


To promote the success of terminal mobility with SIP, four points are of importance: 

· Delay: The handoff delay must be short enough not to break an ongoing session or to introduce serious degradation of user experience during the handover. This is especially important for voice calls.


· Packet loss and jitter: The packet loss and delay during the handover should be minimized. In addition to a degraded user experience, too high packet loss or jitter can make it impossible for a streaming session to synchronize and thus interrupt the whole session.


· Recovery capabilities: A good handover scheme should in the case of sudden link loss recover fast enough to prevent sessions from collapsing.


· Ease of deployment: To ease deployment of a handover scheme, the possibility of gradually deployment should be supported.

One of the first introductions to SIP-based mobility was presented by Wedlund and Schulzrinne in [2] and further elaborated in [3]. In the proposed handover solution a new INVITE message is sent from the MN to the CN with the terminal's new IP-address and updated session parameters in the message's Session Description Protocol (SDP) part. As soon as the CN receives the INVITE message it will send data to the new location. Then a new REGISTER message is sent from the MN to the home registrar (the registrar in the home network of the MN). This is illustrated in Figure 1. This is a hard handover scenario, and at first glance it seems that the handoff-delay is the time required to send and process the re-INVITE message. What is somewhat hidden here is the time it takes to a) discover that the device has changed location or lost connection at its first location and b) acquire a new IP address in the new network. The respective delays depend on the current networking technology. In WiFi a) may be the time between the periodic beacons sent from the access points and b) the delay introduced by a DHCP server. Banerjee et al suggest in [4] that this handoff delay can be up to 1 second. As real-time applications require max handoff delays in the range between 50 ms and 200 ms to avoid serious degradation of service [5] this is clearly not good enough.

Chahbour et al [5] recognize address acquisition as the main contributor to degraded service quality during handoff. They suggest Predictive Address Reservation (PAR) in combination with Hierarchical Mobile SIP (HMSIP) to reduce the handoff delay. Address reservation and registration procedure is performed prior to the handoff in parallel with the existing SIP session. The PAR scheme uses link layer information to make decisions on when to start searching for a new access point and to initiate the handover with PAR. The main objective in this solution is to reduce handover delay. It does not guarantee a handover with no packet loss.

 

Figure 1: Handover from Wedlund and Schulzrinne [2]



Figure 2: Handover from Banerjee et al [4]

A solution for vertical soft handover is described by Banerjee et al in [4]. The MN is equipped with different communication interfaces and can use each of these simultaneously. In each network the MN communicates through base stations (BS) which include a SIP B2BUA. The B2BUA is coupled with a media gateway that perform RTP packet forwarding, and during the handoff also packet duplication and packet filtering. Handoff is initiated by the MN and involves duplication and transmission of RTP packets over both interface in the old B2BUA, RTP packet filtering in the MN, and communication between the old and the new base station. After the handover is completed a REGISTER message is sent to the home registrar to update the MN's location information. This is illustrated in Figure 2. It is an interesting architecture that can prevent packet loss and delays during handover, but it requires that all access points implement the SIP B2BUAs with ability to negotiate with each other during handover.



Figure 3: Handover from Bellavista et al [6]

Bellavista et al [6] have another approach to handover introducing application-layer middleware to support session continuity. Their Mobile agent-based Ubiquitous multimedia Middleware (MUM) described in [6] and [7] consists of a Proxy Switch (PS) at the ingress of each domain and a Proxy Buffer in each subnet. A Handover Agent Activator (HAA) present in each subnet can activate a Handover Agent (HA) in conjunction with a B2BUA in the Proxy Buffer when a MN enters the subnet. A handover scenario is illustrated in Figure 3. Some steps are omitted for simplicity. The solution supports both vertical and horizontal handover and is currently targeted at data streaming. Packets are being buffered in both the old and the new domain ensuring that no packets are lost while the MN is disconnected during the actual handover. While this solution ensures zero packet-loss, the disconnection period will still be too long and introduce problems for voice calls. The scheme also requires all subnets to be equipped with a HA and HAA.

Table 1: Summary of handover characteristics


		

		Handover type

		Handover delay

		Deployment



		Wedlund & Schulzrinne [2]

		Hard 

		tDetect_link_loss + tAcq_new_ip_address + tSIP_re−invite

		No new entities required in the network



		Chahbour et al [5]

		Hard

		tDetect_link_loss + tSIP_re−invite

		No new entities required in the network



		Banerjee et al [4]

		Soft

		None

		New entities required in the network



		Bellavista et al [6]

		Hybrid

		tAcq_new_ip_address + tSIP_re−invite

		New entities required in the network



		Boysen & Kjuus (gradually degraded link)

		Soft

		None

		Small changes required in Home Registrar / B2BUA



		Boysen & Kjuus (primary link suddenly broken)

		Hard

		tDetect_link_loss + tSIP_re−invite

		Small changes required in Home Registrar / B2BUA





Four handover architectures have been presented of which only one supports soft handover. The solution in [2] does not use any link information for prediction to prepare a coming handover. This is done in [5] by Predicitve Address Registration to reduce the handover delay. In both the solutions described in [4] and[6], the use of B2BUAs is recognized as an effective way to provide better and faster handoff, and both solutions require deployment of entities in each domain or subnet that interact to support the handover. [4] describes a soft-handover solution where packets are duplicated, while [6] describe a hard-handover where packets are buffered to avoid packet loss during handover. Solutions described in [5] and [4] requires that two communication interfaces can operate simultaneously. Properties of the different handover schemes are summed up in Table 1

3.0
PROACTIVE HANDOVER


We suppose that the device has more than one interface, wireless or not. If more than one interface can be used, one is chosen as main interface while the others are considered backup interfaces. It will be up to each MN to decide whether it needs more than one backup interface. Each interface will try to connect to a network and obtain an IP address as soon as it sees that it is within the reach of a wireless access point.


The home registrar is implemented on a B2BUA that also bridges calls between the mobile node and any correspondent nodes and thus controls the media stream.


When the MN registers with the home registrar it will register all the interfaces with the registrar and choose a priority amongst them. This is done by adding a new parameter "if_q=" in the Contact header field of the REGISTER request. To signal that the different registration messages are indeed from the same device through different interfaces and that it is not a user that has moved from one device to another, the Contact field is also provided with the parameter "ua_id=", user agent identification. This is a random number provided by the user agent when first registering with the registrar and it is kept as long as the registration of the user agent is valid. When the registrar receives a REGISTER request it will also return a parameter "if_no" in the 200 OK respond, telling the MN how many interfaces are currently registered. If the MN is registering with a SIP server that does not support proactive handover, the "if_q=" and "ua_id=" parameters will just be ignored and the REGISTER request will be treated as any other registration message in SIP. A SIP server that does not support proactive handover will not return the "if_no" parameter in the 200 OK respond. This tells the UA that it should not send any backup registrations as these would only overwrite the main registration.



Figure 4: Handover scenario with gradually degrading link

When the MN wishes to initiate a session it sends an INVITE message over the main interface. But as soon as the session is set up the normal way, it also sends an INVITE with the same call ID over the first backup interface. The B2BUA sees that the call ID is the same as in the on-going session and that the message is marked in SDP as send-only, and puts the invitation directly on hold. To prevent timeout on the backup interface, the send-only invitation to the current session is regularly resent, but there is no data traffic over the backup interface.

As described earlier, the handover procedure is initiated either as a result of gradual degradation of the link or due to sudden link loss. The handover procedure will differ accordingly. Both cases depend on a middleware informing the user agent of the state of the link, where link state parameters can be packet-loss ratios and/or signal-to-noise ratio or other. 

In the case of gradual link degradation, a threshold value on the link state parameters has been set. When the value drops below the threshold, a new INVITE is sent over the backup interface. Through SDP in the INVITE request, the B2BUA is informed that a handover is initiated and that packets should be duplicated for a certain period. The original path is still kept open and the data stream is sent over both interfaces. This requires packet duplication in the B2BUA and packet filtering mechanisms in the UA, and allows the UA to synchronize the incoming packets and smooth out jitter before the original path is released. When the handover is completed, the priority of the registered interfaces is rearranged; the interface that used to be main interface becomes the primary backup interface and vice versa. This is done automatically both in the B2BUA and in the UA. Should the MN have more than one backup interface and one of the other interfaces is more suited to be the primary backup interface, a new REGISTER request marked with the desired priority is sent. This gives the MN the possibility to move in and out of the same zone without having to actively re-register the backup interface. The new backup interface must in either case send a new directly-on-hold INVITE to function as backup to the ongoing session over the main interface. See Figure 4.



Figure 5: Handover scenario with broken primary link

In the event of a link breakage, UA will send a new INVITE request via the backup interface as soon as the link loss has been detected. The session is then continued immediately. In this case the SIP server is informed through SDP in the INVITE request that a breakage has occurred and that the path should be switched and packets do not need to be duplicated. See Figure 5.


3.1
Test results, evaluation and future work

The architecture has been implemented and tested for the case of sudden link loss. We have used an Asterisk B2BUA and a SIP Communicator user agent. Both are open source software that we have modified to meet our requirements. 


In the different presented handover solutions concerning link loss, the total handover time is given by Equation 1, where tDetect_link_loss is the time from the link is broken until this is detected by the user agent.

tHandover = tDetect_link_loss + tAcq_new_ip_address + tSIP_re-invite 

Equation 1

tAcq_new_ip_address is the time required to acquire a new IP address and tSIP_re-invite is the time needed to send a new INVITE message. All this should be done within 200 ms. For detecting the link loss, a lower-layer mechanism is needed to inform the higher layers that the link is lost and some action has to be taken. As in the other mentioned solutions, we also keep the implementation of such a mechanism out of the scope of this study and focus on reducing the time needed for the other parts of Equation 1.We have already shown that we can omit tAcq_new_ip_address by using the proactive handover scheme. Our preliminary test results show that the handover time tSIP_re-invite, which is the time from the new INVITE message is sent until the new interface receives its first packages, is less than 40 ms. It is already clear that this time can be further reduced through code optimization. 


The tests were performed within a local network where the roundtrip time for the new INVITE message is around 1 ms. In a large-scale network this roundtrip time will be higher, but still in a range where it is neglectable. Thus, our results are well within the limit of 200ms described earlier and also leave time to discover the link breakage.


The presented solution fulfils the four requirements presented above. In the case of a handover due to degraded link quality the use of two interfaces simultaneously ensures that no packets are lost and that jitter can be smoothed out. It introduces no handover delay. Zero packet loss cannot be promised in the case of a link breakage, but the handover delay is reduced to the time it takes to discover the link loss and send the new INVITE message. The implementation does not require all subnets to support the proactive handover. As long as the MN is able to create a path to its home registrar / B2BUA via a backup interface, it is capable of performing a fast handoff whenever required.


As in the solution presented by Chahbour et al and by Banerjee et al, we also suggest to use to two communication interfaces concurrently. This is essential to provide soft handover. But while the mentioned solutions activate and acquire an IP-address for its new interface just before the handover takes place, we suggest a more permanent registration. This enables fast recovery after link breakage. There are two drawbacks to this. First, the MN needs two IP-addresses over a longer period of time. Second, it requires the backup interface to be active and send regular messages to keep the connection alive.  Even though no data is sent over the interface while in backup-mode, this still will consume more power. One possible solution to this is to allow the user to decide if the backup interface should be active at all times or only when the main link is of poor quality.


The scalability of the architecture is subject to future study. Load tests will be performed to study the effects of higher load on the B2BUA with respect to handover time. As the B2BUA is acting as a home registrar as well as a bridge for the calls between MN and CN, it can become a hot spot. To reduce the load on the home registrar handover between subnetworks could be controlled by local registrars in the visited network. In this way Hierarchical Mobile SIP can be combined with the architecture suggested here.


4.0
CONCLUSION


SIP-based solutions for application-layer mobility support are in the coming. However, handover delays still cause problems for real-time applications and sessions. We have suggested a solution that can provide controlled jitter, zero packet loss and no handover delay through a make-before-break solution. Preliminary tests in the case of sudden link loss show handover delays small enough to also allow the detection of link loss within the accepted time ranges for seamless handover. The architecture is easy to implement and requires only small changes to the SIP message-structure.
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Introduction

Software Defined Radio becomes standard technology in military wireless communications. Many countries realize their national programs devoted to this area, expecting to achieve more capable and flexible radio systems, more effective in network centric operations. However for operations realized by multinational coalitions, interoperability between these systems must be ensured. It requires common definition both Software Communication Architecture (SCA), including security aspects, and tactical level High Data Rate Waveform (HDR WF). To achieve this goals some EDA Nations decided to launch an ESSOR programme, dedicated to this area.

1. Background

In summer 2006 NADs of Finland, France, Italy, Spain and Sweden decided to further pursue the European effort on the SDR considering the launching of a common European initiative. In the end of 2006 it was announced that these countries, had decided to launch an EDA ad hoc Category B project - ESSOR - with a €100M budget, and April 2007 the project was officially established [1,2].

Currently ESSOR is realized as joint effort of 6 nations: Finland, France, Italy, Poland, Spain and Sweden, and 6 National Industrial Leaders: Elektrobit, Thales, Selex-Comms, Radmor, Indra and Ericsson. Contract award is expected in October 2008, and project duration is planed for 4 years.


2. Main Objectives


Main objectives of the ESSOR project are as follows:


· 
Strengthen European autonomy on a crucial technological area;


· 
Federate European industries activities to support production of military equipments;


· 
Support balanced transatlantic relationship on SDR;


· 
Provide military footing in cross fertilization on SDR;


· 
Provide a common architecture on security in support of military applications;


· 
Support development of open standards.


3. Activities of the ESSOR Programme


The goal of the ESSOR programme activities is to study and develop a secure Software Defined Radio (SDR) architecture based on Joint Tactical Radio System (JTRS) standards with an associated certification toolset. The development of an interoperable, secure HDR WF compliant with this standard is an integral part of the programme [3].


The ESSOR activities are divided in three types: 


· 
Common Activities: Activity collectively executed by the 6 Participating States to achieve the common goal;


· 
Critical Non-Common Activities (CNC): Activity complementary to Common Activities individually executed by each ESSOR Participating State to achieve the common goal;


· 
Non-Critical Non-Common Activities (NCNC): Additional Activity to complement the others in order to achieve the goals of the ESSOR Programme, including the National ones, but not necessarily funded or executed by all Participating States. 


Table 1. Work description of the ESSOR in Common and Critical Non-Common activities


		Requirements Area

		Common Activities

		Critical Non-Common Activities



		CONOPS Elaboration and Generation of Technical Requirements




		General Requirements


SDR Use Concepts and Waveforms


SDR Classes Definition


Security Requirements from CONOPS

		



		High Data Rate Waveform

		General Requirements


Base WF Development


HDR WF Validation and Demonstration

		Porting and Validation on national SDR PTFs 






		SCA Architecture for ESSOR

		Architecture Definition


Architecture Validation

		Implementation on national SDR PTFs



		Certification Environment

		Definition


Development of Experimental Environment


Validation and Recommendations

		National Experimentations





3.1. CONOPS Elaboration and the Generation of Technical Requirements


Based on the evolution of existing Concepts of Operation (CONOPS), at National, EU or NATO levels, the new capabilities offered by SDR and new WFs, at National, EU or NATO levels, will be studied. On this basis, Technical Requirements for SDR issues will be defined.


The CONOPS requirements will cover operational scenario deployment which includes Land, Air and Naval operations, especially in case of joint operation. 


3.2. HDR Operational Coalition WF


Modern military communications systems must be capable of providing the services required by all battlefield participants and applications. Particularly, users request increased data and video transmission capacities, secure voice, database access and Internet-type IP services. These needs have to be satisfied while taking into account specific military factors, for example, quality of service, end-to-end security and mobility management.


The goal of the HDR WF is to support a large scope of applications such as:


· 
Command and Control;


· 
Situation Awareness;


· 
Intelligence, Surveillance, Target Acquisition and Reconnaissance (ISTAR);


· 
NATO Network Enabled Capability (NNEC).


HDR WF should be able to work in different military scenarios and electro-magnetic conditions, using waveform parameterisation. 





Figure 1. Waveform parameterisation.
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Figure 2. Possible porting of a parameterised waveform on different PTFs.





Figure 3. Parallel communications using different transmission capabilities.


To meet HDR WF’s radio frequency related requirements, the National SDR platforms (PTFs) will be designed or modified. Next, common laboratory and field test scenarios for validation of the HDR WF at the national level and at the multinational level will be designed and conducted.


3.3. The ESSOR SCA Architecture


SCA defines the interfaces and functionalities of the application deployment into SDR PTFs. It also defines an Operating Environment (OE) along with a set of implementation requirements. The OE provides standard ways to load, deploy, configure and remove software applications.


The ESSOR Architecture will be based on the SCA standards, including the APIs published by JTRS Joint Program Executive Office (JPEO). It will encompass APIs for radio devices, radio services, and radio security services. The ESSOR Architecture will support GPPs, DSPs and FPGAs.


ESSOR Architecture definition will be checked using validation procedures. The validity of the definition will be checked by porting HDR WF and other waveforms into different national SDR PTFs and testing their interoperability.


3.4. ESSOR Certification Environment


Establishment of an ESSOR Certification Environment will be used to promote the ESSOR Architecture by means of assuring WF portability between compliant platforms. This will include both the definition of related policies and processes and the setting up of an experimental ESSOR Certification Environment, including the development of a common set of certification tools with full functionality, both for PTFs and for WFs.


The aim of the SCA certification standard should be to facilitate the certification of PTFs and WFs made compliant to the ESSOR Architecture from outside the Participating States as well.


Constitution and management of waveform libraries are not in the scope of ESSOR work because they are covered by other SDR initiatives, like NATO SDRUG.


3.5. Non-Critical Non-Common Activities


The following NCNC areas are considered for realization:


· 
Programmable Crypto Subsystem;


· 
Interoperability Node Services


· 
Additional Test Waveforms;


· 
RF Technological Studies:


· Wideband Power Amplifiers;


· Tactical/Adaptive Antenna;


· Co-Site Filtering.


These activities will be realized by interested Participating States only.


4. Conclusions


ESSOR is currently the biggest SDR project in Europe, but there are also several other projects devoted to this area. Cooperation with these project and mutual coordination is also possible and welcomed. Proposed ESSOR Architecture can be used as a common standard for projects realized by many countries, planning participation in coalition operations. ESSOR results can be also a basis for further developments concerning more flexible and intelligent radios, leading towards network oriented Cognitive Radio.
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Poster paper presents result of trial comparing packet error rate of system with spatial

diversity (used in PR20 radio-communication system) and system without diversity.













		Personal communication system PR20 was designed by DICOM company.

		To obtain the best merit in complicated indoor and urban propagation environment MIMO (Multiple-Input Multiple-Output) solution was selected. This solution promises theoretical improvement in such an environment.

		The poster describes practical verifying of above mentioned feature.
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Background

		The base code of one of the waveform applications used in the following originate from a member in, and the waveform application is also used for other activities in

		The Regular Task Group on SDR



founded below the RTO-IST-080 

RTO-IST-080 RTG-038 Software Defined Radio

currently, the team consists of experts from government, university and industry from

CA, DK, GE, HU, IT, NL, NO, SP, TU, US  and:   SDR Forum

headed by NL (Chairman: Hans Segers, TNO)







Background: Main Objectives of RTG-038

		Share knowledge & experience of (multi)national SDR/SCA developments

		Report on possibilities of sharing waveforms and waveform components

		Investigations of portability and interoperability:



© IBM/Levono

© Rockwell Collins

… 011010 …

© Spectrum Signal Processing

SCA-based implementation 

of STANAG 4285 waveform

demonstrate portability onto 

national SDR platforms

demonstrate interoperability between 

the different implementations

1.

2.

3.







Problem Definition and Problem Background

		SCA defines an environment that allows applications to be built as compositions of SW components (and devices)

		SCA defines a distributed system, communication through CORBA for CORBA-capable processors

		There is wide freedom as to how small components to split the application into: Many small components  reuse of components becomes easier, but CPU overhead increases 







		What are the CPU overhead effects of a fine structure (many components) relative to a course one (few components), and how can we predict this overhead?



C_tot







Analysis Approach:

CPU workload implied by a task or a group of tasks  =  the fraction of available processor cycles occupied over a time period







Empirical Analysis

		Using OSSIE (Open Source SCA Implementation Embedded) [2] from VirginiaTech which uses omniORB [3]

		Advantages: Low user-threshold, full source-code available, Linux-based

		Profiling and monitoring tools:

		OProfile [4]

		SYSSTAT sar [5]

		









Empirical Analysis, Simple Waveform Application

		Stanag 4285, TX part.  Base code provided by Telefunken Racoms for RTO-IST-080 RTG-038

		Implemented as three different configurations, all performing the same processing functional work

		Non-SCA ‘c’ version as a reference



Packet rate regulator







Empirical Analysis, Stanag 4285 TX: Results, User





WL measured by SYSSTAT sar (sar –u 40 5) 







Empirical Analysis, Stanag 4285 TX: Results, User+System





WL measured by SYSSTAT sar (sar –u 40 5) 







Empirical Analysis, Synthetic Application

		A total of 9 FIR-filters, N taps and packet size B (NxB mult/adds per FIR)

		Both N and B can be varied

		4 different configurations

		‘c’ version as a reference



Packet rate regulator







Synthetic Application: WL versus Configuration and N

WL results measured by SYSSTAT sar (sar –u 40 3)







Synthetic Application: WL versus Packet Size





		Packet rate: 10/sec

		N and B selected such that ‘C’ implementation (FUNC) is at 10±0,3% user CPU WL

		WL overhead is seen to increase significantly with B









The Simple Lower Bound Model (SLBM)

		Ideal, unrealistically optimistic model

		Serves as a lower bound 

		ti  = number of cycles per packet



CN

CN+1











Parameters in the Simple Lower Bound Model





		For simplicity, we measure the parameters in the model with OProfile and/or SYSSTAT sar, using test applications:



for (i=0; i < BLSZ; i++)

......

‘c’-prog

CORBA test application:







Results, SLBM

		The simple model describes the dominating part of the user CPU overhead.  Agreement best for small packet sizes



Packet Size

N and B selected such that ‘C’ implementation (FUNC) is at 10±0,3% user CPU WL

Measured

SLBM

M=11, Packet rate =10/sec







The Context Switch Model (CSM)





Context Switch Rate [switches/second]

CS Direct Cost [cycles]

Cycle rate of the processor 

CS Indirect Cost [cycles]

Here: Using course estimate based on addressed space and memory speed

Here: ≈ 5µsec = 9300 cycles

Measured ≈ 1300 for example next page







Results, CSM

		With the CS model, we better explain the measured WL



Measured

CSM, only tCSD,  course estimate 

CSM example (course parameter estimates)

M=11, Packet rate =10/sec

N and B selected such that ‘C’ implementation (FUNC) is at 10±0,3% user CPU WL

Packet Size







Conclusions:

		We have used empirical analysis and simple analytical models to understand the effects of granularity in an SCA-based system w/CORBA capable processors





		When executing the same total functional processing work, we observe that the processor workload increases as the number of components increases



		This overhead increases with data packet size, and becomes more dominant the lesser the functional work per packet



		Contributors: Data conversions, packet communication through CORBA, direct cost of context switches, indirect cost of context switches



		Hence the scalability and reusability benefits that result from implementing the SDR-application with a high number of components, must be balanced against the processing efficiency loss that occurs when having to run several components on the same processor



		Two simple models are described that help explain the major effects, and may be used to calculate the overhead
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Abstract


Airborne Communication Nodes operated on manned or unmanned airborne platforms constitutes a high potential solution with several advantages including some release of the satellite bandwidth which are currently used for local relays, service on demand, a lower cost and a very high level of performances (data rate, quality of service, real-time). The Airborne Communication Node (ACN) demonstrator has been designed and developed by EADS for the French MoD in order to enhance telecommunication and network capabilities in a concept of Network Centric Operations. This tactical communication system is based on an airborne node, which covers a 100km diameter area for up to 10 ground mobile gateways and providing up to 40 Mbps capacity on the IP standard, which provides interoperability and communications to heterogeneous networks on the ground. A lot of challenges had to be met for the demonstrator; the first one was to design a high-speed networking and protected waveform and to implement it on a SDR platform. A smart QoS management had to be integrated to protect the priority flows from the others and a new iso-power antenna had to be designed to provide a 100 km diameter coverage area where every user has got the same connectivity and capacity level. Field trials were performed last year in the south west of France and showed the maturity and the high level of performance of such system, exceeding the specifications, especially on the jamming robustness, tested by the French technology centre CELAr.


1.0
INTRODUCTION


Some studies were made in the US in the late 90s that show needs for airborne communication support. The same conclusion emerged from an 2002 ETO study sponsored by the French MoD, the DGA (Délégation Générale pour l’Armement) and sets the basis for an airborne communication node demonstrator (ACN): there are identified needs to have communication services on the theatre of operations with the same high level of performance as an infrastructure network and based on the IP (Internet Protocol) Standard to release some satellite bandwidth. And of course, as a military system, the deployment, set-up and the configuration must be quick and easy while maintaining “military-grade” specifications and the mobility of the actors. As on the other hand actual wireless communication systems exhibit long deployment delays for a limited mobility and slow data rates. Moreover new Network Centric Operations ideas could clearly benefit from the secured and high data rate specifications of such an airborne communication system, acting as an airborne backbone.


This paper is organized as follow. The first paragraph presents the ACN concept and the demonstrator, the key facts and its features along with the awaited performances of the future ACN. The next paragraph details the specially designed waveform and its particular SDR (Software Design Radio) implementation, the QoS (Quality of Service) management and then the antenna technology. The next paragraph shows the detailed concepts of operations where the ACN could bring a high added value and the last one presents the full-scale tests that have been performed in the south west of France. 


2.0 THE AIRBORNE COMMUNICATION NODE DEMONSTRATOR


The Airborne Communication Node (ACN) demonstrator has been designed and developed by EADS for the French MoD as a proof of concept with in mind to enhance telecommunications and network capabilities on the theatre of operations.


In a first approach, the Airborne Communication Node can be seen as a satellite-like system, but without some of the drawbacks of the satellite communication solution. It consists of an airborne high data rate communication payload – the node –, which serves mobile ground gateways (vehicles, ships, static) over a large coverage area as pictured on the figure 1.


Figure 1: Operational view of the Airborne Communication Node


The ACN has very ambitious operational characteristics: as a multi user communication system the radio capacity is very high compared to non satellite based current system with up to 40 Mbps per connected gateway. This data rate is achieved while keeping a top of the art robustness in an Electronic Warfare environment thanks to a WCDMA (Wideband Code Division Multiple Access) waveform. But most importantly the whole system is based on the IP (Internet Protocol) standard to allow a complete interoperability with existing networks and other IP based communication systems. The radio capacity is managed with dynamic radio and network resource allocation between the users to allow a global smart Quality of Service (QoS) management. The QoS is also made easier with a low latency comparable with xDSL connections.


The whole system is moreover very quick and easy to deploy as there is no specific infrastructure constraints and as all the gateways are highly mobile across the coverage area. Through the mobility of the airborne platform, the coverage area can (as well) follow the ground operations. Despite in the sky, the node flies at a very high altitude (stratosphere) to ensure a limited vulnerability.


The ACN demonstrator exhibits most of these performances with the main features gathered in the Table 1 in front of possible specifications of the future ACN as an airborne backbone.


For the full scale demonstrations, the chosen airborne platform is an EADS Socata TBM 700, a commercial turbo propeller test airplane and the ground gateways are utility vehicles with an antenna mounted on a positioning device, the whole system is under a radome on the top of the vehicle.


		 

		Full Scale Demonstrator

		Target ACN (awaited)



		Ground mobile gateways


(up to 60 km/h)

		10 
(up to 130km/h)

		~50



		Global Network Capacity (IP standard)

		2x20Mbps

		2x100Mbps



		Max. Data Rate per User

		10 Mbps up

		20 Mbps up



		Ground Coverage Area

		100 km diameter

		200 km diameter



		Airborne Platform

		Commercial airplane (EADS Socata TBM-700)

		Open: 
Stratospheric Balloon, airship, stratospheric airplane, UAV …



		Platform Altitude

		10 km (33000 ft)

		20 km (66000 ft)





Table 1: the ACN and its demonstrator specifications


3.0. The ACN waveform


The waveform is one of the innovative concepts of the ACN. It has been designed to provide a high flexibility with a strong implication in the upper layers: the management of the QoS is then facilitated without relaxing the robustness against interferences and jamming. Moreover the physical layer should handle up to 50 users with a high capacity that is why the WCDMA waveform type has been chosen in conjunction with Turbo Codes. WCDMA has a natural protection against jamming and combine a low probability of detection (LPD) and a low probability of interception (LPI). Moreover the code spreading allows dynamic resources management in real time, which is necessary to offer a smart network management. 


One other great feature of this kind of waveform is that the frequency plan is simple as for the 3G cell phones system: all users share the same frequency resource, but they are differentiated through their unique code and scrambling. As for 3G it is also possible to create a cell architecture of many ACNs.


4.0 The SDR implementation


In order to sustain all the advantages of the waveform, there are many drawbacks; it requires a quite high algorithm complexity. Some functions such as the first acquisition of the WCDMA signal or both phase and time (to match the codes) tracking are very decisive on the global performance of the communication system, especially on the total capacity. It is even more the case in an Electronic Warfare environment where these algorithms must deal with jamming signals. 


That point is one of the reasons why a SDR approach has been used to design and implement such complex algorithms and thus the waveform. The demonstrator is based on a SDR COTS (Components Off the Shelves) modular hardware platform. The hardware resources are networked together using a ring architecture with multiple links that, put all together are offering multi gigabits per second throughput. That hardware architecture offers a high degree of versatility and performance. The platform is then flexible to offer also a large opportunity for the future ACN system. 


Nonetheless, while SDR based, the demonstrator is not SCA (Software Component Architecture) compliant. That architecture, developed in the US JTRS programme framework, was already mature at the beginning of the project almost five years ago, but it was not the case of the tools; that is why, taking into account the real complexity and challenges of the waveform, such architecture has not been retained. And most importantly, most of the hardware platform’s computational resources were already used by the waveform itself, thus letting less room for the computational overhead of the SCA.


Figure 2: development process of the demonstrator: use of MBD and SoC approaches


The SDR approach for the design and development phases is based on two techniques: the Model Based Design (MBD) and the System on a Chip (SoC) approach. 


· MBD is more a methodology to master the development of a project at a “system” level. All the waveform design has been done and tested with Matlab/Simulink. This tool allows to set up a complete waveform implementation and then to simulate it to get an access to the main global performances at a very early stage of the development. That is why a modelling of the ACN demonstrator has been developed at the beginning of the project to validate the choices and parameters for the waveform. The design has then been completely led by following this model based approach. The major problems are isolated from the beginning and the global performances of the system are mastered: so you can choose and test the right solutions even before the coding phase.


· The SoC approach is a technique to accelerate the development process. This allows a more hardware oriented modelling of the functions to simulate and test them and validates them with more real world considerations. Once validated the main advantage is then to generate automatically target code from the model under Simulink, then bypassing the classic hand coding stages plus their validation.


Both the MBD and SoC approaches set a perfect control on the system from the beginning. The Figure 2 shows the overall process. Our SDR approach combining a modular hardware platform and a SoC design has been very efficient to design, develop and implement the ACN demonstrator. This led to a successful implementation of the WCDMA waveform and also a great gain in development time. 


5.0. High speed network on the theatre of operations


The use of the standard IP protocol ensures the maximum interoperability providing end to end connections. The global ACN is then completely seamless for all users. On a network architecture point of view, the ACN can be seen as an airborne backbone as the node is not a simple communication relay but a true node with routing capabilities and smart QoS management. Each gateway can be connected to a LAN to extend the connection to local networks and/or to existing wired or wireless network architecture.


Figure 3: ACN equivalent network


Indeed one other innovative concept of the ACN system is the management of the quality of service. That is eased thanks to the dynamic radio resource allocation in real time. The optimised QoS mechanism protects the priority flows and ensures a minimum data rate safeguard to each gateway. The algorithm manages of course a real time estimate of users needs with an optimal use of the global radio capacity according to the traffic volume of each gateway and the type of traffic.


Then standard network applications such as streaming video, voice over IP, video conference, emails and data can be used through the ACN communication system as if it was a wired infrastructure thanks to the very high data rate and the QoS management and so the seamless and transparent aspect for the end user.


6.0. Innovative airborne antenna


One of the challenges of the demonstrator is the coverage area. Indeed the communication capacity has to be the same for any gateway inside the 100km (≈ 62 mi) diameter area. This poses two main problems: 


· The aperture of the antenna has to be very wide, even for the airborne node flying at 33000ft 


· The link budget and so the transmitted power, change in function of the radius. 


That last problem is not compatible with a best WCDMA multi-user service, as an equal power coming from every user is necessary to reach and to work near the maximum theoretical capacity. In 3G and in CDMA cell phone systems, this problem is solved with the use of efficient power control algorithms. The demonstrator is working in Ku band where radio frequency power is expensive. That is why a wide aperture (170°) iso-power antenna has been specially developed. The iso-power antenna concept is described on figure 4.


That antenna guarantees then a constant power density in any point of the coverage area, and so guarantees near the maximum capacity offered by the WCDMA waveform. Moreover the near/far problem is simplified all the more as the system operates in Ku band. The RF power is also used most efficiently. 


Figure 4: Iso-power antenna vs. omni antenna


The chosen solution uses a Cassegrain like architecture: a conformed main reflector is fed by the source through a sub reflector. The resulting antenna is very compact (40cm diameter) and quite light. Of course the design of such an antenna is very difficult and the resulting power graph is not perfect. An additional power control loop allows then an even more accurate and steady link budget. It is all the more useful for mobile gateways with a positioning algorithm limited off roads and to cope with the pitch and roll of the airplane.


7.0. CONCEPTS OF OPERATIONS


Considering the networking capabilities of the ACN system plus the ease of deployment, it can be used in many operational contexts both for civilian and military applications as an IP backbone.


Thanks to the native IP connectivity, the system can connect many heterogeneous networks to provide a true cooperative engagement for joint operations between nations. Ground gateways can be mobile, static, on ships …etc. as pictured on figure 1. Moreover the system provides low latency and very high data rate very suitable for such uses.


As the node is airborne and flies at very high altitude, the communication system can also serve for lacunary missions even if a gateway is in a deep valley. The ACN covers a wide enough area and then allows an interconnection between isolated operational units and a command and control centre for example with line of sight (LoS) links only.


As its deployment is quick, the ACN can be used for “beaching” missions and/or a crisis management: in case of non-existent, destroyed or overloaded communication infrastructure the system restores quickly the communications on a wide coverage area and with a high communication capacity. It can help for example for peace restoration, homeland security or to cover a natural disaster relief.


Figure 5: typical inter-armies “beaching” mission


An extension of the range of such communication system can be envisaged in the future with the adjunction of a LOLA (Liaison Laser Aeroportée – Airborne Laser Link) modem inside the airborne platform; that consists of a very high speed 40 Mbps IP based laser link between an airborne platform and a satellite. The LOLA project was also a demonstrator sponsored by the DGA.


8.0. Field trials


Full-scale tests have been performed in 2007 in the south west of France, near Tarbes. The airborne platform was a an EADS Socata TBM 700 airplane. This carrier is able to fly at up to 10000m high, thus enabling the full 100km diameter range of the demonstrator. The figure 6 shows the airplane equipped with the antenna and its radome.


 






 




Figure 6: ACN node equipped aircraft


Four ground gateways have been built, although the demonstrator is capable of handling up to ten gateways. The ACN gateway is integrated into utility vehicles and the parabolic antenna is installed on a positioning device on their roof. 2 of them are fixed whereas the other 2 are mobile.


To cover a constant 100 km diameter area, the trajectory of the airborne platform must be restricted to a small area, that is why a 5km radius trajectory have been selected for the trials, as shown on figure 7.


Mains results:


· True 100km diameter coverage area: up to 10 Mbps per gateway everywhere inside this zone.


· Full 40 Mbps capacity tested in flight with 2 moving gateways.


· The terminal mobility has been tested up to 130 km/h (public road limitation) at full 10 Mbps duplex with real-time streaming video.


· All standard IP services has been tested: voice over IP, streaming video, videoconferencing, emails, chat, data transfers … with the smart QoS management enabled to protect the most important flows.


· Jamming resistance: the waveform succeeded in the jamming tests performed by an up-to-date jamming station from the French technology centre, the DGA / CELAr. Despite the higher power, no impact on the bit error rate has been remarked, even at full capacity and/or with a moving terminal.


9.0. Conclusion


The Airborne Communication Node demonstrator demonstrated full 40 Mbps capacity, the smart QoS management and high mobility of the terminals but also interoperability with standard IP civilian communication systems. It shows today the performances of tomorrow’s communication systems and especially its use as an airborne backbone, thanks to its data rate, fully integrated with existing and future IP tactical networks.


The ACN demonstrator shows a real proof of feasibility with a high data rate and ultimate TRANSSEC waveform and is allowing us to imagine more new operational uses in a context of Network Centric Operations.




Figure 7: Trajectory of the airborne node for a trial mission with the position of the 4 gateways
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Figure 8: Operational view of an ACN backbone in a NCO concept 
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ABSTRACT


Mobile ad hoc networks or MANETs are supposed to play an important role in future military communi-
cation. MANETs offer quickly deployable network functionality even when the existing infrastructure is
damaged or unusable. But while offering many advantages, the MANET technologies today are facing new
security threats. These threats arise from the simplicity to eavesdrop on the wireless medium and launch
direct attacks against the routing protocol. A MANET protocol concept that deals with these challenges is
presented in this paper.


1.0 INTRODUCTION


Mobile wireless ad hoc networks (MANETs) have interesting characteristics, both for the civilian and the
military domains. MANETs automatically adapt to the environment and provide reliable communication.
They are self-organising, failure resistant and are able to react on frequent topology changes caused by node
mobility, varying radio conditions or hostile intervention. But the development of MANETs often neglects
two requirements which are crucial for tactical networks: security and multicast. During the first stage of
network and routing protocol design, the focus is mostly on functionality and performance. Security aspects
are usually left for later consideration. This often leads to incomplete or inefficient security solutions.


In some cases, MANET security is delegated as a task for upper layer protocols. But upper layers cannot
protect the routing information and, with the possibility to forge routing messages, an adversary can easily
re-route traffic and drop frames. For this reason it is crucial to have authenticated routing traffic. Also, the
information contained in the management traffic can be used in a passive attack to reconstruct the network
topology and analyse movement and traffic patterns. This is unacceptable in tactical networks, therefore
it is important to hide node identities and traffic flow information from adversaries. Sometimes, simple
mechanisms like pre-shared keys are used to establish a certain level of security, but this approach suffers
from the threat of key compromise.


Multicasting is a communication scheme to efficiently send data from one sender to multiple recipients.
It is widely used in the military domain and the NATO NEC Feasibility Study [1] states that its support is
a design requirement for tactical MANETs. An efficient solution can reduce network load significantly so
that it is particularly valuable for wireless networks with limited available bandwidth.
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In this paper we propose a mechanism that combines


• an efficient multicast multi-hop ad hoc routing protocol,


• a detection mechanism for single foreign hosts and foreign networks that want to join a secured
MANET (Foreigner Detection),


• an anonymous clear-text protocol to authenticate foreign hosts and networks (Anonymous Authenti-
cation)


• a frame encryption scheme that uses a common key to encrypt all MANET traffic, and


• a key management system to dynamically generate and update the common key.


We introduce this concept under the name of SEAMAN, Security-Enabled Anonymous MANET proto-
col. SEAMAN provides a high level of security while benefiting from the advantages of MANETs. The
concept itself does not rely on specific routing or key management protocols. Instead, it describes how
these instances can interact to overcome the existing limitations. Our approach addresses authentication,
confidentiality and anonymity of mobile ad hoc networks. Efficient secure multicast traffic is supported.


2.0 RELATED WORK


Nowadays several different approaches aim to enhance the security aspects of mobile ad hoc networks.
Each approach focuses on a security attribute or a group of attributes that are considered to be the most
relevant ones, e. g. authentication, authorization and confidentiality, depending on the design requirements.


There are some papers that discuss security-enabled MANET multicast protocols or principles for mul-
ticast security in MANETs. A very in-depth discussion of possible attacks on MAODV (Multicast-extended
AODV) routing can be found in [2]. The authors also propose an authentication framework to protect an
MAODV network against these attacks, but the framework is quite specific to MAODV and does not con-
sider confidentiality of routing and data messages. [3] introduces a protocol for secure communication in
multicast groups which is built on top of existing unicast MANET routing protocols. This approach uses a
pair of multicast trees for each multicast group; one for security information and the other for the group’s
data traffic. It takes the authentication process, key establishment and encryption process into account but,
since it does not cover security aspects for the underlying MANET protocol, the solution is not sufficient
for our purposes. Some of the proposed concepts might be applicable for internal confidentiality and might
be regarded in upper layer protocols. In [4], Galera et al. extend their multicast MANET protocol MMARP
with digital signatures using a public key scheme. To avoid the need for a Certification Agency (CA), they
include the public keys of the originator and the sender in every message. To keep attackers from imper-
sonating other nodes, they use Cryptographically Generated Addresses (CGA), but a problem remains that,
in the absence of certificates, either the CGAs or the corresponding public keys still must be authenticated
as trusted network members by an external source. The approach does not include frame encryption or pro-
tection against reconnaissance or replay attacks. The BSMR protocol proposed in [5] shows how to secure
the multicast tree of a tree-based multicast protocol against insider attacks, but the authors do not discuss
external attacks.


There are more sources for security in MANETs that deal with unicast traffic only. To deal with route
anonymity and location privacy, the authors of ANODR [6] propose to use the broadcast with a trapdoor
information concept. ASR [7] describes how to ensure the identity and location privacy of mobile nodes and
secure the discovery of routes. The authors of the MASK paper [8] describe how to achieve node unloca-
bility and untrackability, as well as end-to-end flow untraceability, to provide anonymous communications
in Mobile Ad hoc Networks. A more detailed description of MANET security attributes and an extended
summary of the reviewed security-enabled protocols can be found in [9].


To our knowledge none of the existing protocols simultaneously addresses all the security requirements
for a tactical MANET to a proper extent. It is our goal to fill this gap with a protocol that provides node
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authentication, data integrity and external confidentiality, reduced reconnaissance, node and flow path un-
traceability for efficient multicast transfers in mobile wireless ad hoc networks.


3.0 PROBLEM STATEMENT


We consider an application of mobile ad hoc networks in scenarios with a high demand of confidentiality,
message and network integrity and resilience against external attacks. Tactical military operations, police
and emergency response operations demand such networks. One interesting application is the operation of
multi-robot systems in military and civilian emergency scenarios. Immediate and secure control of robot
motion and attained sensor data can be of crucial importance for operational success.


3.1 Networking aspects


We assume that no more than about 50 participants (a platoon or similarly sized civilian unit) will have a
demand for direct communication with each other in a MANET. Energy-constraints have been taken into
account in the design process but are not of crucial importance for our considerations. It is presumed that
the communication equipment has a power supply that allows for continuous operation during deployment.
This is in contrast to a wireless sensor network, where energy constraints are of utmost importance and
radio operation has to be restricted. Energy consumption for cryptographic calculations is considered to
be of minor importance when compared to the energy consumed by the radio. We nevertheless take into
account that an attacker might want to provoke a power drain by deliberately consuming network and node
resources.


During operation, single participants and groups of participants may join or leave the area of inter-
est. Also, personnel might get separated from the unit or communication equipment might get lost and
compromised. To ensure secrecy, this leads to a number of network operations that must be supported:


Join operation:
A single node joins a secured network. Before the join operation is performed, the node should not
be able to communicate with the secured network.


Leave operation:
A single node leaves a secured network. After leaving, the node should not be able to communicate
with the other nodes.


Eject operation:
A single or multiple nodes are excluded from the secured network, e. g. due to a presumed hostile
take-over. After ejection, the node(s) must not be able to communicate with other nodes in the
network.


Merge operation:
Two secured networks merge to form a new common secured network. The separate networks should
be able to communicate within themselves, but not with each other before the merge. The Join
operation can be considered a special case of a Merge, where one network only consists of a single
node.


Split operation:
The network is split up, e. g. when a group of participants moves out of the area. After the split, the
separate networks should still be able to communicate within themselves, but not with members of
the other network. The Leave operation can be considered a special case of a Split, where one of the
networks only consists of a single node.
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3.2 Security aspects


From a security point of view, it is useful to distinguish between authorised, internal MANET nodes and
unauthorised, external nodes. Internal security protects internal nodes against other internal nodes, while
external security protects internal nodes from external ones. External attacks, especially in military scenar-
ios, are passive reconnaissance attempts with the goal to disclose node identities or traffic flows. Identifica-
tion of conspicuous sources or sinks of information is valuable for an attacker. The protection against such
threats is called external anonymity. Internal confidentiality, authenticity and integrity is often achieved
with pair-wise session keys for every radio link. But the establishment of session keys is expensive. It also
conflicts with the use of effective multicast mechanisms that rely on the broadcast property of the wireless
medium. Another possibility to establish internal security is to use Public Key algorithms in combination
with node certificates. This imposes high processing load to the nodes.


From our point of view it is most important for a MANET protocol to guarantee external anonymity,
confidentiality, authenticity and integrity of all user generated traffic and routing messages. Many aspects
of internal security are better handled in upper layer protocols like IP Security. Nevertheless, it is necessary
to have powerful mechanisms to react on internal threats. In particular it should be possible to exclude
detected internal attackers permanently. For this reason the concept should be combined with an Intrusion
Detection System to identify and report internal security threats and a revocation mechanism to withdraw
access permissions.


A key management system is necessary to administer the encryption keys in a MANET. The key man-
agement system is responsible to ensure that only authorised users get the MANET key (key secrecy). The
system also has to ensure that it is impossible to decrypt messages which were send before a node joined
the MANET (backward secrecy). Additionally, it is responsible to exclude leaving members from future
communication (forward secrecy). An important property of the key management system is the possibility
to eject a node or group of nodes on demand, e. g. by triggering a rekeying operation. Such an ejection is
necessary if a node is captured by an adversary.


The simplest form of key management system is to manually set the key at every MANET node. It
is obvious that this concept is only suitable for static and small groups, as it doesn’t scale well. Both
assumptions are not fulfilled in a MANET. Most key management systems today rely on a dedicated server,
but this approach cannot be used in tactical environments. For tactical MANETs robustness and resilience
against node failure is crucial. Single points of failure have to be avoided by all means. Additionally, the
key management should pay attention to the restricted resources in a MANET and use them efficiently.
Therefore, the key management system should be decentralised, support multicast and be robust against a
large variety of attacks.


In short, a secure MANET should be resistant against replay attacks, cryptanalysis, attacks against the
routing protocol, and denial of service attacks (DoS). It is desirable to protect the nodes’ identities and
their movement pattern against reconnaissance. Additionally, the data flow paths should be hidden from
adversaries to prevent identification of critical nodes.


4.0 PROTOCOL CONCEPT


In this section we propose SEAMAN, a protocol that ensures anonymity and secrecy of all messages against
external adversaries. To achieve this goal several techniques are applied. These techniques are explained in
detail in the following subsections.


4.1 Encryption on Link Layer


Most MANET protocols can only take care of their own management frames to protect the routing itself
from external influence, e. g. by signing and/or encrypting routing messages. They have no influence on the
format and visibility of frames that are sent over the wireless interface. SEAMAN in contrast uses MAC
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layer forwarding. We use the terms routing and forwarding synonymously in this paper. SEAMAN handles
every frame sent over the wireless interface, not only its own management frames and also controls the
information contained in the link layer headers. It uses a dynamic MANET key to encrypt every frame
before delivering it to the wireless interface. In addition, a hashed message authentication code (HMAC)
is appended to the frame. For every transmission in a multi-hop route, the frame content and thus the
encrypted frame changes due to a sequence number contained in the frame header. So, an external attacker
cannot identify a forwarded frame.


Optionally, every frame can be padded with arbitrary data to conceal the original length. Additionally,
random delays between retransmissions and dummy traffic can be introduced to make the reconnaissance
of multi-hop paths even harder. This renders it difficult for an attacker to trace a frame in a multi-hop path.


While frame encryption increases the computational overhead for the message transmission, the latter
options reduce the actual available bandwidth. Application of these techniques is considered a security
trade-off.


4.2 Anonymity on Link Layer


The MANET forwarding protocol used in SEAMAN sends all data frames in broadcast mode, concealing
sender and receiver addresses of the frame. This is done by setting both addresses to the broadcast address
or another reserved address. In fact, the SEAMAN protocol only needs one flag in clear text visible in a
frame to distinguish between MANET key encrypted frames and frames encrypted with a temporary key
that is used during a network merge operation. In general, using a clear text link layer header eases detection
of SEAMAN frames by nodes and thus increases protocol efficiency. Aside from this, depending on the
radio technology used, additional link layer headers can be avoided completely.


In combination with the link layer encryption, a passive attacker has no direct information about sources
or destinations of data streams. Adding data padding, random retransmission delays and dummy traffic
decreases the applicability of traffic flow analysis dramatically with the drawbacks mentioned above.


4.3 Foreigner Detection


Since all traffic in SEAMAN is encrypted on the link layer with a dynamic key, a node that does not know
this MANET key cannot be easily integrated into the MANET. The same situations applies for two networks
using different MANET keys that want to merge. Therefore it is required to detect an approaching node and
contact it for authentication. For this, we introduce the following Foreigner Detection mechanism.


1. If a node A, being a member of MANET A receives a message frame from another node B, it first
checks if it is SEAMAN frame. This is done by comparing the sender link layer address with the
common address used in SEAMAN. This check prevents a reaction on messages sent by foreign
network nodes that do not speak the SEAMAN protocol. In addition, A checks that the Bridge Flag
in the frame is not set. The purpose of the Bridge Flag will be described later.


2. If the message frame is a SEAMAN frame, node A tries to decrypt it by using the MANET key valid
in A. There may be more than one MANET key valid at any moment due to key updates, as will be
discused later.


3. If decryption succeeds, node B belongs to networkA, and the frame content is analysed and handled
as defined by the MANET forwarding protocol. Replay attacks by foreign nodes should be handled
by the MANET forwarding protocol, e. g. by detecting repeated sequence numbers in the decrypted
frames.


4. If decryption fails, the protocol assumes that B is either


(a) a node belonging to another SEAMAN network B, or
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Figure 1: A CA generates a list of Group-identifiable Pseudonyms (GiP) for Node A


(b) a solitary SEAMAN node.


A now tries to authenticate B as described in the following section.


4.4 Anonymous Authentication
Messages sent by a node must not contain any information that allows the identification of the sender or the
sender’s group by unauthenticated nodes. This security policy also applies for unencrypted messages used
to authenticate other nodes.


To fulfil this requirement, we chain two anonymous authentication methods: a perfectly anonymous
authentication using a secret handshake protocol; and an authentication method based on public key cryp-
tography that reveals the identity of a certification authority, but not the node identity itself.


Perfect Pseudonyms: The secret handshake from the MASK protocol [8] uses a Trusted Authority
(TA) to generate lists of pseudonyms for every node using pairing-based cryptography. The pseudonyms do
neither reveal any information about the node itself, nor about the TA that issued them, hence we call them
Perfect Pseudonyms (PP). The PPs can be used to prove the membership in a group defined by the TA to
other nodes that use PPs from the same TA, e. g. based on the same tuple of generating secrets. A node can
have an arbitrarily large number of PPs and should use every pseudonym only once for authentication. But
this poses a new problem: Even though the TA could revoke every single PP for a compromised node, the
number of PPs makes a check against a revocation list impractical.


Group-identifiable Pseudonyms: In addition to the Perfect Pseudonyms, we introduce Group-iden-
tifiable Pseudonyms (GiP). A Certification Authority (CA) generates lists of public-private key pairs and
a single, secret symmetric key for every node. Then, for every key pair, a random padding and a publicly
known value (e.g. a fixed number of digits from π) are combined and encrypted with that symmetric key,
resulting in a pseudo-random ‘blob’. The public key is then appended to that blob and the result is signed
with the secret key of the CA. Now we have a list of CA-signed pseudonyms, each consisting of a blob and
a single public key (figure 1). The signature makes these pseudonyms identifiable with respect to the CA.
But the symmetric key is the only entity which can associate the pseudonyms with a certain node and it is
kept within the CA. When the GiPs for a node should be revoked, the CA publishes the symmetric key that
was used for the encryption of the blob in every single GiP. Now, every node can use that symmetric key to
check received GiPs for validity. Usually, any certificate associated with that node would also be revoked
by that CA. SEAMAN itself does not handle the distribution of revocation lists.
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Figure 2: The authentication sequence between nodes A and B.


It is assumed that every node carries a large stock of both types of pseudonyms which can be used for
authentication. Additionally, every node is equipped with a node certificate which is signed by a trustworthy
authority. The number of pseudonyms should be large enough that repeated authentication is possible—
even against an adversary—without using the same pseudonym twice. This apparently requires mechanisms
to limit the number of authentication attempts per time unit; such a limitation is not part of the protocol
definition, but is strongly advised to be part of a protocol policy.


Authentication Sequence: We now introduce the authentication sequence displayed in Figure 2 and
continue to use the notation from the previous section: NodeA has received an encoded, but undecipherable
frame from node B and decides to react on that frame.


1. Pre-Authentication using Perfect Pseudonyms (PPs): Node A starts a secret handshake with a
not previously used Perfect Pseudonym. Appended to this is a block containing a publicly known
value and random padding, encrypted with the current MANET key. The PP does not reveal any
information about the node’s identity or the node’s group identity (CA). Details about the three-
message handshake sequence can be found in [8]. The appended block prevents other nodes from
network A, which are also able to decode that block, to answer the handshake challenge. B can not
decrypt the block, and this will act as a trigger to answer the challenge. Except for the encrypted
block, the message is clear text, with the sender address made anonymous, and is transmitted via
broadcast since the address of B is still unknown.


2. As a result of the PP handshake, both nodes share a common key that remains unknown to eaves-
droppers. Using this key, they can build a point-to-point communication channel between them that
is pre-authenticated and secured against all other nodes. We call this communication channel a bridge
and the temporary common key of A and B the bridge key. For all frames using that bridge key, the
Bridge Flag is set, so that other nodes will ignore those messages.


But since the PPs cannot easily be revoked, one of the nodes could have been compromised and may
still be able to initiate the bridge. Therefore, we continue with a second authentication step.


3. Authentication using Group-identifiable Pseudonyms (GiPs): Now, node B broadcasts one of its
not previously used Group-identifiable Pseudonyms, GiPi


B , together with a nonce nB . This message
is encrypted using the bridge key.
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4. Node A now checks the validity of the signature attached to GiPi
B using its copy of the CA public


key. A then checks GiPi
B against its revocation list by trying to decrypt the blob and getting the


publicly known value. Then, A extracts the public key Pubi
B from GiPi


B . Node A chooses an
own pseudonym GiPj


A and encrypts the nonce nB using the secret private key Privj
A extracted from


GiPj
A:


VA(nB) = Enc
Privj


A
(nB)


It then generates a nonce nA and sends a message containing GiPj
A, VA(nB), nA to node B.


5. Node B now checks the validity of GiPj
A using the signature, checks the encrypted blob in GiPj


A


against its revocation list and extracts the public key Pubj
A from GiPj


A. It then proves that


Dec
Pubj


A
(VA(nB)) ?= nB .


If this succeeds, B fully trusts A. Node B now calculates


VB(nA) = EncPrivi
B


(nA)


and sends this value to A.
6. When node A receives that message, it can check that


DecPubi
B


(VB(nA)) ?= nA .


If that succeeds, A fully trusts B.


We now have a bridge between two nodes that have checked their general authentication, checked their
group authentication and trust each other.


4.5 Transparent Bridge Usage
When nodes A and B have authenticated each other and the secured communication bridge has been estab-
lished nodes can communicate with each other. But their secret bridge key is not known to their respective
networks A and B. Frames sent over the bridge will be ignored by other nodes since the Bridge Flag is set.
As long as there is no common MANET key, nodes A and B will be responsible to transparently forward
traffic over the bridge:


• For every broadcast message node A receives from network A, it will forward this message twice:
once using the MANET key and once using the bridge key. Node B will then re-broadcast this
message with its MANET key into B. This forwarding explicitly includes management frames from
the MANET routing protocol. The same rule applies for node B forwarding messages in network B
and to node A.
• Unicast messages received byA from a node inAwill be forwarded once according to any forwarding


rules by the MANET routing protocol. If the next hop is B the message will be forwarded to B using
the bridge key. If the next hop is in A the message will be forwarded using the MANET key of A.
Here, too, the same rule applies for node B and network B with respect to node A.
• Depending on the next hops to be reached, multicast messages must be forwarded like unicast or


broadcast messages.


With this transparent bridge, any route discovery mechanisms in the routing protocol will soon integrate
nodes from A and B. We can thus gain a complete connectivity between the two networks even before
a common MANET key is established, which can dramatically increase the network reactivity in case of
topology changes. This approach also works if multiple bridges exist between networks A and B simulta-
neously. In this case the routing protocol can even find better routes between nodes in separate networks
and the load on single bridges can be reduced.


To finally merge the networks A and B, a common MANET key for all nodes has to be established.
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Figure 3: Key management consolidation between two secured networks using a temporary bridge.


4.6 Key Management Consolidation


We assume that the key management protocol used in SEAMAN offers a single Key Management (KM)
node in every network. This node is responsible for key distribution and key updates within the network.
The role of the KM may be taken by any node within the network, and this association can change over
time, e. g. due to topology changes. A solitary node always takes the role of a KM and forms a single-node
network.


When a new node joins a network or two networks merge, one of the two KM nodes involved has to
be informed of the change to initiate a MANET key update on all nodes. Five steps are necessary for key
consolidation (see Figure 3):


1. B sends its own ID (the public part of the certificate) and the ID of its Key Management (KM) node
to A, encrypted using their common bridge key.


2. A sends its own ID and the ID of its KM to B, also encrypted with the bridge key.


3. Both A and B compare the ID of their own KM and that of the foreign KM. The node whose KM
has the lower ID sends a Merge notification message to its own KM. Since the IDs of KMs must be
unique, e. g. based on their IP address, A and B should not continue if both IDs are equal.


W. l. o. g. we assume that the Key Management node KMA of network A has the lower ID. So, A
sends the Merge notification to KMA.


4. KMA will initialise a connection to KMB to inform it of the merge.


5. Then, KMA will distribute a new MANET key to all nodes. The details of this procedure are not in the
scope of SEAMAN. The two KMs may need to authenticate each other during their communication
as a protection against internal attackers, but this is not mandated by SEAMAN.


4.7 MANET Key Update


Whenever a new MANET key is distributed in both networks, all nodes have to switch their link layer
encryption to use the new key. Because the key distribution can take an arbitrary amount of time and
synchronised clocks are not required in the MANET, it is not possible to switch the key on all nodes
simultaneously at a defined point in time. Instead, a transition period of time is allowed between the old
and the new key where both keys are valid. The transition is performed as follows (figure 4):
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Figure 4: Key update sequence on a MANET node.


1. At time t0, nodeX uses a single MANET key k1 for decryption of incoming messages and encryption
of outgoing messages.


2. At time t1, X receives a new MANET key k2 and informs its MANET routing process of this key.
k2 is immediately added to the list of keys valid for decryption.


3. At time t2 = t1 + Θ1, key k2 replaces key k1 as the key used for encryption of outgoing messages.


4. At time t3 = t2 + Θ2, key k1 is removed from the list of keys valid for decryption. From now on,
only k2 is a valid MANET key.


The timeout values Θ1 and Θ2 should be adapted to the maximum time difference expected for propagation
of key updates to a node and its neighbour nodes, but it should be as short as possible to ensure forward and
backward secrecy in the network. This timing can be optimised if the MANET routing protocol supports
neighbourhood discovery. Signalling can then be used to announce the availability of the new key k2 to all
neighbours. A neighbour can decide to use key k2 for encryption as soon as all neighbours announced the
availability of k2. Also, a node can discard the old key k1 as soon as all neighbours use the new key k2 in
their messages. The concept described here can easily be extended to support multiple overlapping keys,
caused by rapid key updates due to node ejection, for example.


4.8 Bridge Decomposition


The bridge between nodes A and B will eventually be decomposed when the common MANET key is
established. This can be detected by any of the bridge heads when it receives a SEAMAN frame from its
counterpart that it can decrypt successfully with the MANET key. Also, the bridge is decomposed when a
link loss between A and B occurs, e. g. signalled by the the routing protocol or by timeout. To decompose
the bridge, a node deletes the bridge key and the trust information associated with the corresponding bridge
head.


5.0 NETWORK OPERATIONS WITH SEAMAN


5.1 Node Join and Network Merging


In SEAMAN the Node Join operation is regarded as a special case of the Network Merge operation with at
least one network having only one node. The network merging process is initiated by the foreigner detection
mechanism and the bridge building. After the establishment of a bridge the networks are connected, but
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the connection is optimised by assigning a common MANET key. This is done in the Key Management
Consolidation and Key Update phases. When the key update is finished the bridge is automatically removed
by the bridge endpoints.


5.2 Node Leave and Network Splitting


The Node Leave operation is a special case of the network splitting operation. A network split does not
need to be detected by the routing protocol. It is automatically triggered when key management tries to
establish a new key due to a re-keying timeout. The network containing the KM detects that some nodes are
not reachable anymore and the new network that does not contain the KM will elect a new KM. The routing
protocol may inform the other nodes and/or the KM that a network part is not reachable anymore. However,
the split operation should not be performed immediately, or else a short break of connectivity would lead to
different keys in the network parts and a new merge operation had to be performed after the reconnect. As
in the merge operation the old key remains valid for a certain time and overlaps with the new keys.


5.3 Node Eject


The Node Eject operation may be triggered from outside the network. It is performed whenever an au-
thorised authority demands the removal of a node from the network. This may occur when a node is
compromised. In this case the certificate of the node is revoked and the symmetric key for the GiPs is
published. This will also trigger the key management to initiate a key update which will exclude the node.
If the node tries to reconnect to the network, it may perform the first step of authorisation with the Perfect
Pseudonyms, but cannot perform the authorisation with the Group-identifiable Pseudonyms. The ejected
node may still be able to listen to the MANET traffic for a small time period when the old and new MANET
keys overlap. Thus the time period for overlapping has to be kept small.


6.0 SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS


The security aspects of our protocol are discussed in this section. The two main aspects of security are the
anonymity of MANET nodes and the encryption of the whole link layer with a dynamic key.


External anonymity is guaranteed in SEAMAN by the use of Perfect Pseudonyms in the authentication
part of the protocol. No identity-related information like MAC addresses or group IDs are sent before
a secured channel has been built up. Traffic obfuscation techniques can be applied to respond to traffic
analysis attempts.


The key management subsystem establishes and maintains a common MANET key even if members
join or leave the MANET. All data leaving a MANET node is encrypted with the MANET key, including
the complete routing management traffic. Authenticity and integrity is ensured by the HMAC appended to
every message. The MANET key is changed every time a member joins or leaves the MANET, so forward
secrecy as well as backward secrecy is weakly guaranteed, barring the transition time for node updates. In
contrast to static pre-shared keys, the SEAMAN MANET key is dynamic.


There is an effective mechanism in SEAMAN to react even on internal security threats. An internal
attacker tries to be indistinguishable from an legitimate participant. For this reason an internal attacker
is able to do everything a legal user is allowed to until it is exposed. In particular it is possible to reveal
all identities and listen to the MANET traffic of other nodes. This caveat can only be removed by the
introduction of session keys for every possible pairing of nodes. From our point of view this solution
imposes too much load and management overhead to the MANET, especially in tactical environments. It
also makes efficient multicast impossible. Detection of internal attackers can be provided by an Intrusion
Detection System in an automated way. The reaction of SEAMAN on an internal attacker is to publish the
compromised node’s symmetric key, revoke its certificate and update the MANET key. Now it is impossible
for an internal attacker or a compromised node to reveal the identities of other nodes. It can still successfully
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pass the Perfect Pseudonym challenge, but it can only reveal the identity of the CA that was used for GiP
signing which was most probably already known to the attacker. Also the adversary is permanently excluded
from future MANET communication.


SEAMAN offers external anonymity, confidentiality, authenticity and integrity of both user traffic and
routing messages, while providing effective mechanisms against internal attackers.


7.0 REALISATION


The protocol concept described in the above sections can be realised as a combination of the existing
protocols WNet [10], MIKE [11] and MASK [8] with some minor enhancements. While WNet enables
proactive routing within the network, MIKE provides a mechanism which allows to dynamically change the
MANET group key and MASK includes the mechanism to perform perfectly anonymous authentication.


The WNet framework enables efficient uni- and multicast communication. It proactively determines the
network topology based on HELLO and Topology Control (TC) messages, similar to the OLSR MANET
protocol. Routing itself is performed using the Dijkstra algorithm with a link quality metric. Therefore the
protocol is able to quickly adapt to the latest network topology changes. Applying a common MANET key
to WNet nodes ensures that only nodes with the same key are able to communicate with each other. An
enhanced WNet variant supporting transparent bridges could automatically merge two network topologies
as soon as the bridge would be established.


We decided to choose MIKE as the key management protocol because the key establishment algorithm
is resilient against various kinds of network failures. Significant transmission capacity is saved by the
utilisation of multicast. The common key established by MIKE is not bound to a specific use and can
therefore be used for link layer encryption. After the common MANET key is established by MIKE, it is
used by WNet for symmetric encryption of all MANET traffic.


8.0 CONCLUSION


Our SEAMAN protocol concept addresses the aspects and challenges mentioned. We propose to combine
a MANET routing protocol with a key management system to establish secure routing. The MANET key
supplied by the key management system is used to encrypt all traffic within the network. The main challenge
is to dynamically react to network operations like Merge and Split. Once two separate MANETs get into
radio range of each other, a temporary bridge between these two networks is built up, ensuring anonymity
and authenticity of the peers. The key management system then distributes a new MANET key in both
interconnected networks. The two networks are merged by establishing the MANET key at every node.
Overlapping key schedules provide connectivity without interruption.


Our concept evades the chicken-and-egg problem of secure routing: On the one hand it is not safe to
deliver a secret key over an unsecured network. On the other hand, if the network is encrypted, a new
node cannot take part in routing and therefore is not capable to receive the secret key in a secure way. By
introducing a temporary anonymous and authenticated connection the conflict can be solved.
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Thank you, Mr. ...



Welcome, (Ladies and) Gentlemen ...

Thank you for coming to my talk.





----

(overview)
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Problem Statement (1/2) - Scenarios

		Tactical military operations

		Police and emergency response operations

		Multi-robot systems in military and civilian emergency scenarios



Communication

of foot soldiers

Command post

network

Communication

within group of

vehicles

Data exchange in

 multi-robot system

 or sensor network

Source: DRDC Valcartier, Canada
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Problem Statement (2/2)

		Requirements

		Data transmission over wireless medium (radio)

		No infrastructure available

		Fast deployment

		Self-configuring

		”Self-healing”



		Assumptions

		Mobile Ad hoc Network

		Platoon size (approx. 50 participants)

		Continuous operation during deployment (sufficient power supply)
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Security Requirements

Our concern: External (non-authenticated) eavesdroppers/attackers!



		High confidentiality

		Secrecy of message contents

		Anonymity of node identities

		Message and Network integrity

		of payload data

		of network management data

		Resilience against various attacks

		General reconnaissance

		Identification of conspicuous nodes

		Replay attacks
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SEAMAN Concept

Security Enabled Anonymous MANET Protocol

=

Full External Anonymity

+

Link Layer Encryption and Integrity

+

Efficient Multicast MANET Routing

+

Distributed Key Management
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Network Topology Operations

		Node Join









		Node Leave











		Forced Node Eject



		Group Merge









		Group Split
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Group Merge / Node Join
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Authentication Sequence

		Anonymous Authentication using

		Perfect Pseudonyms and

		Group-identifiable Pseudonyms



		Result:

		Temporary Bridge Key

		Used until common MANET key established
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Group-identifiable Pseudonyms

		Node identity hidden

		Public keys signed by Certification Authority (CA)

		Pseudonym revocation by publication of Sym(A) 
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Generation of GiPs
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Key Management Consolidation
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Key Management Consolidation
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Key Management Consolidation
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Key Management Consolidation
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Key Management Consolidation
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Key Update Sequence
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Key Update Sequence
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Key Update Sequence
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Key Update Sequence
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Other Network Topology Operations

		Group Split / Node Leave

		Through automatic Key Update







		Forced Node Eject

		Goal: exclude compromised nodes

		Revoke GiP Symmetric Key

		Update MANET Key
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Conclusion and Future Work

		Conclusion

		SEAMAN Framework for mobile ad hoc network security 

		Against external attackers in mission-critical MANETs

		Secrecy, Integrity, Anonymity



		Future Work

		Implementation

		WNet for MANET Routing

		MIKE for Key Management

		MASK for Anonymous Authentication

		Tests in simulation and testbed

		Integration of Intrusion Detection System
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Challenges of Instant Messaging in Tactical Environments

 – 

Concepts and Practical Implementation 





Jens Tölle, Phillip Steinmetz, Tobias Ginzler



FGAN –       



Germany 
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Overview



		Why chat?



		The tactical environment



		Caveats of existing solutions



		Solutions concepts





The first question I want to answer is why do we use chat and why do we need chat



Then I want to say a few words about the tactical environment we suited our chat program for



The caveats of existing solutions are analysed and solution concepts are shown

*
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Why chat?

"Users said that chat was easier than other

communication systems", U.S. marine corps

"Chat revolutionized coordination between warfare commanders 

and their assigned forces.", CDR Jara, 3rd fleet, U.S. navy

"Chat has clearly become a central pillar in

	modern command and control", SPAWAR



So why do we need chat? Here are some voices from the United States Navy which use chat already.

*
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Why chat?

Faster and easier to use than e-mail



Low resource consumption compared to voice transmission



Less intrusive than a phone call



Simultaneous communication with multiple members





Possible Risks of chat

	Distraction, security, user behaviour
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Tactical environment

Differences of tactical environments to civil chat usage

Communication 

	wireless, disruptable, high bit error rate, low throughput, high delay…



Behaviour

	mobile, radio silence, compromise threat



Administrative

	hierarchical ordered, functional groups



Existing solutions do not respect these facts!
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The tactical environment – Servers unwanted

Past:

Client-Server messaging

architecture e.g. OSCAR, IRC



Present:



IM-System with peer- to-peer chat

and presence server e.g. XMPP

alias Jabber



Future:



Fully decentralised instant

messaging



































































Peer

-

to

-

Peer Instant Messaging

















Instant Messenger

Presence Service

Instant Message
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Tactical environment – tactical task group



Ad-hoc connectivity

Mayer

Santo

Smith

mobile chat communication device





Smith

Mayer

Santo

Peters

Callag

Hernandez

Smith

Mayer

Santo

Peters
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Tactical environment – tactical task group

Distraction of the task members has to be kept minimal.

Minimize user interaction with chat devices:



		Group formation/splitting by moving into/out of radio range

		All members are in the same chat group

		One message goes to all squad members

		Quick joining and leaving of groups





Simple scenario  more sophisticated group management for more complex scenarios
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Caveats of existing solutions

No roaming support

Server crash affects all its clients



		XMPP for fixed, strategic networks with secure servers



		Tactical chat protocol:



Serverless, distributed chat protocol
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Solution concepts – Connectivity to existing systems

XMPP is the de-facto-standard military chat protocol

Contract signed: 283,000+ at the U.S. Marine Corps

		Changing the protocol would break existing clients

		XMPP not well prepared for tactical environment





 Use the best of both worlds!

Interconnect tactical chat program with XMPP
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Solution concepts – XMPP gateway

	XMPP					Tactical chat

	

services (reconnaissance, technicians,…) 	

persons (task commander)  			

						 chat channel to group representative

						 chat channel to whole group 

Gateway:		Filtering, Mapping, Policy enforcement



Staff, technical support, reconnaissance, XMPP server



Gateway
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Solution concepts – Security considerations



XMPP: 	No end-to-end security out

		of the box



only server-to-server encryption



Compromised servers 



		read all passing messages 

		distribute bogus messages
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„Squad, gather and report.“





decrypt



process



re-encrypt
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Solution concepts – Security considerations

End-to-End encryption according to XEP-116 (XMPP Extension)



OK for 1-to-1 chat but not for group chat:



		 too many messages

		 no multicast possible

		 pointless: encryption of same data with different keys
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„Squad, gather and report.“



forwarding only





„Squad, gather and report.“





„Squad, gather and report.“





„Squad, gather and report.“
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Solution concepts – Security considerations

Group key establishment and group security



		 One key for all chat members





		 Effective multicast possible



		 Fast rekeying







Dedicated protocol:



e.g. MIKE (Multicast Internet Key Exchange Protocol)
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Security considerations

Usage guidelines



		 Only non-anonymous usage allowed



		 Authentication of messages by personal certificates



certificates include e.g. name, rank…



		 Establish clear policy guidelines and a "netiquette"



		 Non-repudiation: Signed, encrypted chat log



	only an escrow instance is able to decrypt it
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Solution concepts – Robust Communication

Conventional chat protocols rely on TCP/IP

TCP is not suitable for wireless links: high delay, timeouts, low throughput, …

UDP is less affected but:	UDP does not guarantee delivery



Solution: 



Multicast Negative ACK mechanism (NACK)

Last message has to be manually confirmed: "Over and out“
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Implementation

Java 2ME chat application:

CIMTE Chat and Instant Messaging for Tactical Environment



Runs on handheld, Linux, Windows, …
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Summary

Chat is essential for command and control



The tactical environment demands a robust and easy-to-use solution



Existing solutions are focused on stationary, large-scale deployments



Concepts for serverless design, security and administration
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Comments and questions?

Thank you for your interest!

Tobias Ginzler, FGAN

Dep. FKIE/KOM

ginzler@fgan.de

+49 2289435 715
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My roles:

I am Chief of a staff branch that deals with communications, identification and navigation systems.  Relationship with nations is through three sub-committees of the NATO Consultation Command control board.  Whilst our work is underpinned by some central funding much progress relies on the voluntary contributions from nations. 
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Outline

		NATO  Environment



		Communications environment



		Communications interoperability:

		TACOMS

		SCIP

		Secure IP

		Wireless

		SDR

		SMC



		Conclusions
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I will cover some of the main drivers of where we are going derived from the military and communications environments.  I will then talk you through the major initiatives aimed at improving communications interoperability.  
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Political Context

		Alliance of 26 sovereign nations

		Relationship with:

		+ invited and MAP members 

		23 Partner nations

		7 Mediterranean Dialogue nations

		6 Istanbul Cooperation Initiative

		Special relationships with Ukraine and Russia

		Plus many bilateral relationships outside these nations

		Primary role is Collective Defence (Article V)

		But nearly all operations are “non-Article V”:

		Balkans

		Afghanistan

		Pakistan
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Over the last decade and half NATO itself has changed significantly.  Our membership has nearly doubled, bringing in many states from the former Warsaw Pact.  As you will be aware 2 more nations will join us in the coming year.



NATO is forging relationships with many non-NATO countries through PfP, MD and ICI, as well as one on one relationships with countries outside these groups.



NATO is not just a military alliance but seems to have a growing political role in trying to engender stability not only on its boundaries but also further a field.
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Military Context

3-Apr-08

		Expeditionary operations - Out of Area

		Multinational and multi-agency

		Coalition of NATO and non-NATO nations

		High multinational mix and fine level of granularity

		Non-military organisations and elements play a key part

		Broad spectrum of conflict

		Humanitarian

		Peace keeping

		Peace making

		etc … often at the same time in the same Theatre of Operations

		Driving need for agility, flexibility and mobility



*



Whilst the element of collective defence is still the basis of the NATO Treaty NATO’s main activities are focussed on stability of areas that could threaten our member states.  The main effort is centred on expeditionary operations.



Our main threats are instability on our borders and terrorism.  This is a particularly difficult threat to deal with,  all the more difficult due to its stateless and translational nature and the potency of weapons of mass destruction.  



NATO and non-NATO nations are finding themselves operating across the full spectrum of conflict, often at the same time within an individual theatre of operations.



Operational forces now find themselves having to employ a diverse range of skills to deal with this more diverse spectrum of conflict.  



Interaction is not just with the military but also other security organisations, other government organisations and non-governmental ones.  



This leads to more complex relationships and an environment that is challenging for information and infrastructure security.



New tactics and less conventional means of operation are needed.  



Our forces find themselves stretched over enormous geographic areas for the troop numbers involved.  Added to this operations are now being conducted well outside the areas expected for collective defence.
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Size of ISAF Area
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Kabul





*

		This slide gives you a good impression of the scale of the geographical challenge.  Afghanistan is about 650.000 square km, bigger then FR, BE, LU and NL together. 

		Afghanistan is an operational as well as a logistic challenge.
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Operational Change
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2002

Bosnia

Kosovo



OAE

CJTF

Concept

2008

Bosnia

1996

Rise in range and complexity of NATO Mission

Need for Integrated Capabilities



OAE

Kosovo

Afghanistan

Baltic &

Slovenian

Air policing

Humanitarian

Relief

CJTF

Concept

/NRF FOC

Iraq

Africa

Balkan 

NHQ 

Defence 

Reform 

S&R

19 non-NATO nations

1989

Irregular and conventional

Stability and Reconstruction

Expeditionary and Global

 . . . continuously evolving environment . . . ?

Transnational and National

Cold War

*















Predictable Adversary

Static, Territorial Defense

Conventional Warfare



*

This slide illustrates the rise in range and complexity of NATO missions, and the points made in the previous slides.  A key point is that we do not know how this will evolve, we are in an unpredictable environment.
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Transformational Objective Areas 

NNEC



*
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It was recognised that changes needed to be made.  

The Strategic Commands have been slimmed down dramatically with operational command focussed on Mons and the original SACLANT now has the role of transforming NATO, at least from a military perspective.



NATO’s strategic vision developed by ACT is built upon the effects based approach.  This recognises that success is not only achieved in the military domain but also political, diplomatic, cognitive, economic etc domains.



ACT’s vision identifies seven key lines of development or transformational objective areas.



An underpinning parts of these 5 of these areas are information superiority and NATO Network Enabled Capability (NNEC).



As NNEC is a major driver for tactical communications I will dwell on this for a few minutes.
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Definition NNEC





Military Committee endorsed and NAC approved definition

“The NATO Network Enabled Capability (NNEC) is the Alliance’s cognitive and technical ability to federate the various components of the operational environment from the strategic level (including NATO HQ) down to the tactical level, through a networking and information infrastructure” 

3-Apr-08

*





This is an agreed definition for NNEC.
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NCW / NEC / NNEC

		Tenets:

		Robustly networked forces

		Information sharing

		Shared understanding

		Improved effectiveness

		Networking of sensors, command and control nodes and effectors

		This requires a Networking and Information Infrastructure
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Much has been written on NNEC, particularly a comprehensive study sponsored by 12 nations and conducted by the NC3A.  Various benefits models and tenets have been presented. 

 

Here I have pulled out the four very simple tenets that originated in Network Centric Warfare thinking.  It is based on the operational benefit of developing a shared understanding which itself can only be developed if information is shared and in an environment with a coherent doctrine an dtraining.  Underpinning all this is the need for robustly networked forces.  At the multinational level this requires interoperability between national forces, and between national and NATO forces.



The robust networking is between elements that provide information, and elements that need information and orders.  Simply put these are the sensors, effectors and C2 nodes.  I use the term effectors as we include non-lethal capabilities such as psychological, humanitarian or diplomatic measures.



The structure required to support this robust networking has been termed the Networking and Information Infrastructure (NII).
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NII

		Users & Missions Human / cognitive domain 

		Community of Interest  specific business areas

		Information Integration  general information services

		Information assurance and Service Management and Control cover all layers



		Progressively developed following NNEC Maturity Model
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Service Management & Control

Information Assurance

Users & Missions

Community of Interest

Information Integration

Communications



This simple model is often used to explain the layered structure of the NII.  The users and business processes associated with their missions is shown in the top (blue) layer.  This draws on services provided by the lower layers.  The Community of interest layer provides services focused on specific business activities such as intelligence gathering and logistic support.  



Applications in this area follow the required business logic of the specific community of interest, follow a common ontology and follow a service oriented approach.  



Below this are core enterprise services that support many of the COI services and also the users directly; examples are discovery, messaging, collaboration services.



Clearly these layers need the basic communications services, which we will expand on.  The pillars either side intended to represent security and management which applies to all service layers.  As I am sure you will appreciate both need to be considered from the beginning and not tacked on at the end.
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NII
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I use this slide to describe what we mean by the NII.  Starting with the physical level we are dealing with the networking of combat, combat support and service elements at the tactical, operational and strategic level.  I would emphasise that nearly all the sensors and effectors are provided by the nations;  numerically they also provide most of the command and control nodes.  



As this is a multinational force these contributions come from different nations.  Ideally the CIS supporting a multinational force structure should not be degraded because it has to cross national boundaries; i.e. we want interoperability between nations to the same level as within a nation.
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NII – User Layer

3-Apr-08
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From the user’s perspective these physical components are military capabilities, but also important are the many non-military components that have a part to play on modern operations.  What the diagram does not show is that many of the forward elements could be operating on the move, this of course places particular demand on communications, especially if there is no indigenous telecommunications infrastructure.
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NII - COI
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Here we focus on those services designed to support specific military functions such as fire support, intelligence, logistics etc.  Not only will this require service and data interoperability but also the business processes and logic they support should be compatible.  Therefore there is a close link with doctrine and training associated with these specific areas.



The C3 in the middle adds the consultation part to the standard command and control functions.  It must be remembered that we work in an alliance where political consensus is an element that needs to be accommodated.
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NII – core services
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Drilling down the service layers we would expect the basic core services to be pervasive, and also secure.  As with the other services these will flow across national boundaries, and indeed across military civil boundaries.
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Underpinning all this is the need for a communications infrastructure.  Not only do the nationally provided components need to interoperate but the nations and NATO need to be wiling to interconnect them.  This requires a certain degree of trust built the knowledge that each nations is protecting its networks to a level required for the whole network.



To achieve the interoperability not only requires the identification of common standards but also they need to be implemented in the right places by nations on timescales that align with each other.  From this we can identify service interoperability points that need to be presented by each nation to each other.  NATO cannot mandate that nations implement these SIoPs but I would argue that there is a mutual obligation to support each other.  Nations that do not implement the appropriate SIoPs and standards effectively become a burden on the others, particularly their next level of command upwards.
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Characteristics of Environment

		Mobility:

		Static at strategic level

		Deployable at operational  level

		Mobile at tactical level

		Users:

		Joint

		Multinational

		Multi-agency

		But much of the capability still needs to be secure

		Nature of operations:

		Difficult to predict requirement  threat

		Flexibility and adaptability

		Highly dispersed
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From this analysis it is no surprise that the communications systems need to deal the characteristics listed here.  A key theme is the difficulty in predicting what is needed.
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Communications Interoperability

		Key multinational initiatives:

		TACOMS (Post 2000)

		Secure Communications Interoperability Protocol (SCIP)

		Waveform development

		Exploitation of Software Defined Radio

		Service Management and Control



		But also note:

		Large installed base of national systems already, not easily changed

		Already have many standards:

		Continually being updated

		Need fewer options
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*

Having said this there are a range of initiatives underway that will enhance interoperability.



Standardisation remains an important route to achieve interoperability.  However a challenge is that we are not short of standards, many have been written over the last several decades.  We need to reduce to a small set of capable ones,  this does mean we need some new ones and we need to get rid of the old.  The other point is that we are not starting with a green field, there is already a large installed base of communications capability, built to different standards – particularly in the case of military radio systems.
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TACOMS BACKGROUND

TACOMS Vision: 

“Robust, highly available federated network based on interconnectivity via converged, high-speed IP interoperability points that support any application and multiple simultaneous classification levels” 

Networking interoperability needed to support information sharing in support of Net-Centric Operations (national NII component)

Memorandum of Understanding  for 15 nation project
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I will start with the TACOMS programme. We will receive 8 standards from a 13 nation multinational initiative to permit the interconnection of land tactical communications networks.  These are being considered by the 26 NATO nations, and we will need their consensus to submit these standards for ratification. 



This project has now also moved into a second phase with the support of 15 nations, including two of our partner nations.  I will cover some new details.
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TACOMS Federated Network

		Network Elements (NE):

		Owned/operated by Nation “TACOMS Shell” is implemented

		Interoperability Points (IOP)

		To connect National NEs

		External Network Access Points  (ENAP)

		To connect non-TACOMS networks

		Legacy

		Strategic

		Public
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Network
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The construct behind TACOMS is the interconnection of network elements from the nations through interoperability points.  These network elements may be wide area sub-systems (as they are called) or local area sub-systems which serve local area elements such as headquarters.  The standards for the IoPs are common, but the internal standards used by the nations may be different. This is a simple but important model where we are only prescribing external interfaces and not the internal design of a national system.  Note that the inter-working between national and TACOMS is a national responsibility. 
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Technology Independence





Data: IPv4

Voice: ISDN
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Voice: IPv6/SIP
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This is shown here.  TACOMS effectively provides a wrapper around the national systems, designed to ensure that nations present the same interfaces to each other.  The TACOMS interface is based on IP v 4 – probably the most common denominator between the nations.  I would note that only a few nations have declared concrete plans to migrate to IP v 6.
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SCOPE OF TACOMS

Converged IP interface

 Supports Service

      Oriented Architecture

 Standard naming,   

      addressing

      and numbering plan

 Battlefield Directory

 Network management

 Security

 QoS

 Mobility (in the future)

 User applications out of scope - applications can employ 

      TACOMS network Service Level  Specifications (SLS)
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Whilst it is tempting to focus on the protocols at the actual interface there are more global aspects that are critical:  naming, addressing, directory services, call control, management, security, QoS etc which need to be and are addressed.     Note that TACOMS is mainly dealing with the lower 4 layers of the OSI model; also it does not deal with waveforms – we will come to these later.  
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TACOMS – Key Points

		Based on CoTS protocols, but

		Use mature protocols rather than leading edge

		Configuration used needs to support mobility, and

		Provide means of dealing with connection oriented traffic

		Therefore the way CoTS is used is important

		Built around the concept of a “Protected Core Network” IP network using:

		SCIP and IP encryption for information confidentiality

		But the protection of the network infrastructure is also important:

		Protection levels need to be specified to ensure integrity of federation of networks i.e. the NII









This slide draws out the key points for TACOMS.  It based on mature rather than leading edge protocols; we need to support network element mobility and also provide connection oriented traffic across IP – a connectionless network layer.  So it is not just the use of CoTs but how the elements are used in combination.  A key issue that emerged during the TACOMS work is the need to protect the communications infrastructure as well as the information.



This idea is captured in the following slides that develop the idea of the Protected Core Network.  
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Protected Core Networking
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With the PCN we are converging different information classifications levels onto a common communications infrastructure avoiding the need to have separate networks for, for example, classified and unclassified networks.



The key ideas behind the PCN is that the information is encrypted before it reaches the network core, and the network core itself is protected by enforcement functions, shown as “E” here.  This enforcement function includes security boundary protection, enforcement of traffic admission, intruder detection etc.



For the information confidentiality we need encryption capabilities that need to interoperate.  
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IP Encryption
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This slide shows the basic idea behind NINE, which stands for NII IP Network Encryption.  The diagram shows the interfaces being considered for standardisation.  We have a Task Force considering two national proposals for an IP security specifications.  
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SCIP

(4578)

National Tactical

NATO DCM

NGCS

NDN

NSP2K

SCIP terminal

NGCS/NDN Voice Gateway

GSM, PMR, PSTN...

SCIP terminal



The other security related initiative is SCIP which stands for Secure Communications Interoperability Protocols which support end to end security.  These protocols have been defined based on a national contribution, and considerations of NATO and 15 nations.



The protocols are designed to operate over a range of networks, including POTS, ISDN, GSM and also can be extended to IP.



So far we have dealt with the wide area network environment where the supported elements operate at the halt – typically large headquarters.  



Now I would like to turn our attention to the mobile environment where we need a range of wireless standards to support interoperability.
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Existing Waveforms
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*



This shows the NII from a wireless perspective.  We use different parts of the spectrum balancing the competing demands of propagation range capacity.  The key resource here is the spectrum, a valuable asset for both military and civil organisations.



Again interoperability between nations is the key to providing a communications infrastructure to support NNEC.  This may be between radio networks and between individual platforms.  Over the last few years, or decades, interoperability has developed further in the maritime and air domains than the land domain.  This is due to a range of factors, not least of which is the need for platform to platform interoperability has always been strong in these domains.  The demand for interoperability between mobile land forces in past was not as strong, but the nature of current operations presents quite a different picture.  



As a result we are putting emphasis on land tactical waveforms that can provide interoperability in the VHF and UHF parts of the spectrum.
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BLOS MITFref



ELOS AITFref



LOS LITFref



LOS LITFref



ELOS LITFref



BLOS LITFref



SATCOM LITFref



LOS LITFref



ELOS LITFref

ELOS LITFref
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Wide band waveform (WBWF)

Narrow band waveform (NBWF)



This picture comes from the operational and systems architecture document developed to help define the requirements and solutions needed for new waveforms.  



In the forward areas nations tend to use narrow band waveforms operating in the VHF part of the spectrum; however many of these national radios use a unique waveform and do not interoperate – certainly not in secure modes.  There is a large installed base of national radios which must be a factor in considering the overall wireless architecture.  I will come to this.



I also show a place for a wideband waveform providing a tactical internet like backbone.  Some nations have already introduced high data rate or wideband systems, but we are still in the early stages.  We also need a standard in this area, which like many other standards requires an offer from a nation or number of nations.



For the next few slides I will focus on the narrowband waveform.
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NBWF Requirements
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RBCI



Here I show a multinational force, a brigade, with contributions from two nations (A and B) and the need to network with maritime and air components of nations D and C respectively.  The diagram shows interoperability points between nations where we need a common waveform.  Ideally the common waveform should be used throughout the nations, but we must recognise that nations also have their own waveforms providing internal communications.   This means that some platform will need the NATO and national waveform, either realised on different radios or on the same radio e.g. an SDR.



A key capability we want to add is RBCI – Radio Based Combat Identification.  If we are investing in proliferating a common waveform throughout national forces we can also use such a capability to improve the combat identification problem.
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NBWF

		Basic Requirements:

		Secure voice and data communications

		Radio Based Combat Identification (RBCI)

		Basic networking capability

		Spectrally efficient

		Initially a non-EPM version, then EPM

		Basis of solution:

		Contributors: CAN, DEU, NLD, NOR, NC3A

		Physical layer based on CPM and QAM modulation options

		Time based media access layer

		Basic routing protocols

		Overall waveform architecture
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Physical Layer

Media Access Layer

Network Layer

On air encryption



Here I have listed the basic requirements of the waveform and the nature of the solution.  



A key point is that we are relying on the input of several nations, and have recently brought the NC3A in not only because of their network architecture work but also to tackle issues such as the overall waveform architecture, assembly of the contributions from the nations and they need to consider security and management aspects.



A key area linked to wireless interoperability and waveform definition is the use and exploitation of software defined radio technology, which I will now address.
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NATO’s SDR Interest (1)

		NATO’s intent is to exploit SDR technology to improve the processes that leads to interoperability





		Several initiatives running:

		SDR activities in many nations (12 reported)

		SDR User’s Group

		NIAG SDR study

		RTO technical work

		NC3A Experimental and NC3 PoWs
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NATO’s interest in software defined radio is to explore whether this technology can help in achieving wireless interoperability.  Whilst you still need to define common waveforms the technology can, I would argue, help in the definition and specification process, and also lower the barriers to implementation.  A wireless standard is all well and good, but it must implemented to be of value.  SDR offers the potential to reuse software, although we seem to be some way from just downloading the latest waveform and executing it.



There are several initiatives running that are improving our knowledge of SDR and the impact it could have.  As well as many national SDR activities at government and industry level, there are several collective activities that I will briefly cover.  You will also get some more detail in subsequent briefings.
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NATO’s SDR Interest (2)

		SDR UG - objectives:

		Share SDR knowledge and experience

		Develop framework for sharing of common waveforms

		Provide, or establish a process to provide, a collective position on the evolution of the SCA standard

		Explore willingness and mechanisms for collaborative development of SDR hardware and/ or software

		NIAG Study:

		To determine possible business models for SDR

		To study if and how these business models could help the interoperability issue

		16 industries, 10 nations
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We formed a NATO SDR Users’ Group, which has 4 objectives:

Share knowledge and experience of national and multinational SDR and SCA developments.

Develop framework for sharing of common waveforms and other common components identified by the SDR UG.

Provide, or establish a process to provide, a collective position on the evolution of the SCA standard to the appropriate standardisation body

Explore willingness and mechanisms for collaborative development of SDR hardware and/ or software



The framework now in second version and will be updated as a result of the NIAG study output.  Some of the ideas in this framework are covered in a subsequent slide.



NIAG study will make an important contribution to the development of a framework.  We are very pleased with industry’s interest in NIAG study. 16 industries across 10 nations.  The development of this report is also notable in the level of collaboration and sharing of ideas needed to write it.  A very desirable outcome for NATO would be the widespread availability of implementations of the essential NATO waveforms.
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NATO’s SDR Interest (3)

		RTO:

		Exploration and demonstration of portability and interoperability

		Based on HF waveform

		NC3A:

		Explore development of waveform library – some HF parts available

		Facilitate multinational collaboration of narrow band waveform

		Develop and maintain overall network architecture picture
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I won’t dwell on your (RTO) SDR activities as this will be covered later.



The NC3A have started to build up some waveform software from the so called HF house, and will continue to do this under C3 funding.  This will also be covered later by the NC3A.



The NC3A are also active in helping nations define a new waveform for the land environment – essential if we are to improve communications interoperability.  We are also examining the addition of radio based combat identification to this waveform.  The waveform definition work is highly collaborative.  Not only are the technical details being shared but also the process has started to share software prototypes of the parts of the overall waveform.
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Categories of Waveform Software

*
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Modelling & 

Simulation code

Prototype waveform  

component software 

Base waveform

Generic software

Target waveform 

Software

Optimised

GPP, DSP, 

FPGA code

Waveform definition

Waveform reference

Waveform implementation



















A key discussion in the SDR UG and NIAG Study centres on SDR waveform software.  Here I am suggesting that are several categories of waveform software depending on where you are in the implementation process.



On the left we (nations and NATO) are using software intensive tools, modelling and simulation to help define new waveforms – the NBWF being the main one in consideration at the moment.  As you have heard the components of the waveform are coming from different sources, these need to assembled and the complete waveform tested to see if the overall design does what we want it to.  



The outcome of this would not only be a waveform specification but also software that represents an implemented example of the specification.  This helps overcome ambiguity often found with complex written specifications and could form the basis of a so called base waveform and potentially a reference point for testing the standard, this is something I intend to investigate.  



Industry also see the base waveform software as generic software that, with some transformation, could be ported onto target waveform platforms.   I suspect that we may see different versions of base waveform software depending on use and varying gin terms of quality and performance.
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SDR  Sharing Issues

		Security:

		Waveform contains security mechanisms

		Need to trust the source

		Whole waveform or SDR is a security device

		Certification and accreditation

		Management:

		Flexibility brings configuration management challenges

		Incentive to upgrade

		IPR:

		If it is worth having it is worth something!
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There are several issues associated with the sharing of software: security management and intellectual property rights being key ones.
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Service Management & Control

		NNEC study recommended development of SMC policy

		Dealing with a federation of CIS systems provided and owned by nations and NATO

		This will require Service Level Management relationships between these entities

		Services include:

		Communications and information services

		Supporting services such as provision of communications information:

		Keys

		Frequencies

		Addresses etc
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Nation A

Nation B

Nation C

NATO



I would like to finish by coming back to the NII as a whole.  We are talking about a federation of capabilities provided by nations and NATO.  Whilst nations will, I am sure, wish to retain control of their own assets there are certain aspects that will need to be managed collectively.  We are in an environment where the owners of CIS capabilities are not lonely providing services to themselves but also to each other – this is the underlying purpose of NNEC and an NII.  This will need agreements between nations based on the ideas of service level management that fit into the overall communications plan.



In addition there are resources that are shared by their nature or by have to be by design: e.g. frequencies, addresses, security information etc
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Conclusions

		Whilst there are technical challenges, many are political and organisational



		The implementation of interoperable communications solutions is of collective rather than individual benefit



		We are progressing well in defining a set of standards for the tactical wide area networks



		The land wireless environment is quite a challenge, and is being tackled on several levels at once





I have taken you through several involved initiatives that aim to improve communications interoperability.  Setting the standards is one part of the challenge, persuading nations to implement them even more so.  The nature of current operations clearly shows that no nation is an island acting on its own and it is to their collective benefit to inter-work at all levels: communications to business process and doctrine.  The land wireless environment is perhaps the long pole in the tent where we are not focussing on the standards setting part of the process but also exploring ways that implementation can be made easier- i.e. lower the barriers to achieving communications interoperability.
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		 Purpose is to minimize/reduce communications problems in the urban environment by examining current systems capabilities, their integration with programs of record that are in development, and advanced technologies to resolve communications issues without the costs, time and effort of initiating new programs



		 Part of a series of technical assessments conducted by the United States Joint Forces Command’s (USJFCOM) Joint Urban Operations Office (JUOO)





- Augments the JUO Joint Integrating Concept (JIC) and its associated Capabilities Based Assessment (CBA) by identifying communications limitations to be mitigated in order to successfully support urban operations in the 2015-2027 timeframe



- Reflects interoperability capabilities included in the NATO Allied Command Transformation Combined Joint Urban Operations Concept

Assessment Purpose



This document is part of the Joint Urban Operations Science and Technology (S&T) Roadmap.  The JUO S&T Roadmap identifies, assesses, and consolidates materiel-related capabilities being addressed in the DoD S&T community and private industry.  It also provides an implementation and investment strategy for technologies addressing JUO-related capability gaps.  As an artifact of the S&T Roadmap, the Dismounted Urban Tactical Communications Assessment (DUTCA):

Frames the environment, problem, scope, assumptions, and challenges

Defines required capabilities and functionalities

Lists the material and non-material gaps as they relate to the DOTMLPF-P framework

Provides recommendations for capability improvements
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The commander requires the ability to communicate effectively with his forces and coalition partners.  Specific to the urban battlespace, operations take place at the lowest tactical level with teams, squads, and platoons moving among back alleys and buildings. 

 

The need for forces to operate on-the-move, outside the fixed tactical operations center, has limited these “first tactical mile“ units to a combination of low throughput voice and data terminals, largely supported by older line-of-sight radios and, to a lesser extent, low data rate single channel satellite communications. 



The various urban missions complicate command and control requirements.  That is, missions involving combat, intelligence collection, security, stabilization, reconstruction, and humanitarian aid distribution all call for slightly different information exchange requirements.

Operational Environment
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The urban warfighter faces significant command and control challenges exacerbated by degraded communications transmission, reception, and information presentation.  Current tactical communications capabilities and joint command and control procedures do not support the warfighters ability to communicate reliably and effectively in the urban environment. A combination of coordinated, joint material and non-material approaches are required to optimize command and control capabilities within the limitations of near and mid-term technological advances.

The Military Problem
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Gaps

- High level gaps that have been identified in the information transport, information assurance, and network management capability areas closely reflect those detailed in the Net-Centric Operational Environment Joint Capabilities Document



- Urban comm gaps are an intersection of the functions of the required 

capabilities and the current or future material and non-material 

Solutions. Gaps:



- Ability to securely communicate information end-to-end

- Ability to share/exchange voice/data with higher, lower, and adjacent units 

- Ability to gain/maintain situational understanding, to include position and timing

- Ability to enable system and link information assurance measures

- Ability to maintain and optimize network functions and resources, to include frequency spectrum



What are the DOT_LPF (non-materiel) approaches that may mitigate or resolve the operational gap(s)?

What existing materiel approaches could potentially mitigate or resolve the operational gap(s)?

What is the period by which the gap can be mitigated or resolved?

What operational gap(s) cannot be mitigated or resolved by projected mature developmental or technological approaches?

What are the non-materiel / materiel strategies to resolve or mitigate the operational gap(s)?

Ability to secure transport; programs previously noted will improve transport capabilities by the year 2015, but increased capacity and shorter data latency are necessary to increase communications quality of service.  It is doubtful, however, that newer programmed systems will mitigate the RF obstruction problem without proliferating the environment with transceivers that would shorten radio links to improve link reliability. 

Many of the current systems require unique user equipment and data translation mechanisms to facilitate communications interoperability.  As a result, troops must either operate with limited communication or must include additional equipment to ensure greater capability.  Fielding Service or unit-unique solutions greatly limit interoperability with adjacent units.  In the mid-term, handheld radio solutions ((LIKE WHAT)) have the potential to mitigate much of the voice gap.  From there, the emphasis must be placed on compatible data devices that adequately address required SWaP and operator interface characteristics.  Another solution with potential is the employment of mobile ad hoc networking capability that reduce configuration issues in planning and forming networks.

Ability to gain/maintain situational understanding, to include position and timing. Key to this gap is the ability to know one’s position and the position of those blue and red forces in the area of influence.  Much of situational understanding today is gained through normal collaboration; however, it is ineffectual unless it can be put in the context of one’s position and direction of travel.  Operating in the urban environment brings about challenges in gaining and maintaining a common situational awareness picture fed by ineffectively converged force tracking sensors and traditional GPS connectivity. These shortfalls must be mitigated through effective force tracking convergence and advances in augmenting or autonomous non-GPS PNT solutions.   Force tracking transceiver systems must be miniaturized to alleviate the reliance on vehicle-mounted platforms.  Ideally, ad hoc network systems will contain the applications and processing power to accomplish this.  These systems should have non-GPS PNT applications resident in the applications software.



Ability to enable system and link information assurance measures.  There are inconsistent uses of information assurance measures in the urban environment.  Service policy inconsistencies ((EXAMPLES))  in the in the classification of similar data and information complicates information sharing.  Many times this calls for the use of translation gateways far from the point of the information, wasting bandwidth and injecting adverse latency in the dissemination and use of information.  A common classification policy, implemented with through training and the correct information assurance measures is key to standardization.  Additionally, transformational systems must be analyzed to ensure latency injected by the use of information assurance measures are not adverse to the timely movement of data and information.  Information assurance measures must continue to be embedded within transceivers and needs to be configurable to facilitate easy of training, while still retaining its tamper-proof capabilities.



Ability to maintain and optimize network functions and resources, to include frequency spectrum.  ((GEMSIS??)) Currently, there is no capability to monitor and assess the performance of urban communications links active in comprehensive battlespace.  Paralleling this is the current shortfall in planning, monitoring, and assessing the urban RF spectrum.  As previously discussed, urban spectrum is congested due to legal and illegal emitters, blue force command and control requirement, electronic warfare efforts, and red and green emitters.  Spectrum planning must be an integral part of the operational planning cycle.  Part of this planning should be the ability to model and visualize the spectrum environment in three-dimensions.  This same model should be able to monitor spectrum being used to conduct operations in near real time.  With this, the re-allocation of spectrum resources could be coordinated.  This would assist in integrating mission requirements and allocate the necessary bandwidth to optimize data and information flow.   To be effective, an urban test and training environment is need to assess, with fidelity, the spectrum conditions to be expected in the urban environment.
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- The following list identifies risks associated with implementing actions proposed in this assessment: 

- Implementation of horizontal communications linkages in an already electromagnetically degraded and frequency challenged environment

		 Increased dependence on information processes, systems, and technologies may add vulnerabilities that, if not adequately defended by trained personnel, could be exploited by adversaries

		 Security risks associated with employing Type 1 and AES encryption systems in such close contact with the enemy

		 Virtual elimination of intermediate command echelons and the ability to monitor force activity at a high level of detail may lead to micromanagement



- Overwhelming levels of information, whether correctly prioritized or not, may lead to increased decision times or the inability of leaders to locate and identify decision-relevant information  

- Capability and interoperability gaps with coalition forces in training, equipment, physical interfaces, and doctrine may pose operational risk

Risks
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Joint Tactical Radio System



		 Foundation of DOD’s future tactical radio communications

		 Will have the ability to operate on multiple channels simultaneously

		 For example, a four-channel radio set intended for a ground vehicle could be programmed to have channels dedicated to SINCGARS, Air-to-Ground HAVE QUICK II UHF, Wideband Networking Waveform (WNW), and the Soldier Radio Waveform (SRW). Data can also be transferred from one channel or network to another through a translational gateway implemented through hardware and software. 

		 JTRS hardware is based upon a designated “form factor”

		 Linear dimensions and configuration of a device

		 Original 26 form factors were reduced to 13 after program restructuring



Transformational Systems



Transformational Systems - Single function system design of much of DOD’s existing radio inventory lacks the flexibility necessary to achieve and maintain information superiority or to support effective on-the-move urban operations.  In order to facilitate tactical communications more effectively, the DOD determined that the varied and large number of fielded legacy radios would require wholesale replacement or expensive modifications. 

JTRS 13 form factors

• Ground Mobile Radio (GMR) 

• Multifunctional Information Distribution System for JTRS (MIDS-J) 

• Manpack 

• Handheld 

• Airborne, Maritime and Fixed Site Small Airborne (AMF-SA) 

• AMF-MF (Maritime/Fixed Site) 

• Small Form Factor A&H (for Intelligent Munitions Systems and Unattended 

Ground Sensors in FCS) 

• Small Form Fit (SFF) B, C and I (for Ground Soldier Systems) 

• SFF D (for Aerial Systems) 

• SFF J (for Networked Missile Launcher System in FCS)
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Wireless Network after Next (WNaN)

		 DARPA effort to leverage recent successes on the XG program (dynamic spectrum and policy control), and the Disruption Tolerant Networking (DTN) program

		 Addresses operations in dense/stressed RF environments

		 Self-forming/self-healing ad-hoc network

		 IP dynamic address request and assignment

		 4-channel/10 Mbps wireless radio/network node

		 Objective unit price of $500

		 900 MHz – 6 GHz; finds open spectrum, avoids interference

		 VoIP, chat, web

		Every soldier a fully capable, wirelessly connected, network node

		 Beginning development and initial demonstration phase

		 Interim demonstrations leading to FY10 operational demonstration



Transformational Systems



Transformational Systems - Single function system design of much of DOD’s existing radio inventory lacks the flexibility necessary to achieve and maintain information superiority or to support effective on-the-move urban operations.  In order to facilitate tactical communications more effectively, the DOD determined that the varied and large number of fielded legacy radios would require wholesale replacement or expensive modifications. 

JTRS 13 form factors

• Ground Mobile Radio (GMR) 

• Multifunctional Information Distribution System for JTRS (MIDS-J) 

• Manpack 

• Handheld 

• Airborne, Maritime and Fixed Site Small Airborne (AMF-SA) 

• AMF-MF (Maritime/Fixed Site) 

• Small Form Factor A&H (for Intelligent Munitions Systems and Unattended 

Ground Sensors in FCS) 

• Small Form Fit (SFF) B, C and I (for Ground Soldier Systems) 

• SFF D (for Aerial Systems) 

• SFF J (for Networked Missile Launcher System in FCS)
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Recommendations

		 The following recommendations provide a basis for continued focus to mitigate urban communications and command and control shortfalls.  The JUOO’s C4 Roadmap will use the list as a basis for its periodic revision.



  

		 Key to making high value improvements is the need to socialize the efforts across joint, Service, and multi-national communities.  





		 An active JUO communications Community of Interest is vital to ensure information is distributed to those with a part in the improvement efforts, i.e., COCOMs, Services, agencies, S&T community, Service labs, concept development organizations, etc.
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Non-Material Approaches:



- Doctrine: Modifications must consider a standing set of courses of action for urban communications employment

		 Organization: Existing organizational relationships must be examined to determine the impact of urban operations on current formal command and control reporting channels 

		 Training: Technical training for system maintainers and net-centric operations training for operators

		 Leadership and Education: The urban environment increases the level of responsibility down to the lowest tactical echelon, requiring a change in leadership culture for both junior and senior leaders 

		 Personnel: Standardized communications professionalization, entailing a broad level of communications technical competency, must spread to the lower echelon units

		 Facilities: Testing and training areas must replicate as closely as possible the RF environment that exists in urban areas  



Recommendations



Doctorine- COA selection for a given day’s operations must be part of the coordinated communications tasking order for the applicable communications zone, allowing for the synchronization and deconfliction of frequency assignments, RF radiation patterns, network management, and information assurance measures.

Organization - This is particularly relevant to situations involving dismounted operators who are required, either out of technical or operational necessity, to communicate directly with adjacent units.  This communication may involve traditional voice collaboration, passing intelligence, or situational awareness data.  Additionally, some situations may dictate the squad leader communicate directly with higher headquarters rather than relay through intermediary level organizations. 

Training – Maintenance training must revolve around systems at the sub-tactical level and cross-trained in COMSEC systems, IP networking, and basic spectrum management.  Operators must understand the cultural change of communicating horizontally; using voice, data, and visual display systems (radios, personal devices, collaborative tools, computers, etc.); and operating under the concept of self-synchronization when communications are degraded or otherwise unavailable.  

Leadership and Education - Young leaders must understand the basics of information push/pull, situational awareness visualization, collaboration techniques, and the ability to self-synchronize their part of the mission are key to junior leader success. Aside from Service training for these mid-level officers, adding these aspects to the Joint Forces Staff College (JFSC) curriculum would provide a mechanism to educate joint staff officers and equivalent DOD civilians on urban command and control challenges. 

Personnel - Warfighters must be either a) trained in all critical aspects of communications system setup, operation, COMSEC, and basic troubleshooting / maintenance, or b) organizationally posture communications personnel in a direct support roll.  

Facilities - To ensure fidelity in which to provide a leaders and communicators an appreciation for the urban operational area, training facilities must replicate the RF environment through the employment of blue, red, and green transmitters, at the appropriate radiating power, using a representative electromagnetic field density and building.  In general, existing training environments do not provide the representative density of buildings, nor the associated characteristic height, depth, or construction make up.  
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		 Programs of Record (POR). Systems that operate in the urban environment must enter a legacy assessment process that gauges their ability to support operational tasks at the sub-tactical level.  One objective is to advocate for the convergence of systems to minimize the various system types and configurations, to minimize interoperability issues.  Efforts must continue to ensure that the operator’s perspective is at the forefront of these valuable initiatives.





		 Science and Technology (S&T).  The S&T community is at the forefront of addressing urban communications challenges through internal S&T efforts and collaboration efforts with industry.  Specific initiatives such as OSD’s Wolfpack and the Army’s Air Assault Expeditionary Force (AAEF)  are being used to influence and provide critical assessments.



 



Recommendations
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- Advance Concept Technology Demonstration / Joint Concept Technology Demonstration (ACTD/JCTD). The ACTD/JCTD program seeks to highlight, validate, and transition promising capabilities to the operational force in a shorter amount of time than through the traditional acquisition cycle.  These demonstrations integrate various technologies to solve specified operational problems.  JUOO advocates for those technologies that directly support the urban environment or otherwise  influence mission outcomes at that level.



- Community of Interest. An Urban Communications COI is required to socialize joint, COCOM, Service, science and technology, and NATO communications DOTMLPF-P aspects.  The goal is to ensure that information critical to operational success, standardization, and capability improvement is available to those who need it.

Recommendations
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- Joint Command and Control Board of Directors (JC2 BoD).  The JC2 BoD works to ensure that operational level command and control capabilities are reviewed and synchronized, to ensure acquisition decisions are informed.  The JUOO works to ensure that these operational level capabilities are “linkable” to the sub-tactical urban level, where appropriate. 



- Joint Capability Integration and Development System (JCIDS).  The JUOO monitors JCIDS documents and related Functional Capability Board (FCB) presentations to ensure urban equities are recognized and understood.  This is especially applicable to Net-Centric, C2, and Battlespace Awareness FCBs where enabling communications systems are reviewed and assessed for potential acquisition actions.

Recommendations



JUO JIC - Although urban “Blue” communications is not the focus of the concept, communications will continue to be a key enabler to successful urban operations in the timeframe of the concept.  With this in mind, this assessment will inform the subsequent JUO Capabilities Based Assessment as an appendix to socialize further the communications challenges and initiatives underway.  From a command and control aspect, the JUO JIC describes C2-associated capabilities of: a) integrate all the various elements of urban operations within the context of a theater campaign, and b) adapt urban operations to the changing situation.  To expound further on critical urban C2 issues, this assessment will inform the JUO CBA with a focus on the need to employ C2 applications effectively to facilitate situational awareness and collaboration.
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- Joint Urban Operation Joint Integrating Concept.  The JUO JIC “provides an operational-level description of how a joint force might conduct urban operations circa 2015-2027. Joint urban operations are all joint operations planned and conducted across the range of military operations on, or against objectives within, a topographical complex and its adjacent natural terrain where manmade construction or the density of noncombatants are the dominant features.



- NATO Combined Joint Urban Operations (CJUO) Concept.   

The NATO concept acts as a companion document to the JUO JIC using the Understand, Shape, Engage, Consolidate, and Transition construct.  It directly addresses urban communications challenges through the capability “assure C4 interoperability for friendly forces”.

Recommendations

The emphasis on the need for interoperable communications

is common across these documents.
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Urban Spectrum Study Conclusions

		Adversaries constantly adapt commercial communications devices to meet their needs.  

		IEDs causing significant casualties, ECM devices fielded with little or no compatibility and interoperability testing causing major operational problems and increased need for careful frequency management 

		Many military systems experienced interference from civilian systems 

		unregulated long range cordless telephones and radios, 

		pirate television, radio broadcast stations, and commercial satellite 

		international relief organizations and media representatives fusing their own facilities. 

		Rapid expansion of the Iraqi mobile telephone network and ever increasing frequency demands of government and non-government agencies.
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Urban Spectrum Study Conclusions

		The major impacts of EMI incidents and key challenges were found to be: 

		Unreliable and mutual interference among C2 Communications and tracking systems

		Potential loss or curtailment of UAV sorties because of interference from civilian devices. 

		Enhanced Position Locating and Reporting System (EPLRS) operated in an Iraqi civil band that was used for wireless local loop.

		The existing loadset structure could not accommodate the large number of NET IDs required by EPLRS and existing SINCGARS users  

		Greatest increased demand for bandwidth came from the intelligence community and local commanders “need” for full motion video (FMV) from UAVs.

		The fixed frequency bands by nearly all of the 26 categories of the UAVs were also used by other platforms, 

		“Everyone” wanted FMV (17-20 MHz of bandwidth) for those “needs”.
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Urban Spectrum Study Conclusions

		Existing SM processes are inadequate in this environment.  

		Need to deconflict more than 24,000 individual frequencies 

		SXXI became increasingly less accurate (has only ~ 50% of actual users within Iraq) 

		Local spectrum managers needed to manually analyze SIGINT databases  

		Numerous communications equipment/systems entering theater without being vetted for spectrum compatibility, i.e., not following the prescribed spectrum support process.

		Overall Network Management is poor:

		Little visibility at Brigade and Battalion level 

		Network tools still do not allow sufficient visibility of the network

		Separate service and other component networks were set up
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Urban Spectrum Study Conclusions

		Key urban aspects

		The dense packing of urban structures leads to absorption and scattering of radio signals that can lead to significantly decreased reliability in communications and in sensor performance.

		The urban population density leads to significantly more sources of interference
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Urban Spectrum Study Recommendations

		The JTF J2, J3, and J6 (with subordinate components) need better tools to help ensure better cooperation and coordination of spectrum needs during mission planning

		Communications and sensing needs

		Needed EW support

		AND helps commanders in prioritization of spectrum and network usage

		-- CJSMPT addresses only some of those needs – GEMSIS program should address other aspects sooner rather than later. 

		New systems should offer:

		A wide range of spectrum bands options, wide selection of frequency uses within each of those bands, and offer functional flexibility that impact spectrum use, such as bandwidth selection, modulation selection, radiated power management, data and image compression and radiated direction control (e.g., directional antennas)

		Compatible with the legacy systems and follow the Netcentric principles. 

		All key DoD organizations should be re-informed about the need to have systems complete the spectrum supportability process especially to address compatibility and inter-operability issues prior to systems being sent into the field 
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Urban Spectrum Study Recommendations

		Network management and spectrum management activities should be better integrated.

		CJSMPT and more advanced R&D efforts should include addressing complex urban environments 

		Consideration should be given to utilizing UAV, relatively stationary aero-platforms (e.g. balloons) or even systems on top of tall buildings to act as communication relays.









The JFCOM JUOO is encouraging, monitoring, and supporting 

all of these activities 
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Abstract


In the nowadays military communications systems we observe an evident lack of protection the clear (not-ciphered) voice links against the voice spoofing. In telecommunications, impersonation or voice spoofing attack it seems to be a serious problem, mainly because of unnoticeable risk of potential attack.                      The Military University of Technology (MUT) possesses the new effective data hiding technology as well as device based on this technology, developed in the Faculty of Electronics. We present some features of the new experimental device – military handset for hidden authorization of the correspondent in the VHF/HF links. System uses data hiding technology and can be used as the mobile Personal Trusted Terminal (PTT),  the key element of the modern communications personal soldier’s equipment.  


1.0
INTRODUCTION


Some of the commercially available communications services offer the subscriber’s voice changing during the telephone call. We can select female, male or even children’s voice to mislead the subscriber and to hide our own identity. It is fully legal, according to the such services owners, mainly because, following their argumentation, it is the kind of joke and also the service is not dedicated and can not be used for the purposes restricted by the law. In the military communications, till this time, the voice spoofing problem has not been analysed jet by the wider military scientific and research body. The estimated losses can be huge, even far more then the cost of introducing the new additional communications device based on watermarking technology into the military equipment. The unauthorized third-party having “free access” into the important messages during conversation and using fabricated and faked voice, has potentially easy task when we consider low quality of the communications links. 


We predict that adversary will use the automated or semi automated system as a dialogue composers. These dialogue composers could base on previously recorded speech tracks or the real time vocal tract synthesis, and could simulate any subscriber’s voice during telephone conversation. We can classify the potential methods of the voice spoofing attack taking into consideration the object changing: voice changing to simulate an unspecified person, voice changing to simulate specified person, original voice edition for changing its meaning. The second classification takes into consideration the required time for voice preparation: it can be a real time voice processing or off-line voice processing, of course assuming real-time voice reproduction, in each of these modes. The most sophisticated voice spoofing methods should base on real time processing with full and precise simulation of the specific subscriber voice. 


As the example of possible scenarios we use known cryptology terminology to define two parties of communications links: Alice and Bob, and adversary Mallory (a malicious attacker) who can modify messages. We can distinguish three main hypothetical scenarios: 


· Mallory can intercept digital or analogue Alice’s voice signal and “spoof” his own message into communication link in the real-time mode using artificial, synthesized voice 


· Mallory does not intercept digital or analogue Alice’s voice signal but establish connection with Bob and simulate conversation using context-based system 


· Mallory does not intercept digital or analogue Alice’s voice signal but establish connection with Bob and using previously recorded and edited Alice’s voice sent with another meaning to the Bob.


There are possible mixed scenarios to carry out voice spoofing attack based on described three versions.


Military vocoders can analyse and synthesize the speech signal using lossy compression algorithms to decrease the output bit rate. The standard MIL-STD-3005 describes algorithm called Mixed Excitation Linear Prediction (MELP) which operates at 2.4 kbps. The quality and intelligibility of the synthesised speech is satisfactory according subjective assessment tests [1][2]. Vocoders use predefined characteristics of the pitch, defined as the fundamental frequency of speech, and use this as an excitation for prediction filter with coefficients base on human vocal tract. Using extracted vocal tract characteristics of the specific, dedicated subscriber it is possible to change the original host’s speech distinctive features. The vocoder technology is potentially ready for creation virtual or real subscriber’s voices for impersonation purposes. 

It is very important to receive trustworthy commands on the battlefield, on the front-line even  if it seems to be a sound-like commander voice because in some cases it is impossible to repeat recently expressed sentences because e.g. destroyed radio station or broken telephone link. Commands can be misunderstood because of low link quality (so called “communication quality”) or its intelligibility. This is jet another reason to build reliable and trustworthy system based on Personal Trusted Terminals.

2.0
VOICE HIDDEN AUTORIZATION AND VOICE MESSAGE INTEGRITY VERIFICATION

We distinguish the two base features of the new military mobile Personal Trusted Terminal: hidden authorization of the subscriber and hidden voice message integrity verification (Fig.1 a and b).


Hidden authorization of the subscriber bases on sending Personal Identification Number (PIN) in the form for the watermark at the presence of the host speech signal. At the receiver side the decoded PIN number is compared with the PIN stored in the local data base build-in handset.


Hidden voice message integrity verification bases on hash function embedding and decoding. Hash function is computed based on the host speech signal, thus any difference in the signal features (e.g. cutting or editing) will result in changing the hash function.








Figure 1: a- Hidden authorization of the subscriber 

b- Hidden voice message integrity verification


3.0
HANDSET WITH HIDDEN AUTHORIZATION FUNCTION

3.2
Hardware concept

We propose the handset with hidden authorization function of the correspondent in communications links as an antidote against voice spoofing attack [3][4]. This system base on watermarking technology. Watermark signal is completely inaudible at the host signal presence. Watermark is decoded at the receiver side and its binary signature is compared with the local, handset’s data base. If the signatures are the same: declared and received, Bob have a greater probability to assess that he is talking with Alice than Mallory.


Developed system can be used for sending special binary signatures expressed in alphanumerical form to confirm the base type of commands in the case of the low intelligibility or in case radio operating by multilingual subscribers. This is another very useful feature of this developed device and system. We predict that three will be urgent need to work out sets of binary signatures in alphanumerical versions to have common standard of base commands and meaning of the key sentences at the battlefield communications scenarios. 


Developed in TI EF MUT handset with authorization function of the correspondent considered as a radio link subscriber can be connected to the standard military radio handset socket e.g. TCR 9200, TRC 9500 Thomson PR4G family VHF/HF transceivers as well as to the RF-5800 Harris Falcon II and III family VHF/HF transceivers.  


Described device serves for Personal Identification Number (PIN) transmitting, in binary signature form assigned to dedicated subscriber, over telecommunications links.  Personal Identification Number is mapped by watermark signal. Watermark signal is transmitted together with host’s speech signal. Watermark is completely perceptually transparent for Human Auditory System (inaudible for HAS) at host’s speech signal presence. In this handset watermark technology is used. Watermark signal is robust for degradation factors appeared in telecommunications links e.g.: Additive White Gaussian Noise, resampling, requantisation, jitter, lossy compression. At the receiver side watermark is decoded and received binary signature (PIN) is compared in handset’s data base. In the case of conformity of received PIN to the original one, the subscriber is authorized during connection (call). In this case at the handset’s LCD display right message is shown. In the case when only one subscriber has handset with authorization function and the other one has standard handset, conversation is also available, but message about no authorization is displayed on the LCD specialized handset. 


System is dedicated to use in interaction with military battlefield radio stations VHF and HF radio band as well as commercial Internet telephony (Voice Over IP), public switched telephone network (PSTN) and cellular telephony (GSM). 


System has built-in advanced digital signal processing (DSP) mechanisms: detection and correction of errors, reduction of output frequency drift and psychoacoustic correction algorithm. Using standard handset with no authorization mechanism subscriber during call is never sure if he/she talks to dedicated person, despite recognized personal speech features e.g. timbre, pitch, intonation.  This is possible because of advanced speech synthesis and individual, possible voice modification by third party in the real-time during conversation over radio/telephone link. Radio and telephone link has poor quality (so-called “communication quality”) which means easier change of somebody’s voice identity. 


Basic task of use this special handset is first of all to provide safe voice message transmission between authorized subscribers do not using cryptographic function (ciphered messages). Third party “spoofed” original subscriber are not informed about authorization process as well as authorization result, therefore conversation (call) with not authorized subscriber can be continued but without revealing important messages or even can be finished. Handset is useful in the military applications where security telecommunications links have priority, in respect of voice message calls.  In the commercial PSTN, VoIP and GSM telephony do not exist described authorization mechanisms (secured voice links based on hidden PIN and watermark technology). 

Described handset does not interfere in telecommunication infrastructure of the present telephony systems. In the case of VoIP and GSM telephony described handset can be used as a standard microphone-speaker set plug in into standard output/input socket in the computer sound card and cellular telephone respectively. 


3.2
Hardware implementation


Handset with hidden authorization function as a hardware implementation is showed at Figure 2.
The main processing block is based on DSP chip – Texas Instruments TMS320C6713 floating-point processor. Operational system’s memory is based on SDRAM 32MB Micron chip MT48L2M32B2 and A/D and D/A converter processing the input and output data signal from following blocks: IF radio and IF handset. The PI2C AT24C1024 chip is used to store program and constant data when the power supply is cut off. The Inter Integrated Communication Interface (I2C) is connected to the control block managed by Atmel AT91SAM7S256 chip ARM7TDMI family. 




Figure 2. Handset with hidden authorization function as an example Personal Trusted Terminal 


3.3  
Electromagnetic compatibility based on MIL-STD-461D standard

Measurements were carried out at the Electromagnetic Compatibility Laboratory, Faculty of Electronics, Military University of Technology. The Laboratory have accreditation given by the Polish Centre for Accreditation for carrying out those military devices measurements. Described results of measurements can be taking into consideration for introduction this developed device into the equipment of the Polish Armed Forces.


The radiating disturbances values (for vertical antennas polarization) were measured using peak detector when radio station had run in the upper frequency range. These values are shown at Figure 3 A) B)  and Figure 4 A). The results at Figure 3 A) B) are not exceeding, recommended by the standard, critical values in all frequency range from 2MHz(1GHz considering the extended unreliability of measurements. Critical radiating disturbances values are exceeded using frequency range shown at Figure 4 A). It is the result of the radio station transmission mode on the higher frequencies. These exceeded values are not considered during assessment of conformity with standard recommendation RE-102. The measurement results for conducting disturbances in the range from 10kHz up to 10MHz are shown at Figure 4 B). The results are not exceeding, recommended by the standard, critical values considering the extended unreliability of measurements.  


The measurement test bed was dedicated for assessment of the conformity of tested military devices to the MIL-STD-461D recommendation including RE-102 and CE-102 procedures. Tested radio station unit with handset with hidden authorization function fulfills requirements of the RE-102 and CE-102 procedures.
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Figure 3. The radiating disturbances values, measured using peak detector, for the ranges: 
A) 2MHz-30MHz, B) 30MHz-70MHz,
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Figure 4. The radiating disturbances values, measured using peak detector, for the ranges:               A) 70MHz-1GHz and B) conducting disturbances values on the power supply terminals for the range 10kHz-10MHz.


4.0  CONCLUSIONS 


System should be considered as a model or hardware technology demonstrator rather than certified military device ready for use in military operations. This hardware technology demonstrator is useful for establishing trusted voice connections based on hidden watermark transmission. The third-party user is not informed is the authorization process taking place or not, because system works even if the subscriber is equipped with standard radio handset. This system is definitely the example of the new idea in the network-centric operations where the standard communication security layer (COMMSEC) is moved into the another one – the hidden communication security layer. Access to this new layer could be considered as the access to trust control by using the new Personal Trusted Terminals. 
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MIDS Family of Terminals

US-Army MIDS-LVT(2) Terminal 

		Full MIDS LVT Compatibility

		ADDSI X.25 Interface

		Unique Blower and PS Added



Fighter Data Link Terminal MIDS-LVT(3) 

		FDL MIL-STD 1553 Interface

		MIDS LVT Commonality

		Growth Allocation for Fighters



MIDS - Low Volume Terminal (1)

		Open and Modular Design

		SEM-E Cards/VME Bus

		TADIL J/IJMS

		3910/1553/Ethernet/X.25 Interfaces

		Voice and TACAN
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MIDS-LVT Production Lines





Two Production Lines in the US 











One Production Line in Europe
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MIDS-LVT (1) Hardware Components

		  Remote Power Supply

		  All Platforms except EF2000



		  Ancillary LRUs

		  DC Adapter, AC Adapter, HPA Interface Unit





		  Nine SRUs - 5 Digital/4 RF

		Voice Processor (removable)

		Data Processor (DP) / Avionics (1553-3910) MUX

		Tailored Processor (TP) / Ground (X.25-Ethernet) MUX

		Signal Processor / Message Processor (SMP)

		Receiver-Transmitter Interface (RTI) / Discretes

		Receiver-Synthesizer (RS) - (2 SRU) 

		TACAN Digital / TACAN RF (removable)

		Exciter / Interference Protection Features (IPF)
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MIDS-LVT (1) Software Components

CSCI: Computer Software Configuration Item









         Tailored I/O CSCI  



		Performs host interface processing functions, including message filtering, VMF, connectivity processing, route establishment;

		Consists of three CSCIs executed on separate processors:

		TIO - Motorola 68040, Ada (using Alsys Ada Run Time Kernel)

		Avionics MUX - Motorola 68332

		Ground MUX - Motorola 68360
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Closely tied to hardware  implementations



  TACAN CSCI



SMP CSCI



Voice CSCI





Core CSCI  

		Performs LINK-16 message processing functions, including navigation, synchronization, and system time maintenance;

		 Executed on a Motorola 68040;

		 Written in FORTRAN;

		Consists of the Run-Time Executive, Virtual Controller and three CSCIs



























		US PROGRAMS

		AIR FORCE: F-15, F-16, ABL, B-1, B-2, B-52, etc.

		NAVY: F/A-18, EA-6B, Aircraft Carriers, Cruisers

		ARMY: PATRIOT Info Coord./Command Post (ICC/BCP), Air Defence Platforms, etc. 



		FRA PROGRAMS

		AIR FORCE: RAFALE, MIRAGE 2000-5/D, Air Force C2 System (SCCOA)

		NAVY: HORIZON and FREMM Frigates

		ARMY: MIDS-Terre (Martha C2S, SAMP/T Missile, etc.) 



		ITA PROGRAMS

		AIR FORCE: TYPHOON, TORNADO IDS/ECR, Mobile C2 (C2M), etc.

		NAVY: HORIZON and FREMM Frigates, “Cavour” Aircarft Carrier, etc.

		ARMY: SAMP/T Missile, A-129 “Mangusta”, etc.



		DEU PROGRAMS

		AIR FORCE: TYPHOON, TORNADO, SAMOC SAM Operations Centre

		NAVY: F123 and F122 Frigates, K130 Corvette, F125, etc.



		ESP PROGRAMS

		AIR FORCE: TYPHOON, F-18, SIMCA Integrated C2, A400

		NAVY: F-100 Frigates, LPD/LHD (Amphibious Transport Dock/Assault) Ships, etc. 



MIDS-LVT Integration Programs

















































































































































































MULTI-NATIONAL PROGRAMS

MIDS-LVT Integration Programs













MIDS-LVT Integration Programs

PLATFORM REQUIREMENTS



Format & Functions

Data Fusion Requirements

HW Requirements

1553B Management

Navigation Requirements

EW Requirements

TACAN Requirements

Free Text & 

Voice Management

I

N

T

E

G

R

A

T

I

O

N



Tornado IDS/ECR (*)

Avionics System

MIDS-LVT Interface 

Requirements







ICD



LINK-16 Requirements

for the Platform



Interoperability

Matrix













MIDS-LVT Integration Programs

LINK-16 INTEROPERABILITY

The Interoperability Evaluation (IOE) of a group of platforms (Platforms Under Evaluation - PUEs) is performed at different levels:

		Interface Exchange Requirements (IER) – Highest level of interoperability evaluation.  Functional area implementation evaluation. 



		System Implementation Document (SID) – Detailing which messages, message fields and message field values will be transmitted by the platform and which will be received and processed by the platform. 



 

		Interoperability Matrix (IOM) – Matrix description comprising answers to platform capability questions (LINK-16 features) that are supplemented by rationales.  Any interoperability issues discovered as a result of this analysis will be evaluated against the LINK-16 operational requirements of the PUE.



   

		Platform Implementation Difference Document (PIDD) – Involves the procedural aspects of LINK-16 implementation.  Defines the LINK-16 implementation in terms of difference versus an implementation standard (such as the MIL-STD-6016C, STANAG 5516, or National MIDS Interface Requirements Specifications).  This greatly enhances and complements the results of the previous phases (IER, SID, IOM).



























INTEGRATION CASE STUDIES



		US Navy F/A-18 Aircraft



		Italian TORNADO IDS/ECR Aircrafts



		ITA/FRA SAMP/T Surface/Air Missile





		Spanish LHD “Juan Carlos I” Ship





		Eurofighter TYPHOON Aircraft



MIDS-LVT Integration Programs









US Navy F/A-18









Since the beginning of the MIDS-LVT Program   F/A-18 was the “target platform” for Integration: 

		   	MIDS Main Terminal (MT) Size Equivalent to ARN-118 TACAN

		   	Remote Power Supply (RPS) could be either collocated or 	separated by up to 15 feet of cable distance

		   	Power Dissipation for MT 515W and for RPS 145 W 

		   	Terminal Hard Mounted with ARINC Type Hooks

		  	Cooling Air Supply Requirements: - 40 °C to 54 °C

		  	Max Exit Airflow: 71 °C and Cooling Air Pressure Drop: 750 	Pascal



US Navy F/A-18









MIDS-LVT Interfaces:

		 	Major MIDS-LVT Interfaces included 1553B for Data Bus

		 	Push-to-Talk Voice (LPC-10 and CVSD Algorithms - 2 Channels)

		 	RF Interfaces for Dual/Single Antenna Selection/Operation

		 	Power Interfaces (3 phase, 400 Hz 115 V)

		  	Thermal Interfaces

		 	Control Discrete

		 	Special Purpose Interfaces for TDMA/TACAN Control, Blanking 	and Suppression, External time Reference Input, Information 	Assurance (IA) Management, Status and Report



US Navy F/A-18













F/A-18 PLATFORM INTEGRATION SCHEME*

US Navy F/A-18









* Simplified









MIDS-LVT Integration Issues:

		 	TACAN Integration Required Dedicated Efforts  

		 	Bearing Performance in Air-to-Air Mode and Approach-to-Land 	Configuration

		 	Government/Industry Team Effort Required to Achieve 	Acceptable Performance Levels 



US Navy F/A-18

Lessons Learned:

		 	Develop a Simulator/Test-equipment that Closely Approximates 	the Actual Operational Flight Environment

		 	Perform Flight Testing in Parallel with Development Work As 	Soon As the Hardware is Assessed Air Worthy











TORNADO – Italian Air Force









		Kick off:  April 2004



		Financed by IT-MOD through MIDS IPO



		Initial Scope

		Technology Demonstrator

		Activity to be performed only at Avionic Integration RIG



		May 2006 Task

		Migrate the integration to a prototype A/C

		Ground and Flight Test Activity

		Participation to the International Exercise “Spartan Hammer Trial” - Greece in November 2006



		Results

		The prototype has flown 11 LINK-16 missions, during the trial, fulfilling all its operational goals



TORNADO – Italian Air Force







PROTOTYPE AIRCRAFT

A/C: IDS with HARM and LINS/GPS

MIDS-LVT(1) (HW BU-1 and SW BC-2)  

Limited computational and display capabilities 

Certified only for VMC Flights (TACAN procedures)

TORNADO – Italian Air Force







RAD/ALT

HSI

TACAN info

IFU1

TACAN CP 

MIDS

LVT

MIDS CP

TV/Tabs MFK

HUD

SAHR

ADC

DOPPLER

SMS-90/2000

WIFU

MDTS

LINS/GPS

 Main Computer

PROTOTYPE AIRCRAFT – Avionics Architecture (1)

MCU-3

TORNADO – Italian Air Force







Special Serial Line



1553B bus
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PROTOTYPE AIRCRAFT – Avionics Architecture (2)

TORNADO – Italian Air Force







UPPER ANTENNA







LOWER ANTENNA





CONTROL UNIT

RX / TX



TACAN AN 490T

DME-P

IFU 1

HSI

BDHI









Panavia LINK













PROTOTYPE AIRCRAFT – Avionics Architecture (3)

TORNADO – Italian Air Force







Upper Antenna







Lower Antenna





DME-P

IFU 1

HSI

BDHI









Panavia LINK

MIDS C/P

MIDS LVT



A/C Avionics

System



BUS 1553













TORNADO-IDS Prototype Installation

TORNADO – Italian Air Force











		Spartan Hamnmer 2006 Results

		The prototype has flown 14 LINK-16 missions, during the trial, fulfilling all its operational goals



		Additional Requirements: 2007

		Integration of MIDS-LVT on both TORNADO IDS and ECR versions

		IOC integration based on STANAG 5516 Ed. 3

		MIDS Interface Unit (MIU) for both IDS and ECR TORNADO versions



		IOC Planned for 2008/2009

		MIU Development Ongoing

		Enhance MC/CSG Software Development Ongoing

		Ground/Flight June-October 2008



TORNADO – Italian Air Force







TV/Tabs MFK

HUD

SAHR

ADC

HSI

DOPPLER

IFU1

MIDS

LVT

RAD/ALT

TACAN CP 



MIU

MIDS CP

FINAL AVIONICS ARCHITECTURE – MIU 

 Main Computer

SMS-90/2000

WIFU

MDTS

LINS/GPS

MCU-3

TORNADO – Italian Air Force







Special Serial Line



1553B bus







The MIU main functions are:

• 	Enhance tactical functions

• 	Optimize the LINK-16 data interchange

• 	Improve HMI (de-clutter options)

• 	Manage TACAN interfaces and controls (ease configuration)

MIU MAIN FUNCTIONS

		Provision for Electronic Warfare information exchange via 1553 

		Provision for imagery reception through LINK-16 messages



GROWTH CAPABILITY

TORNADO – Italian Air Force













Current Display Allocation 

1		All the MIDS Information are shown (except Free Text Messages) 

1

1

TORNADO – Italian Air Force







Possible Future Display Allocation - Concept

1	All the MIDS Information are shown (except Free Text Messages) 

2	Only Critical Information are shown

3	Free Text Messages management



1

1

1

2

3

1

TORNADO – Italian Air Force







SAMP/T – ITA/FRA Army
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SAMP/T (Sol-Air Moyenne Portée Terrestre or surface-to-air medium range / land) 

Using ASTER MISSILEs

Future Surface to Air Missile (FSAF) program – joint France/Italy 









SAMP/T – ITA/FRA Army



		The SAMP/T missile system has been developed by EUROSAM, jointly owned by MBDA Missile Systems and Thales



		The SAMP/T (Sol-Air Moyenne Portée Terrestre or surface-to-air medium range / land) is a land-based air defence system effective against high-speed threats such as tactical ballistic missiles, cruise missiles, combat aircraft and Unmanned Combat Air Vehicles (UCAVs)
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SAMP/T (Sol-Air Moyenne Portée Terrestre or surface-to-air medium range / land) 

Using ASTER MISSILEs

Future Surface to Air Missile (FSAF) program – joint France/Italy 









SAMP/T – ITA/FRA Army

Typical SAMP/T battery:



		Command and control vehicle

		Thales Arabel radar

		Up to six Transporter Erector Launcher (TEL) vehicles, each with eight missiles and a store of reload missiles



The missile TEL vehicles are dispersed to launch sites located up to 10km from the Arabel radar
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SAMP/T (Sol-Air Moyenne Portée Terrestre or surface-to-air medium range / land) 

Using ASTER MISSILEs

Future Surface to Air Missile (FSAF) program – joint France/Italy 









SAMP/T – ITA/FRA Army





UMEI/UMAT



SAMP/T Engagement Unit

MIDS Information is sent to the SAMP/T Engagement Unit Computers and Display Consoles

The SAMP/T Engagement Unit is part of the missile Command System.  Its purpose is to  evaluate, prioritize and designate the targets 
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SAMP/T – ITA/FRA Army

 

UMEI/UMAT Interfaces
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Spanish LHD “Juan Carlos I” Ship









Spanish LHD “Juan Carlos I” Ship









Integration functional levels:

Combat System Level (SCOMBA), which includes the data link module currently under development (LINK-11/16)

Data Link Processor (LINPRO), first version developed and currently working in the introduction of new requirements

Data Link Terminal Integration, which for LINK-16 is the MIDS-LVT

MAB (“MIDS a Bordo”) elements for shipboard applications. 







Spanish LHD “Juan Carlos I” Ship





SCOMBA will manage both Tactical and

Display functions: 

		    Sensor Management

		    Track Data Base Management

		    Data Link Management

		    Multi-warfare operations (ASW/AAW/ASUW/EW)

		    Threat Assessment

		    Weapon Control

		    Navigation Data Management

		    Air Intercept Control Management

		    Amphibious Operations

		    System Readiness

		    Data Logging









Spanish LHD “Juan Carlos I” Ship









To accomplish its tasks SCOMBA will handle several interfaces: 

		   Radar

		   EW Sensors

		   LINPRO Data Link Processor 

		   Automatic Identification System (AIS)

		   Identification Friend or Foe (IFF)

		   Various Navigation Systems

		   All Inputs for LINK-16/LINK-11 Operations









Spanish LHD “Juan Carlos I” Ship





SCOMBA CONTEXT DIAGRAM





Weapons



NC&C2S







Spanish LHD “Juan Carlos I” Ship





LINPRO is a LINK-11/16 pre-processor with data forwarding capability.  Its main functions are: 

		  	N-series Interface with the C2 System (C2S)

		 	Performs Most C2 Data Link Management Tasks

		 	Concurrent Interface Unit (CIU) LINK-11/16

		  	Data Forwarding Unit (FJU) LINK-11/16 for Tracks, 	Reference/Emergency Points, Acoustic Contacts, EW, etc.

		  	Command Unit LINK-11/16 Allowing the Host Tx/Rx of	Applicable Messages (e.g., Force Orders) 

		  	Includes LINK-16 Network Management Functionality

		  	Provides a Normalized Database (Common LINK-11/16)

		  	Manages MIDS-LVT Discrete Signals





Interface with MIDS-LVT is MIL-STD-1553B, while communications between LINPRO and SCOMBA is based on ETHERNET physical layer







Eurofighter – TYPHOON















TYPHOON was jointly developed by GBR, DEU, ITA, and ESP 

TYPHOON is the first DEU, ITA, and ESP airborne LINK-16 platform

TYPHOON does not use the RPS but a specially developed MIDS Interface Unit (MIU)



Eurofighter – TYPHOON













TYPHOON INTEGRATION SCHEME

Eurofighter – TYPHOON

















TYPHOON Full Operational capability (FOC) for Tranche 1 aircrafts was declared in 2007

All required functionalities are currently implemented

More capabilities may be added in the future if the four nations agree on that

Air-to-Ground role addition can broad the scope of LINK-16 capabilities required

Baseline integration based on STANAG 5516 Ed. 1 – Planned future upgrade to more recent edition (2012)

TACAN issues had major influence on aircraft qualification

Eurofighter – TYPHOON













TYPHOON MIDS-LVT QUALIFIED CONFIGURATIONS (DEU)

Eurofighter – TYPHOON









LINK-16 Modeling & Simulation
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Flexible test and training tools capable of simulating LINK-16 operations among platform simulators located at various sites linked trough a Wide Area Network (WAN)



Enhanced Network Management and Multinational interoperability trough the application of NCIS*/SIMPLE** standards developed by NATO



Designed as open systems towards new simulated users and towards real live LINK-16 networks

* 	NCIS: NATO Common Interoperability Standards

**	SIMPLE: Standard Interface for Multiple Platform Link Evaluation

Distributed Simulation Networks

LINK-16 Modeling & Simulation













SIMPLE Converter

		The SIMPLE standard specifies the distributed transfer of a simulated scenario/synthetic environment using the IEEE Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) protocols.



		TDL messages are transferred between remote sites as packets of data at the word/bit level as opposed to the modulated Radio Frequency (RF) level.



		The SIMPLE standard is aimed at providing a common standard for the interconnection of ground rigs of all kinds (e.g. simulations, integration facilities etc.)





LINK-16 Modeling & Simulation













SIMPLE Converter (cont.)

		Several rigs (simulated/real platforms or LAN) can be linked in order to form a conceptual Wide Area Network (WAN), which may be implemented by different physical means

		Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) is a government/industry initiative to define an infrastructure for linking simulations of various types at multiple locations to create realistic, complex, virtual worlds for the simulation of highly interactive activities







LINK-16 Modeling & Simulation









Italian LINK-16 DSN Case Study
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The Main Functions of the Italian DSN are:



		Standalone Platform Simulation and Distributed Simulation using WAN (SIMPLE standard)

		Support the Definition of Technical and Operational Requirements for Platform Integration

		Support Platform Ground/Flight Test and Integration Certification

		Allow Interoperability Test Activities

		Perform LINK-16 Network Design

		Support System Operators Training 



DSN Functions

Italian LINK-16 DSN















Operational with the Italian Military Services



Italian Network Design Facilty (INDF) component successfully used during integration activities, training and NATO/National live excercises:



Spring Flag (2002)

Eolo (2002)

Lavinium, Aventino and Giopolis (2003-2005)

Spartan Hammer (2006)



INDF Upgrades ongoing for both the Italian Air Force and the Navy

DSN Current Status

Italian LINK-16 DSN













DSN Architecture

(Ground Platform)

NP

AP

AP

AP

EFA

EFA

EFA

EFA

LINK-16 Simulation Network 

C2

AP

NAVY-Sim 

Platform

IAF-Air Platform Sim

IAF-C2 Sim

ARMY-Sim Platform

IAF

EF2000 SIM

AP

Italian LINK-16 DSN

EFA: Eurofighter Aircraft (TYPHOON)









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DSN Core Elements



		DSN Simulators:



		SCENARIO Generator

		Air Platform Simulator

		C2 Simulator



		SIMPLE Converter: Acting as Gateway











Italian LINK-16 DSN













DSN Scenario Generator (SG)

		LINK-16 Tactical Scenario Scripts with Operator Customization

		C2 Units J-messages Handling

		C2 Handover of non-C2 Platforms 

		More than 100 C2/non-C2 Simultaneously Reporting PPLI Messages

		Air, Land, Surface and Sub-surface Tracks and All other Relevant Info/Objects

		Real-time Feedback to the Operator



Italian LINK-16 DSN

		Sends and Receives Free Text Messages

		Degraded Communications (e.g. Jamming, Message Loss, Erroneous Messages and Messages out of sequence)















Air Platform Simulator (APS)

		The APS can provide an exact reproduction of  real aircraft cockpit displays



		TORNADO APS is composed by three main displays:

		Radar Simulator Display

		Tactical Data Link Display

		Data Link Control Panel (DLCP)



		APS can provide full Navigator Hand Controller (NHC) functions (Navigator/WSO cockpit) 





Italian LINK-16 DSN













Air Platform Simulator (cont.)

Italian LINK-16 DSN













C2 Simulator (C2S)

		The C2 Simulator is a lab replica of the real Mobile Command and Control Station (C2M) employed by the Italian Air Force



		 It is mainly composed by :

		2 Cabinets

		2 Work Stations



		The presence of a C2 Simulator in a simulated network is important to simulate a real operational scenario since it manages most of the actions/messages





Italian LINK-16 DSN













SIMPLE Converter

Using SIMPLE it is possible to connect real network to simulation network

LINK-16 Modeling & Simulation





LAN

(Ethernet TCP/IP)





WAN

(ISDN)









Host Simulator

or Real Host





SIMPLE

CONVERTER

(C2 Configuration)





















Italian DSN Components

Centocelle

Poggio Renatico

Gioia del Colle

Taranto

Sabaudia

Borgo Piave

Pratica di Mare

Italian LINK-16 DSN
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LINK-16 Interoperability Tests
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LINK-16 Interoperability Test

		To assure interoperability amongst LINK-16 platforms, NATO foresees periodic tests named NTDLIOTs: NATO Tactical Data Link Interoperability Tests



		The NTDLIOTs are performed using platform simulators or real platforms interfaced with suitable systems



		To interface the simulators a digital network (WAN) is activated using standard ISDN lines. The topology foresees a central node acting as forwarder towards all nodes



LINK-16 Tests













LINK-16 Interoperability Test (cont.)

		For each NTDLIOT the TDLITS (Tactical Data Link Interoperability Testing Syndicate) compiles a Test Plan



		The Test Plan is structured in exercises. Each exercise involves participation of some platforms (specific procedures) in order to test interoperability



		During the test, all data exchanged are recorded



		After the test, the data recorded in each exercise are analyzed, in order to evaluate the platform behaviour with respect to STANAG 5516



LINK-16 Tests













LINK-16 DSN Interoperability Test (cont.)
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LINK-16 DSN Interoperability Test (cont.)
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The Future of MIDS
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MIDS-LVT Enhancements

Options for enhancements of the MIDS terminals to improve both the Data Rate and the Integrity of the data:

		Frequency Remapping (FR): will allow remapping 14 of the 51 available frequencies.

		Enhanced Throughput (ET): will allow a higher data-rate of up to 1Mbps.

		Information Assurance Modernization (IAM): a new programmable information protection module in line with the newest requirements in this domain.

		Flexible Access Secure Transfer (FAST): will allow low latency IP connectivity over a LINK-16 network.

		Concurrent Multi-Netting (CMN): will allow a terminal to receive up to four different networks while only transmitting on one.
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MIDS LVT



		LINK-16, J-Voice, and TACAN utilizing dedicated modules

		Highly successful cross domain radio

		Aircraft, Ships, Ground

		Proven affordability via continuous competition

		Cornerstone of tactical networking interoperability

		Joint and coalition



MIDS JTRS



		4 Channel SCA compliant radio

		1 Channel for LINK-16/TACAN &                 J-Voice

		3 Programmable Channels

		 Runs other JTRS Waveforms

		“Plug-and-Play” with MIDS LVT

		Frequency Remap and IA Modernization

		“Hooks” to host additional capability

		Tactical Targeting Networking Technologies (TTNT)

		Successful Fit Check on F/A-18 



F3R

MIDS-JTRS
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Contractor jointly developed:



Functional Baseline

Functions the system must perform



Allocated Baseline

Functions allocated to components



Product Baseline

Design of components





MIDS-IPO

TDP

ViaSat

DLS

Terminals* FAQT

Terminals* FAQT

Competitive Production

Competitive Production

contract

contract

IA Guidance

*DLS = LLC of BAE Systems & Rockwell Collins



*Interchangeable LRUs & SRUs



Deliver TDP to Nations

ViaSat

DLS

IPT Design for Common Product Baseline

MIDS-JTRS
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Abstract 


This paper considers the steps necessary to extend the networked information infrastructure needed to support NATO network enabled capability into the mobile land tactical domain. This requires radio communication with a degree of multi-national interoperability and security which is not currently available in existing military radio equipment. The paper considers the functional requirements of tactical radio systems. Work to meet some of these functional requirements is described, with the development and use of a waveform architecture and its role in the development of a future narrowband waveform for tactical land use is described. 


1.0 Introduction


Interoperability of tactical communications is an acknowledged shortcoming in multinational military operations. The difficulties of interconnecting different national tactical wired networks - and of providing communication services through them - led to the TACOMS international project. This project developed the TACOMS suite of standards [1] and the multi-national TACOMS conformance, integration and testing activities. Together, these activities have provided a common vision for extending NATO network enabled capability (NNEC) into the wired tactical domain. This vision is supported by service and interface standards backed up by a means to test and verify the behaviour of such systems. 


In the most active area of an operation – typically at a battalion level or below – the mobility requirements dictate that communication must be wireless. This paper considers the steps needed to extend the multi-national interoperability paradigms of TACOMS to the wireless domain. 


The increased reliance on communication, coupled with the smaller size of national contributions to multinational forces, means that the current state of mobile tactical communications is increasingly the weakest link when conducting effective NATO and coalition operations. Unless this shortfall in communication capability is rectified it will not be possible to extend network enabled capability to front line forces on the ground. The operational impact of non-interoperable communications, command and control in current NATO operations has been summarised as: 


“the fact that nothing is compatible makes everything hard and takes focus away from the operation” [2].


This paper examines the communication, command and control capabilities required to meet future NATO tactical, land-based operational scenarios. The services required by users for wireless communications provide an operational view of the future NATO land tactical wireless architecture, which in turn determine the capabilities provided by future wireless communication equipment within NATO and nations. These varied requirements will need a system-of-systems architecture to fulfil them. However the requirements expose a pressing need for secure, network-enabled, interoperable, wireless communications in the land tactical domain.


2.0
Requirements for wireless tactical communications

User requirements for wireless communication for future NATO and coalition operations were drawn from existing NATO scenarios and include information exchange requirements, mobility, time sensitivity and security needs. Future NATO Network Enabled Capability will increase the requirement to communicate, the need for mobility and the level of interoperability between lower echelons. 


The process and results of the requirements capture process have been described elsewhere [3]. Communication needs e.g. range, terrain, security, resilience, throughput, may all vary depending on the particular operation undertaken. Hence, the characteristics of radio transmission will also vary. The result is that wireless communication requirements can only be met by a suite of radio technologies as shown below, but the components of this suite must be interoperable to provide a seamless service to users.




Figure 1: Wireless systems covering the land tactical area.


2.1
Radio system functional requirements


The ambition within NATO is to develop a commonly available and widely deployed narrowband waveform supporting interoperable:


· secure voice and data services


· radio based shared situational awareness


· radio based combat identification


· multinational command, control and coordination


· ground to ground, air-ground-air, ground-sea-ground operation


· resilience to noise and interference


· operation within a single channel


· some degree of networking capabilities


With a long term aim for enhanced levels of ambition, to include:


· increased traffic capacity


· decreased data transmission latencies


· enhanced networking capabilities


· improved resistance to jamming


While many nations have access to tactical radio equipment supporting many if not all of these capabilities, such equipment is limited by sovereign security measures or proprietary intellectual property and so cannot be used multi-nationally. Development of an international waveform to meet the above needs has begun, with multi-national contributions to the process being provided by a number of NATO nations [4]. It should be noted that while this work is driven by military needs, aspects of the waveform may draw on commercial technology, including the modulation, media access, networking and routing schemes.


A number of functional elements are required by a radio system in order to meet all of the operational requirements discussed above. These elements may be set out in a formal framework such as the NATO C3 architectural framework (NAF). Figure 2 shows the functional elements of a radio, as a system functionality description as described in the NAF. While many of these functions are available and standardised e.g. STANAG 4591 speech codec, STANAG 4538 HF ALE and ALM; certain functions are not. 


For any given operation the radio will use a subset of the functions in Figure 2. Typically different radio equipments will implement different functional subsets. However all of these radio functions are needed in order to fulfil all of the user requirements.

Several NATO nations have carried out, or are conducting, work on components of a narrowband waveform. These components cover the air interface, media access techniques and networking. 




Figure 2: Functional description of a tactical radio system.


2.2
Waveform architecture


To ensure that the future narrow band waveform makes optimum use of available components, a waveform architecture is being defined. This allows components to be developed in a collaborative manner, by organisations throughout NATO.


Figure 3 presents an overview of the waveform architecture and relationships between its components. The depicted blocks include required sets of waveform functionalities and indicate the logical placement of software modules.


The waveform architecture does not determine actual hardware implementation of a radio transceiver. RF front-end, digital receiver circuitry, power amplifier, DSP, user interfaces and other blocks will have to match the waveform requirements but they are not subject to artificial limitations.


The information flow between components is outlined in Figure 3. Viewing the diagram from the top down, the human user interface processes voice, data, graphical display and keyboard information, including voice coding. The role of the second component is to provide end-to-end encryption. The following block performs routing and networking operations on IP and non-IP information. The fourth component is needed to control Medium Access, Link Quality and to adapt waveform parameters (if possible and required). The lowermost component includes vital wireless physical layer functionality and provides an RF interface to the transmission medium. There are two other modules which interconnect with the main components – Security and Management.
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Figure 3: Waveform architecture – relationships between components.

2.2.1
Security functions


Security functions required by a military radio system are COMSEC, link encryption and TRANSEC; in addition to key management and authentication (which may be implicit - tied to traffic encryption). 

COMSEC - communication security – protects the confidentiality and integrity of the traffic. This may be protected end-to-end, throughout the communication path, or it may only be protected at those points where the traffic is open to interception. End to end encryption cannot be applied to the signalling information as this must be available to all nodes in the communication path. 


In order to protect signalling information which is transmitted over the air, but still allow radio nodes to act on it, link encryption may be applied. Also referred to as air interface encryption, this encrypts all data – traffic and signalling - transmitted over a radio link. Every received signal must therefore be decrypted at the receiver before a networked radio node can make any decision to accept, forward or retransmit the received data. Air interface encryption is necessary if a radio network is to provide networked services without opening itself to vulnerabilities such as spoofing or denial of service attacks. 


Transmission security (TRANSEC) is used to protect the transmission of the radio signal. In military systems this may be through the use of frequency hopping or spread spectrum techniques. Cryptographic algorithms are used to control the behaviour of the TRANSEC technique. It should be noted that TRANSEC alone provides no protection of data, although it does make the transmission (and therefore the data) more difficult to detect (and therefore to intercept).


Thus, a military radio system may need to support three distinct cryptographic functions, to provide TRANSEC (to counter electronic counter-measures), air interface encryption to protect signalling (and traffic) over the air, and COMSEC to protect user data in a networked environment. A waveform architecture must be capable of supporting multiple cryptographic functions in a number of functional elements, together with the key management, data separation and bypass functions needed for management.


However, the majority of information exchanged within a tactical radio network is generally exchanged within a single radio network. Therefore, if all network nodes are trusted, and air interface encryption is strong and well implemented, this will effectively protect the user data from ‘end’ to ‘end’. Only when traffic needs to move from the tactical radio network to another network will there be a need for additional end to end cryptography – such as SCIP
 or IP encryption – to be applied.
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Figure 4: Security functions of a tactical radio system.


Figure 4 shows these three security functions, with end to end encryption being available as an option to provide additional protection for voice and data services. Figure 4 is also drawn from the NAF system view for the land tactical wireless architecture [5] but follows the waveform architecture of figure 3 closely.


Data applications are assumed to be based on IP – following the NNEC mantra of ‘IP over everything and everything over IP’. So performance enhancing proxies (PEP) are shown. PEPs improve the communication efficiency of packetised data and ‘chatty’ protocols when traversing a bearer which has stringent capacity constraints and comparatively long response times.


2.2.2
Design for portability


Another purpose of a structured waveform architecture is to aid portability of software which is developed authentication and to implement the waveform. The increasing availability of software defined radios presents the opportunity to distribute a new waveform in software form to software defined radios already fielded. This can rapidly speed up and facilitate the deployment of this vital element of tactical communication capability. 


The structure and interfaces imposed by the waveform architecture aid the portability of software implementations of the waveform to disparate radio platforms. This acts in conjunction with the software communication architecture [6].

3.0
Conclusions


Secure, network-enabled, interoperable, wireless communication will be essential if NNEC is to extend to the entire battlefield and NATO is to meet its future operational requirements in a mobile, network enabled environment.


This level of multi-national communication will only be possible if all NATO and coalition nations can:


· use the same waveforms - providing interoperability at the air interface,


· have waveforms that can support the services needed by users,


· rapidly field those waveforms in tactical radio equipment.


The development of such waveforms to meet these user needs is currently underway within NATO, beginning with a narrow band waveform for use by land forces. This waveform is being developed collaboratively, following the waveform architecture developed by NC3A, to aid development and to ease subsequent distribution and deployment. Only when such waveforms are deployed to all forces within an operation will the aims of NNEC be realisable throughout operations.
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ABSTRACT

Future military communications will be required to provide higher data capacity and wideband in  real time, greater flexibility, reliability, robustness and seamless networking capabilities. 


The next generation of communication systems and standards should be able to outperform in a littoral combat environment with a high density of civilian emissions and “ad-hoc” spot jammers.


In this operational context it is extremely important to ensure the proper performance of the information grid and to provide not all the available but only the required information in real time either by broadcasting or upon demand, with the best possible “quality of service”. 


Existing tactical data link systems and standards have being designed to convey mainly textual information such as surveillance and identification data, electronic warfare parameters,  aircraft control information,  coded voice.

The future tactical data link systems and standards should take into consideration the multimedia nature of most of the dispersed and “fuzzy” information available in the battlefield to correlate the ISR components in a way to better contribute to the Network Centric Operations. 


For this to be accomplished new wideband coalition waveforms should be developed and new coding and image compression standards should be taken into account, such as MPEG-7 (Multimedia Content Description Interface), MPEG-21, JPEG2000 and many others.


In the meantime it is important to find new applications for the current tactical data links in order to better exploit their capabilities and to overcome or minimize their limitations.

1. SUMMARY

Still image transmission and video over tactical data links is meant to be a new capability that will enhance the identification and coordination among military units in a tactical battlefield.


For example, areas such as UAV surveillance in support of intelligence operations [Ref 1], coordination and management of Ballistic Missile Defense [Ref 2] and also the more traditional surveillance and reconnaissance operations would be enhanced with visual attributes associated to a track number or parametric information. Stream video and high resolution imagery is a very demanding capability in urban environments. Also error resilient systems and standards are required to face the channel noise produced by civilian and military systems in high density populated scenarios.  

The possibility of sharing in the same tactical network different kind of multimedia information elements such as data, SAR and FLIR images and voice would suppose a definitive factor of advance in a future common tactical picture. The exploitation of this multimedia composite information in multimode display systems should provide the military with a new dimension of the tactical situation.


For this to happen real time image transmission schemes are needed and new coding and compression standards will be required. Also the image compression ratio should be good enough to maximize the limited resources available for all the participants in the network.     


Some desirable attributes are that the image transmission should be progressive, adapted to a more than likely jammed littoral environment and interactive. In some cases the image must be preprocessed before being transmitted based on the requirements imposed by interactive applications, such as definition of an “area of interest”.

Indeed, operations in jammed environments imply to implement a very robust mechanism of error detection and correction. Channel coding techniques, such as F.E.C (Forward Error Correction) reduces the bit error rate (BER) drastically. This is in addition to the own tactical data link anti-jamming protection techniques (AJP).  We consider the following type of images:

· Synthetic aperture radar (S.A.R.)


· Air pictures within the visible spectrum obtained by C2 platforms and UAVs


· Infra Red pictures and FLIR images.


Also we propose to extend the research to stream video either in the IR or visible spectrum.

2. OPERATIONAL AND TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

We state the operational requirement for the capability proposed in the present paper as follows: “To include imagery as a part of the tactical contents that are transmitted over a tactical data link channel to improve target identification, general war-fighter situational awareness and to develop regions of interest information for targeting purposes”.  In the following, we identify some of the properties that we consider should be required in any image compression standard for tactical application.

Excellent performance at low or very low data rate.  In any current tactical data link the limited resources must be shared among all the participants in the network and therefore the available bandwidth is limited.


For example it could be necessary to allocate a lot of resources to send surveillance tracks and very few network resources to image transmission. In this case an image preprocessing process is required as well as a very efficient coding algorithm in order to adapt the image quality to the available resources.


Progressive transmission capability.  This means the possibility of transmitting the image with poor quality at the beginning and to increase the resolution afterwards and /or upon demand based on a target’s “region of interest” or any other image component.


To do this an optimized code stream mechanism is needed in order to allow the image to be received sequentially over the time until an acceptable quality is achieved. 

We have in mind military applications in which the image is transmitted with a given quality based on the bandwidth available. After receiving it, if the image needs to be improved and there are resources available, the rest of the code stream is requested until an acceptable quality is reached, based on a metric figure such as PNSR.


Lossless and lossy image transmission.  This requirement, along with the progressive transmission, can enhance the quality of an image until it reaches an acceptable level of quality for operational or tactical exploitation. This capability is required for a very high detailed  images (e.g.: Synthetic Aperture Radars) where the time to transmit the target image is not an operational requirement  and the image is transmitted up to a lossless quality over the time just appending new parts of the code stream after each sender’s transmission opportunity.   


Random access to the different components of the image.  It allows the users to have a direct access to a part of the image (region of interest) or to any other component with the purpose of handling the image in the transformed domain. This is a capability to be used when some parts or components of the image are requested instead of the whole image.

Security and authentication capabilities such as water marks.  For validating the source of the image and authenticating the information provided. It is something similar to a “trade mark” of the image.


Region of interest.  The image is improved progressively within the boundaries of a relevant area, keeping the rest of the image as background and therefore using all the available data link network resources more efficiently. An interactive mechanism is required to request the part of the image that must be improved and to let the other as background information.

Robustness’ error transmission.  The image compression standard must provide error recovery and error concealment mechanisms, with synchronization marks, in addition to the specific data link error detection and correction capabilities.


Image’s scalability.  This is the capability of building the image sequentially improving some of the parameters (quality, resolution, spatial, components) over the time. 


Real time processing.  This is a very demanding requirement for military tactical communications. It must be in accordance with the networking timeline.


Quality of service (QoS).  As a mechanism to measure the application’s performance. For example, a progressive image transmission is stopped when a specific PSNR or resolution is achieved. 

3. JPEG2000 STANDARD

There are several standards and algorithms that are partially compliant with the requirements identified above. We propose to analyze JPEG2000 in detail as we think it is more suitable for fulfilling the above mentioned technical requirements.


JPEG2000 offers numerous advantages against the old JPEG that is considered currently the “standard de facto”.  JPEG2000 is based on the wavelet discrete transform (WDT) instead of cosine discrete transform (CDT) and therefore a hierarchically organization of the compressed image is developed with some of the benefits that will be stated below. One main advantage is that JPEG2000 offers both lossy and lossless compression in the same file stream, while JPEG usually only utilizes lossy compression. For high quality applications JPEG2000 has a better performance. JPEG2000 provides a higher quality final image, even when using lossy compression [Ref 3]. 


Currently, the most common form of image compression is known as JPEG.  This standard was developed by the Joint Photographic Expert Group in the late 1980’s, and since then has been the most successful and widely used compression technique.


JPEG2000 is the latest still image compression international standard established by ISO/IEC JTC 1/ SC 29/ (Working group#1/study committee #29). Also it is an ITU-T recommendation.


3.1. JPEG2000 Main Features


JPEG2000 has better compression efficiency than the widely used JPEG.   JPEG2000 achieves a 20% to 50% improvement in compression performance with JPEG [Ref  4].  JPEG2000 supports five progressive schemes: LRCP; RLCP; RPCL; PCRL; CPRL.


The order of the code stream is build taken into account a priority scheme among the following elements: Binary layers (L), resolution (R ), Components (C), and position (P).

For the tactical application we propose, LRCP scalability is the most interesting as the data link available bit rate can be adapted to the quality of the required image.


JPEG2000 allows specifying the number of resolution levels of the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT).

JPEG2000 specification is divided into six parts: part #1 describes the code stream syntax and the decoder implementation; part #2 includes added value extensions; part #3 includes extensions for image sequences M-JPEG2000 (Motion JPEG2000); part #5 contains the reference software and part #6 includes an additional file format for composite documents.  Fig. 1 shows the JPEG2000 specification context diagram.  
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Figure  1.  Context Diagram for JPEG2000 Specs.


JPEG2000 coder makes the following operations: 

· Component break up. Source image is broken up into their components.


· Spatial partition of the image. The image and its components are broken up in spatial partitions called tiles. Each partition component is decoded independently one from the other and these are the basic unit for the image’s reconstruction. This property of the algorithm provides one of the methods of image area of interest selection.


· Transformation: Discrete Wavelet Transform. A DWT is applied to each component of the partition separately. DWT transform coefficients contain information regarding local areas of the image. Fourier Transform, on the contrary, provides information on the whole image. As a result each tile is broken up in several resolution levels, with different sub-bands that describe the local characteristics in the spatial-frequency domain. 


· DWT transform applied to the image provides the same number of coefficients as samples, but the information tends to be concentrated in a few of those coefficients. After the quantification process the information contained in the small coefficients is zeroided and therefore the bit rate is drastically reduced. The codification process that follows reduces even more the number of bits required for coding the quantified samples.  


· Coefficients’ blocks. Coefficients’ sub-bands are quantified and grouped in structures called “code blocks”. 


· Coding. Each sub-band of the component of the partition is further subdivided in code-blocks. Coefficients of each block are arranged in bit-planes and are coded in accordance to a process called entropy coded. 


· The code stream as a result of this process are grouped in layers, each of them provides an improved quality of the image. This algorithm is called EBCOT.


· Packets are the basic unit of the JPEG2000 code stream.


· Region of Interest. As a part of the coding process some areas of interest (ROI) are defined.  These can be coded with a higher quality than the background part of the image.


· Error recovery. JPEG2000 also allows including “markers” as an integral part of the code stream to implement error recovery mechanisms.


The use of wavelets allows selecting a certain area of an image to view at a higher quality, while leaving the rest of the image at a lower quality.  This allows the user to only view a necessary portion of the image instead of the entire image.  This significantly reduces the amount of data link resources required as well as the amount of network time required to access the relevant part of the image. The Figure shows the image compression quality (PSNR value) vs. the bit rate (in bits per pixel) for an image that was compressed using both the ROI encoding and the standard encoding method.  The quality of the entire image is also shown on the graph.  As is seen from Figure, the quality of the selected area of the image is significantly improved when the ROI method is used.  

 




Figure 2.  Comparison between ROI encoding and standard encoding.

3.2. Block Coding


Now we are going to describe some aspects of the JPEG2000 coding process that are considered the most important for the proponed application, such as discrete wavelet transform (reversible and not reversible) Dead-Zone Scalar Quantization and EBCOT codification.
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Figure 3.  JPEG2000 Block Diagram.

Offset.  This the first process required by JPEG2000.  The B- bits image’s samples are subjected to an offset to get a signed representation within the following rank:
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If the initial data is already within this rank, the offset is not required. This process is needed because almost all coefficients produced by the DWT shown a symmetric distribution around zero, after a high band filtering. 

Transform.  There are two different paths: reversible path and irreversible.  The process consists in the mapping of the B-bits depth x[n] samples with whole values for each sub-band in the transformed domain, with a similar accuracy.  


In this case the DWT is implemented using the Spline 5/3 transform (filter with whole coefficients) with filter lengths of 5 and 3 respectively.  The second part of the JPEG2000 standard will allow the implementation of a different kernel of filters. Spline filter allows the coding and decoding of an image without any additional loss [Ref 5].   


Lossless compression requires only the reversible path.


Transforms associated to the irreversible path are totally linear (up to quantification stage) which implies a better compression performance. In this case, on the contrary with the previous, normalized real coefficients are used. The quantified step is specified in accordance with the dynamic rank of the signal.  A “dead-zone” quantification process is used in this case (see next paragraph).


JPEG2000 standard part #1 only proposes the bi-orthogonal CDF (Cohen-Daubechies-Feauveau) 9/7 transform. High band pass filters (HH) and low band pass filters (HL) are specified with a length of 9 and 7 respectively [Ref 6]. 


This transform offers a good complexity–efficiency performance for image compression applications.


Region of Interest.  Max-Shift method is used.

Embedded Block Coding With Optimized Truncation.  JPEG2000 standard is based on EBCOT algorithm [Ref 7]. One of the properties of this algorithm is the scalability or possibility to adjust in the decoder the bit rate or resolution of the reconstructed image without the need to know it in the coding process. In EBCOT each sub band is divided in small blocks of samples called code blocks where the bit rate of each block is truncated independently of the rest.  Advantages of EBCOT coding:

· Code stream organization and arrangement is the base for the four scalability modes available in JPEG2000: quality, resolution, spatial and components.


· Quality on demand: each binary layer is made of a number of code-blocks of different size that gradually increase the quality of the received image (Measured in PSNR).. 

· Other embedded algorithms such as EZW [Ref 8] and SPIHT [Ref 9] can not eliminate samples corresponding to the low quality layers due to the “zerotree coded algorithm” of the wavelet transform.


· Local processing: this scheme of independent coding allows a local processing of samples in each block, what means a HW implementation advantage.


· Efficient compression.


· Error recovery and concealment.

3.3. JPEG2000 Code Stream


The JPEG2000 code stream will be presented and an analysis of the different parts will be made in order to identify the code stream sections and image layers that require more anti-jamming  (AJ) protection (because their sensibility or importance) when transmitted over a tactical data link.  In the simplest case, JPEG2000 code stream contains the following data structures: a header, a body of data and an end of code-stream marker (EOC).


The header contains the global information required for code stream decompression. The code-stream can be further breaking up in sub-code stream that conveys information about the image spatial partition. The header of each spatial partition contents also the information needed for decompressing the sequence of data packets of the related partition.  Each of these elements are preceded by specific markers.  The following figure shows the JPEG2000 code–stream structure with the header markers [Ref 10].
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Figure 4.  JPEG2000 Code Stream.
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Figure 5.  JPEG2000
 Code Stream Spatial Decomposition.  


Also we present the packet structure for the JPEG2000 code stream (.J2C).
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Figure 6.  J2C Code Stream Packet Structure .


The previous figure shows the packet structure of a J2C code stream. Each packet starts with the start of packet marker (SOP). The main header contains all the information required for the code stream decompression. Similarly, the header of each partition component contains the information needed for the associated packet decompression.  JPEG2000 stated that some of the markers are required and some others are optional.  


3.4. Comparative Analysis


A comparative analysis with other standards and algorithms will be presented based on SNR, compression ratio and some others operational and technical requirements either in noiseless or noisy channels. We will pay specific attention to JPEG2000 versus JPEG because the later is considered the standard “de facto” for most military communication applications.

An example of some PSNR efficiencies for JPEG2000 and JPEG is shown in Table 1.  Two different color images were compressed using several different bit rates (measured in bits per pixel, or bpp) using both JPEG2000 and JPEG.  A higher bit rate will result in a higher quality picture [Ref 11].


The results indicate that JPEG2000 consistently offers higher compression efficiency.

		Bpp

		0.125

		0.5

		2.00



		Img1 JPEG

		24.42

		31.17

		35.15



		Img1 JPEG2000

		28.12

		32.95

		37.35



		Img2 JPEG

		22.60

		28.92

		35.99



		Img2JPEG2000

		24.85

		31.13

		38.80





Table 1.  Comparison of PSNR compression efficiencies


(in dB) for two images at various bit rates.

With JPEG, an image file was only able to be displayed a single way, with a certain resolution.  Because JPEG2000 is based on wavelets, the wavelet stream can be only partially decompressed if the user only wants a low-resolution image.  In summary JPEG2000 provides a flexible solution and provides good compression performance and a rich set of new features. 

4. JPEG2000 COMPRESSED IMAGE TRANSMISSION OVER LINK-16


We will present a study-case with some simulations for JPEG2000 compressed images transmitted over a LINK-16 channel analyzing the cost in terms of network resources, the quality of the received image, and the pros and cons compared with the same image JPEG-compressed. We will present also the performance of both image compression standards over LINK-16 noisy channels with different compression rates and bit error rates (BER).


4.1. Method Proposed


We propose to combine LINK-16 / JPEG2000 error detection and correction techniques to implement a more robust error management mechanism by transmitting the most sensitive part of the JPEG2000 compressed image (*.J2C code stream), such as headers, markers, first layers, tiles, with the maximum LINK-16 anti jamming protection (at a lower data rate) and the rest of the coded image with less A/J protection at higher data rate. For this transmission strategy we take into account the “progressive by quality” structure of the JPEG2000 code-stream and LINK-16 free text (FT) messages and the Link16 packing limit structure.

Firstly we establish a common communication structure for the tentative scenarios. We identify a sensor node (SN); this is the platform that captures the image and imagery management node (IMN), which is the JU responsible for receiving and post processing the image.  


Finally we identify three operational modes: normal, under demand, and interactive. Only normal mode will be presented being the interactive mode very similar only requiring a service channel.


We analyze both the LINK-16 network design phase to assess the impact of the imagery application in the LINK-16 resources available (TDMA time slots) and the operational phase to assess the performance of the proposed method with the allocated time slots.   


We assume that although all network participants will receive the JPEG2000 transmitted image, only the management unit will interact with the sensor JU to ask for changes in the compressed image, such as request of area of interest, new progressive method, more code-stream to increase resolution or quality, etc..  We have made a high amount of simulations to show that with relatively few Link16 network resources it is possible to implement an imagery application over LINK-16.  In the network design phase, these are the LINK-16 technical characteristics that have to be taken into account:


· Maximum LINK-16 resources available for imagery.  Study cases: 5% & 10%.


· Voice channel requirement (No requirements for the Case study).

· Relay requirement: Yes.


· Anti Jamming Performance (AJP) schemes, that are reflected in the LINK-16 packing limit implementation..


· Distance mode: both normal and extended.


· NPGs available for imagery: from 1 to 4 (STANAG 5516)

· TRS mode: We analyze normal access mode and time slot reallocation (TSR).

· Link-16 noisy channel. We have simulated LINK-16 channels for STD/P2SP/P2DP/P4 NEDC.


· Imagery and quality of service (QoS) characteristics taken into account:

· Quality required for imagery application: a threshold might be established for the minimum PSNR required based on technical and operational requirements. This threshold will be changed upon demand.

· Source of image: Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), infra-red images (FLIR), satellite and natural images.

Finally, a LINK-16 network design is chosen based on operational and imagery requirements.


4.2. Network Design Resource Allocation Strategies

We propose a LINK-16 allocation strategy based on the following:

· NPGs allocated to imagery: from 1 to 4 each of one with a different packing limit “by design”. Spare NPGs taken from STANAG 5516.

· Format message: “free text”.


· Maximum Time Slot Blocks (TSB) number is 64 per terminal and 48 in (Time Slot Reallocation Mode) TRS mode.


· Time slots available for imagery: two study cases with no more than 10 %, and 5% of network resources allocated.   

The algorithm we propose is the following: the image is JPEG2000 compressed and due to its unique coding capabilities such as quality layers, ROI, etc, the code stream is allocated to different NPGs each one with a different packing limit assigned during network design. By doing this, the compressed image is transmitted by default in quality layers with different LINK-16 Anti-Jamming Protection (AJP) schemes and bit rates (most APJ, less data rate and the opposite) per layer.  We propose to transmit the first layer with the most AJP protection, using standard packing (STD), because it contains the header and the most sensitive part of the image for the decoder to be able to reconstruct. The rest of the image is sent in different NPGs at a higher data rate.  The following figure shows the LINK-16 resource allocation algorithm when a JPEG2000 compressed image is LRCP progressive.
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Figure 7.  LINK -16 time slot allocation algorithm.

In reception the compressed image is reconstructed based on the quality criteria established.  In our study we examined different cases (Table 3) with 5 time slot distributions in different NPGs (from 1 to 4) given a limit of the 10% of the total LINK-16 resource availability (In LINK-16: 1536 time slots per frame).


		Time slots distribution Model

		 NPGs availability: 4_NPG

		TSBs

		3_NPGs

		TSBs

		2_NPGs

		TSBs

		1_NPG

		TOTAL



		A: 154

		32+34+40+48

		7

		32+56+66

		6

		64+90

		5

		154

		154



		B: 144

		32+64+32+16

		4

		32+48+64

		4

		64+80

		3

		144

		144



		C: 136

		32+32+32+40

		5

		

		

		

		

		136

		136



		D: 128

		32+32+32+32

		4

		D31; D32;D33

		3

		64+64

		2

		128

		128



		E: 160

		

		

		64+64+32

		3

		

		

		

		160





Table 3.  Time slots distribution model for different NPGs.

Now we compute the bit rate balance:  suppose we establish the following packing limit policy: FT-STD/FT-P2DP/FT-P4/FT-P4 (NEDC). The bits available for convening a JPEG2000 compressed image (distribution A) are 147.780 bits per LINK-16 frame.  

		NPG

		Time Slots 

		TSBs

		Packing Limit

		Bits/time slot

		Data Rate (bits)



		Imag_1

		32 

		1

		FT-STD

		225

		7200



		Imag_2

		32 + 2

		2

		FT-P2DP

		450

		15300



		Imag_3

		32 + 8

		2

		FT-P4

		900

		36000



		Imag_4

		32 + 16

		2

		FT-P4 (NEDC)

		1860

		89280



		                                                                                      TOTAL  147.780 bits





Table 4.  Time slots distribution model for different NPGs.

As an example we use a JPEG2000 compressed natural image of 252x256 resolution pixels with the distribution in packets and file size (obtained with Kakadu
) listed in Table 5.


		 Packet Number

		Bytes



		Packet # 1

		57



		Packet # 2

		118



		Packet # 3

		304



		Packet #4

		586



		Packet #5

		1156



		Packet #6

		1404



		Total Image (bytes)

		3625 (29000 bits)





Table 5.  Bytes required to transmit a reference image.

It is shown that with the proposed network resources allocation it is possible to transmit the image. In the following sections we will demonstrate the quality of the image transmitted over the LINK-16 channel with and without noise and the algorithm to allocate the compressed image into the LINK-16 allocated time slots given a number of NGPs available and quality criteria.

Data link limitations.


In Table 6 we summarize the impact and operational limitations of an imagery application in typical LINK-16 network design
 tasks.  Imagery over LINK-16 capabilities and limitation have to be clearly identified in order to better establish a trade-off between them.

		OPTIONS

		TIME SLOTS AVAILABILITY



		1.-No relé NPG 7

		+32 (“Net Option 2..6”)



		

		+128 (“Net Option 1”)



		2.-relé for Imagery

		If rele not required: Max 156 TS for Imagery



		3.-Multinetting

		Not considered



		4.-NPG7 (<ts)

		+128 TS (including TS for rele)



		5.-Voice (<ts)

		+128 TS (including TS for rele)



		6.-NPG 10(<ts)

		+32 TS (including TS for rele)





Table 6.  Impact of imagery in a TDL Network Design.

After a detailed analysis of imagery transmission over LINK-16, the following constraints were identified:


· Operational distance.

· Assignment of time slots for imagery. 

· Time of availability for the image to be displayed.


· Anti-jamming margin.

4.3. Operational Phase. Capture, Management and TX/RX


 This phase starts when a LINK-16 network has been chosen with a given amount of LINK-16 resources (time slot) allocated for imagery and all the participating units have been entered in the network.  We propose the image transfer protocol illustrated in Fig. 8 for data exchange between the Image Management JU (IMU) and the Sensor JU (SJU).
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Figure 8.  Transfer Protocol between sensor unit and management unit.

For the Sensor JU to accommodate the image codification to the C2 requirements we also propose the algorithm shown in the following picture.
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Figure 9.  Image Quality Management.


The image is JPEG2000 compressed and further reconstructed to obtain the quality factor in terms of PSNR/MSE.  Then a threshold (T) is established to prepare the code stream based on the image operational requirements. If PSNR is higher than the threshold the JPEG2000 code stream is transmitted. If it is lower either a reduced T is established or more time slots are requested.  For this to happen, the mode of operation should be changed to interactive.  A similar scheme is proposed for TSR that provides the process more flexibility. 

4.4. Protocol Detailed Description

Here we show the data transfer protocol between JUs: sensor unit (responsible of transmitting the image) and image management unit (responsible of handling the image).

Sensor JU.


· Capture of the image.


· Image pre-processing in TX: filtering and downsizing to match the image to LINK-16 resources.  Format change. Reduction in the number of components.

· Image compression: development of the JPEG2000 code stream in accordance with the arranged parameters.

· By default assignment of LINK-16 resources specified after the network design phase. 


· Selection of the maximum number of quality layers adapted to the available resources and image characteristics.


· Post processing: check the compressed image quality. The image is reconstructed from the code stream and the PSNR is obtained.  


· The post processing algorithm in the sensor unit is described in the figure below.

· Reconstruction of the coded image and PSNR (MSE) computing.


· Check the obtained PSNR with the threshold established in the network design phase.


· If the image quality is higher, go to the “LINK-16 TX preparation step” 


· If the image quality is lower:


· Ask IVR2 (Imagery Management Unit) to change the image coding parameters.


· Ask IVC2 to relax the quality requirements, by reducing the threshold.


· Send the image with the quality as it is.


· Ask for more LINK-16 resources (by means of the network management J-series messages).


· If the image meets all above criteria a “LINK-16 TX preparation” process is conducted.


· Packing limit change. This is for modifying the bit rate-anti jamming protection by the means of FIM messages to the MIDS terminal.


· Data flown host-MIDS. 


· Link-16 control resources by the mean of J0.6 series messages.


· Transmission of the main image coded parameters.


· Transmission of the image over the LINK-16 channel. 


· Image Management JU.

· Reception of the image in accordance with the agreed progressive scheme stated by operational requirements.    


· Image processing: check quality of service for the LINK-16 channel. 


· Transition to error resilient mode if required.


For quality assessment, the IMU is checking the received messages error rate (MER) through the Reed Solomon code fail counter, available in the MIDS LVT. The MER Threshold is set up at the MIDS initialization phase and can be changed by using the AP159, adopting the decision criteria in Fig. 10.
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Figure 10.  Quality of Transaction.

It must be clarified that MER is related on the LINK-16 channel noise only.  We have developed also a similar protocol and image transmission algorithm for an interactive mode and for a LINK-16 access mode based on Time Slot Reallocation. Both image management schemes might be working together.


4.5. Some Examples

Example # 1. Natural image JPEG2000 compressed with 4 quality layers and LRCP Mode.


We present an example of a natural picture JPEG2000 compressed, coded with 4 quality layers and in LRCP progressive mode that are transmitted over a LINK-16 channel using dedicated access for the first two layers of the image (less data rate demanding) and in TSR for the last two layers (Fig. 11).
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Figure 11.  Method of assigning JPEG2000 code stream quality layers to NPGs.

Example # 2: Two images JPEG2000 coded with different quality layers and LINK-16 access methods. JPEG2000 transcoder.


Also we present another case of two IR images JPEG2000 compressed and transmitted over a LINK-16 channel. Time slots available are 128 (<10%). We have establish a method for using the same scheme for transmitting two images over a LINK-16 channel using a JPEG2000 trancoder. The mechanism is simple, the picture #1 is coded and 3 out of 4 layers are transmitted as the quality achieved is good enough and is above the required threshold. The remaining time slots available (32) are used to transmit the layer #1 of the colored picture #2 in a NPG with STD PL (compressed factor= 706.71). The results are presented below. The remaining layers of the image #2 can be sent in the next image transmission opportunity.  Fig. 12 shows the context diagram. 
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Figure 12.  JPEG2000 Transcoder. Two images management coder


		DN



		Layers

		TS

		PL

		NPG

		Data Rate

		A/J

		PSNR



		1

		32

		STD

		I1

		0.0351

		

		23.03



		2

		32

		P2SP

		I2

		0.1054

		

		25.11



		3

		32

		P4

		I3

		0.2460

		

		27.26



		4

		32

		P4_NEDC

		I4

		0.5366

		68.7

		29.79





Table 7.  PSNR for image #1 “Land Image_17.pgm” Threshold

has been established in T(PSNR)=28 


		

		Rate bits/pel

		P/L

		T/S_ frame

		RRN

		NPG

		A/M

		PSNR:_C1

		PSNR_C2

		PSNR_C3

		Fac_Comp.

		A/J



		Original

		24

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Layer1

		0.03396

		Std

		32

		11

		I1

		D

		19.00

		22.54

		23.21

		706.71

		+++



		Layer2

		0.1698

		P2_DP

		32+64=96

		12

		I2

		D

		24.54

		29.76

		28.82

		141.34

		++



		Layer3

		0.3057

		P4

		96+32=128

		11

		I3

		D

		26.51

		32.58

		31.37

		78.5

		+





Table 8.  PSNR for image #2 “Naval FLIR”. 


5. GENERAL RESULTS


We have developed a set of simulations considering several image types (FLIR, SAR, and natural) and JPEG2000 coding schemes with limited LINK-16 resources available (10% & 5%).  The more availability of time slots implies a better quality of the reconstructed image.  


The number of image variants and JPEG2000 coding parameters implemented in our simulations is big enough to consider the method tested at simulation level. We have consider different number of levels in the DWT, changes in the progressive image transmission schemes, normal distance and extended distance, pre-filtering capabilities to smooth the SAR images prior JPEG2000 compression,  region of interest, etc.


We have also considering changes in JPEG2000 coding parameters with acceptable results. 

In Annex A we show several examples of the proposed method with the original and reconstructed images and the obtained PSNR (for noiseless channels). 

For noisy or more real channel conditions a error resilient mode has been developed and will be shown in the next paragraph.


5.1. Error Resilient Mode

This mode combines the error recovery properties of JPEG2000 through the insertion of specific markers, with the rest of AJP measures embedded in the LINK-16 waveform.


5.2. LINK-16-JPEG2000 Combined Techniques

Fig. 13 shows the conceptual scheme of both techniques applied together. 
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Figure 13.  JPEG2000 & Link-16 error detection and correction capabilities.


The proposed method consists of the following:

· The original image is coded always with start of packets and end of packet marker (SOP & EPH)


· These markers limit and identify a data stream that is required to successfully conduct the decoding process in the other end, especially if any error recovery technique is implemented.  


Table 9 following table shows a true example of SOP-EPH markers and their boundary parameters:  

· Maker FF91.


· Segment lenght in bytes.


· Order of the packet within the code  stream


· Packet hjeader.


· Marker FF92.


· Packet data in bytes.


		  935

		Stara of Packet (SOP)

		



		

		Marker Value

		FF91



		

		Length of Segment

		0004



		

		Sequence Number

		0005



		

		Packet Header

		[c7 c3 e9 4c 3b d0 70 e3 0 ]



		

		End of Packet Header(EPH)

		FF92



		

		Packet Body length

		440 bytes





Table 9.  Typical JPEG2000 SOP/EPH code stream structure. 


5.3. Error Resilient Process

Fig. 14 shows the protocol proposed for an error resilient transmission over a LINK-16 channel.
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Figure 14.  Protocol for error management.

Fig. 15 shows the process applied to a natural image.
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Figure 15.  Error Resilient mechanism - Packet data mapped onto LINK-16 time slots.

The image is JPEG2000 coded and a J2C code stream in developed. Data packets are mapped in LINK-16 time slots in accordance with a approved LINK-16 network design.


Those packets that are not Reed Solomon coded, e.g. packet N, are not subject to pass the quality test. If packet #3 is received with a message error rate higher than the established threshold, the same data is re-transmitted with a more AJM protected Packing Limit (STD instead of P2DP). 


To show this process we have developed Table 9, in which we reported the time slots required to send a JPEG2000 code stream with two different AJP schemes: one with a sequentially increased protection algorithm, as new packets are sent over the link, and other with the same protection method but where all the packet headers are sent with the maximum protection, e.g. in standard packing limit mode. 

		JPEG2000 Code-stream

		#Bytes

		Packing Limit
(Resilient option)

		# Time Slots

		Packing Limit (by default)
(No resilient option)

		#Time Slots



		MAIN HEADER

		96

		STD 

		4 

		STD

		4



		TILEPART #1 

		12

		STD

		1

		STD

		1



		PACKET #1 HEADER

		11

		STD

		1

		P2

		1



		PACKET#1

		13

		P2

		1

		P2

		1



		………………..

		….

		……………

		………….

		………………

		…



		TOTAL Time Slots

		

		

		25

		

		24





Table 9.  Packing Limit AJP vs NAJP.

In this case the test image is decomposed in 6 tiles or partitions.  We show that only one more time slots are required for transmitting the image in a more AJ resistance mode.


5.4. LINK-16 CHANNEL BER ANALISYS.


In order to simulate a LINK-16 channel with different AJP capabilities, we have developed two different scenarios: 


Scenario #1.  All the quality layers of the entire image are transmitted in one NPG with P4_NEDC packing limit; BER= 10-3.

Scenario #2. The layers are distributed into 4 NPGs in accordance with the proposed algorithm and protocol. Also the Bit Error Rate of each channel is shown


· Channel NPG_I&V1: layer #1 P/L Estándar; BER= 10-6 

· Channel NPG_I&V2: layer #2 P/L P2DP; BER= 10-5

· Channel NPG_I&V3: layer #3 P/L P4; BER= 10-4.


· Channel NPG_I&V4: layer #4 P/L P4_NEDC; BER= 10-3.


The image source is FLIR and has been JPEG2000 compressed with the following parameters:


· LRCP progressive;


· Binary layers data rate:


· Layer #1: 0.0351 bpp.


· Layer #2: 0.1757 bpp.


· Layer #3: 0.3163 bpp


· Layer #4: 0.4616 bpp.


· Reversible compression;


· Number of levels of the wavelet transform: five.

Method.


We have used MATLAB programs for implementation with the following algorithm:


· A JPEG2000 code stream is built (*.J2C)


· A Binary vector representation of the code stream is developed. 


· A binary vector with the same BER channel is generated
.


· An exclusive OR is made between both vectors for generating a LINK-16 channel corrupted JPEG2000 code stream.


· Image reconstruction
.


Results.

We have a set of images reconstructed of the two scenarios and also a JPEG2000 versus a JPEG reconstructed image transmitted over the same LINK-16 channel. We show that the JPEG compressed image is unable to be reconstructed and the JPEG2000 is perfectly identified. 


Also we show the PSNR degradation when the same image is transmitted over a free of error LINK-16 channel and also over a BER= 10-4 error characteristic channel.


After receiving two binary layers of the scenario #2, the PSNR with and without channel error is:


PSNR no channel error: 26.3486 dB.


PSNR channel errors in scenario #2 : 26.2969 dB.  This means a degradation of 0.05 dB.  In Appendix A we also show the original and both JPEG2000 and JPEG reconstructed images under various noise channel conditions.


6. RECOMMENDATIONS


As a conclusion after extensive simulations we propose the following recommendations:

· JPEG2000 code stream data rate for each binary layer (while in LRCP progressive mode) should be matched to the available time slots during the network design phase. A data base with several images’ models shall be developed to facilitate the proposed allocation method. A code stream to time slots allocation algorithm has been developed and proved. 


· In a first approach it is recommended to use only monocrome images to reduce the network resources.  If after a first assessment a full color region of interest is required with more resolution, it will be accommodated using the same transmission scheme.


· It is recommended to set up the AJP threshold in the network design phase, as there is a big dependency of the image quality to the LINK-16 packing limit imposed.   


· It is recommended to conduct an image preprocessing process before being transmitted to assure that the tiles are fitted with the region of interest.   


· For optimizing Link16 resources, it is strongly recommended that JPEG2000 binary layers should be multiples of the TSBs obtained in the LINK-16 network design phase for each NPG. 


· Maximize the number of JPEG2000 binary layers. The more are received the best is the quality of the reconstructed image and the more is the control of  the transaction (this means to maximize the PSNR for the available resources).


· As in any network design process, it should be taken into account the TSB limit imposed by the MIDS LVT or any other LINK-16 equipment (JTIDS, JTRS).


· Match the Link16 AJP to those parts of the JPEG2000 code stream that are more error sensitive.


· A detailed analysis should be done in the network design phase to accommodate the available LINK-16 resources to the anti-jamming requirements of the battlefield environment taken into account the combined JPEG2000 / LINK-16 error detection and correction (EDC) techniques available.


· The Image availability will be in accordance with the Recurrence Rate Number. 


· Maximize the PSNR given the limited resources in terms of data rate imposed by the LINK-16 network.


7. CONCLUSIONS

Recent conflicts have shown that real time imagery availability is mean to be a very important capability for any current or future military operation. Either in dedicated link systems or as a part of a normalized tactical data link standard, the possibility of including real time images in the tactical picture is extremely important. Aircrafts and UAVs providing stream-video or high resolution still images are the most demanded systems elsewhere, especially in littoral and urban environments. 


Given the current bandwidth constraints of the tactical data links it is important to develop new algorithms and methods for taking the best advantage of the very limited resources.          


We have proposed a method to allocate LINK-16 time slots to a JPEG2000 compressed image taking advantage of the unique LINK-16 anti-jamming capabilities and network design paradigm. Also, the JPEG2000 coding scheme is flexible and capable enough to accommodate most of the technical requirements identified above.

We consider that the amount of time slots required for the proposed application is reasonable given the operational advantages of this capability. 


A high variety of images have been taken into consideration as well as a diversity of noiseless and noisy LINK-16 channels, with different B.E.Rs. The combined JPEG2000 and LINK-16 error resilient capabilities can be exploded in a very productive way to take the most advantage of each standard. Also the JPEG2000 Region of Interest feature is extremely important to obtain high resolution images of an area of interest that is tactically significant. JPEG2000 is also providing an “authenticity” capability due to the “watermark” feature available in the standard. 


We have shown that it is possible to implement a combined JPEG2000 & LINK-16 capabilities to include imagery information in the tactical picture.


We are considering also the possibility of sending “stream video” over a tactical data link or any new wideband coalition waveform using MJPEG2000 or any other similar standard. 
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APPENDIX A – PROPOSED METHOD ASSESSMENT


For validating the proposed method we have developed a big variety of study cases with different image types and JPEG2000 coding options.  We start analyzing the proposed “time slot to binary layers allocation algorithm” with several “JPEG2000 compression variants” for 1 network Participation Group (1 NPG).  Then we show the case when 2 NPGs are available.  This results in a more flexible AJP transmission scheme.


A Naval FLIR image is also compressed with 3 NPGs available, 3 image components and 3 JPEG2000 binary layers. This analysis is extended to a Land IR Image when 4 NPGs are available and 4 binary layers are implemented as a part of the JPEG2000 codification.


A change in the compression parameters is also considered as a part of a more general interactive Link16 transmission scheme. We have developed some study cases to change the following parameters: resolution, tiling, region of interest, progressive transmission, etc.. 


We also propose a study case considering a noisy channel with BER = 10^-4. A JPEG2000 compressed image is transmitted and reconstructed in both a noisy and noiseless environment and the results are presented. We make the same exercise with a JPEG versus a JPEG2000 compressed image.  


A.1. 
INITIAL CONDITIONS


We propose a W9x7 DWT kernel as it is the most common and standardized filter.  The EBCOT block size will be 64x64 and we consider also the more generic LRCP transmission mode. Regarding Link16 resources we consider no more than a 10% of the total amount of time slots available in a frame for our imagery application and the number of NPGs range from 1 to 4, each of one with a different Packing Limit structure that provides a more flexible AJP capability.   


A.2.
NATURAL IMAGES

NUMBER OF NPG AVAILABLE: 1


We propose several study cases for a natural image, each of them with different JPEG2000 binary layer to link 16 time slot allocations variants. Only 1 NPG is available and we analyze the data rate and the PSNR for different Packing Limits.

· Variants #1 & #2: quality binary layers are logarithmically spaced from 0.05 bpp to 1 bpp with and without tiling.


· Variants #3: quality binary layers are a multiple of 64 time slots.


· Variants #4: quality binary layers are a multiple of 32 time slots.

		Variant 

		ROI

		Cp

		S_tiles

		Tiles

		Layers

		Prec

		Orden

		Lev

		Kernel

		Size

		Block

		Bit Rate



		#1

		N

		3

		128x128

		20

		10

		N

		LRCP

		5

		W9x7

		437x640

		64x64

		Nota1



		#2

		N

		3

		437x640

		1

		10

		N

		LRCP

		5

		W9x7

		437x640

		64x64

		Nota2



		#3

		N

		3

		437x640

		1

		10

		N

		LRCP

		5

		W9x7

		437x640

		64x64

		Nota3



		#4

		N

		3

		437x640

		1

		20

		N

		LRCP

		5

		W9x7

		437x640

		64x64

		Nota4





Table 1.  Image variants.

VARIANT TYPE #1.

		P/L

		STD: 225 bits/ts

		P2SP: 450 bits/ts

		P2DP: 1860 bits/ts

		P4: 1860 bits/ts



		Numero de NPGs

		1

		1

		1

		1



		A/J

		+++

		++

		+

		-



		Dist

		E

		E

		N

		N



		EDC

		S

		S

		S

		N



		Assigned TS

		3 layers; TS: 128

		5 layers; TS:128 

		8 layers;  TS:256
decd: 7 layers; 
TS:128 unused 26 TS

		10 layers: 256 TS
decd: 9 layers;TS:128 
unused 26 TS 



		Data rate

		0.1030 bpp

		0.1934 bpp

		0.3641 bpp

		0.7077 bpp



		PSNR C1

		11.4 (layers 3)

		11.4l((yer 5)

		12.46 (layer 7)

		13.59 (layer 9)



		PSNR C2 

		16.04 

		16.09

		17.5

		17.532



		PSNR C3 

		15.45

		15.64

		16.77

		17.56



		COMMENTS

		3 tiles

		 4 tiles 

		 7 tiles; TS:128

		 11 tiles





Table 2.  Image transmission over Link 16 with different P/L 




      

              Figure 1.  11 tiles.             Figure 2.  3 tiles.
                  Figure 3.  3 tiles.                Figure 4.  20 tiles.

VARIANT TYPE #2.


		

		STD: 225 bits/ts (1)

		P2SP: 450 bits/ts (2)

		P4: 900 bits/ts (3)

		P4: 1860 bits/ts (4)



		Number of NPGs

		1

		1

		1

		1



		A/J

		+++

		++

		+

		-



		Dist

		E

		E

		N

		N



		EDC

		S

		S

		S

		N



		Asig_TS

		3 layers: 119 TS.

		5 layers; TS:114 

		7 layers; TS: 112

		10 layers: 150 TS 



		Data rate

		0.09545 bpp

		0.1834 bpp

		0.36038 bpp

		0.99459 bpp



		PSNR C1

		31.53 (layer 3)

		33.24 (layer 5)

		35.15 (layer 7)

		37.97 (layer 9)



		PSNR C2 

		32.51 

		33.92

		35.72

		38.73



		PSNR C3 

		32.16

		33.36

		35.05

		37.75





Table 3.  Image transmission over Link 16 with different P/L. 






                       Figure 5.  9 Layers.                      

   
                Figure 6.  3 Layers.

VARIANT  TYPE #3.

		

		STD: 225 bits/ts (1)

		P2SP: 450 bits/ts (2)

		P2DP: 900 bits/ts (3)

		P4: 1860 bits/ts (4)



		Number of NPGs

		1

		1

		1

		1



		A/J

		+++

		++

		+

		-



		Dist

		E

		E

		N

		N



		EDC

		S

		S

		S

		N



		Asig_TS

		2 layers of 64 TS: 
128 TS

		4 layers of 64 TS en Std; 
TS: 128 TS
(each layer: 64 TS_std)

		8 Capas; TS: 128

		16 capas: 128 TS.
Cod JPEG2000 initialized with  10 capas.



		Data rate

		0.1030 bpp

		0.2059 bpp

		0.4119 bpp

		0.823 bpp 
> 0.5149 bpp(c10)



		PSNR C1

		31.56 (layer 2)

		33.56 

		35.56 (layer 8)

		36.41 (layer 10)



		PSNR C2 

		32.43 

		34.20

		36.03

		36.93



		PSNR C3 

		32.26

		33.58

		35.43

		37.17





Table 4.  Image with different layers.



   Figure 7.  PL: STD (2 layers.

VARIANT  TYPE #4.

		

		STD: 225 bits/ts (1)

		P2SP: 450 bits/ts (2)

		P4: 900 bits/ts (3)

		P4: 1860 bits/ts (4)



		Number of NPGs

		1

		1

		1

		1



		A/J

		+++

		++

		+

		-



		Dist

		E

		E

		N

		N



		EDC

		S

		S

		S

		N



		Asig_TS

		4 layers: 128 TS
(each layer: 32 TS_std)

		8 layers; TS: 128 TS

		16 layers; TS: 128

		32 layers: 128 TS
-Only 20 layers



		Data rate

		0.1030 bpp

		0.2059 bpp

		0.4119 bpp

		0.8238 bpp 
> 0.5149 bpp(c20)



		PSNR C1

		31.67 (layer 4)

		33.48 (layer 8 )

		35.50 (layer 8)

		36.30 (layer 20)



		PSNR C2 

		32.63 

		34.15

		36.06

		36.92



		PSNR C3 

		32.32

		33.60

		35.40

		37.18





Table 5.  Image transmission over Link 16 with different P/L.




   Figure 8.   PL: STD(4 layers.

NUMBER OF NPGs AVAILABLE: 2


		Variants

		NPG V_1

		Layers

		NPG V_2

		layers

		Rate

		Total layers

		PSNR C1

		PSNR C2

		PSNR C3



		2.1 (D)

		64 TS_STD

		1

		64 TS_P2SP

		2

		0.1544

		3 

		32.65

		33.36

		32.96



		2.2 (D)

		64 TS_STD

		1

		64 TS_P4

		4

		0.2574

		5

		34.00

		34.52

		34.04



		2.3 (D)

		64 TS_STD

		1

		64 TS_P4(N)

		8

		0.4634

		9

		35.90

		36.37

		35.70



		2.4 (D)

		64 TS_P2

		2

		64 TS_P4(N)

		8

		0.5149

		10

		36.41

		36.93

		36.17





Table 6.  Coding results for 2 NPG. 


A.3.
IR IMAGES

NAVAL FLIR. NUMBER OF NPGs AVAILABLE: 3


		

		Ratebits/pel

		P/L

		T/S_frame

		RRN

		NPG

		A/M

		PSNR:_C1

		PSNR_C2

		PSNR_C3

		Fac_Comp.

		A/J



		Original

		24

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Layer_1

		0.03396

		Std

		32

		11

		V1

		D

		19.00

		22.54

		23.21

		706.71

		32



		Layer_2

		0.1698

		P2_DP

		32+64=96

		12

		V2

		D

		24.54

		29.76

		28.82

		141.34

		74.24



		Layer_3

		0.3057

		P4

		96+32=128

		11

		V3

		D

		26.51

		32.58

		31.37

		78.5

		84.8





Table 7.  T-S assignment Link-16 naval FLIR.




 Figure 9.  Original  FLIR Image.

                          
   

             Figure 10.  FLIR Img (1 layer).      Figure 11.  FLIR Img (2 layers).        Figure 12.  FLIR Img (3 layers).

LAND IR. NUMBER OF NPGs AVAILABLE: 4


		

		Rate bits/pel

		P/L

		T/S_ frame

		NPG

		A/M

		PSNR:_C1

		F/C

		AJP



		Original

		8

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Layer_1

		0.03513

		Std

		32

		V1

		D

		25.52

		227.7

		32



		Layer_2

		0.11436

		P2_DP

		34

		V2

		D

		28.68

		69.9

		54.44



		Layer_3

		0.298675

		P4

		40

		V3

		D

		32.38

		26.8

		67.64



		Layer_4

		0.751268

		P4_NEDC

		48

		V4

		D

		38.58

		10.6

		74.84





Table 8.  Values of bit rate, PSNR y AJP for FLIR images (LRCP).



Figure 13.  Original IR Image.


 

 


  Figure 14.  IR (3 layers).
   
  Figure 15.  IR (2 layers).

 Figure 16.  IR (1 layer).

A.4.
CHANGE OF JPEG2000 COMPRESSION PARAMETERS

We are considering a change in the following JPEG2000 parameters:

· Progressive transmission


· Increase Resolution


· Reduce image size


· Tiles management


· Region of Interest


· Change blocks in the JPEG coder.


· Change of Packing Limit


We have developed some study cases. 


CHANGE IN RESOLUTION


		Variant 

		ROI

		Cp

		S_tiles

		Tiles

		Layers

		Prec

		Orden

		Lev

		Kernel

		Tamaño

		Bloque

		Bit Rate



		TIPO#21

		N

		3

		640x480

		1

		10

		N

		LRCP

		5

		W9x7

		640X480

		64x64

		Note





Table 9.  Image compression parameters.


Note: 
Image “noche” coded with a binary rate of 1.0 bit/pel and 10 layers, LRCP. We analyze the bit rate of the reconstructed versions each of them have a progressive resolution increase.  


		Algorithm Step

		

		Size  pixels

		 bytes

		BPP

		Time Slots.

		NPGs/PL



		

		Original Image

		640x480

		921600

		1 bpp 

		

		



		#1

		Resolution: 4

		40x30

		3600

		0.7138 bpp

		4 

		NPG V1 (STD-TSR)



		#2

		Resolution  3

		80x60

		14400

		0.7277 bpp

		16 

		NPG V1 (STD-TSR)



		#3

		Resolution 2

		160x120

		57600

		0.7851 bpp

		34=32+2 (TSR)

		NPG V2 (P2DP-TSR)



		#4

		Resolution 1

		320x240

		230400

		0.8830 bpp

		37=64-27 (TSR)

		NPG V3 (P4-TSR)





Table 10.  Image “Noche1” - Compression parameters to different resolutions. 



   Figure 17.  noche.ppm (Original).


                            
     
  

           

                              Figure 18.   Resol. 4.
            Figure 19.  Resol. 3.       
Figure 20.  Resol. 2.

S.A.R.  IMAGE LOSSY COMPRESSION


		IMAGE

		 BPP

		#Bytes

		PSNR

		T/S (P4 EDC)

		T/S (P2DP)



		Original Image

		8 bpp

		-

		-

		

		



		Compressed image layer #1

		0.05088 bpp

		3291 

		18.84

		29.25 (=30) 

		60



		Compressed image layer #5

		0.1384 bpp

		8956 

		19.84

		79.6 (=80 )

		160



		Compressed image layer #10

		0.5144 bpp

		33272

		22.30

		295.75 (=296)

		--





Table 11.  Lossy compression  of a S.A.R image.



   Figure 21.  SAR Original Image.






Figure 22.  3 layers.
  

 Figure 23.  5 layers.

PREFILTERED SAR IMAGE


		IMAGE

		BPP


		 Bytes

		PSNR


Filtered

		PSNR
Original

		T/S (P4_Edc)
Filtered

		T/S (P4_Edc)
Original



		Original Image

		8 bpp

		-

		-

		-

		

		



		Compressed Image c1

		0.0505026 bpp

		3266

		22.97

		18.84

		30

		30



		Compressed Image C5

		0.139539 bpp

		9024

		25.48

		19.84

		81

		80



		Compressed Image C10

		0.51436 bpp

		---

		--

		22.30

		---

		--





Table 12.  Lossy compression  of a S.A.R image.  Original and filtered.


               

 
 Figure 24.  Filtered Image.  
                    Figure 25.  Decompressed Filtered Image.

S.A.R. IMAGE TILING

Option#1: All the partition components are being coded with 4 quality layers. 

		Capa

		Tasa

		PSNR

		Componentes de tiles



		1

		0.0139

		10.39

		T0



		2

		0.06958

		11.44

		T0 a T2



		3

		0.1252

		12.60

		T0 a T6



		4

		0.18

		20.07

		T0 a T8





Table 13.  PSNR  Option #1.


                         

            

                                     Figure 25.  1 tile.
     

                           Figure 26.  3 tiles.







                                    Figure 27.  7 tiles. 



         Figure 28.  9 tiles.

Option#2: Only one component of the partition has been coded with 4 quality layers.


		LAYERS

		BPP

		PSNR db

		TILES RECEIVED



		Layer 1

		0.0139

		11.26

		T0 a T3



		Layer 2

		0.06958

		11.35

		T0 a T3



		Layer 3

		0.1252

		11.38

		T0 a T3



		Layer 4

		0.18

		11.39

		T0 a T3



		Layer 5

		0.8

		17.96

		T0 a T8





Table 14: PSNR  and Tiling. Option #2.







                             Figure 29.  4 tiles.

                 Figure 30.  4 tiles.






                                                      Figure 31.  4 tiles. 


 Figure 32.  4 tiles.

REGION OF INTEREST




		LAYERS

		BPP

		PSNR db

		Link-16 Time Slots



		Layer 1

		0.02783

		

		64



		Layer 2

		0.083497

		

		64+64=128



		Layer 3

		0.1948341

		10.93

		128+32=160 > 154





                    Table 15.  ROI of a S.A.R. Image. 


                                                                                                  Figure 33.  3 layers.

A.5.
TRANSMISSION OVER NOISY CHANNELS

We set up the following initial conditions:

· Image to TX: “land_image_17.pgm”.


· LRCP.

· Binary Layers: 4.

· Reversible compression.


· DWT # levels: 5.


We compress the image into layers with the layer bit rate to time slot assignment algorithm resulting:  

· Layer #1: 0.0351 bpp.


· Layer #2: 0.1757 bpp.


· Layer #3: 0.3163 bpp.

· Layer #4: 0.4616 bpp.

Here we present the results of the JPEG2000 reconstructed images.


          

             

             Figure 34.  BER=10-4.


 
                  Figure 35.  No error.

A.6.
JPEG-JPEG2000 PERFORMANCE WITH NOISY CHANNELS

The same procedure might be used to show the better performance of JPEG2000 compressed image versus the same image JPEG coded in noisy channels with BER similar to Link 16 (we used BER 10-4 ) . 


The following pictures shown one same image JPEG2000 and JPEG compressed. In one case, the JPEG decoder is unable to reconstruct the image. In both cases the bit error rate is the same (BER 10-4) and the number of errors in the code stream is:

· JPEG: 18 symbol errors.

· JPE2000: 28 symbol errors.



               Figure 36.  JPEG compressed (BER= 10-4).   
Figure 37.  JPEG2000 compressed (BER= 10-4).








































� SOT: Start Of Tile; POC: Progressive Order Change (Optional); PPT: Packed Packet Header: Tile Part (Optional); PLT: Packet Lengths: Tile Part  (Optional); COM: Comment (Optional); SOD: Start of Data.


� Kakadu JPEG2000 coded.


� Link-16 standard network: SNDT0001A (SN 235).


� BER of LINK-16 channels is considered classified information.  The current data is for simulation purposes only.  Any result can not be extrapolated.  The method applied is the same with LINK-16 real data. 


� x=(rand(tamano,1)<=ber);


� Kakadu show JPEG2000 compression tool.
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Cooperation in Wireless Networks

D. Towsley

UMass - Amherst









Cooperation

		recent advances at physical layer (distributed MIMO, opportunistic scheduling, space time codes, relays with diversity, …)

		absent from network level till now



		implications on 

		performance

		connectivity

		robustness









Outline

		traditional networking

		network coding

		distributed MIMO

		conclusions









Internet

		store forward paradigm

		fixed, long-lived routes

		no need for fine-grain cooperation

		no interference

		stable environment 





























First generation wireless















		store/forward

		emulate wireline link

		avoid interference: one node at a time







































































































Relay















Capacity of first generation network





		n randomly located nodes, each               sends/receives at W bits/sec

		randomly chosen sources,                         destinations

		transmit at same power

		complete connectivity, O(log n)                     neighbors







		node capacity  0 as network grows



Is this a fundamental limit?

Gupta, Kumar ‘00.









Examples of cooperation

		network coding

		exploit broadcast nature of the medium

		embrace interference, increase performance

		cooperative transmission (distributed MIMO)

		performance and robustness









 No Coding





Relay

4 Transmissions















There has been some recent work shown that there is much benefit of coding for the capacity of wireless networks. Here is a classic example that demonstrates the benefit of network coding in wireless networks, we have three nodes connected by wireless links. The left and rite nodes want to exchange a packet through the middle relay node. Without using any coding, as we can see that four transmissions are needed. 









 Digital network coding (DNC)





Relay

3 Transmissions

25% savings

33% throughput increase 

Wu et al Allerton 05, Katti et al  Sigcomm06 

































While if we use network coding, we can do sth. Like this. 



Upon receiving the two packets, the relay node will xor them together and broadcast the xor result to the two nodes with one transmission. Then the left and rite nodes xor it with its own packet and decode the other one. This way, we reduce the four transmissions of no coding approach to 3 transmissions, that’s 25% saving on energy, and 33% increase on throughput. This kind of in-network coding was proposed by Wu et al’s Allerton 2005 paper and also appeared in last year’s sigcomm, called Xors in the air. Their work motivate us to revisit a classic problem, the asymptotic capacity of wireless networks and reevaluate the wireless network capacity based on network coding and wireless broadcasting. 









DNC – Network performance

		COPE (Katti,…)

		802.11a, 6Mbs

		20 node testbed

		udp flows

		opportunistic routing

		little benefit for TCP



Scalability?



taken from Katti et al.







 Digital network coding (DNC)





Relay

3 Transmissions

25% savings

33% throughput increase 

Wu et al Allerton 05, Katti et al  Sigcomm06 































While if we use network coding, we can do sth. Like this. 



Upon receiving the two packets, the relay node will xor them together and broadcast the xor result to the two nodes with one transmission. Then the left and rite nodes xor it with its own packet and decode the other one. This way, we reduce the four transmissions of no coding approach to 3 transmissions, that’s 25% saving on energy, and 33% increase on throughput. This kind of in-network coding was proposed by Wu et al’s Allerton 2005 paper and also appeared in last year’s sigcomm, called Xors in the air. Their work motivate us to revisit a classic problem, the asymptotic capacity of wireless networks and reevaluate the wireless network capacity based on network coding and wireless broadcasting. 









 Physical Network coding





Relay

2 Transmissions

50% savings

100% throughput increase 

Liew, etal; Katti, etal.; Hao etal. 































While if we use network coding, we can do sth. Like this. 



Upon receiving the two packets, the relay node will xor them together and broadcast the xor result to the two nodes with one transmission. Then the left and rite nodes xor it with its own packet and decode the other one. This way, we reduce the four transmissions of no coding approach to 3 transmissions, that’s 25% saving on energy, and 33% increase on throughput. This kind of in-network coding was proposed by Wu et al’s Allerton 2005 paper and also appeared in last year’s sigcomm, called Xors in the air. Their work motivate us to revisit a classic problem, the asymptotic capacity of wireless networks and reevaluate the wireless network capacity based on network coding and wireless broadcasting. 









Exchange Channel





Goal:   nodes N1, N2, which cannot hear each other, wish to exchange information D1, D2 through intermediate node R (“relay”)













Physical Layer Network Coding

		multiple access channel + broadcast channel

		does not take advantage of source knowledge



N1

N2

R





MAC

N1

N2

R





BC







Physical Layer Network Coding

		multiple access channel + broadcast channel

		does not take advantage of source knowledge

		produce  X1  X2 at relay (PNC)

		requires channel compensation at sources

		amplify and forward (AM/FW)

		need to adjust power at relay  inefficiency









Results





1. Envelope of PNC the best



2. MAC/BC and DNC

  perform identically 



		MAC/BC and DNC preferable 



	to AM/FW at low-to-moderate 

	SNRs

















Network Coding + Wireless Broadcast

Can NC increase capacity? 

		intuition:

		connectivity requires log n neighbors

		NC + wireless broadcast can potentially deliver information to log n neighbors in one transmission



NC provides log n order improvement?





Why not?

		information flow conservation





No



A key insight is that since by Gupta and Kumar, to ensure connectivity in the random network, the node communication radius need to scale as sqrt of logn over n, then each transmission can reach log n neighbors on average. Using NC and wireless broadcast, potentially we could deliver information to log n neighbors in one transmission, so a natural question to ask is “can network coding provide log n order improvement on the Gupta Kumar capacity?



The answer, however, is no. Later we will prove strictly why and give more precise upper bound for the gain of network coding, but intuitively, the reason is that even with nc + broadcast, we could do simultaneous sending, at the receiver side, we still can not do simultaneous receiving. Since the information need to be transmitted via multi hops to the destination, by the flow reservation of the information, receiving will be a bottleneck that prevent a logn improvement. 



While we saw in the previous xor in the air examples that there are some improvement, so what is the improvement? We will characterize the improvement factor later.









Model

		Gupta & Kumar model



		physical communication            model



		difference:



   network coding + wireless broadcast

















































































Before I present our results, I’ll first describe our model. Our work characterize the network coding benefit based on the same model as Gupta and Kumar, we derive our results for both the protocol and physical communication models that they considered. The only difference is that now we allow nodes to do arbitrary network coding and wireless broadcast. Before we describe our results, let’s first introduce the protocol and physical communication model.









Results

Protocol and physical models









F(n): flow throughput, without coding

C(n): coding throughput, enhanced by

   NC + wireless broadcast 

Liu, etal. 2007



For both the protocol model and the physical model, we show that the gain of network coding and wireless broadcast on the multi-pair unicast throughput is at most a constant factor. Here Lamda F(n) is the per session throughput without using coding, lamda C(n) is the per session throughput employing network coding and wireless broadcast.



We show constant factor, but in practice, it is important to quantize the constant factor











1D network





		1D models valley, transportation corridor



		coding benefit









		4/3 for 802.11 



		(33% increase)



		2-D – no more than 15













Summary of Network Coding Gain



		coding gain = constant



		NC basis of DARPA CBMANET Concerto project  

		5 – 10 times improvement in capacity on 50 – 70 node simulated MANET





In summary, in this work we study the multi-pair unicast capacity of wireless networks employing network coding and broadcasting. We show that the coding gain is at most a constant factor. This result extends the previous well known result by Gupta Kumar to incorporate network coding. We also extend it to 3D and in general k dimensional space. The work appeared in milcom 2006 and will apear in this year’s infocom.









Distributed MIMO

Connected nodes pool resources to connect to other nodes

Capacity, Connectivity benefits?







Cooperative group







rpoint-to-point



rcooperative

Connected only under cooperative model 







Distributed MIMO: connectivity

Noncoherent:  e.g., distributed FSK

		improved performance (power summing)

		reasonable complexity





		condition for connectivity





















xij

S

R















Percolation theory

		nodes placed randomly on a plain, density l

		nodes i, j, directly connected iff distance xij < r







































































































































































































































Percolation theory

2-D:

		critical density lc (percolation threshold)

		below lc,  many (infinite) small finite connected components 

		above lc, one large (infinite) connected component  



Q: At what density of nodes is it possible for information to flow through network? 





density







Percolation theory





Q: At what density of nodes is it possible for information to flow through network? 





1



λ



λc



subcritical



supercritical



P(there exists an infinite cluster)







Connectivity and 1-D networks

		no percolation at any density







		gaps > r occur infinitely   often

		finite connected clusters between gaps

























> r



More specifically, we charaterize the non-coding flow throughput and the coding throughput for the 1dimensional 2dimensional and 3D cases under both the protocol model and physcial model. The 1D deployment models the river valley topology. For the 1D protocol model case, we exactly characterize the flow throughput and coding throughput as this and thus provide an exact coding benefit factor of 1+delta over 1+half delta. Note that this value is between 1 and 2 depending on delta’s value. Note that for the in case of 802.11, the delta value is approxmitely 1, in this case the 1D benefit factor is about 4 over 3, slightly bigger than 1. 









Connectivity results

1-dimension

Full connectivity

   0

 (sufficient condition)

  2

Full connectivity

   0

 (sufficient condition)

  1

2-dimension (d > 1)

    		 : pathloss exponent		        : node density 

 > d

lower density for connectivity

Capacity benefits?

Wang etal., 2008.





 > 1

Lack of connectivity







3-Phase Scheme

		divide network into clusters of size M nodes

		focus on a specific S-D pair





Phase 1: set up Tx cooperation within cluster



















d
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3-Phase Scheme

		divide network into clusters of size M nodes

		focus on a specific S-D pair





Phase 1: set up Tx cooperation within cluster



Phase 2: long-range MIMO between s, d clusters





































3-Phase Scheme

		divide network into clusters of size M nodes

		focus on a specific S-D pair





Phase 1: set up Tx cooperation within cluster



Phase 2: long-range MIMO between s, d clusters



Phase 3: each node in Rx cluster sends to d



















d















Parallelization across S-D Pairs

Phase 1: Clusters work in parallel

	Sources in each cluster take turns distributing data

	Total time = M2
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Parallelization across S-D Pairs

Phase 1: Clusters work in parallel

	Sources in each cluster take turns distributing data

	Total time = M2



Phase 2: 1 MIMO trans. at time 

	Total time = n

































































Parallelization across S-D Pairs

Phase 1: Clusters work in parallel

	Sources in each cluster take turns distributing data

	Total time = M2



Phase 2: 1 MIMO trans. at time 

	Total time = n



Phase 3: Clusters work in parallel

	Destinations take turns collecting data

	Total time = M2
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MIMO + Hierarchical Cooperation



















Setting up Tx 

cooperation

Long-range 

MIMO

Cooperate

to decode













MIMO + Hierarchical Cooperation



















Setting up Tx 

cooperation

Long-range 

MIMO

Cooperate

to decode













MIMO + Hierarchical Cooperation



















Setting up Tx 

cooperation

Long-range 

MIMO

Cooperate

to decode

What is the benefit of hierarchy?













Network capacity

		one level – capacity 



		two levels – capacity 



		h levels – capacity



		can achieve arbitrarily close to linear scaling, 



	for any  >0

Ozgur etal. 2007

















Summary: Distributed MIMO

		significant connectivity, capacity benefits





Challenges:

		overhead of forming clusters

		capacity/delay tradeoffs

		more sophisticated cooperative schemes

		distributed beam forming

		a focal point of US ARL UK MOD ITA initiative









Challenges

How to build systems using these and similar  ideas

		MAC

		robust end-to-end paths

		QoS

		security

		incentives
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ABSTRACT 


Wireless multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) communications using the 300 MHz band is attractive for 
peer-to peer communications because it combines the good coverage of a low-carrier-frequency system 
with the high data rates enabled by MIMO. In order to design and evaluate such systems, knowledge of 
realistic propagation conditions is required.  


In this paper, we present results of a MIMO channel measurement campaign for 300 MHz peer-to-peer 
systems. Measurements are performed in an urban environment, using antenna arrays mounted on the 
roofs of two cars. We present the MIMO capacity along the measured route and compare this to that of a 
conventional single-input single-output (SISO) system. In the measured scenario, a 7x7 MIMO system 
typically has a capacity 4-6 times higher than that of a SISO system. 


1.0 INTRODUCTION 


The Swedish Armed Forces is undergoing a process of change in which mission-based force is developed 
and ready to be deployed anywhere trouble arises. During the Cold War, the Swedish Armed Forces’ most 
important tasks were to protect Sweden’s borders and being ready to combat an armed attack. The world 
looks very different today and the tasks and capabilities are changing to meet new threats that have arisen. 
Today it is essential to achieve battlefield awareness and information superiority for mission success. The 
services needed in a mobile tactical wireless network to achieve this have high demands on 
communication capacity. For instance, the distribution of situation awareness data, which is likely to be a 
prioritized service, will lead to an increased data flow in the command and control system. The increased 
demands on services provided in the network require higher capacity both in the tactical communication 
network and on individual communication links. Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) antenna 
systems is a promising technique for achieving substantially increased capacities and robustness in future 
tactical wireless networks.  


The Swedish Armed Forces’ international operations are becoming increasingly important, with 
international forces split into a number of missions in various parts of the world. The environment the 
forces are working in can be fundamentally different ranging from desert to urban multi-million cities. 
One of the more challenging environments for a wireless tactical communication system is the urban 
environment with problems such as shadowing and multipath.  


Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems have been shown to offer a large capacity increase over 
single-input single-output (SIMO) systems for wireless communication in fading environments [1, 2]. In 
theory the capacity increases linearly with the minimum of the number of transmit and receive antennas. 
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However, in real environments, the achievable capacity depends on the radio-channel characteristics.  For 
tactical military wireless communication, frequencies in the upper VHF and lower UHF range could be 
very attractive. The propagation characteristics in this band are benign, because due to the large 
wavelength waves can easily diffract around obstacles [3]; this property is especially important in peer-to-
peer networks, where line-of-sight (LOS) exists only rarely. Furthermore, the frequency is high enough to 
allow terminals with multiple antenna elements, at least for vehicular terminals. It is therefore of high 
interest to analyze the channel properties and investigate the potential of MIMO peer-to-peer systems 
operating at frequencies around 300 MHz. Most of the MIMO channel measurements in the literature have 
been performed at significantly higher frequencies (mostly 2 and 5 GHz) for mobile or wireless personal 
communication systems.  


The remainder of the paper is organized as follows; Sec. 2 describes a measurement campaign for MIMO 
channels. In Sec 3. the measured transfer function is shown and compared to a flat-earth model. The 
temporal behaviour of the capacity is shown in Sec. 4. Also a connection between received power and 
capacity is analysed in Sec. 4. Finally, the conclusions in Sec. 5 wrap up the paper.  


2.0  MIMO MEASUREMENT CAMPAIGN 


In this paper we present results from a MIMO measurement campaign at 300 MHz. The measurements 
analyzed in this paper are a part of a larger measurement campaign in Linköping, consisting of three 
different transmitter locations and several receiver routes. In this paper, results from one transmitter 
location and receiver routes within a limited area are presented.  


During the measurements the propagation was measured between terminals with low antenna heights. The 
transmitter (Tx) and the receiver (Rx) were both placed in cars with the antenna arrays mounted on top of 
each car. The antenna heights were approximately 1.8 and 2.1 meters above the ground for the Tx and Rx, 
respectively. The distance between the Tx and Rx ranged from 50 m to 250 m. During the measurements, 
the Tx was stationary, at the Linköping Castle courtyard, about 18 meters from the castle, while the Rx 
was driven along seven measurement routes. In figure 1 the Tx position is marked with a circle labeled Tx 
and the routes are labeled R1-R7. The driving directions are indicated by arrows.  


 


Figure 1. Aerial photograph of the measurement area. 
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The seven routes enclose an area of several blocks in central Linköping. The buildings are typically 3 to 6 
storey houses. For the majority of the Rx positions, the LOS path between Tx and Rx are blocked by 
buildings. LOS, or near LOS, propagation conditions only occur at the last part of route 6 and at the 
beginning of route 7. The ground elevation vary about 7 meters within the area, with the highest position 
at the end of route 5, and the lowest at the end of route 1, which has a small downhill slope. Route 2, 3, 
and 4 are almost flat, while route 5 is uphill and has its steepest slope half-way along the route. Route 6 is 
slighly downhill, and so is the first quarter of route 7, which latter part turns into a rather steep slope down 
to the end of the route. The lengths of the different routes (R1-R7) are 120, 73, 19, 128, 214, 206 and 138 
m, respectively. In the following, when we refer to distances, we mean driving distances along the route, 
not distance between Tx and Rx. 


The channel measurements were performed with the RUSK LUND channel sounder [4,5] owned by Lund 
University, Sweden. The channel sounder sequentially measure the transfer function between all 
combinations of transmit and receive antenna elements within a short time. In our measurements, two 
identically vertically polarized antenna arrays were used at the transmitter and the receiver. Each antenna 
consists of a seven element uniform circular dipole array (UCDA), with one additional center element 
located in an elevated position with respect to the UCDA. Additionally, a cylindrical reflector is placed in 
the center of the UCDA giving each element a directional radiation pattern. The measurements were 
performed at centre frequency 285 MHz with a signal bandwidth of 20 MHz divided into 257 frequency 
subchannels. 


3.0 TRANSFER FUNCTION 


The mean channel transfer function between the transmitter and receiver was calculated for all positions 
along the measured routes by averaging the received power over all frequency sub-channels, and over all 
combinations of transmitter and receiver antenna elements. In figure 2, the measured mean transfer 
function is shown, as well as the transfer function obtained from a simple flat-earth (two-ray) propagation 
model whose propagation loss is [3] 


22
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where d is the propagation distance, htx and hrx, the transmitter and receiver antenna height, respectively. 
In our measurements d varies between 20 and 250 meters and the antenna heights are 1.8 and 2.1 meters, 
as mentioned earlier.  


The measured transfer function for all routes is shown in figure2. In order to limit the number of 
subfigures route 2, 3, and 4 are merged and shown in the same plot; this also applies to route 6 and 7. The 
measurements start at route 1 in an intersection that the receiver moves over and then continues on a street 
surrounded by buildings. The measured transfer function decreases rapidly in the beginning of the route as 
the receiver is shadowed by the building. On route 2, 3 and 4 the variations in the transfer function over 
distance is low. The measured and modeled transfer functions are quite similar. However, the measured 
transfer function is about 30 dB lower than the modeled. This can be expected since the conditions are non 
LOS (NLOS) and the direct path is shadowed by several buildings on all parts of route 2-4. On route 5 
there are larger variations in the measured transfer function. Also, the difference between the measured 
and modeled transfer function varies over the route and becomes smaller at the end of the route. An 
explanation for this could be that at the end of route 5 there are no buildings near the receiver in the 
direction of the transmitter. A building shadows the direct path between the transmitter and receiver at the 
first part of route 6. As the receiver moves towards the transmitter and the shadowing building the 
difference between the measured and modeled transfer function increases. At a distance of about 150-160 
m the receiver moves clear of the shadowing building and there is LOS. This shows as a rapid change in 
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the transfer function. At the end of route 6 and beginning of route 7 there are no buildings between the 
transmitter and receiver. However, there are some deciduous trees near the road at the end of route 6 and 
these can affect the measured transfer function. There is also a thin hedge, about 2-3 meters high, at the 
transmitter side. Since the measurement was performed in the middle of September the trees did still have 
some leafs. After about 25 meters on route 7 the LOS component is shadowed by a building. This 
manifests itself as a larger difference between the modeled and measured transfer function as the receiver 
moves along route 7. However, there is no abrupt change in the transfer function. The explanation for this 
could be that the receiver slowly moves into the shadow from the building and at the same time there are 
contributions from reflected rays. Hence, the conditions could be described as a smooth transition from 
LOS, via near LOS, to NLOS conditions. 
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Figure 2. Mean channel transfer functions vs. driving distance along the routes. The solid lines 
are measured values and the dashed lines are for a flat earth model.  


The difference between the modeled and measured transfer functions is plotted in figure 3. The flat-earth 
model is a simple model of the dependence of the distance between the transmitter and receiver and 
assumes LOS. Hence, the difference between the modeled and measured transfer functions should capture 
the part of the measured transfer function that depends on loss due to shadowing effects and give an 
indication of how deep into the shadowed region the receiver is. For example, the LOS conditions at the 
end of route 6 and beginning of route 7 shows as a small difference between the measured and modeled 
transfer function. It can also be noted that the flat-earth model yields an optimistic estimate of the received 
power for all measurement routes.  
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Figure 3. The difference between the modeled and measured transfer functions vs. driving 
distance along the routes. The transfer function is modeled with a flat-earth model. 


4.0 CAPACITY 


From the measured channel transfer matrix, H, the capacity can be calculated both for a MIMO-system 
and a SISO-system. It is interesting to compare the capacity for the two systems in order to see the 
possible capacity gains for a MIMO-system.   


The narrowband MIMO capacity for a transmitter without channel state information is given by [2] 


,*detlog2 ⎟⎟
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where det(·) is the determinant operator, (·)∗  the Hermitian transpose, ntx the number of transmit 
antennas, ρ the SNR, and I is the identity matrix. H is normalized such that the expected value of its 
squared Frobenius norm { } txrx
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= , where nrx is the number of receive antennas. 
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4.1 Results 
 The temporal behavior of the capacity (as a result of the receiver movement) is evaluated at a fixed SNR 
of 20 dB. The capacity along the routes is shown in figure 4. The mean capacity for the routes are 30, 31, 
34, 34, 32, 29 respective 24 bits/s/Hz. For a corresponding SISO-system the mean capacity for the routes 
are about 6 bits/s/Hz. Hence, in the measured scenario, a 7x7 MIMO system typically has a capacity 4-6 
times higher than that of a SISO system. Theoretically, the MIMO capacity gain for a channel transfer 
matrix with independent Rayleigh fading entries is 7 times the SISO capacity for a 7x7 MIMO system.  


Comparing the capacity with the transfer function along the routes, the capacity tends to be higher when 
the transfer function is lower. See for example the low capacity at the beginning and after about 85 meters 
at route 1 and compare with the high transfer function at the same measurement points. The increase in the 
transfer function can be explained by the presence of gaps between buildings at both sides of the street. 
Another example of the dependence between the transfer function and capacity is the last part of route 6, 
after 150 meters, where the capacity decreases rapidly at the same time as the transfer function increases. 
This can be explained by the fact that the propagation conditions changes from NLOS to LOS. However, 
even for LOS conditions, i.e. last part of route 6 and route 7, the capacity is about 22 to 26 bits/s/Hz which 
is rather high, (compared to a SISO capacity of approximately 6 bits/s/Hz). The high capacity even for 
LOS conditions is an indication of presence of multipath due to reflections in buildings.    


As mentioned previously, the difference between the modeled and measured transfer functions should 
capture the part of the measured transfer function that depends on diffraction or reflection of the waves. 
Hence, for a case when the difference between the transfer functions is small, i.e. LOS conditions, low 
capacity could be expected. Moreover, when the difference between the transfer functions is larger higher 
capacity could be expected. The major trends in the capacity curves can also be found in figure 3 where 
the difference between the modeled and measured transfer functions is shown. For example the local 
minimum in capacity at 0-10 m and 85 m at route 1 can also be found in figure 3. It can be concluded that 
the capacity for fixed (normalized) SNR experience stronger correlation to the difference between the 
modeled and measured transfer functions than to the measured transfer function only.  
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  Figure 4. Mean capacity vs. driving distance along the routes for a fixed mean SNR of 20 dB. 


5.0  CONCLUSIONS 


In this paper, we have presented results from a MIMO peer-to-peer system channel measurement at 300 
MHz in an urban environment. The measurements were performed in urban environments, using antenna 
arrays mounted on the roofs of two cars.  For a channel transfer matrix with independent Rayleigh fading 
entries, the capacity increases linearly with the minimum of the number of transmit and receive antennas. 
However, in real environments, the achievable capacity depends on the radio-channel characteristics. We 
present the MIMO capacity along the measured route and compare this to that of a corresponding single-
input single-output (SISO) system. In the measured scenario, a 7x7 MIMO system typically has a capacity 
4-6 times higher than that of a SISO system. It is shown that there is a correlation between the capacity 
and the measured transfer functions. Even stronger correlation appears between the capacity and the 
difference between the flat-earth and measured transfer functions.   
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Abstract 


This paper considers the use of software defined radio (SDR) in providing the wireless networks which extend the networked information infrastructure (NII) to support NATO network enabled capability (NNEC), to the edge of the tactical domain. SDR also has the potential to improve interoperability and increase capability in this domain, in just the areas which are needed to fulfil the NNEC concept. The paper considers the challenges posed by SDR as well as the benefits it can provide. 


1.0 Introduction


NATO network enabled capability (NNEC) is a concept which aims to provide improvements to:


· identification of forces 


· situational awareness


· decreased risk of fratricide and collateral damage


· communication interoperability


· multinational command, control and coordination


· mutual support between coalition nations 


The combination of these benefits of NNEC is to improve the overall operational effectiveness. 


Every one of the points listed above requires an improvement in some aspect of military communications e.g. quantity of information, interoperability of systems, timeliness of delivery, user services supported, sharing of information. Arguably, the area of the battlefield where the benefits of network enabled capability (NEC) are most needed is among mobile forces operating in the tactical domain. The tactical domain is where the situation changes most rapidly, where force identification is most beneficial, fratricide most likely and mutual support most needed. That the forces operating in this environment are mobile makes communication more challenging as it has to be wireless.


2.0 SDR in the wireless military environment 


A typical military operation may take place in an environment as shown in figure 1. This requires a diverse mixture of wireless communication mechanisms e.g. high throughputs, long ranges, changing topology, [high speed] moving platforms, resilience, communication security and transmission security e.g. anti-jam, low probability of detection / interception capabilities. 

Historically, this range of communication needs has been met by a range of standards and proprietary systems with different characteristics e.g. transmission frequency, modulation scheme, bandwidth etc, each implemented in a wide range of different equipments, frequently using national security mechanisms. This has led to a plethora of non-interoperable wireless systems. 



Figure 1: Wireless communication in the military environment 


To meet the aims of NNEC, interoperable wireless communication is needed throughout this operational environment. SDR has the potential to support the necessary range of radio standards to meet the varied operational requirements and enable interoperability, in a single radio platform.


The definition of SDR adopted by the NATO SDR users group [1] is based on standardised SDR. This is a flexible radio hardware platform, with its operation determined by a software definition which can be loaded, exported and modified. The hardware and the software definitions of such a radio platform comply with a widely used standard which allows this software to be portable. This portability allows the software to be easily imported, exported and modified. Thus, software can be moved to different SDR platforms significantly faster and cheaper than if starting from scratch, or if reverse engineering software extracted from a bespoke radio.

This paper gives an overview of aspects of SDR which are unique to military users. The next section considers the unique challenges found in SDR, while section 3 considers the benefits it can provide. Comparison of military and civil use of SDR can be found elsewhere [2] [3].

3.0 Challenges


A critical challenge for military SDR is to ensure it becomes more than just an alternative way of implementing a hardware radio. If SDR is not standardised, and if the software is not portable, then many of the benefits of SDR will not be realised.  


3.1
Legacy interoperability


Legacy is often a derisory term, particularly to those in research and development environments. In the operational domain legacy generally refers to equipment which is in service and works. Legacy radio systems have often been built up over time to meet multi-national interoperability requirements, such as those mandated by NATO maritime CIS interoperability [4].


As older radio systems are replaced by SDR, there is a risk of a short term loss of capability unless the newly deployed SDR includes software definitions to allow it to operate in the same legacy modes as the radios they replace. This is particularly relevant for multi-national operations where equipment is provided by different nations, each with different procurement cycles. 


Thus there will be a widespread need for software definitions of a number of legacy waveforms which will remain in use for many years. Typical lifetimes of military radio systems are 20 – 30 years, so legacy interoperability will be a problem for decades to come.


3.2
Waveform capability


The raw hardware capability of SDR platforms represents a significant improvement over that of older radio systems. However, the hardware will not be fully exploited, or give any demonstrable benefit to the user, unless it supports future waveforms which offer enhanced capability. 


User requirements for the land tactical wireless domain [5] have identified a pressing need for enhanced waveform capability. This is needed to provide secure, network-enabled, interoperable, wireless communications in the land tactical domain. Currently the only waveforms which can provide network-enabled services are proprietary or national. Consequently they cannot fulfil the needs of current multi-national operations.

3.3
Waveform portability


Waveform portability allows software definitions of a given waveform to be shared for a range of SDR platforms. Portability requires agreement and standardisation on the implementation of SDRs. Portability may require the use of a common internal architecture – such as the software communication architecture (SCA) – and agreed application programming interfaces (API). Software structure and interfaces between modules play a large part in determining the portability of code. Given the range of SDR target platforms and the level of optimisation for software running on those platforms
, an intermediate format for software definitions may be necessary [2] although any intermediate stage must also follow the same rules for structure and interface definition. 


3.3.1
Base waveform


A base waveform is an example implementation of SDR software, it is a software package which implements the complete functionality of a given radio standard. The software is written entirely in a high level language and is designed to run on a general purpose processor. This leads to software which is generic and easy to understand. The generic nature of a base waveform is obtained at the cost of execution speed and efficiency.


The base waveform is not intended to be used over the air or inside a radio. The base waveform provides an intermediate step between the text of a paper based standard document and the eventual optimised code which will run in a given target radio. It is an example implementation, an unambiguous definition of the waveform to aid the development of eventual products. The high-level, generic nature of base waveform software makes it easy to port from. The same nature may make it unsuitable for field use.


If implementing a standard on multiple radio platforms a base waveform may significantly reduce the overall development effort e.g. time, cost and divergence in implementations – which leads to non-interoperability between products. 


3.3.2
Target waveform 


A target waveform is the software which implements a given waveform standard on an SDR platform for real-time operation. Target waveform software may be written in any language, from high-level languages to assembler and machine code; it should be optimised to suit the radio platform it is intended for e.g exploiting the technologies available within the radio, such as digital signal processors or field programmable gate arrays etc. 


Figure 2 shows the path from text standard, to [base waveform] software exemplar, to [target waveform] optimised software. This path has been used by both STANAGs 4591 and 5066 to provide a reference implementation and a possible starting point for developers.


The more a waveform is implemented in different radio platforms the more benefit is derived from the base waveform as it removes the need for each development to return to the paper document. This reduces the development time and cost. It also increases interoperability as all manufacturers have access to a single, unambiguous software reference.





Figure 2: Implementation of standards using base and target software


3.4
Testing 


Conventional communication equipment should be (and often is) tested to ensure it: 


· complies with the appropriate communication standards,


· interoperates with other compatible devices and any necessary infrastructure,


· meets guidelines for emissions and access to the communication medium,


· can operate in its intended environment


· is a secure implementation 


Conventional testing [6] can use a black box approach to testing and is not concerned with the internal implementation. Waveform portability imposes a need for testing the internal design of radio hardware and software in order to confirm that both conform to the agreed standard for SDR implementation. Portable SDR software may need testing for ‘portability’.


3.5
Security 


A military radio may require a number of security functions, providing end to end encryption of traffic, over the air protection of signalling and definition of the waveform itself when providing electronic protection measures. In an SDR, these functions must be provided and managed, providing a challenge for the implementation of the security functions (which may need to comply to national or NATO requirements) and the management (which is likely to require cryptographic bypass). 


As a radio, SDR presents the conventional difficulties of transmission and communication security. But as a reprogrammable device, with security functions and network interconnections, the computer security issues must also be addressed. Therefore security accreditation of SDR will be a complex problem.


4.0 OppOrtunities 


SDR presents a number of opportunities for wireless communications, particularly in meeting some of the identified aims of NNEC.


4.1
Interoperability


To meet the operational need for interoperability with legacy equipment requires software definitions of a number of current radio standards. The use of a standard SDR architecture and base waveforms presents the opportunity to minimise effort while developing software definitions of required legacy standards for a wide number of platforms.


During 2007, NATO Allied Command Transformation supported experimental work at NC3A to develop software definitions of some current radio standards, currently used within NATO operations. This work began with STANAG 5066 and Mil-Std 188-110B which together are used by NATO to provide an HF email capability. 


4.1.1 
STANAG 5066


The development of STANAG 5066, was derived from existing NC3A software for 5066. The newer implementation followed the SCA and shows the need to comply with SCA imposed design rules even when developing a base waveform. Table 1 gives the number of thousands of source lines of code (ksloc) for the 5066 implementation. It can be seen that the interfaces place a significant requirement on the eventual software, even for a base waveform implementation. Modularity and interfaces smooth the path to optimised target software where different components may run on different types of hardware within the SDR platform. 


		Hfstack

		Layer (ksloc)

		Interface (ksloc)



		SIS

		1.5

		0.8



		CAS

		1.4

		2.0



		DTS

		3.2

		4.2



		MAC

		4.6

		0.3



		COM

		0.8

		0.2



		CORBA

		-

		0.3



		‘hfmodem’ (i.e., serial interface)

		0.4

		· 



		Total = < 20 KSLOC

		11.9

		7.8





Table 1: Code size of SCA-based STANAG 5066 


Figure 3 shows the division of software components and the use of CORBA – a requirement of the SCA - within the full 5066 implementation. 
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Figure 3: SCA structure of STANAG 5066.


The software definition of STANAG 5066 has successfully taken part in the 5066 interoperability tests during exercise Combined Endeavor in 2007, proving the interoperability of this implementation.


This work has shown the opportunities that exist to convert an existing software definition of a radio standard into an SCA format base waveform. Although the SCA is intended for target SDR platforms, it is essential to follow the SCA structure and interfaces when developing a base waveform as these place significant constraints on the software design and development. 


4.1.2
Mil-Std 188-110B


Mil-Std 188-110B is another radio standard which is widely used for high frequency (HF) radio communications. Developing an SCA-based implementation of this standard, starting with the paper standard, highlighted the ambiguities which may be encountered. The example below compares the text describing the data sequence randomizing generator and Matlab code to describe the same function. 

The data sequence randomizing generator shall be a 12 bit shift register with the functional configuration shown on figure 6. At start of the data phase, the shift register shall be loaded with the initial pattern shown in figure 6 (101110101101 (binary) or BAD (hexadecimal) and advanced eight times. The resulting three bits, as shown, shall  be used to supply the scrambler with a number from 0 to 7. The shift register shall be shifted eight times each time a new three bit number is required  (every transmit symbol period). After 160 transmit symbols, the shift register shall be reset to BAD (hexadecimal) prior to eight shifts [7]

if bpc == 2 


   pw = [ 2 1];  


elseif bpc == 3 


  pw = [ 4 2 1];


end;% if;


k = 1;


for i = 1 :bpc: Ns


   % --| Comment: get scrambling sequence (a 3 bit number ) 


   scrambling_seq = sum(p2vect.* [rnd_shifter(10) rnd_shifter(11) rnd_shifter(12)]);


   % --| Comment: after 160 symbols, initialise with the sequence 'bad' and shift 8 times


   if (symb_shift_counter == 160) 


     init_PRS_to_defaults;


   else


    rnd_shifter = shift_by_8 (rnd_shifter);


   end; %if


   ri = i + bpc -1;


   nu = sum(pw.* input_data(i : ri ));


   m  = mod(scrambling_seq +  nu , 8);


   % --| Comment: an array in Matlab is from one so we need to add 1 to m


   % --| Comment: channelphase(m+1)  represents phase of the signal


   out_data(k) = channel_phase(m + 1);


   k = k + 1; 


   symb_shift_counter = symb_shift_counter + 1;


end; %for    


Figure 4: Software description of data sequence randomising generator


While the code of figure 4 may require a little comprehension by non-programmers, it is both unambiguous and immediately executable.


4.1.3
SDR waveform library


In recent years there has been a move within NATO to supplement the paper documents with high level software implementations of the standards. Normally the development of a standard will involve prototypes and development versions which will be implemented in software and may evolve into example implementations / base waveforms. Such software should be well-documented and be written in an easily understandable high-level language, typically C. Within NATO, STANAGs 4591 and 5066 make use of example implementations which are freely available to government and industry within NATO and PfP [8] [9].


Testing a non-real-time base waveform with a real-time target waveform requires a buffer between the real-time and non-real-time operations. This may be provided through use of software tools to record, store (in a common file format) and play back radio frequency signals. A radio signal recorder and file format have been developed as part of previous NC3A programme of work. This may be used as a basis for developing the tools and formats needed to make fuller use of non-real-time base waveforms.

4.2 
Multi-national interoperability and waveform capability


A multi-national, secure, net-centric waveform is needed to meet many of the aims of NNEC e.g. improved situational awareness, multi-national command and control, reduced fratricide etc. This shortfall is being addressed within NATO, and NATO / PfP nations by the development of a small number of future waveforms which fulfil these needs [10] [11]. 


To be effective such a waveform must be deployed throughout the theatre. Widespread deployment of SDR brings the opportunity for nations to load suitable software and so rapidly deploy waveforms which meet current multi-national requirements. SDR brings an opportunity to decouple fielding of capability from procurement of equipment. 


Although ‘plug and play’ SDR – where universal software definitions can be swapped between disparate radios is unrealistic – the time to port well structured, portable software between SDR platforms is comparable with the timescales of the multi-national force generation process such as that of the NATO response force.

4.3
Waveform portability and SDR standardisation


Standardisation of SDR - involving the standardisation of the implementation of the radio - is complex but necessary if the full benefits of SDR are to be achieved. Standardisation of radio platforms and software definitions allows waveforms to be readily shared between radios, enabling interoperability in the wireless domain. Thus the ability of forces to support interoperable radio communications and to exchange data may be rapidly increased. This is a necessary step on the route to NNEC.

The software definitions which may be exchanged should cover all aspects of a radio which are necessary to communicate interoperably over the air. Therefore the “waveform” is not only the air interface aspect of radio communication, but the entire function describing conversion of input data (bits or voice etc) to the output radio frequency signal and vice versa. The functions which must be defined include transmission frequencies, modulation schemes, voice encoding, error protection, security etc. A waveform ‘description’ in this context may cover at least ISO layers 1-4 or even above. For a radio providing voice communications this may be considered to include the presentation layer.


4.3.2
Software communications architecture


The software communication architecture (SCA) is the only current SDR architectural standard. Although the SCA is considered by some to be overly elaborate and complex, it does have the following benefits:


· hardware radio platforms have been developed which adhere to it,


· software has been developed which follows it,


· SCA development tools are available, 


· an SCA test and certification capability exists and is in use (albeit only in one nation),


· procurements have been made requiring conformance to the SCA.


While all of the above are prerequisites for a successful standard, the latter is arguably the most critical.


The future custody and scope of the SCA may evolve. In future the SCA may need to resolve how it can support military security functions
 while becoming more international. As the only current SDR architecture the SCA may be put under pressure to meet civilian SDR needs too.


4.2.3
Alternative SDR architectures 


While there is currently no viable alternative to the SCA as a standard for SDR implementation, it is not certain that the SCA will remain unchallenged. The cellular communications industry is proposing an architecture for handset SDR [12] and work is also underway to develop an architecture for public safety SDR systems [13].


4.4
Testing 


A requirement to comply with a particular architecture brings with it a need to test that compliance. Testing the implementation of an SDR will be complex, time-consuming and costly. But testing the architecture of implementations enforces the principles which underpin portability of software between radio platforms (to aid interoperability) and flexibility (to aid deployment of new capability. Therefore stringent testing helps to ensure that the potential of SDR is realised at a technical level.


4.5
Economies of scale


Beyond the technical level, economic benefits are available from SDR. The ability of manufacturers to tailor a single product, or family of products, to meet varied national needs through software is allowing much of the traditional military radio industry to reshape their product lines.


The development cost of waveform software may be shared more widely if easier porting of software between radio platforms presents larger markets for SDR software.


4.6
Security


A strictly enforced architecture, developed to meet military security requirements and gain security accreditation, may ease the accreditation process. The architecture may impose design constraints on the hardware, but it can also limit the scope for poor security design. 


Structure within SDR software allows it to be inspected with varying levels of scrutiny, with the software providing or controlling security functions, or interfacing with security resources, being subject to the greatest scrutiny.


NATO harmonisation of future cryptographic equipment limits the number of security protocols, algorithms and key management mechanisms which an SDR needs to support.


4.7
Future-proofing and Flexibility


Tactical radio systems have been, and are likely to remain, high cost assets which are procured infrequently. In addition to the cost of procuring the equipment, system integration is another significant cost – installing a radio in a tank may cost as much as the radio itself; installation in an aircraft (and subsequent air-worthiness tests) may cost many times more. 


Decoupling the radio capability, defined by software, from the radio platform brings the possibility to upgrade the radio capability and performance more cheaply and quickly than if the entire radio needs to be replaced. This can speed up the deployment of new STANAGS both for communication services and for the integration of new functional services e.g. friendly force tracking, situational awareness.


Flexibility of a radio offers some advantages in management of the radio spectrum. Spectrum is becoming increasingly congested as the information exchange needs of NNEC demand more transmission, while mobility needs force more traffic onto wireless networks. At the same time, military spectrum is being consistently eroded by both political and economic means
. While more efficient radio and data transmission techniques – higher throughput, data compression or narrower channels - will be developed to make more efficient use of the spectrum, such advances can only be exploited when they are fielded. Rapid deployment of such technological advances allows more effective use of the available spectrum. 


4.8
Cognitive Radio


Extending the steps taken to exploit the available spectrum, giving the radio the ability to sense its environment and react accordingly, leads from SDR to cognitive radios (CR). It may be argued that current HF radio systems are cognitive in that they sense their environment, avoid interfering with other users and optimise use of the available spectrum via adaptive data rates [1].


Future tactical radio systems are making use of adaptive techniques, such as the dual modulation schemes and multiple modes offered by the draft STANAG for narrowband network enabled communications [9] as well as sophisticated media access mechanisms making efficient use of the channel while supporting networking. 


The military use of cognitive radio is still to be explored in depth. CR may provide effective means to counter interference, noise and spectral congestion. Although emerging technological threats in the areas of jamming or denial of service attacks may become more advanced and more effective once a radio is aware of its environment and acts on the information it senses or receives. 


5.0 conclusions 


Software defined radio presents many challenges but offers many opportunities for military users. It appears to offer the most cost effective - if not the only - means to provide the secure, networked, interoperable, communication services which are needed in the tactical domain to deliver the aims of NNEC given at the start of this paper. The importance of SDR in delivering these aims rises, given the diverse multinational forces now in use for most operations. 


To do this requires an efficient, secure, network-capable waveform; which can be shared with coalition partners – as is currently in development. Deployment of such a waveform may be rapid if it can be distributed as a base waveform - conforming to an agreed architectural standard - onto target platforms tested and proven to meet the same SDR architecture.


The ability of SDR to decouple radio capability from procurement and installation of hardware may be critical in fielding evolving radio capabilities within the timescales of NNEC. Therefore SDR will need to be upgraded to deliver enhanced services, provide improved waveforms, interoperate with alternate systems and exploit the available spectrum more effectively (cognitively). Only in this way will the aims of NNEC ever be delivered to the soldiers operating in the mobile tactical arena, who have most to gain from the aims of NNEC and the most to loose if they remain disconnected from the network.
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� Software optimisation affects computational efficiency but also characteristics such as radio start-up time and power consumption etc.


� The SCA does not describe any security functions, but it does provide the framework to support them.


� Defence forces being required to pay for their spectrum in some nations. 
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A Study Case: JPEG2000 Compressed Images over a Link 16 Network
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Scope

		Operational Requirements

		Image Technical Requirements

		JPEG2000 Standard

		Link 16 Case Study

		Some Examples  









Imagery Operational Requirements

		Target images required before authorizing weapon release.

		Strike Aircraft aircrew using an image depicting a time critical target (TCT) for identification.

		Damage Assessment.

		UAV imagery supporting urban/roads battlefield.









Why in TDLs?

		To develop a “composite tactical picture” available to all Joint Units by using  “multimedia” information content provided by TDLs in support of network centric warfare.









Why in TDLs?

		Extend TDLs concept from “textual data” to “multimedia elements” including still image & stream-video for a variety of image types

		Visual

		IR/FLIR

		SAR

		Each image shows different characteristics based on the sensor performance and image type.   

		Don’t ask for new “spectrum allocation” in dense urban areas

		Use the current TDL’s (Link 16) allocated spectrum.

		Use current AJP capabilities provided by TDLs (Link 16) to avoid jammers /civilian interferences.









“Still Image” Compression Requirements

		Compression Efficiency.

		Excellent performance at low or very low data rate (disadvantage links).

		Random access to the “code-stream”. 

		Embedded code stream that allows to extract the image in different ways.

		This shall allow to reconstruct an image based on a progressive scheme. 

		Scalable.

		Resolution.

		Quality: definition of QoS  and quality layers.

		Components: color, B&W,…

		Position. 

		Lossless and Lossy Compression.

		Open architecture and standardized. 

		Definition of Region of Interest  (ROI), Zoom, Tiling,..

		Robustness in channel error conditions.









Current Efforts.  DLWG

		DLCP NUMBER: ML277-054-P33-US-M32-R6

		J16.0 Image Transfer Message definition.

		NPG 11 dedicated for Imagery

		Minimum 32 Time Slots required per frame.

		Recommended P4 Packing Limit (Link 16).

		Supplement messages from surveillance and control.

		Secondary role.

		Imagery and image amplification information defined in the standard. 

		Voice coordination required.









Current Efforts.  DLWG (2)

		Fulfill NATO Secondary Image Format (NSIF).

		STANAG 4545, Edition 1 Amendment 1 dated 14 April 2002 – NATO Secondary Imagery Format (NSIF) Version 1.0.

		Compression Algorithms: JPEG & EagleEye.

		Image packet data of 45 bytes per J 16.0 message.

		Geo-position Information is included as a non displayable image segment.

		File Transfer protocols: one way & two ways.     









Proposed Still Image Compression Standard:JPEG2000 (1).



		Defines a “canvas coordinate system” based on tiles 

		Since different components can have different sizes.

		Each tile is DWTd Provides “spatial” access to the image (can be operationally required).

		Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT).

		Wavelets provides a robust tool for signal and image processing.

		More accurate time-frequency representation Can handle signals with discontinuities.

		Transform Domain: each sub-band of every resolution level is partitioned into blocks/precints/packets. 









Proposed Still Image Compression Standard:JPEG2000 (2)

		Embedded block coding algorithm (EBCOT): one code-stream can be decompressed in many ways.

		 Each sub-band image divided into blocks that are coded independently.

		Introduces quality for “layers” concept. 

		Progressive compression.

		By quality / resolution /  components and position

		 State of the art compression efficiency.









JPEG2000 Canvas Coordinated System
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JPEG2000 Block Diagram

ICT: Inter-component Transformation

DWT: Discrete Wavelet Transform:  Daubechies 9/7 (NR) & Daubechies 5/7 (Reversible) 

DZQ: Dead Zone Quantification
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JPEG2000: Wavelet Transform

		Sub-band Images from low & high pass filtering and sub-sampling

		Same samples as in original image

		Transform is reversible

		Sub-bands are quantized 





(Image from David Taubman)







JPEG2000: Wavelet Transform (2)

		Multi-resolution representation of the image

		Image is LL/HL/LH/HH filtered in various levels

		LL: Approximation of image (low frequency)

		LH: Horizontal details.

		HL: Vertical details.

		HH: Diagonal Details (high frequency)









Note: Image by Konstantinos Kamaras Thesis, March 2002.









JPEG2000: EBCOT

(Embedded Block Coded with Optimal Truncation)

		EBCOT defines quality layers: each block stream is optimally truncated.

		From low quality imagery (coarse quantization) to the best image (finest quantization)









JPEG 2000 Standard. 

Different Parts



		Part #1: Core coding & basic technology (JP2)

		Part #2: Extensions (JPX)

		Part#3: Motion JPEG2000 (MJ2)

		Part #5: Reference SW (Java & C)

		Part#8: Encryption and Watermarking (JPSEC)

		Part #9: Interactive Protocols and API (JPIP)

		Part#11: robust communication for wireless (JPWL)

		Part #12: ISO Base Media File Format (Common with MPEG-4)









JPEG2000 Code stream (JP2)

		JPEG2000 coder produces an embedded code-stream that can be decoded at any length to produce an image.

		From 0 bit rate to the maximum (lossless).

		JPEG produces an independent code-stream per “target bit-rate”.

		Implies multiple coding passes  less efficient.

		Embedded code stream support random access to image properties:

		 Region of Interest (ROI).

		Zoom-in / out.   









JPEG2000 Code stream (JP2)
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Geo Referenced Images

(Geography Markup Language)



		JPEG2000 doesn’t specify mechanism for geo-referencing the image, describing the sensor characteristics,…

		 JPEG2000 provides room for “boxes” containing arbitrary XML data.

		GML (by Open Geo-Spatial Consortium)  provides geo referencing information as XML encoded metadata.

		GML & JPEG2000 are interoperable and compatible.





  







JPEG2000/JPEG

Comparative Analysis

		Progressive lossy to lossless compression

		JPEG: not integrated capability.

		Random Access to the code-stream:

		Implementation of Region of Interest capability.

		Better data rate control.

		JPEG2000: better compression efficiency.



(Image1 & 2 are referenced in paper) 

		Bpp		0.125		0.5		2.00

		Img1 JPEG		24.42		31.17		35.15

		Img1 JPEG2000		28.12		32.95		37.35

		Img2 JPEG		22.60		28.92		35.99

		Img2JPEG2000		24.85		31.13		38.80































JPEG2000/JPEG

Comparative Analysis in Noisy Channels

		Better performance in noisy channels. NOT EDC Technique Implemented WORS CASE SCENARIO  better if R-S is modeled. 

		See example: BER: 10^ (-4).

		Error Symbols in the code-stream: 

		JPEG2000: 28

		JPEG: 18

		Method:

		JPEG2000 code stream is built (*.J2C)

		A Binary vector representation of the code stream is developed. 

		A binary vector with the same BER channel is generated:  x=(rand(tamano,1)<=ber)

		An exclusive OR is made between both vectors for generating a LINK-16 channel corrupted JPEG2000 code stream.

		Image reconstruction with “Kakadu”
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Requirements Flow Down: 

From Design to Operation

Note: Link 16 Service channel: 8 TS assigned if required (Free Text)

Requirements flow down
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JPEG2000 Compressed Image Over Link 16

		Method proposed

		Transmit the most sensitive part of JPEG2000 code-stream with maximum Link 16 Anti-Jamming Protection: STD Packing Limit.

		Headers/markers/first layers/tiles/

		Rest of the image with a less robust Packing Limit. (less AJP)    

		JPEG2000 Coding option: progressive by quality.

		Quality Layers. 

		Link 16. 

		“free text” unformatted messages/ JXX.YY standard format message.

		NPGs: from 1..4  (NPG 11 –assigned- & spare NPGs: 15 to 18)

		Max TSBs: 64 per Link 16 Terminal (48 in TSR)

		Time slots available for imagery

		Two study cases: NMT 10% and NMT 5%.  









JPEG2000 Quality Layer to

Time Slot Allocation Algorithm

Match Link 16 available resources with JPEG2000 LRCP “quality layers”











2.-Time Slots per  NPG: 
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4. Image Size
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3.-Bit Rate Computing (bits)
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5.-BPP computing
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Matching Numbers: An Example  

		Step 1 &2. Define the bit rate iaw network design: 32+x+y+z (time slots available for imagery)

		Step 3. Bit rate layer#1: 32 TS *XXX bits/TS_PL=YYY bits.

		Step 4. Size of the image=640 x 437 pixel.

		Step 5. Bit rate layer #1: r_1=YYY/640*437= 0.02574 bpp (P2DP).

		Step 6. Layer #n: r (n)= r(1) +  (r), with (r ) iaw time slots allocation by network design

		Step 7. Image JPEG2000 coded LRCP iaw layer(n) bpp.

 

		Nota: Each additional quality layer can be allocated to a different NPG or TSAB of the corresponding NPG.









Communication Architecture

& Protocol 

		Sensor Node (SN)

		Captures the image.

		Image Preprocessing & Compression: filtering/PSNR/Quality Criteria.

		Build Geo referencing code stream (If required). 

		Imagery Management Node (IMN)

		Receive the image and request retransmission or changes in quality based on R-S Symbol threshold. (Errors in channel) 

		Request for ROI.

		Request for more time-slots if in TSR.

		Reconstruct the original image based on code stream received and operational/tactical requirements.   









Protocol

Note: All joint units receive the same code-stream but only 

 IMN can interact with Sensor Node unless otherwise specified.
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Concept. Example 1

		Picture JPEG2000 coded

		Progressive LRCP Mode: 4 layers

		NGP allocation (if available): Packing Limit and Access Mode

		Layers 1 & 2: Dedicated Algorithm #1

		Layers 3 & 4: TSR Algorithm #2

		Link 16 Transmission 
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Example 2: P/L increased by layer 

TS available: 128

		Img#1: 3 layers (96 TS/27.26 dB)

		Img#2: 1 layer (32 TS/23.21 dB)
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JPEG2000 & Link 16 Combined Error Detection and Correction Tecniques








Bit to Chip for MSK Modulation
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Error Resilient Mode (Symplified).

		JPEG2000 Coded Image: Always include SOP-EPH markers in the code-stream.



Much better syncronization mechanism.

		Error Management Protocol Implemented.

		Monitor Link 16 Parameter MER (Message Error Rate)

		Provides Reed-Solomon Coder Errors and Erasures.



“If MER >Threshold (iaw AJ enviroment): 

	 Retransmit  same packet with a more robust P/L”.

		Increase AJP.

		Decrease BPP.



	Commitment:  Binary Rate AJ Protection



		Imagen codificada siempre con SOP-EPH.

		Implementar Protocolo de gestión de errores Ver siguiente transparencia.

		Utrilizar Parámetros MER (Message Error Rate)

		Proporciona medida de errores y erasures del codificador R-S.

		Caso fallo Retransmitir en P/L de protección +.

		Válido para cualquier requisito de distancia.



See Ref: JPEG2000 Image  compression and error resilience for transmission over wireless channels (Konstantionos Kamaras, Mach 2002.. NPS, Monterrey, ca)  









Error Recovery. An Example (1)

1 packet header corrupted +1 TIME SLOT

		JPEG200 
Code-stream		#Bytes		P/LResilient Mode		# Time Slots		P/L No resilient Mode		#Time Slots

		MAIN HEADER		96		STD 		4 		STD		4

		TILEPART #1 		12		STD		1		STD		1

		PACKET #1 HEADER		11		STD		1		P2		1

		PACKET#1		13		P2		1		P2		1

		………………..		….		……………		………….		………………		…

		TOTAL Time Slots		25		24
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Error Recovery. An Example (2)

True JPEG2000 Coded Image

ALL packet corrupted +12 TIME SLOTS

		Trama Codificada 
JPEG2000		#Bytes		Packing Limit Resilient		# Time Slots		Re-TX		Delta #Time Slots

		MAIN HEADER		96		STD 		4 		STD		=

		TILEPART #1 		12		STD		1		STD		=

		PACKET #1 HEADER		11		STD		1		STD		=

		PACKET#1		13		P2		1		STD		(0.462)= 1 (+0)

		PACKET #2 HEADER 		17		STD		1		STD		=

		PACKET#2 		38		P2		1		STD		(1.3511)= 2 (+1)

		PACKET #3 HEADER 		17		STD		1		STD		=

		PACKET#3 		95		P2		2		STD		(3.3777)= 4 (+2)

		PACKET #4 HEADER		17		STD		1		STD		=

		PACKET#4 		207		P4		2		P2DP		(3.68)= 4 (+2)

		PACKET #5 HEADER		17		STD		1		STD		=

		PACKET#5 		392		P4		4		P2DP		(6.96)=7 (+3)

		PACKET #6 HEADER		17		STD		1		STD		=

		PACKET#6 		440		P4		4		P2DP		(7.82)=8 (+4)

		TOTAL Time Slots		25		37 (+12 time slots)

























































Some Simulations and Results

		Great amount of simulations has been conducted:

		One NPG  STD P/L (by default)

		Two NPGs  STD/P2 

		Three NPGs  STD/P2/P4

		Four NPGs STD/P2/P4/P4NEDC

		DLWG: Only one NPG allocated for imagery (NPG11)

		But several NPGs available for future use.

		Packing limit can also be changed before each Link 16 transaction via AP: Only one NPG will be required  More “host overhead”.  









119 TS/3 Layers/ 31.53 dB.







140 TS/ 9 Layers/ 37.97 dBm







FLIR Original Image







32 TS (STD) / 1 Layer/ Cr=706.71 







128 TS (P4) / 3 Layer/ Cr=78.5







Change in Resolution

Original

Resolution 1

Resolution 2

Resolution 3

		Algorithm step		Pixels		 bytes		BPP		Time Slots.		NPGs/PL

		Original Image		640x480		921600		1

		#1		Resolution: 4		40x30		3600		0.7138		4 		NPG V1 (STD-TSR)

		#2		Resolution  3		80x60		14400		0.7277		+16 =20		NPG V1 (STD-TSR)

		#3		Resolution 2		160x120		57600		0.7851		+34 (TSR) =54		NPG V2 (P2DP-TSR)

		#4		Resolution 1		320x240		230400		0.8830		+37  (TSR) =91		NPG V3 (P4-TSR)







































JPEG In Noisy Channels BER: 10^-4

Original

JPEG







JPEG 2000 In Noisy Ch. BER: 10^-4
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Original SAR Image: 8 bpp







JPEG2000 SAR Images

1 Layer / 30 TS (P4)/0.05088 bpp/18.84 dB 

5 Layers/ 80 TS (P4)/ 0.1384 bpp/ 19.84 







JPEG2000 Filtered SAR Images

SAR Image median filtered. 5 layers

PSNR regarding to filtered image

		Image		BPP 

		PSNR
(Filt)		PSNR
(Orig)		T/S P4
 (Filtd)		T/S P4
(Orig)

		Original		8 bpp		-		-

		Comp
Lay #1		0.0505		22.97		18.84		30		30

		Comp
Lay#5 		0.1395		25.48		19.84		81		80

		Comp
Lay#10		0.5143		--		22.30		---		--



































SAR Image. Region Of Interest

Layer #1

Layer #3

		LAYERS		BPP		PSNR db		Link-16 Time Slots

		Layer 1		0.02783		64

		Layer 2		0.083497		64+64=128

		Layer 3		0.1948341		10.93		128+32=160 > 154





























SAR Image. Tiling

Layer #1			layer #2

Layer #3			layer #4

		Lay		bitrate		TS		PSNR		Tiles

		1		0.0139		32		10.39		T0

		2		0.0695		96		11.44		T0 a T3

		3		0.1252		128 		12.60		T0 a T5

		4		0.18		144		20.07		T0 a T8

































Summary (1)

		Recent conflicts have shown that real time imagery availability is one of the most demanding capabilities required by operational/tactical commanders.



		Integrating “imagery content” into the “common tactical picture” provides a better target identification, weapon release criteria, damage assessment and surveillance data in support of network centric warfare. Also avoids “request for frequency allocation.”

		Current efforts are focused mainly to support JPEG/EagleEye compressed images packed into J16.0 messages and released in the NPG 11. 









Summary (2)

		JPEG2000 is a more robust open source standard that produces a totally embedded code-stream.  

		Method proposed to send the JPEG2000 image in a antijamming adaptative way

		Most important part is more protected.

		Rest of the image in a less protected packing limit. 

		Algorithm Proposed to adapt JPEG2000 quality layers to Link 16 available time slots.

		Results shown a very good compression ratio with less than 10%  and good performance with 5% of the available Link 16 time slots.

		JPEG2000 also offers a great variety of new capabilities well suited for tactical exploitation such as

		ROI

		Watermarks

		Geo-referencing

		More robust error and detection schemes.   









Way Ahead

		Develop a technological demonstrator

		Plan on going.

		Propose an ad-hoc J message  J XX.YY or  modify J16.0 specification for including JPEG2000 codification syntax.

		Implement a GML compatible geo-referencing capabilities as a part of XML boxes available at JPX file format.

		Implement security and encryption capabilities iaw JPSEC file format.

		MPEG2000 for stream-video under assessment.

		And more… 





Some of these new proposals require an “enhance throughput” Link 16 capability.  







QUESTIONS ?
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A way toward autonomic system management


The essence for autonomic management is the ability for a system to self-govern its behaviour within the constraints of operational goals that the system as a whole try to achieve[1]

 REF _Ref184695243 \r \h 
[1]. In this paper we present a new approach aiming at making easier and quicker the deployment of Tactical Information Systems but also solving incidents that could occur during a mission. The ultimate goal is definitely to make seamless the deployment and use of such systems that provide mission critical services no matter restricting the context could be. The implemented solution relies on novel monitoring and reconfigurations approaches related to both Artificial Intelligence solutions and semantic associations.

1.0
Introduction


Naturally, Information Systems (IS) complexity is dramatically increasing. Actually mastering and managing totally the whole IS become difficultly feasible. And when a problem occurs, it could be very difficult to assess real impacts on operational services [1]. Such a management is requiring expert people in network or software technologies that are more or less far from the actual preoccupations imposed by the mission. Moreover, the incident diagnosis and analysis is more and more difficult and the resolution time also increases. That induces obviously a high impact in the business of company and its related costs, or the capacity to achieve successfully some operational missions. Our approach, implemented in the ITEA-ENERGy project[2] is to combine both classical Policy Based Management systems with some cognitive ones. Artificial Intelligence should play a role of key importance to allow problem resolution in a dynamic and automatic way. 


In case of problem impacting the network elements and related services within the theatre of operations, decisions to recover must be made very quickly, and have to be efficient and reliable. The human resource optimization is crucial and people involved in the reconfiguration have often many other things to do than managing the system. Indeed, checking which service is impacted  or which one is available is of course very time consuming. Simplifying and reducing human intervention by making automatic some reconfiguration decisions is definitively needed. However the operator expertise and the IS context should also be taken into account to compute automatic reactions. 


Some innovative architectures have already been presented to cope with the automatic network management [18]. A step further is presented here with a services and applications oriented architecture.


For example, let’s have a look at the use case of  a unit which need to be connected to a deployed infrastructure on the theatre of operations, and which need a video service (not already planned)  for their intelligence mission. Many problems could occur. First, the deployment : an operator will have to configure the connection in order to allow communications services between the units. Secondly, video services need to be set up to meet the intelligence unit mission requirements. 


This is of course done today, but it requires many manpower and a certain level of knowledge in network management.


Tools that we propose to present here allow to overcome these kind of problematic, by computing relevant solutions corresponding to  the real/current situation and dynamically invoke the reconfiguration solution chosen by the operator.


In this paper, we firstly describe the functional architecture of our management tool. Then we focus on the network and Tactical Information System  ontology-based model, and how we take advantage of such a model in the decision engine we have implemented. We furthermore show how it  has been applied on a practical example.


2.0 Functional description


Architecture 


The canvas is a classical 3-layered architecture, with a Supervision layer, Processing layer and Managed system layer.




Figure 1 : 3-tier architecture

Supervision layer


On the supervision layer, the monitoring console gives the administrator the opportunity to describe policies that must be enforced on the system [4]. Here you should notice that a spate mechanism could be depicted, allowing the operator to describe some high level policies. Concretely, a high level policy could trigger underlying policies and so on and so forth. 


Besides, the administrator is in a position to describe its Tactical System thanks to services description. Actually, three different concepts have been introduced : “low level services”, “high level services”, and “domains”. 


Low level services


Firstly, the administrator could describe “low level services”. These services are hosted by a device, or any Network Element (NE) and they could be monitored by different classical channels: scripts, Web Services, Syslog, SNMP…


High level services


The IS administrator could also describe some “high level” services. Those ones directly depend on low level services. That means that they are not hosted by one single element. These services are somehow abstract.  That’s possible to have many level of high level services, for instance, a high level service could depend on other high level and/or low level services. High level services allow to represent operational services and monitor their performance. Hence, the impact on a higher level service of a problem on a low level service is now clearly measurable. 


To make concrete this feature, just imagine you are managing a classical tactical information system. This system provides mailing, Internet, Intranet, authentication services to its users. Moreover, they are using a Geographical Information System tool (Grass) relying on databases . Now, suppose you put yourself in the administrator  position. To represent this system, you could decide that the “Mailing” service depends on two low level services: a “LDAP” one and a “SMTP” one. Additionally, the “Geographical” service would depend on “redunded databases” and on the “Grass” tool. As a result, we will have two high level services called “Geographical” [Figure 2 Services Tree]  and “Mailing” , which both depend on low level services. Another possibility would be to gather database related services for instance, and network ones on the other hand. Finally at the end, you will have your own representation of operational services and their dependences to low level services. Some performance or availability metrics could be composed and aggregated to compute the operational  services end-user perception. But the most important aspect to keep in mind is that this tools allow the administrators to represent the IS they have to manage. It is an abstraction of the managed IS, and as a result there is not one single solution. Different administrators could represent the same system in different manner (as far as it is relevant) and the main objective which is to monitor and manage the IS will be reach efficiently in the different cases.






Figure 2 Services Tree


Concept of domains:


The third concept we introduced is the “domain” one, as already mentioned. No denying that end-to-end services are often provided by many independent entities (each of them supplying  parts of the end-to-end service). And as a matter of fact, there isn’t one single administrator for all of them. As a result, you can’t directly act on all the NE of the chain of responsibility. That’s definitely not possible to change the bandwidth allocation, or the flow priority of your content provider. These non managed (by our system) entities are what we called “domains”: we could only exchange Service Level Agreements (as a collection of Service Level Specifications) in order to maintain end-to-end Quality of Service or service availability. 


So the first level of knowledge is provided by the supervision layer, augmented with the system  representation dynamically described by the system administrator. 


Managed system layer


The bottom layer is dedicated to monitoring activities: raw events are collected from the monitored system, then filtered to prevent redundant data (e.g. if 10 times the same event are sent within 5 seconds, only one will be effectively received by the system)  and correlated to prevent toggling data (e.g. toggling from one state to another within a short period of time) .


Processing layer


Let’s have a look now on the intermediate layer which is the core of our autonomic behaviour: this layer actually hosts the rules engine, the decision engine, and maintain a living knowledge on the system [6]

 REF _Ref184695716 \r \h 
[8]. 


That’s quite common for human beings that red flashing lights often mean that problems occur somewhere, but what for a machine? Some cognitive capabilities should be added to our management tool so that it will be able to take right decisions at the right time and the right place, when a problem occurs on the system. To do that, we have described the “management world” by the way of ontology. 


Ontology


An ontology is a simple set of concepts linked each other by some relationships[10]

 REF _Ref184695742 \r \h 
[11]. 


In our case, key concepts are services, possible problems and atomic (or single) reconfiguration actions. Moreover, we have defined the service status concept to represent the fact that any reconfiguration action will impact one or many service status. That’s really the expert knowledge that is gathered in the ontology. An experienced system administrator knows that restarting an application could sometimes solve performance problems. We have translated such kind of information into our ontology. Other atomic actions are obviously possible to cope with performance problem: stop an other application, give some priorities, and so on… Anyway, that knowledge is represented in our ontology. Some other information could also be added: the “cost” (regarding the time/delay, the security issue, inconvenience or whatever) of an atomic action could be of interest. Additionally, some high availability constraints could be depicted. That means for example that some performance related solutions (e.g. “stop an application”) should be avoided if such a critical service is impacted.


The semantic added value:


Ontologies are used to represent relationships and semantics which cannot be represented using information language as UML. How to say “This performance is related to a video server, or some reconfiguration action could concern performance problems” with UML? Data models are excellent at representing facts, but do not have any inherent mechanisms to represent semantics, required to reason about those facts[13]. 


Once ontologies are correctly/fully described, we need to link the monitored data and the reconfiguration actuators to these models. Thus, semantic annotations are used  on real instances of previously modelized concepts.


Policy Based Management


Then a knowledge base is populated: facts are coming from the real managed system and the services representation while management rules come from the ontology. As depicted in figure 3 all the information received are called “events”. These events are forwarded to our Policy Management tool so that if an event match with the policy, it is transformed into a problem, otherwise it is deleted.[7]





Figure 3: Policy Based Management


A problem is characterized by some initial service status whereas the policy gives us what is the desired status of the service. For example if a router is down, we won’t ping it. If the performance is low, we firstly investigate the underlying low level services to determine the exact causes of this problem. It could come from a CPU overload or a network bandwidth congestion. Anyway this allows us to finely qualify the problem and to know all the impacted operational services. On the other hand, the policies give us the desired status: e.g. the  performance must be better than 80%. Or the network connectivity must be ensured.


Reconfiguration mechanisms


As mentioned earlier, each reconfiguration actions make service status move from one state to another one. For example, the action “start_Application” make the state move from “not started” to “started”. In the figure Error! Reference source not found., Action “A2” make the service move form state “E0” to state “Ei2”.




 


Figure 4 Status graph


Obviously some preconditions determine the needed status for a reconfiguration action to be applied. Our reconfiguration algorithm consists in looking for all the possible paths to move from the initial status to the final one thanks to one or more atomic reconfigurations. The solutions consist in a list of reconfiguration paths from one global state to another one. Indeed, one path represents the expected (reconfigurations) action sequence  to be applied on the system to solve the previously analysed problem. In the figure above, an action sequence is for example {A2, A4, A8}. And the solution’s list is {A2, A4, A8}, {A2, A5, A7, A8}, {A3, A6, A7, A8}. The solution’s list is presented to the operator and is ranked according to relevant metrics (number of actions, security risks, time duration, costs, …). The optimum solution is the one which minimize these metrics. The chosen solution is executed on the managed system. And that is the last stage of the resolution algorithm: the system dynamically invoke some reconfiguration actions. Here again, semantically augmented Web Services are used: a semantic reconfiguration action (let say StopService) is translated into a simple Web Service call. For that a search is performed among available Web Services to discover which of them are able to perform such a StopService action and then the corresponding SOAP message is generated.


Prototype implementation


The Core of the Service Management System is based on a Multi-Agents platform System (JADE [12]) which provides the environment to manage and control software system by multi-agent systems cooperation[3]

 REF _Ref175121621 \n \h 
 \* MERGEFORMAT [14]. 


Protégé [11] as an ontology editor is used to describe our concepts and rules acting on these concepts. Protégé output is an OWL file. The decision engine is built with Prolog [15] which is “innately” able to parse a RDF file and consequently OWL ones and is able to create the corresponding knowledge base. This represents the main part of our job to implement the system “intelligence”.


All the semantic related works come from internal developments (based on the SETHA program). Thus it mainly allows us performing semantic discovery, and dynamic invocation.


Besides, as seen at the beginning our work is based on the operational  goal representation: we needed some tools to create, describe, link and monitor high-level services based on other services and/or network resources. For that we did start from the famous Nagios [16] platform However, many views have been added, in order to : 


· cope with our needs of monitoring low level services and high level services


· display a physical topology of the monitored devices and represent the dependencies between services (high and low level) and devices


· read, edit and modify policies, and also to activate or deactivate them.


· look at the problems raised by the system and trigger a solution computation.


Many effectors like Web services or a Netconf [17] proxy, which translate Netconf requests into the specific vendor protocol and data, are also used.


Application scenario


To demonstrate our autonomous aptitude, we have tested it on a test bed composed of four different entities: A X battalion is assigned on a given operational theatre. Its goal is to provide tactical situation up to the brigade headquarter. Transmissions are realised by network connections. This brigade could also send information to the division headquarter. Lastly, a Y battalion could join the X one and support them within their critical mission. The first scenario deals with the Y battalion interconnection (deployment phase), whereas the second one shows how to keep some critical services (here video transmission) available in spite of failures. 


To allow battalions services interconnections, new services and applications configurations are needed. It is computed by the inference engine which has a real time knowledge of the Information System. The reconfiguration algorithm computes the needed reconfigurations which are later applied on the services and applications provided and on the related network elements.


Within the second scenario, a squadron is attacked by foes on the operational theatre. The soldiers need to transmit consolidated information to the headquarter (reachback) to obtain as soon as possible relevant reinforcements and further supplies. So a video stream is forwarded from the operational theatre to the headquarter. The video emitter has to manage its network mainly composed of networked elements and be sure that this kind of information is set as prioritized, which means that a high priority will be set for this service, even if other services must be debased. This service provider is connected to the brigade network, also managed by our tool. As it is absolutely needed to transmit this information as soon as possible, it is decided to use the video stream service. This service requires a lot of resources but of course is of high priority. To keep available this service, you need to think about which elements are used, and how to keep the service alive in spite of network overload on some nodes. It turns out that some of the routers are diffserv compliant: a solution could be to label network flows, and then decide some priorities on them. Even if some labels have already been set, our tool is able to calculate which path is needed to transmit the video and set in consequence flows priority. Similar process to be performed in each domain. Providing that the video service has been described (as a critical service needing high availability), that some diffserv enforcers are available, our system is able to automatically compute and invoke the needed actuators on the system in order to keep the video streaming service available. Finally, the headquarter could have the relevant information thanks to a video streaming client and then decide what to do.


To do that, two key information are needed: the first one is within our ontology. It gathers the domain expert knowledge. Some assertion looks like “ to keep video availability, you could label and prioritize network flows”, “ to install a patch you firstly need to stop the impacted application”. “To start a service, it has to be stopped” “a high availability service can't stop” and so on.


As you could see, some actions require preconditions to be executed. 


Furthermore, to map this modelled world to the real one, a semantic link is used. To do that  each sensor and actuator of the real system are semantically notated. As a result, the “stop action” for instance is mapped with a web service that really stops the application! In the same way, a Netconf implementation has been semantically noted to map a real action with “apply diffserv” action.


Now suppose that to solve a problem some reconfigurations are needed within many different entities, the first domain which has detected a problem is going to propagate the technical requirements to the next domain. To do that, the “send SLS“ action has also been semantically noted so that a given entity could speak to its vicinity (neighbours “domains”). For our inference engine, the send SLS action is a reconfiguration action as any other one. [9] . When the brigade (neighbour) domain receive the SLS, their autonomic management tool will also compute the required configuration so that the video stream could be transmitted under good conditions.


To put in a nutshell our previous explanations, the Network and system administrators knowledge has been parsed and understood by the inference engine to populate the rules base. On the other hand, the real living system is continuously monitored and some events (facts in the inference language)  triggers some reconfiguration computations if needed.


The main result of such an approach is probably  its evolution potential. Indeed, without any new implementation, our tool is able to “use” new features (e.g. reconfiguration actions) that could be later added to the system provided that the ontology be updated!


Conclusion


As a conclusion, we could assert that the Network and Information Systems management tool is entering  now in the knowledge age. If the first essential step was to collect and gather accurate information, autonomous systems now need to interpret this information in a given context. Artificial intelligence may help the administrator to take the right decision at the right time. However basic sensors and actuators outputs have to be understood to make their management automatic. 


This modular architecture also allows us to provide a distributed management tool: each administrative domain is finally autonomous, but all together, they could provide end-to-end services, along the networked element chain.[5]

Discussion and future work


We are considering many research ways: the first one will be to standardize the network management ontology. We intend moreover to go further in detail in the semantic description of sensors and actuators. Our goal is to achieve autonomic management of complex sub-systems, where dynamic parameters computations are needed (and not just a start/stop action). 
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Introduction/Background

		Mobile tactical communication

		Urban environment

		Peer-to-peer scenario (no base stations)

		Often no line-of-sight

		Reflections in buildings (and other objects)

		Diffraction over buildings 

		Multi-path

		Possible solution: MIMO at 300 MHz
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MIMO - Multiple-Input Multiple-Output 

		MIMO exploits the space dimension to improve wireless systems

		Takes advantage of multi-path propagation

		Can give substantial capacity gain over SISO systems
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MIMO Capacity Gain





		In theory capacity increases linearly with the minimum of transmit and receive antennas

		In reality the achievable capacity depends on the radio-channel characteristics



×6

×7
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Purpose of  the MIMO-measurements

		Gain knowledge of the MIMO channel in urban environment

		Frequencies for tactical communication (~ 300 MHz)

		Peer-to-peer scenario

		Input to the development of relevant channel models necessary for simulations of MIMO communication systems

		Makes it possible to asses possible capacity gains with MIMO in real environments
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Measurement equipment

		RUSK LUND MIMO channel sounder (MEDAV)

		CF: 285 MHz

		BW: 20 MHz

		Spreading sequence:

12.8 us

		257 frequency lines

		Tx power: 20 W

		Wheel sensor

		0.24 m between recordings
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Measurement equipment





All elements of H measured in one cycle

www.channelsounder.de/medavdocs
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Measurement system in vehicle
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MIMO measurement campaign in central Linköping





RX1

RX2

RX3

RX4

RX5

RX6

RX7

RX21

RX20

RX8

RX19

RX11

RX15

RX13

RX16

RX18

RX17

RX10

RX12

RX9

RX23

RX24

RX22

RX14

RX25

3 Tx positions

25 receiver routes

500 m

Tx3



Tx1



Tx2
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Measurement routes

		Peer-to-peer measurements (antenna heights 1.8 and 2.1 m)

		7 receiver routes

		LOS distance 50-250 m

		Total length of measurement routes ~900 m
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Mean channel transfer function 

		Mean measured transfer function

		Flat-earth model ~1/r4

		Difference up to 30 dB due to shadowing



 

   



LOS

30 dB
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Difference between measured and modeled transfer function (Shadow loss)

		The part of the fading that depends on shadowing, large-scale fading



    



LOS

    

Shadowing
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Mean Capacity



		SNR 20dB

		Capacity 3-6 times higher than SISO (~6 bits/s/Hz) 

		Environment with much multipath



   

30 bits/s/Hz

   

31

34

34

32 bits/s/Hz

   

29

24
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Comparison (route 5)

		Correlation between the capacity and the measured transfer function (Low transfer function - high capacity)

		Even stronger correlation between the capacity and the difference between the flat-earth and measured transfer functions
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Comparison

		Route 1









		Route 6-7
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Summary and Conclusions

		MIMO peer-to-peer system channel measurement at 300 MHz in an urban environment 

		A 7x7 MIMO system typically has a capacity 3-6 times higher than that of a SISO system

		Correlation between the capacity and the measured transfer functions

		Even stronger correlation between the capacity and the difference between the flat-earth and measured transfer functions (shadow loss) 
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Conclusions

		MIMO technology increases spectral efficiency



increased rate and/or

greater range and/or

lower error rates

		“difficult” environments are best for MIMO



multipath environment provides diversity

localised physical features impact channel structure

		mobility causes large-scale changes in channel response



performance is highly dependent on channel structure

adaptive signalling required to achieve potential



Motivation for MIMO.  

(Presumably heard something about the advantages of MIMO in the previous presentation)

Urban environments are great for MIMO because there is a lot of scattering,

*but* the mobility poses a challenge because the channel properties change quickly
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		MIMO overview

		Mobile channel measurements

		Measured channel capabilities

		Typical performance results

		Conclusions (again)















MIMO background





mobility, multipath fading 

 temporal diversity

directional multipath: 

[angle, amplitude, phase]

  spatial diversity

multipath 

scattering

environment



Urban comms are generally non-line-of-sight, with signal components arriving with different delays from different directions.

Traditionally this has been seen as a problem we have to mitigate, e.g. with equalisation, but with advances in signal processing, we are able to exploit the space-time diversity in these channels.



But generally the signal arrives at the receiver from a lot of different angles, with different amplitudes & phases – this gives us spatial diversity.

In addition, in a mobile environment, we have multipath fading which gives us temporal diversity.

If there is sufficient scattering then we can expect that the fading will be uncorrelated on each of the links between the transmitter antenna elements and the receiver antenna elements   

When there is less scattering, or if the signal is coming mainly from a small angular range (e.g., if there are a few strong specular components due to reflections off large, smooth objects such as buildings), then the fading will be correlated.









Conventional space-time signalling





space-time coding

space-time multiplexing

diversity gain:

		improved BER

		higher-order modulation

		increased range



multiplexing gain:

		higher throughput



rate ≤ 1

rate = N



There are two conventional approaches to MIMO systems (also called space-time, as described on previous slide) 



Space-time coding: same information is transmitted from different antenna elements, possibly over several consecutive symbol intervals. Symbols are coded so they look different at the receiver, but the decoding process combines the signals to extract the information

 - gives diversity gain, which can be used to: improve BER, increase throughput by supporting higher-order modulation, or increasing range

 - provides data rate up to one symbol per symbol interval



Spatial-multiplexing: different information is transmitted from different antenna elements.  This uses channel diversity to achieve multiplexing gain, i.e., increase in data rate – rate is N symbols per interval, where N is number of antennas (assuming same at transmitter and receiver, actually rate = min(Nt, Nr) )











Idealised MIMO environment





many scatterers, distributed around TX & RX

no LOS

TX

RX



Early theoretical MIMO channel models assumed rich scattering, located all around TX & RX, no LOS components.

These led to expectations of extremely high capacities (increasing linearly with array sizes)



Current models still assume:

scatterers to be ideal reflectors, reradiating energy in all directions;

scatterers are point reflectors, perhaps grouped into clusters but with no defined structure

As we will see, this is not really what the channel looks like in practical scenarios



In fact, the channel response is very dependent on the structure of the signal components coming from different directions.   When the signal components have a small angular spread, they are correlated at each of the receiver elements and this means the capacity of the channel to carry information is reduced.











Mobility in urban area





signal arrives from many directions

→ low spatial correlation, high diversity

multipath components from limited directions,

→ some spatial correlation, medium diversity

multipath components from one direction only,

waveguiding along street

→ high spatial correlation, low diversity



The physical features in the propagating environment play a critical role in the performance of MIMO systems.



For example, consider a simplified urban scenario, as the mobile terminal moves along the street.



At A: the signal power is high, the signal arrives from different directions due to scattering around the intersection -> spatial diversity is high, spatial correlation is low



<CLICK> At B: the signal arrives from a limited range of angles, but there is some signal arriving between buildings as well as front & rear, so we still have pretty good spatial diversity



<CLICK> At C: the signal is arriving from the rear only - diffracted at D which gives a directional components; and waveguided along street.  Low angular spread so high spatial correlation, low spatial diversity.  (Waveguiding leads to increased spatial dispersion, so longer rms delay spreads)



So clearly we should expect to see different type of conditions as we move over fairly small geographical areas, even within a microcellular-type environment.









Mobile channel measurements





8 x 8 system

25 MHz BW

results @ 2 GHz

linear arrays, λ/2 spacing 



CRC has developed a mobile MIMO measurement system. The system is fully mobile, but for the measurements here, the transmitter was stationary and the receiver was mobile, with the antenna elements mounted on the roof of the van.



The transmitter emits BPSK-modulated pseudo-noise sequences from each antenna element simultaneously, which are sampled and recorded at each receiver element.  The processing is done off-line, to extract the impulse responses on each of the 64(8x8) links.  The system bandwidth is 25 MHz, but for these results, we extracted a a single spectral line to obtain a narrowband (flat-fading) channel response.



For the measurements presented here, the system was configured with 8 antenna elements at the tx & rx, uniformly spaced at one-half wavelength.  The carrier frequency was about 2GHz.









Measurement routes





light, weekend

traffic

transmitter

in 4th floor

window











TX





Mobile driven along four routes in downtown Ottawa.



Transmitter in fourth floor of hotel, in window right next to the street, with array at 45’ to street.



Calibration runs used to set power levels – no gain control applied.









Measured Capacity





2 GHz

half-wavelength

  linear arrays



30 dB

averaged over 

each route 

(~20-60 s)



Capacity is commonly used to evaluate the MIMO channel.  



Here we have CDFs of capacity, over each of four measurement routes as well as for idealised MIMO channel (gains on each transmitter/receiver link are independent, complex Gaussian distributed)  



Different size arrays, selecting antenna elements with separations of one-half wavelength



First note large increase in capacity as array size increases.  For ideal channel, capacity doubles as array size doubles.  Gain on real channels is less than this – due to finite number of scatterers and reduced angular spread leading to correlation, but still impressive.  Note though that a couple of the routes (Laurier and Kent) come quite close. 



Clearly there’s some variation beyond just Rayleigh fading (note different slopes at 8x8), so let’s look at the measurement runs one-by-one.









Time-variation of capacity





Slater

Laurier

Bank

Kent



Here’s a look at the variation of capacity with distance on all the routes – there’s quite a difference in characteristics



Now we’ll look at them one-at-a-time









Time-variation of capacity





Slater

non-line-of-sight

	but

highly directional

→ high spatial correlation

	wave-guiding effect:

decreases angular spread with distance

	→ reduced capacity

(note path loss is corrected

local variations due to changing scattering near mobile 

local scattering

(parking lot)



On Slater: mobile is in same urban canyon as transmitter, so multipath components are highly directional even though there’s no line-of-sight.  Directionality means high spatial correlation, low diversity and hence reduced capacity.



We see a lot of local variation as the amount of scattering near the mobile changes – as we pass a parking lot with a lot of scatterers there is an increase in diversity and hence capacity.



As we move away from the transmitted, we see the beginning of a waveguide effect: the capacity drops off as the signal becomes more and more directional – still local scattering gives burst of diversity.











Time-variation of capacity





Laurier

rich scattering, 

large angular spread

→  high capacity

some local effects (e.g. diffraction over roof)



We saw Laurier was the closest to ideal – and here we see there’s only a small amount of local variation as we move along the street.  

The signal energy is entering the street at numerous points, keeping the spatial diversity high.  



Near the start, there is diffraction over the roof directly from the transmitter, which gives a fairly strong specular component, which increases the spatial correlation.









Time-variation of capacity





Kent

open area 

→ reduced scattering near mobile

strong directional

component diffracted from

intersection with Slater 

→ high spatial correlation

→ reduced capacity



On Kent: starts with an open area on the west side, so there’s reduced scattering near the intersection with Gloucester.  



As the mobile moves north, it is moving along an urban canyon with only fairly small variations in capacity, until it reaches about 20m south of the intersection with Slater (recall tx is along Slater).  There is now a strong specular component which has been diffracted at the corner of Slater & Kent, which leads to high spatial correlation and a marked decrease in capacity.









Time-variation of capacity





Bank

strong directional

component diffracted from

intersection with Slater 

→ high spatial correlation

→ reduced capacity

intersection with Slater 

strong directional component along Slater

→ reduced capacity

(recall: power controlled)



Overall, Bank shows rapid changes in capacity over short distances.



Around 5-10 s, we see the effect of the diffracted signal from Slater again, just north of the intersection.



In the intersection, there is a strong signal along Slater, which arrives from the side of the array, so the spatial correlation is very high and the capacity drops a lot, sharply.  South of the intersection, the capacity increases again.



This raises an interesting point about capacity: it is SNR dependent, but we have to decide what we mean by SNR.









Signal power/diversity





Bank

strong component 

from Slater

path loss but 

not diversity 

reduction



Here’s two versions of capacity for the same measurement along Bank.  



Top panel shows no power correction – the SNR is computed as an average over the whole run.  

Bottom panel shows power correction – the SNR is averaged over about 0.05 s.  



Some very clear discrepancies!  

10-14 s, in the intersection with Slater.  The power here is high because of the strong component along Slater, but the spatial diversity is low.  These have opposite effects on capacity.  If we didn’t correct the power, we’d think we had a very high capacity here, and we might try to exploit it with a MIMO technique requiring a lot of diversity, but the performance would be terrible.  



Also, as we move away from Slater (north & south of the intersection) we see that the capacity drops off when we don’t correct the power, but really the diversity isn’t changing.









MIMO performance

measured data: 4 x 4 MIMO

		λ/2 element spacing

		QPSK

		perfect channel estimation



quasi-orthogonal 

space-time code



		rate 1

		6 dB



V-BLAST

spatial multiplexing



		rate 4

		12 dB





So, we’ve seen what the information theory gives us, now let’s look at the impact on performance.



We consider a 4x4 system, and used both a space-time code and spatial multiplexing.



The space-time code is a quasi-orthogonal code that takes 4 information symbols and transmits them once from each transmit antenna element over 4 consecutive symbol intervals, thus we send 4 symbols in 4 symbol intervals, for a rate 1 code.



The spatial-multiplexing transmits 4 independent data symbols every one symbol interval, one data symbol per antenna element.  The data rate is 4. At the receiver we use a successive interference cancellation scheme called V-BLAST.



We consider the unrealistic case of perfect channel estimation, but no channel knowledge at the transmitter. 

This doesn’t affect our conclusions about the impact of changes in the channel structure.









Performance results





Slater

Laurier

Bank

Kent



Again, here’s the results for all the routes, as you can see there’s quite a variation, as there was with capacity.



We’ll look at them one-at-a-time









Performance results





Slater

insufficient spatial diversity

→  spatial multiplexing

     is consistently bad 

space-time coding

approximately follows capacity

highly variable



We saw the spatial diversity on Slater is low because the transmitter and receiver are in the same urban canyon, hence the capacity is low.



The low diversity means the channel cannot support 4 independent data streams – spatial multiplexing therefore fails.



However, the diversity is usually sufficient to support the rate 1 space-time code at a reasonable error rate.    The performance is variable, though, depending on the local propagation effects.  The variation is fairly slow.



(Note: gaps indicate an error below 10^{-5})









Performance results





Laurier

consistently rich scattering

spatial multiplexing &

space-time coding have

consistent mean performance

	but

spatial multiplexing variation is

very large & very rapid



We saw that Laurier had the highest capacity, and that the capacity was consistently high over most of the measurement run.  This is seen in consistently good mean performance of both the spatial multiplexing and the space-time coding.



However note that the variation in the BER performance of the spatial multiplexing varies rapidly by a large amount.  This is due to the rapidly varying scattering conditions.









Performance results





Bank

Kent

intersection effect

- high spatial correlation

→ reduced capacity

- poor performance

spatial mux better on Kent

		higher spatial diversity





space-time coding ~ same

		increasing diversity gives 



diminishing returns

Bank



We saw that Kent has a higher capacity, reflecting higher spatial diversity, than Bank.  This leads to better performance of the spatial multiplexing.  



The performance of the space-time code is about the same on both: even though the spatial diversity is higher on Kent, the gain from diversity has already been seen on Bank, and we get diminishing returns with increasing diversity.



Note that in the regions around the intersection with Slater on both routes, the performance of both schemes is reduced.









System requirements

		Adaptivity



adjust signal design to achieve performance

control amount of feedback (freq. & # bits)

		Suite of rates



conventional space-time coding rate ≤ 1

conventional spatial multiplexing rate = N

want 1 ≤ rate ≤ N



We’ve seen the impact of the changing local environment: the channel structure changes quite rapidly, resulting in sometimes large variations in BER performance.



If we design our signals for the worst case, we will end up with no throughput gains, but will sometimes have exceptionally low BER, which is a waste of opportunity.  The results we’ve seen illustrate the need for adaptive signalling, whereby we can adjust the throughput according to the capability of the channel.



For an adaptive system to be effective, we want to have efficient feedback, both in terms of the rate at which we adapt and of the number of bits required to set the new rate.



We’ve also seen that while a rate-1 space-time code might give a very low BER, a rate-N (N=#antenna elements) spatial multiplexing system may fail to achieve a useful level of performance.  So what we want is a suite of signalling options that give us a variable rate between these two extremes.









Orthogonal diversity-multiplexing precoding







So, we want to bridge the gap between the diversity gain and multiplexing gain systems, to fill in the space between these two curves.









Orthogonal diversity-multiplexing precoding





4 x 4 

variable rate

1 ≤ rate ≤ 4



6 precodes:

feedback 3 bits

bridges the

diversity-multiplexing

gap



Fortunately, we have just such a scheme.  



This is the orthogonal diversity-multiplexing precoding scheme developed at CRC, which bridges the diversity-multiplexing gap by providing data rates between 1 and N (N=4 in this case).



Note that there are several options of rate 1 code: this is due to the way in which the codes are generated.  To use the whole suite, there are in this case 6 precodes, requiring only 3 bits of feedback information.









Conclusions

		MIMO technology increases spectral efficiency



increased rate and/or

greater range and/or

lower error rates

		“difficult” environments are best for MIMO



multipath environment provides diversity

localised physical features impact channel structure

		mobility causes large-scale changes in channel response



performance is highly dependent on channel structure

adaptive signalling required to achieve potential



So, this brings us back to our conclusions.



MIMO is clearly a promising technology for improving performance in non-line-of-sight multipath environments.



But, for mobile communications, we need to be able to adapt efficiently because the channel response varies over short distances, based on local physical features.
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Background (1)

		Robust tactical military networks consist of multiple transmission technologies with large variations in capabilities and multiple transitions between the technologies 



Result in changes in available bandwidths and end-to-end delays 



		Increasing need for communication with quality guarantees 



Implies a scheme for monitoring, controlling and managing communication resources



		Commercial available solution is DiffServ 



Offers class based packet prioritization

Suitable for controlling QoS under stable networking conditions

Variations in traffic load or link capacity handled through buffering and packet drops  

Drastic capacity reductions results in massive packet losses and stalled connections 
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Background (2)

		Military IP networks use IPsec to secure traffic 



Status information about the WAN can not be made available 

Unable to signal drastic changes in capability 

End-to-end measurements only viable solution



		Service Level Agreements regulate the services offered by network operators



In military networks, SLA can not offer guarantees and no penalty for not delivering

SLA can express an expectation or a target of the delivered service quality

Needs be dynamic to reflect events in the deployment area



		Rapid response to changes in network conditions is paramount to avoid degradation of network service quality and loss of information



Reliance on manual procedures is impractical and potentially slow

In case of network partitioning, technical expertise is required at several locations in the deployment area
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Objective of work

		Develop a solution for policy based dynamic management for tactical military networks



Dynamic Service Level Agreements (SLAs) and network element provisioning triggered by changes in network resources or operational situations 
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The concept of policy based dynamic QoS management

		Dynamic policy based network management allows for automation of the management operation 



Reduce the risk of configuration errors and ensure a consistent network operation according to mission objectives



		Management tasks



Limit traffic into the network whenever the carrying capacity is reduced

Increase traffic load when available bandwidth

Apply configuration changes to routers, interfaces, call servers, or in some cases application servers and proxies 
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Policy based network management

		IETF has developed a framework for policy based management

		Policies consist of conditions and actions



May exist at different levels expressing everything from high level mission goals to network element specific commands

		For some years policy based

network management has 

been seen as a promising 

technology for managing 

QoS and security



		Not many products have emerged



Solutions like Cisco’s QoS Policy 

Manager (QPM) only offer static 

policy configurations.   

PEP

Policy Enforcement 

Point

PDP

Policy Decision Point

Policy Editor

COPS

LDAP,

SQL

Policy

repository
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Policy based Dynamic Management 

for Tactical Military Networks

		Solution based on IETF framework

		Extended the policy definition to support automatic control based on defined trigger mechanisms



Reacts on network events, e.g. reductions in available bandwidth

Trigger changes to operational policies, network and service configurations



		The solution uses measurements to determine the service quality achieved between the red domains



Measurement results are used by the policy based network management system to select a suitable operational policy

Network configuration automatically updated to reflect the new operational policy 

Monitoring must impose a very limited overhead and it need to be reconfigurable to adapt to changing network conditions 
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Architecture





Policy repository

default 

configuration

policies

Automatic execution of 

measurements  at 

tunnel endpoints

and collection of statistics

Monitoring control 

and analyses of tunnels



Policy decision 

point 

Policy

Enforcement

Point 

Router Configuration

Appl. Parameter Change

SLA management

SLA management and 

resource

Specification editor

Events and

Monitoring

information 

Trigger adapted policy repository

Editor for Dynamic 

policy trigger
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changes

IETF
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Prototype

		Developed a prototype to demonstrate automatic reconfiguration of the router’s QoS mechanisms and control applications based on changes to the end-to-end tunnel bandwidth 



		The following elements were developed



Extended policy decision point (EPDP) 

Triggers changes to the existing configuration by issuing new policies and changing existing policy parameters

Monitoring probes 

Installed at all tunnel end-points measuring reductions and increases in bandwidths and delay

Monitoring control and analysis function

Capable of performing passive and active measurements triggered by the EPDP
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Demonstration scenario (1)

		LOS network supporting up to 20 voice calls, video streaming for surveillance, remaining bandwidth available for file transfers

		A telephone conference with a video streaming was established

		When the LOS network connection was lost between site 1 and 2, a satellite connection with limited bandwidth was enabled supporting only 5 voice calls and no video streaming

		The router’s QoS and the call server configurations was changed reflecting the drop in bandwidth



No video transfer between site 1 and 2

Voice calls were terminated with a message that there was no available capacity
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Policy definitions

		High level policies used in the demonstrated scenario is: 



During normal operation allow video streaming and 20 voice calls

If backup link activated then allow 5 voice calls and no video traffic



		These are then manually translated into the following lower level QoS policies: 



If bandwidth > 128 kb/s then AF1 bw = 1000 kb/s and EF bw = 400 kb/s and #VoIPcalls = 20

If bandwidth < = 128 kb/s then AF1 bw = 0 kb/s and EF bw = 100 kb/s and #VoIPcalls = 5
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Demonstration scenario (2)

		When LOS network recovered



Monitoring probes detected increase in available bandwidth

An event is sent to the PDP



		The EPDP decided to restore the network elements and servers to the initial configuration



Video traffic resumed between site 1 and 2

Total number of simultaneous calls was reset to 20

Bandwidth available for file transfer increased 
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Future work

		The challenge is to formulate efficient and relevant policies 



Depends on the scenario, mission, topology and capabilities

		Need tools to simplify policy formulation that includes “what if” capabilities



Able to “see” the effect of applied policies 



		Need to explore whether consistent policies can be offered without the restriction of sequential steps in tunnel’s condition estimate



		Need to extend the expressiveness of the trigger rules



More complex rules containing combination of triggers and history information could be of value
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Conclusions

		Have developed a framework for dynamic policy based QoS management for military tactical networks



Addresses the needs to quickly adapt to changes in the network topology and service characteristics due to loss of communication or rerouting over alternative technologies



		Prototype is capable of detecting changes in service quality and respond to these through reconfiguration of network elements and application servers



Policy changes are triggered by events reporting changes in available bandwidth and delay

Policies define actions to be taken and both the action and the granularity of the action are specified





Main advantage: The reconfiguration process is automated, 

making it less prone to human errors and there is no need 

for constant human interference and management
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ABSTRACT
Multi-input multi-output (MIMO) technology has the potential to provide large increases in spectral
efficiency in scattering propagation environments such as urban scenarios. The physical structure of the
environment varies a great deal, from urban canyons to intersections, and this has a significant impact
on the capability of the radio channel to support MIMO communications. In this paper, measurement
results using an 8 × 8 MIMO sounder in an urban area are reported. Large variations in the channel
are observed as the terminal moves, resulting from the changing spatial diversity. The performance of
two MIMO technologies is evaluated for these locations, and it is seen that neither takes satisfactory
advantage of the diversity. Adaptive MIMO is necessary for mobile urban communications, to achieve
increased spectral efficiency when it can be supported.


1 INTRODUCTION


Urban environments, and other types of complex terrain, have traditionally been thought of as challenging
with respect to achieving robust, reliable communications. In more recent years, advances in signal
processing techniques have led to the realisation that the characteristics that make the environment
challenging can be exploited to improve quality of service.


The transmitter and receiver are rarely in line-of-sight, hence the signal arrives at the receiver after being
reflected and scattered from objects in the environment, such as vehicles and buildings, and diffracted
around large objects. Reflection occurs from objects that are large with respect to the wavelength of the
signal, and scattering arises from smaller objects. When the signal is scattered from an object in the
environment, a group of wavefronts arrives at the receiver; these individual multipath components are not
resolvable, but they have small differences in angle of arrival, phase and delay.


In a complex propagation environment, multiple copies of the transmitted signal are received from
different directions, with different amplitudes, phases and delays. Single element antennas have no capa-
bility to resolve in the angular, or spatial, domain. Hence, signals arriving from different angles within the
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same delay resolution interval combine constructively or destructively, depending on their relative phases.
The combined received signal is dependent on the precise location of the transmitter, receiver and other
objects interacting with the signal wavefronts. When there is relative movement among the transmitter,
receiver and objects in the environment, the relative phases of the signal components arriving within each
delay resolution interval change, resulting in combined signals that change over time. This phenomenon
is called multipath fading.


The main challenge in the design of signal processing strategies for urban communications is to combat
multipath fading. Strategies include: interleaving and forward error correction; delay diversity such as
direct sequence spread spectrum; and frequency diversity, for example using orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM).


When multiple element antennas (MEAs) are used at the transmitter and receiver, elements in different
positions receive different combinations of the incoming wavefronts. Such systems are called multiple-
input multiple-output (MIMO). As the MEAs move, the signals received at each element experience the
same multipath fading processes, but the complex amplitudes of the received signals at a given instant are
different at each antenna element. Ideally, the fading on these components is uncorrelated, which means
that when one element experiences a fading null, there is a high probability that one or more of the other
elements do not. Thus, the spatial diversity provided by the MEA gives robustness against fading, which
can be exploited to provide a better quality of service (QoS), i.e., a lower error rate and/or a higher data
rate.


In practical urban scenarios, it is observed that there is often significant correlation among the fading
signals observed at each antenna element. This results in a reduced capability to achieve very low
error rates or to support high data rates; however, as will be seen, there are still considerable potential
improvements in QoS available using MIMO but achieving these improvements requires a detailed
understanding of the channel characteristics.


The objective of this paper is to describe the propagation characteristics of urban environments,
illustrated by measurements obtained at the Communications Research Centre, and to discuss their
impact on achieving robust, high data rate communications. Background to the principles of MIMO
communications is given in Section 2. The measurement system and campaign are discussed in Section 3,
and characteristics of the urban MIMO radio channels are described in Section 4. The performance of
two types of MIMO signalling techniques is illustrated using the measured data in Section 5, and a
discussion of the potential gains and challenges of implementing MIMO radio systems for tactical urban
communications is presented in Section 6.


2 MIMO BACKGROUND


MIMO signalling schemes typically assume that the signal bandwidth is narrow enough that it experiences
flat-fading. Wider transmission bandwidths are obtained by multiplexing these narrowband signals together
using OFDM. The alternative is to use a wideband signal which will experience frequency-selective
fading and therefore inter-symbol interference, and apply equalisation, as in [1]. While frequency-selective
fading does provide temporal diversity, and hence robustness against fading, there is generally sufficient
diversity available from the spatial domain to provide the required robustness. Additional diversity provides
diminishing returns, and the need for multi-dimensional equalisation adds cost and complexity. As chip-
based fast Fourier transforms are readily available, OFDM is a cost-effective method. If required, additional
robustness can be obtained through frequency diversity.
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Henceforth, it will be assumed that the signal bandwidth is sufficiently narrow that the channel can be
assumed to be flat-fading. The system model for Nt antenna elements in the transmitter array and Nr in
the receiver array is then


r(t) = H(t)x(t) + n(t) (1)


where x(t) is the length-Nt transmitted signal vector, and the jth element xj(t) is transmitted from the jth
antenna element. The channel response is given by the Nr ×Nt matrix, H(t), where the (i, j)th element
Hij(t) is the complex response between the jth element of the transmitter array and the ith element of the
receiver array. The length-Nr received signal vector r(t) is the combination of the signal component and
the noise vector, n(t). The Nr elements of n(t) are assumed to be independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) complex Gaussian random variables with zero mean and variance σ2


n.
The potential gain of the MIMO system can be seen by considering its ergodic capacity, which is the


amount of information that can be sent through the channel with a negligible probability of error. For
a system with a single antenna at the transmitter and receiver, i.e., single-input single-output (SISO),
assuming no knowledge of the channel state information at the transmitter, the ergodic capacity per unit
bandwidth is


CSISO(t) = E
{


log2


(
1 +


Ph(t)
σ2


n


)}
b/s/Hz (2)


where h(t) is the complex channel response, P is the average transmitted power and E {·} denotes
expectation.


The equivalent capacity of a MIMO system using the same total average transmitted power is [2]


CMIMO(t) = E
{


log2 det
(
I +


P


Ntσ2
n


H(t)HH(t)
)}


b/s/Hz (3)


where ‘det’ denotes determinant, and ·H denotes the complex conjugate transpose. The average power
transmitted from each of the Nt antennas elements is P/Nt. This capacity can be shown to be equal to


CMIMO(t) =
min(Nt,Nr)∑


i=1


E
{


log2


(
1 +


P


Ntσ2
n


λi(t)
)}


b/s/Hz (4)


where λi(t) is the ith eigenvalue of H(t)HH(t).
Early in the history of MIMO communications system analysis [2]–[4], it was assumed that the elements


of H(t) are i.i.d. zero-mean complex Gaussian random variables. This is supported by the isotropic
scattering models of Clarke and Aulin [5, Ch. 2], which assume that there is a large number of multipath
components, and that they arrive with uniform probability from all directions. As seen by the analysis of
spatial correlation for this model [5, Ch. 2], the fading correlation is small when the antennas are spaced
by at least one-half wavelength.


With this assumption, the increase in capacity of a MIMO system relative to a SISO system with
the same transmit power is shown in Fig. 1 for Nt = Nr. The ergodic capacity increases linearly with
increasing array sizes. The reason for the phenomenal interest in MIMO since the publication of early
papers in this area is clear.


More recently, as more research groups have developed the capability to measure real MIMO operating
environments, it has been realised that the assumption of uncorrelated fading at each antenna element is
often unrealistic. Correlation changes the distribution of the eigenvalues λi such that the largest values
become larger, while the smaller ones decrease. For a fixed


∑
i λi, i.e., a fixed received signal power, the
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Figure 1: Ergodic capacity for i.i.d. complex Gaussian MIMO channel.


capacity is maximised when the eigenvalues are equal. The impact of correlation is therefore to reduce
the capacity.


Some propagation environments may be particularly rich, such as cluttered indoor offices, but in general
there is a finite number of multipath components, which reduces the capacity [6]. Furthermore, the physical
environment often limits the distribution of angles of departure and arrival of the multipath components.
This is illustrated in Fig. 2, which shows urban streets with buildings (grey) and simplified propagation
paths. The transmitter is located at ‘TX’ and the receiver moves along the street from ‘A’ to ‘C’. At
receiver location ‘A’, the signal arrives from many different directions, leading to a high diversity and
channel capacity. Between ‘A’ and ‘B’ there is good signal power, because multipath components arrive
from the junction as well as through the space between the buildings. However, if the distance ‘A’ to
‘B’ is large, the angles of arrival would be limited and the angular spread would be limited because the
main sources of reflection and scattering are the buildings on each side of the street. This would lead
to correlation at the receiver array, and hence a reduced capacity. At receiver location ‘C’, all the signal
energy is being received along the urban canyon, including the component diffracted at the corner ‘D’.
Not only is the received power low, but the angular spread and hence diversity is small. In this location,
the main advantage spatial processing offers is the array gain obtained from beamforming.


TX


A C


D


B


Figure 2: Illustration of spatial diversity in an urban environment.
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3 MIMO MEASUREMENTS


It is clear from the foregoing discussion that measurements in real operating environments are essential to
understanding the true potential of MIMO signal processing. The Communications Research Centre has
developed a wideband MIMO sounder, which has been used to obtain channel measurements in a variety
of environments. The sounder and data processing are outlined below, and the measurement locations are
described.


Sounder


The CRC MIMO radio channel sounder supports up to eight elements in each of the transmitter and
receiver arrays. The 25 MHz bandwidth signals transmitted from each element are continuously repeated
binary pseudo-noise (PN) sequences, BPSK-modulating carriers at approximately 2 GHz. The PN se-
quences were selected in such a way that the impulse responses corresponding to each of the transmitter
elements could be readily extracted and identified at the receiver.


Each antenna element at the receiver terminal has its own RF chain, frequency and phase synchronised
with the others. The signals received at each element are sampled simultaneously at 50 Msamp/s, and the
channel response is sampled at 250 Hz, which is more than twice the maximum Doppler frequency. A
technical description of the MIMO sounder is given in [7].


The sampled signals are recorded for off-line data processing, which involves computing and separating
the impulse response estimates (IREs) for each of the Nt ·Nr links. A threshold was applied to each IRE
to reduce the noise; the threshold was computed to provide a lower probability of false alarm. Each IRE
was Fourier transformed, and a single spectral line was extracted to provide the complex channel gain of
a narrowband channel, H̃(k).


A power correction was applied to the data series to reduce the impact of path loss and shadowing.
This was done by normalising each measured channel response matrix, H̃(k), using a running window,
yielding the power-corrected channel matrix


H(k) =
H̃(k)


[
1


NrNtK


∑k+K/2−1
n=k−K/2 ‖H(n)‖2


F


] 1
2


(5)


where ‖H‖F =
[∑Nr


i=1


∑Nt


j=1 |Hij |2
] 1


2 is the Frobenius norm; Hij is the (i, j)th element of H.


Measurement campaign


The data used in the analyses presented herein were collected with arrays consisting of eight quarter
wavelength monopole antenna elements, arranged linearly and spaced by one-half wavelength. The trans-
mitter was static, located approximately 15 m above street level in the centre of a large window oriented
at 45◦ to the street, as shown in Fig. 3. The receive antenna array was mounted on the roof of a van.


The receiver terminal was driven along the streets marked in Fig. 3, at approximately 30 km/h. The
measurements were made on the weekend, when the traffic volume and density of parked cars in the
downtown core were minimal.


The four measurement routes shown in Fig. 3 are non-line-of-sight (NLOS), but have different charac-
teristics. The route along Slater is in the same urban canyon as the transmitter, and the building façades
are uniform. The number and angular spread of the dominant multipath components at the receiver are
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quite small. Laurier runs parallel to Slater, hence most of the signal energy is received by diffraction
and/or reflection between the two blocks, and the spatial diversity is expected to be higher, although the
unnormalised received power is lower. Kent and Bank run perpendicular to Slater, hence the signal energy
is also received due to diffraction and/or reflection. The route along Bank crosses Slater, at which point
there is expected to be a strong component from the direction of the transmitter, which will reduce the
spatial diversity in the intersection; at this point, the unnormalised received power will be higher, resulting
in a net gain in capacity if power control is not applied. The route on Kent does not cross Slater, thus
the characteristics are expected to be more similar to those on Laurier.
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Slater St.


N


TX


Figure 3: Map of measurement campaign in urban Ottawa.


4 MEASURED CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS


The motivation for using MIMO communications is to increase the spectral efficiency. The first concern,
then, with the measurements is to evaluate the increase in capacity relative to single antenna measurements.
An important feature of mobile urban environments is the dependence of the channel characteristics on
location. As the mobile receiver moves from one location to another, the correlation and hence also the
capacity change.


4.1 Capacity


The usual metric used to evaluate MIMO channels is the Shannon capacity, given in (4). Empirical
cumulative distribution functions (cdfs) of the capacity computed over the length of the routes in Fig. 3
are shown in Fig. 4. Different array sizes (Nr = Nt = 1, Nr = Nt = 2, Nr = Nt = 4 and Nr = Nt = 8)
have been used, each with antenna spacing one-half wavelength. The capacity for the ‘ideal’ channel,
with i.i.d. complex Gaussian elements in H(n) is also plotted. For the SISO (1 × 1) case, capacity of
the measured channels is very close to that of the ideal channel, because the power normalisation (5)
has removed the advantage of the specular (Ricean) components. As noted above, Slater has the highest
spatial correlation – this results in the lowest capacity. Note also that the difference increases as the size
of the array increases. On Slater, most of the power is carried in a small number of multipath components
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– increasing the array aperture in this case does not increase the diversity to the same degree it does on
Laurier, which has lower correlation reflecting a more uniform distribution of power among the multipath
components. However, none of the measurements provides the same capacity as the ideal channel model.
In spite of this, it is clear that the capacity increases significantly as the array size increases.
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Figure 4: Cdfs of capacity for measured and simulated data at 30 dB.


4.2 Time-variation


The cdf of capacity in Fig. 4 shows that a range of capacity values is observed on each of the routes.
The dependence of the capacity on location is important for considering adaptive MIMO systems. Fig. 5
shows the variations of capacity over time at 30 dB for the four routes. The capacity has been smoothed
using a ten tap Blackman-Harris window (ten taps = 0.08 ms) to remove the rapid fading effects.


After power-correction, the capacity on Laurier is the most uniform. From Fig. 3, it can be seen that
Laurier runs parallel to Slater, which is the urban canyon in which the transmitter is located. The high
capacity observed is due to a high degree of scattering, which is also responsible for the rapid changes
seen even after smoothing. Large variations in the capacity are observed only near the start and end of the
measurement run, when the receiver is at an intersection. Small changes in the capacity are also observed
between 4 and 6 s, when the vehicle is passing through the intersection with Kent. This intersection has
a large open area to the west, which means the sharp changes observed at the intersections with Lyon
and Bank are not seen here. In contrast, there is a significant reduction in capacity when the receiver
crosses Slater – at this point, there is a very dominant multipath component arriving along Slater which
reduces the spatial diversity and hence the capacity. A similar effect is observed at the end of the route
on Kent. The variation in capacity is largest along Slater. In this case, the received signal is dominated
by one or more multipath components travelling along Slater, i.e., with a small angular spread, resulting
in a smaller capacity than measured on the other streets. The capacity then depends on the number and
strength of these components, which varies as the vehicle moves along the street.
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(b) Laurier
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(c) Kent
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(d) Bank


Figure 5: Time-varying capacity for measured data at 30 dB.


An important feature of mobile communications, which is often overlooked in evaluating channel
characteristics, is that the time-series of channel responses is generally nonstationary. Recent results
presented in [8] show that typically less than 10% of one-half second intervals can be assumed to be
wide-sense stationary.


5 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE


The impact of location on performance is illustrated using two MIMO signal processing techniques: space-
time coding and spatial multiplexing. Space-time coding, in this case, block coding, is used to exploit
the spatial diversity in the channel to improve bit error rate (BER) but does not increase the throughput;
thus, the rate is one. Spatial multiplexing uses the spatial diversity to support an increase in the number
of paths, generally increasing the throughput by a factor Nt.


The two signal processing techniques will be evaluated for Nt = Nr = 4 antenna elements, using the
power-corrected channel measurements discussed above. QPSK modulation is used for each technique,
and it is assumed that the receiver has perfect channel state information in both cases. No channel state
information is available at the transmitter.
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5.1 Space-time block coding


For this example, a four-dimensional quasi-orthogonal space-time block code (STBC) was used. This
code achieves a diversity gain of 2Nr: an ideal STBC for Nt = 4 would achieve a diversity gain of 4Nr,
however there are no such full-rate (i.e., rate one) complex codes for Nt > 2. When all Nr = 4 are used,
the loss in diversity gain is relatively small. Four consecutive complex data symbols, s1, s2, s3 and s4


are transmitted in four consecutive symbol intervals using the code given by [9]


X =






s1 −s∗2 −s∗3 s4


s2 s∗1 −s∗4 −s∗3
s3 −s∗4 s∗1 −s2


s4 s∗3 s∗2 s1



 . (6)


Note that each symbol, si, i = 1, . . . , 4 is transmitted once during each time interval, and once from each
transmitter element. This ensures that each symbol has the same reliability in detection. The transmitted
symbols are detected using a maximum-likelihood (ML) technique, as described in [9].


5.2 Spatial multiplexing


Increased throughput is achieved by transmitting parallel independent data substreams simultaneously from
each of the transmitter elements with equal power. At the receiver, these substreams interfere with each
other, and nonlinear spatial processing is required to extract the transmitted symbols unless Nr À Nt.
A simple, but computationally complex, successive interference cancellation (SIC) scheme was proposed
in [10], [11]. This scheme is called V-BLAST, for vertical Bell-Labs layered space-time architecture. The
strongest signal is detected first using linear spatial processing, then its contribution to the received signal
vector is cancelled. The second strongest signal is then detected in a similar way. Thus, error propagation
is minimised, but not eliminated, by detecting the strongest signal at each step, i.e., that which is least
likely to be in error.


5.3 Performance


The bit error rates for the quasi-orthogonal STBC and for spatial-multiplexing using V-BLAST are shown
in Fig. 6. The SNR was 6 dB for the STBC (QOST) and 12 dB for the spatial multiplexing. The impact
of the changing spatial diversity can be clearly seen in the rapidly varying performance. At these SNRs,
the performance of the two schemes is similar on Laurier, which was seen in Fig. 4 to have the highest
capacity. On Slater, which has the lowest capacity, the spatial multiplexing fails to achieve a practical
BER. While the STBC provides reasonable performance most of the time, it is highly variable. Note that
between 4 and 5 s, when the capacity increases, the BER is worst. This indicates that the capacity is
driven by a single strong multipath component, effectively producing conditions similar to line-of-sight,
in which the capacity is high but the spatial diversity is low. The BER performance of STBC reflects this
low diversity. The BER performance of the two techniques on Kent and Bank is also rapidly varying,
dependent on the location of the receiver.


These results illustrate the problems of systems confined by rate. Recall that the rate of the STBC is
rQOST = 1, while the rate of the spatial multiplexing is rV BLAST = Nt. To fully utilise the potential
of the spatial diversity, while maintaining an acceptable performance, it is necessary to have a range of
rates available, bridging the gap between conventional space-time coding and spatial-multiplexing.
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(b) Laurier
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(c) Kent
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Figure 6: Performance of STBC and V-BLAST using measured data. SNR is 6 dB for STBC and 12 dB
for V-BLAST.


6 DISCUSSION


MIMO communications technology has considerable potential to increase the spectral efficiency in scat-
tering environments, such as urban tactical scenarios. Although the gains are not as high as predicted by
the early, optimistic spatially-uncorrelated models, the spectral efficiency increases almost linearly with
the number of antenna elements for practical array sizes.


An important feature of the urban environment is mobility, either of the terminals or of the objects
that interact with the wavefronts. This mobility changes the spatial pattern of the multipath components,
which in turn varies the spatial diversity of the channel. In urban canyons, where the signal energy is
dominantly arriving from the front and rear of the vehicle, the diversity is low. As the vehicle moves
through this environment, the changes in diversity can be quite rapid. When signal energy arrives more
uniformly from a wider angular range, the diversity increases.


The rapid and large changes in diversity are reflected in the MIMO channel capacity, and in the
performance for different MIMO signalling techniques. When the diversity is low, the channel cannot
support the high-rate spatial multiplexing, but when the diversity is high, space-time codes provide very
low error rates but no increase in throughput.


It is clear that there is a requirement for variable rate capability, allowing the radio to take advantage
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of high diversity to achieve a high throughput at a reasonable error rate. When the diversity is reduced,
the radio must reduce its throughput to achieve the required error rate. Without adaptivity, the system
will most likely be operating in the lowest data rate mode, which is the only way that the required error
performance can be guaranteed. This wastes much of the MIMO potential. This type of adaptivity requires
that the transmitter has some information about the state of the channel, requiring a feedback link.


Signalling techniques to provide these variable rates have been proposed. Two examples are the
limited feedback precoding (LFP) introduced in [12], [13] and orthogonal diversity-multiplexing precoding
(ODMP) proposed in [14]. The range of rates provided by ODMP is shown in Fig. 7 for a 4× 4 MIMO
system. The BER extremes are achieved by the rate-1 STBC and the rate-4 spatial multiplexing. The
ODMP provides rates {1, 1.5, 2, 3} which bridge the gap between these extremes.
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Figure 7: BER for ODMP variable-rate precoding for 4× 4 MIMO [14].


The two variable rate precoding methods, LFP and ODMP, both have very low feedback requirements:
in LFP the index of the codeword best suited to the channel matrix H(k) is fed back, and in ODMP, the
code rate is fed back. The LFP techniques was evaluated using measured data in [15], and the impact
of imperfect channel estimation, resulting from noise, time-variation in the channel and delays in the
feedback, was also considered.


The spatial channel structure, i.e., the number, direction and relative strength of the multipath com-
ponents, changes rapidly as the terminal moves, even at relatively low speeds. This means that the
MIMO system must be able to adapt rapidly to achieve robust communications at the required QoS.
Such sophisticated signal processing must be supported by advanced adaptive strategies, requiring cross
PHY/MAC layer implementations. Without these capabilities, MIMO will not fulfil its potential to increase
spectral efficiency.
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Abstract


Power Line TeleCommunications (PLT, PLC) and various forms of Digital Subscriber Line (xDSL) transmissions are recent and rapidly evolving technologies using the existing electricity power or telephone lines for data transmission with rates higher than 1 MBit/s. As these lines were not designed for transmission of high data rates, they will produce noiselike interferences in the HF range. The intensity depends on the electrical characteristics of the lines (balance, match, screening) as well as on the density and area coverage of these new systems. Exact calculations are impossible at this time because of missing models for the new wirebound communication systems with respect to emission of radio noise in HF band. Early measurements and estimations showed that radio noise from PLT and xDSL has the potential to cause problems for military HF radio communications and Communication Intelligence (COMINT) in all NATO countries. IST-050 RTG was tasked with the study of the issue and to determine possible solutions. Briefly, the findings of the RTG do indicate that the PLT emissions have the potential to cause appreciable degradation in the exploitation of the HF spectrum by military users. 


1.0
INTRODUCTION


 SEQ CHAPTER \h \r 1This paper summarizes the results of the work carried out by IST-050/RTG-022, the Research Task Group (RTG) on “HF Interference, Procedures and Tools”, to address the concerns raised by the potential for unintentional radio interference that may be caused by the operation of broadband wire-line telecommunications systems. PowerLine TeleCommunications (PLT, PLC) and various forms of Digital Subscriber Line (xDSL) transmissions use the existing mains electricity or telephone wiring including in-premises cables for telecommunications with data rates higher than 1 MBit/s. As these lines were not designed for such broadband transmissions, they will cause unintentional RF emissions which may adversely affect the established radio noise floor directly, or by cumulative propagation from many such sources. The existing HF background noise is likely to be increased via ground wave and/or sky wave propagation.


The implication for NATO is that an increase of the existing HF noise floor by the use of PLT and/or xDSL may cause problems for military radio users as well as for HF Communication Intelligence (COMINT) in all NATO countries. The signal-to-noise ratio thus may be reduced for tactical and strategic HF radio as well as for fixed sensitive COMINT sites. 


The work summarized in this paper was originally published as a RTO Report [1].


2.0
APPROACH


 SEQ CHAPTER \h \r 1Exact calculations of HF radio noise emissions from the broadband wire-line telecommunications networks were not feasible due to missing models for these transmission systems. Therefore methods have been investigated to find procedures, models and tools applicable for the assessment of interference from PLT and xDSL on the HF radio signal environment.


The RTG addressed itself to the HF radio emission effects of the broadband wire-line transmissions. It investigated and found means that allow calculation of cumulative field strengths of HF noise radiated by PLT or xDSL. This will enable NATO nations to determine the threat to military HF radio communications and COMINT systems from PLT and xDSL and to take the appropriate steps.  Also, the RTG chose to concentrate its work on the PLT issue rather than xDSL because PLT systems will have the more significant impact regarding HF interference (power lines have less symmetry and will have impedance discontinuities), they  will be deployed in large numbers, and the current versions of xDSL have no documented HF interference-causing problems, while the VDSL variants covering the entire HF range were still in the definition phase during the three-year mandate of the RTG.


3.0
WIRE-LINE EMISSION LIMITS


 SEQ CHAPTER \h \r 1Currently, there are several existing/proposed electric field strength emission limits for wire-line communications, specified at a distance of 3 metres or 10 metres (North America), and specified in different values. In the HF band, these limits, (all converted to a distance of 3 metres to the line, and in peak values), range between 0 to 74 dBμV/m, depending on the country or the organization. Figure 1 shows the existing/proposed limits at the time of study. It is also known that other nations such as South Africa, Japan, South Korea, China, India, and Australia were in the experimental phase of performing PLT field trials. Proposals by these nations for field strength or common mode current limits were not available during the RTG’s study period.


The international regulatory framework has not reached a consensus on emission limits. The broadband wire-line telecommunication technology is promoted globally, in order for everyone to have the means of exchanging large amounts of data for Internet applications. A cost effective and practical way is to use the existing wire-line infrastructure, i.e., power and/or telephone lines. Power lines are widespread, but have the worst technical characteristics for emitting broadband noise-like signals, when transmitting high data rate signals (several Mbps). While there is not much experience regarding radio interference from PLT data communications technology, in the meantime commercial interests are promoting its widespread implementation. It would take some time for the radio interference experience to be gathered and the subsequent regulatory framework to be developed, preferably harmonized internationally. In the meantime, the regulatory authorities recommend that measures be taken to minimize such interference to other users. 



Figure 1: Field strength limits proposed for broadband wire-line telecommunication networks. All limits extrapolated to 3 metre measurement distance.


4.0
ELECTROMAGNETIC AMBIENT NOISE ENVIRONMENT


In all radio communications, the limiting factor is the ability to receive weak signals against the background noise. However, because of the characteristics of the HF band, this background noise is not the noise generated in the receiver (as it is on VHF and higher frequencies), but the ambient noise in the external environment. In effect this noise enters the receiver via the antenna along with the wanted signals, so that the radio environment influences the receiving process.


The ambient noise environment consists of two parts, the irreducible residual natural (atmospheric and cosmic) noise, and incidental man-made noise from local sources. The combination of these two determines the minimum usable signal level.


The ambient noise floor has been measured by several organisations including the ITU-R, the British BBC, DERA (Defence Evaluation & Research Agency, now DSTL) and RSGB (Radio Society of Great Britain) and the German TST (Telefunken Systemtechnik). The noise survey requires the selection of a radio frequency that is not occupied by an existing radio signal. It is almost impossible to find spot frequencies where there is a 9 kHz band without any signals. Because of this congestion, sweeping the HF band using an EMC measuring receiver with a 9 kHz bandwidth does not measure the background noise level. Additionally, measurements made with a typical loop EMC measuring antenna will be limited by the noise of the receiver system, not the environmental noise. 


To carry out a swept measurement of the true ambient noise floor at HF, a much narrower bandwidth than 9 kHz – in the order of 100 – 200 Hz – should be used, and the noise produced by the measuring system itself has to be lower than the ambient noise to be measured. The results of the noise measurement are then converted to a 9 kHz bandwidth for comparison purposes with field strength limits which rely on that bandwidth in the HF-range.


Usually, it is impractical to measure the ambient noise floor in industrial or business locations where the man-made noise will exceed the natural noise floor. The best locations for measuring the ambient noise floor without being influenced by man-made noise will be in rural or in quiet rural areas. In interpreting published plots of the ambient noise floor, it is important to take into account the conditions of measurement, particularly the bandwidth and the detector used (peak, quasi-peak, or average), and the type of antenna. 


 SEQ CHAPTER \h \r 1In the course of the studies, the RTG determined that ITU-R Recommendation P.372-8 noise curves (based on measurements carried out in the 1970s) are still valid in Europe. Recent measurements carried out in Germany and Great Britain indicated that there is no marked difference between these measurements, specifically no increase of the ambient noise in quiet rural zones within the last 30 years, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Minimum ambient natural noise measured in Germany 1985 and in UK 2001 and ITU-R Recommendations for median natural and man-made noise in Europe
(mmn: median man-made noise in quiet rural areas)


5.0
PROTECTION REQUIREMENTS


As the sensitivity of HF receiving systems in general is determined by the ambient noise, the protection requirements are derived from the ambient noise levels specified in ITU-R P.372-8, as well as from the minimum noise measured in Europe.


PLT and xDSL will cause unintentional RF emissions which may increase the established radio noise floor directly nearby or by cumulative propagation far away from many such sources. This type of emission is quite different from that produced by electronic devices and equipment: it is broadband noise, most of the time with a high level, and extending over the HF band. 


The incidental noise generated even by devices and equipment compliant with relevant EMC standards can greatly exceed the existing noise floor. As a result, reception of low-level HF signals is possible only because of the statistical nature of this incidental noise. Many devices radiate near the limit of their standard on only a few discrete frequencies, or on a narrow band of frequencies. In addition most incidental noise is relatively short lived. HF communication services are opportunistic, i.e., frequencies and time are chosen to optimise the probability of a satisfactory signal-to-noise ratio. If incidental noise prevents communication at any particular time, the transmission is repeated at a later time when the interference has ceased. Adaptive radio systems can automatically select the best propagating frequencies in relation to the best propagation conditions and the  maximum data throughput, but only if the noise floor is low enough, i.e., below the decision threshold of the systems built into the operating protocol. However, system performance will be reduced when the broadband noise floor is steadily increased by PLT and/or xDSL.


Protection of HF radio-communications and -intelligence systems from interference by broadband wire-line telecommunications may be realized by limiting their emissions (Section 3 above). From the perspective of NATO, it is desirable that these limits be harmonized, for the following reasons:


· emissions from wire-line communications travel long distances and past international boundaries, therefore, differences in emission limits introduce additional difficulties to the interference assessment and mitigation functions; and,

· different national emission levels, thus different levels of PLT-induced noise, increase the ambient noise levels, which have the potential to affect interoperability amongst NATO nations.


Therefore, it is necessary to define worldwide harmonized standards covering EMC aspects of wire-line telecommunication networks including their in-house PLT networking extensions. These standards should ensure that broadband wire-line telecommunications will not degrade HF radio reception directly in the immediate vicinity of the wire-lines, as well as far away from widely-deployed urban telecommunication networks by cumulative interference.


Regarding possible increase of the existing HF noise floor by widespread use of PLT and/or xDSL, the minimum noise levels measured in Europe (Figure 2) should be the criteria when setting PLT emission limits for the protection of sensitive HF receivers. This is supported by UK conclusions from measurements where it was determined that an increase above 3 dB over the existing noise floor will reduce the availability on HF circuits and is likely to cause severe problems. Based on these measurement results, the cumulative interference field strengths far away from telecommunication networks should not be higher than –15 dBµV/m (9 kHz bandwidth) across the entire HF range, if no measurable increase in minimum noise levels is to be tolerated. The RTG referred to this criterion as the Absolute Protection Requirement. It should be noted that this value is in the range of 10 to 1 dB below the ITU-R Quiet Rural noise curve, which represents median values, across the HF band.


6.0
PROPAGATION PATH LOSS MODELS


There are two major radio wave propagation mechanisms in the HF frequency range: “sky waves”, in which the radio waves are refracted in the ionosphere, and “ground waves”, propagating along the ground.


6.1
Sky Waves


Sky waves propagate by refraction in the E and F regions of the ionosphere. They may suffer absorption when passing through the D region (below the E region). The ionospheric conditions vary with time of day, time of year, and solar and geomagnetic activity. Different prediction models exist, in the form of software, to predict the propagation path loss at different frequencies as well as the MUF (maximum usable frequency) and LUF (lowest usable frequency) for propagation. The input parameters to such prediction programs are typically time of day, month, transmitter and receiver coordinates, frequency, sunspot number, and possibly a geomagnetic index (used in programs which use special models for high latitudes). Sunspot numbers and geomagnetic indices can be found on the Internet.


Due to the variations and uncertainty in ionospheric conditions, prediction programs can only give statistical information, e.g., “a signal-to-noise ratio exceeding xx dB will be received with a probability of yy %”.


6.2
Ground Waves


Ground waves propagate near the ground in the form of space and surface waves. The space wave consists of a direct wave and a reflected wave, normally cancelling each other in the HF range: Due to low grazing angles, the reflection coefficient is close to –1, and the difference in path length between the direct and reflected wave is short compared to the wave length. Therefore, the surface wave is dominant. It can be described as a current induced in the transition between air and ground.


Surface waves are most dominant in the lower part of the HF frequency range (and below) and for vertically polarized transmitter/receivers close to the ground (compared to the wavelength). When the frequency is increased (or antennas elevated), the space wave gains importance.


The electrical characteristics of the ground (conductivity, permittivity and permeability) are important in predicting the received field strength, and tables and figures connecting ground types to conductivity/
permittivity exist in the literature. Permeability is normally assumed to be that of free space.


The attenuation from terrain obstacles decreases with decreasing frequency. Models as well as measurements indicate that the terrain profile may be considerably less important than ground constants at the lower HF frequencies.


Time variability of the ground wave path loss is much less than that of the sky wave. Main causes of variation are changes in ground moisture content from heavy rainfall or snow/ground frost at land, and waves and tidal variations at sea.


6.3
Recommended Prediction Models


For sky wave propagation, the recommended model is ICEPAC [2], as this is the most advanced model, and effectively has been used for frequency planning by the administrations of several of the countries involved in the RTG.


For ground wave propagation, the recommended model is GRWAVE [3] since it has been thoroughly verified and does not require any detailed terrain information. The limiting factor in predictions will often be the available data, meaning that a more sophisticated model cannot necessarily give significantly more accurate predictions, even though such a model may be more accurate in isolated cases. However, one should be aware of the limitations of GRWAVE, and use caution when utilizing it outside its validity range. In certain cases, such as mixed sea/land paths, where there is a need for more than one ground conductivity/permittivity, the RTG recommends using Millington’s method [4]. Further information on all of the models is contained in [1]. 


7.0
MEASUREMENTS PROCEDURES


 SEQ CHAPTER \h \r 1PLT systems come in two distinct types: In-House PLT where the signals are transmitted using house power wires, and Access PLT where the signals are transmitted outdoors on medium or low voltage (overhead or underground) power distribution lines. The RTG developed comprehensive measurements principles and procedures for both Access type and In-House type PLTs. Furthermore, these are specified for both investigative and regulatory measurements categories.  The RTG’s Report may be consulted for the details.


8.0
MODELLING OF WIRE-LINE TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS


In this section, four key concepts necessary for the modelling of wire-line transmission systems are presented.


8.1
Wire-Line System Antenna Gain


The antenna gain of a wire-line transmission system is defined as the ratio between EIRP and injected power. For PLT systems, several measurement results are reported in the literature. After a review of these reports, the RTG recommends using the following antenna gains:


· –30 dBi for In-House systems, 


· –15 dBi for overhead Access systems


· –50 dBi for underground Access systems. 


It should be recognized that there are uncertainties in these numbers of the order of ±5 to ±10 dB due to statistical spread. Furthermore, in the case of overhead Access system power lines, at resonant frequencies the antenna gain may be higher by 10-13 dB.


8.2
Radiation Pattern Over a Large Area


In the assessment of cumulative effects of PLT emissions at far distances, when summing up a large number of different sources (In-House or Access) with different wiring geometries over a wide area, it is reasonable to approximate the effective radiation pattern of the area as isotropic (in elevation as well as in azimuth).


8.3
Overhead Access PLT Modelling


 SEQ CHAPTER \h \r 1In modelling the emissions from an overhead Access PLT line, the PLT wires can be modelled as a successive set of dipoles, assuming that the standing waves present are the dominant emission source and, that the current has a sinusoidal distribution along the wire. 


As the PLT medium is basically a wire, the dipole is the nearest model to a wire. To implement such an approach, the dipole model formulation needs to be addressed first. Both half-wavelength and one-wavelength dipoles are suitable; however, the half-wavelength has the wider half-power beamwidth (78 degrees vs 48 degrees), therefore it is preferable (the wider the beamwidth, the smoother the pattern overlap). Given the PLT geometry, the cylindrical coordinate system is more practical rather than the spherical coordinate system generally used in electromagnetics. In the vicinity of an Access PLT line and up to 200 metres, the use of the expression for the exact solution of a half-wavelength dipole is recommended, which is valid at any distance in both near-field and far-field. Beyond 200 metres, the expression for far-field approximation may be used. The Report of the RTG may be referred to for details.


8.4
Distance Conversion Factor


The distance conversion factor refers to the rate of decrease of the field strength as a function of slant distance from the emission source (In-House PLT or overhead Access PLT).


In-House PLT systems contain both vertical and horizontal power lines. To model these lines, numerical electromagnetic computational models have to be used. In view of the great variety of in-house wiring geometries, a universal model is not possible. Therefore, measurement results obtained by various groups are more suitable for use. The results have frequency and distance dependence and range from 10 – 40 dB per decade. The Report of the RTG may be referred to for further information [1].


In the vicinity of the overhead Access PLT and up to 200 metres, the proper determination of the distance conversion factor requires that the reflected field from the ground be also taken into consideration. Therefore, the best method for such an assessment is the  two-ray method, using the exact solution expressions referred to above.

For overhead Access PLT, the RTG developed a matrix (decrease per frequency and slant distance) using the recommended modeling technique above, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1
Distance Conversion Factors (dB/decade) —   λ/2 Dipole Model


		Zone  (m)

		2 MHz

		3 MHz

		5 MHz

		10 – 30 MHz



		r_dir  ≤  20

		16

		18

		23

		29 - 31



		20 <  r_dir  ≤ 30

		22

		26

		31

		35



		30 < r_dir  ≤  200

		32

		35

		37

		38



		r_dir  > 200

		20

		20

		20

		20





9.0
CUMULATIVE PLT TOOL


The parameter of interest when considering cumulative effects in the far-field is the EIRP (equivalent (or effective) isotropic radiated power) per unit bandwidth caused by each signal source, in units of dBm/Hz, at different frequencies. Therefore, in the computation of cumulative effects of PLT emissions, the RTG recommends that these be computed using a source defined in terms of EIRP rather than in terms of electric field strength.


 SEQ CHAPTER \h \r 1The RTG has developed a “Cumulative PLT Tool”, which was used to perform cumulative PLT noise calculations at hypothetical sensitive receiver locations. It builds on ICEPAC, and computes the PLT noise at a sensitive receiver site and compares it to ITU-R noise curves and to RTG’s Absolute Protection Requirement. Some of the input parameters are: average EIRP per PLT installation, market penetration rate (PLT modems/capita), average modem duty cycle, the location of the sensitive receiver, the extent of the geographical area over which PLTs are situated, population data (current and future) [5], receiver antenna pattern (default is isotropic), and so on.


 SEQ CHAPTER \h \r 1For each receiver location and frequency, the percentage of parameter combinations was computed where the estimated cumulative PLT noise level is: i) above the quiet rural level, ii) above quiet rural + 6 dB, and iii) above the rural noise level.  The results indicated the following: a) there is a high probability that PLT would cause increased noise levels at sensitive receiver sites given the projected market penetration; and, b) the percentages are highly influenced by assumptions on transmitter EIRP, PLT market penetration, and duty cycle. The percentage of parameter combinations was also computed where the estimated PLT noise level is above the Absolute Protection Requirement. Again, the probability of the cumulative effect of PLT exceeding the Absolute Protection Requirement is predicted to be relatively large for all frequencies and receiver locations investigated. Figure 3 shows an example result for Winnipeg, Canada. 


The assumptions used are: 


· isotropic antenna patterns (referred to as isotrope in Figure 3), 


· 2010 population data, 


· modem duty cycle of 0.3, 


· market penetration rate of 0.05 PLT modems per capita, 


· market factor of –18.2 dB (product of last two items), 


· PLT modem EIRP of –80 dBm/Hz per capita, 


· net PLT modem EIRP of –98.2 dBm/Hz per capita. 


The Report of the RTG may be consulted for more details. 
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Figure 3
Example predicted cumulative PLT noise parameters with receiver in Winnipeg, compared to established background noise levels. 


10.0
CONCLUSIONS and RECOMMENDATIONS


 SEQ CHAPTER \h \r 1The Cumulative PLT Tool indicated that there will be a high probability that PLT would cause increased noise levels at sensitive receiver sites given the existing and projected market penetration. These increased noise  levels would have adverse effects on military communications and COMINT systems.


Currently, there are no commonly accepted regulatory emission limits for PLT. While it is highly desirable that the regulatory limits on PLT emissions be harmonised throughout the NATO countries and the world, the RTG recognizes that NATO, by itself, has no regulatory authority over the emission limits. Therefore, it is recommended that NATO nations seek the implementation of this goal by working together with the national and international regulatory authorities.


Finally, as stated above, VDSL variants were still in the definition phase during the term of the RTG, but this is no longer the case.  It is recommended that the IST Panel form an Exploratory Team or an RTG to assess whether the VDSL systems would cause potential interference into the HF spectrum.
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Context

Transformation relay upon an important change in telecommunications 

		Between deployed units and metropole :



Need for increased capacity and data rate

		Inside the deployed units and components (air/maritime/land)



Need for increased capacity and data rate on a large operation field (non LoS)

Need for increased mission tempo and short time reaction

Need for both networks and actors mobility

Need for interoperability

  Risk in Europe that the satellite be insufficient to satisfy the future demand 

Airborne Communication Nodes operated on manned or unmanned airborne platforms constitutes a high potential solution with several advantages including :

		Release the satellite bandwidth

		Service on demand

		Low cost

		Very high level of performances (Data rate, Quality of Service, Real Time)
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French PEA: Airborne Communication Node Demonstrator

Needs identified by a ETO (Study) in 2002:



		To have communication services on the Operations Theatres, 

		With the same performances as those of the infrastructure network

		 To be Easily and quickly configured and implemented





Designed by EADS DS for the French MoD, the DGA 

		Full Scale Demonstrator		Target ACN (awaited)

		Ground mobile gateways		10		50

		Global Network Capacity (IP)		2x 20Mbps		2x 100Mbps

		Max. Data Rate per User		2x 10 Mbps		2x 20 Mbps

		Ground Coverage Area		100 km diameter		200 km diameter

		Airborne Platform		Commercial airplane (EADS Socata TBM-700)		Open: 
Stratospheric Balloon, airship, stratospheric airplane, UAV …

		Platform Altitude		10 km (33000 ft)		20 km (66000 ft)
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ACN: technological highlights

Very high performance WCDMA radio waveform :









IP native conception

Ultimate TRANSEC performance

High resource flexibility

Frequency plan reuse capability

High performance COTS-based SDR implementation









Flexibility & reconfigurable

Possible support for other access point standards waveforms (e.g. civilian)

MBD + SoC approach for efficient design

Real Time global resource allocation and QoS management









		Protection of priority flows

		Minimum guaranteed data rate per  terminal

		Real time assessment to users needs

		Optimisation of the global use of the resources, considering :

		The volume of traffic

		The type of traffic
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Airborne Communication Node Demonstrator : flight demos

		Realized in the region of TARBES (south west of France)









		Main results



Covered area : 100 km diameter

Capacity : tested in flight at 40 Mbps (140 Mbps in lab.)

Terminal mobility : tested at 130 km/h

Jamming resistance : successful 

with up to date jamming station

Services : All IP services

Equipped TBM 700 aircraft

+ Coverage Area

Beyond the 

original 

specifications

ACN : Ideal backbone application for the 2015-2020 

theatre of operation
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L-11

ACN BASE STATION

ACN BASE STATION



L-11
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The next challenge to integrate the ISTAR environment currently not included in the GII.
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ABSTRACT

The PR20 PERSONAL RADIOCOMMUNICATION SYSTEM operates in 2.4 GHz frequency band using proprietary spread spectrum waveform optimized for complex radio-communication environment - combination of time hopping, frequency hopping and OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex). Designed for operation within nets of up to 30 nodes allows full duplex communication in ad-hoc digital networks with no additional infrastructure required. Automatic rebroadcasting (packet routing), space diversity transmission and reception (two transmitters and two receivers in each radio), high speed data transmission, long battery life and relaying  to higher level network are standard features. This paper reports about trial confirming assets of space diversity.


1. Preface


PR20 is a short range radio communication system for a unit up to 30 persons. It provides full duplex voice and data conference communication. The system works in the 2.4GHz band without any supporting infrastructure. It is optimized for operation in complicated indoor and urban propagation environment.


2. Concept of the System


The system can be characterized as a packet oriented mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) with flat architecture. It uses a proprietary protocol based on a proactive source routing and a group management with low latency packet exchange. The network layer handles an arbitrary ad-hoc group topology with up to 2-hops relaying, transparently providing the full duplex conference service to all group members. The group management algorithms can handle any form of group split/join situation.


The radio channel multiple-access employs a time hopping technique supplemented by a simple frequency hopping. The time division based approach makes possible to process received signal in extremely high dynamic range. It is a typical problem of personal communication system with several local-range (down to30cm) and several long-distance (upto1000m) connections being serviced simultaneously.


The packets are being sent in short bursts. Even during the voice relation, the transmitter is active only for 0.3% of time thus the resulting average EIRP is as low as 0.7 mW. It is important from the point of view of low probability of the signal intercept.


3. MIMO 2 x 2 - OFDM Physical Layer


The physical layer of the protocol is designed for operation in complicated indoor and urban dispersive propagation environment. The communication reliability is one of the main design targets. It is reflected by the diversity utilization. The PR20 transceiver is equipped by two antennas separated by 6 centimeters and two transmitters and receivers. The MIMO (Multiple-Input Multiple-Output) physical layer is based on space-time coded OFDM with the full diversity order. The channel coding (STC-OFDM), all auxiliary signal processing (synchronization), and air-interface framing layer use diversity in temporal, frequency and spatial dimensions. The air-interface format is also designed for a rapidly changing channel.




Fig. 1: MIMO 2 x 2


4. Indoor Communication Performance Trial


The indoor trial supposed to demonstrate the advantages of the MIMO diversity was performed in a large basement area. The first station was permanently situated at location 0. The second station moved through the locations 1, 2, ..., 10 (See Fig. 2 and 3). At each of these locations packet error rate was measured for 1 minute. First, this test was performed with the complete MIMO system. After that, the system was degraded to SISO (Single-Input Single-Output) one, i.e. one of the antennas was disabled in both the stations and the packet error rates were measured again.



Fig. 2: Trial area plan




Fig. 3: Trial environment




Fig. 4: Trial results


Conclusions


The reference MIMO setup demonstrates that the propagation path loss increases with the distance of the location. The results show low monotonic performance degradation even in a complex multipath and non-line-of-sight environment. On the other side, the SISO system is substantially degraded in the same environment due to a lack of spatial diversity. The degradation is clearly location specific and not related to the link power budged.
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Voice Transcoding I

		Effective voice communications will remains a key service for those operating in a tactical environment

		Multinational operations routinely require different tactical communication systems from different nations to connect together or for wired networks to connect to wireless sub-systems 

		Different networks apply differing voice encoding methods to the voice signal 

		It is recognised that use of multiple voice coders in series degrades the quality and intelligibility of the resulting voice 

		









It is recognised that multiple voice coders in series degrade speech quality. But how much does it degrade ?  And is the degradation enough to hinder  Command and Control ?

To answer those questions we need to measure the degradation.









Voice Transcoding II

		For complex telecommunication chains as appear today, multiple voice coding in one communication direction occurs, examples:

		GSM-to-GSM call: GSM (FR/EFR/HR) – G.711 – GSM (FR/EFR/HR)

		GSM-to-DECT call: GSM-G.711-DECT

		UMTS-to-PSTN: AMR-(G.729)-G.711

		Skype-to-GSM (typ.): Skype-G.729-GSM

		etc.















Voice Transcoding III

For both ad-hoc and permanently interoperating (special) networks, even more coder types must be taken into account:



TETRA (ACELP)

STANAG 4591 (MELPe) 



Problem: the lower bit-rate, the higher risk the coder will not interoperate satisfactorily



















Speech Transmission Quality

		Perceived connection quality is influenced by many transmission impairments (delay, echo, various kinds of noise, speech (de)coding distortions and artifacts, temporal and amplitude clipping, ...), assessed and measured in MOS (Mean Opinion Score)



		5 Excellent

		4 Good

		3 Fair

		2 Poor

		1 Bad



		Listening / Conversational  Tests (ITU-T P.800)

		Intrusive Algorithmic Methods (P.862 PESQ)

		dedicated test call must be established



		Non-intrusive Algorithmic Methods (P.563 3SQM)

		real voice samples acquired on real connections are processed





		Estimation Algorithmic Methods - jitter, delay, packet loss  etc. mapped to MOS (P.564, E-model)











Experiments Performed 

Speech database recording



		No background noise, Hoth +10dB SNR



		2 male, 2 female speakers



		ACELP, MELPe, G.729, GSM FR coding (different typical combinations)



		5 recordings per combination per speaker









Subjective Testing

		ITU-T P.800 methodology

		38 untrained listeners

		listening chamber <190 ms, <10 dB SPL (A)

		Results shown for „no noise“ condition

		



		Technology		MOS-LQSn		CI95%

		ACELP		4,25		0,166

		MELPe		2,21		0,184

		GSM		3,64		0,198

		G.729		4,00		0,188

		ACELP-MELPe		1,30		0,121

		MELPe-ACELP		2,89		0,199

		ACELP- GSM		3,68		0,199

		GSM-ACELP 		3,85		0,191

		ACELP- G.729		4,22		0,204

		G.729-ACELP 		3,63		0,203

		MELPe-G.729		3,44		0,200

		G.729-MELPe		2,46		0,168

		MELPe-GSM		3,08		0,197

		GSM-MELPe		2,33		0,189

		MELPe–G.729-ACELP 		3,13		0,203

		ACELP-G.729-MELPe		1,75		0,182





















































Objective Testing (PESQ-LQ, 3SQM)











Objective Testing II 

(PESQ-LQ, left: male voices, right: female voices)











Results

		PESQ: P.862 + P.862.1, regressed)		3SQM: P.563

		Correlation		0,836		0,370

		Maximum pos. difference		1,060		3,288

		Maximum neg. difference		-1,550		-2,722

		RMSE		0,560		1,072































         

Conclusions:



		All tandem setups perform with decreased speech transmission quality



		Always both directions (coders “A-to-B” and “B-to-A”) must be tested as the results can differ significantly 



		Neither PESQ-LQ neither 3SQM can be used reliably for objective voice QoS monitoring in case of multiple coder tandeming where at least one low bit-rate coder is used. However, PESQ-LQ after proper regression shows at least reasonable correlation with subjective data (0.84)



		In our experiment, both male and female transmitted  voices were subjectively evaluated almost equally



 

		Objective methods underestimate MOS scores for female voice transmissions









Thank you for your attention !

http://measure.feld.cvut.cz



www.mesaqin.com
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Abstract


In NEC there is an ambitious requirement for users at all operational levels to seamlessly exchange information. Web services are in widespread use on the Internet today, and COTS products are readily available. Thus, it makes sense to attempt to utilize such technology for military purposes. Data-rate constraints in tactical networks impose great challenges that have to be solved in order to fully deploy a SOA supporting NEC. In order to allow for use of services at different operational levels, information needs to traverse heterogeneous networks with different characteristics. In this paper we present our experiences with using a Web service over a Military Message Handling System.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

In NEC there is an ambitious requirement for users at all operational levels to seamlessly exchange information.  The first step towards NEC is to integrate legacy strategic and tactical systems into a common network. For such integration the modular concept from Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) is essential. Each legacy system can be viewed as a separate module that needs to be interconnected with others. In order to get the different modules to cooperate one needs a common standardized means of communication between them. We are investigating the possibility of using Web services for this purpose.  The challenge lies in using Web services over tactical communication systems with low available bandwidth and high error rates, so-called disadvantaged grids. Systems and equipment used at various levels are different, and the information exchange must be adapted to fit the capacity of the systems used. 


Data-rate constraints in tactical networks impose great challenges that have to be solved in order to fully deploy a SOA supporting NEC.  In our previous work we have suggested the use of techniques such as compression, filtering, and proxy servers to limit bandwidth usage, in order to enable the use of Web services in tactical networks [6]

 REF _Ref191352846 \r \h 
[7].  On the Internet, Web services use the XML-based SOAP protocol over HTTP and TCP for information exchange. However, as we describe below, properties of these protocols make them unsuited for use in disadvantaged grids. 


In order to allow for use of services at different operational levels, information needs to traverse heterogeneous networks with different characteristics. This requires a message based transport system with store and forward capabilities. Our suggestion is that one should consider replacing HTTP/TCP with the Military Message Handling System (MMHS) implementing STANAG 4406 [7]. MMHS has both specially designed tactical protocol profiles and store and forward capabilities. It is already present, or in the process of being implemented, in many tactical military communication systems, and using an already existing messaging system such as MMHS can potentially reduce the time needed to deploy Web service based solutions in tactical networks. 


At NATO CWID, an annual venue for interoperability demonstration and experimentation, we implemented a Web service using MMHS as a transport layer as a part of our experiments.  In this paper we present our experiences with using a Web service over MMHS, based on our experiments at NATO CWID 2007.


The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: First, we discuss HTTP and TCP, the most common means of transport for SOAP messages in Web services, with emphasis on the drawbacks of these protocols in tactical networks.  Then, we proceed to introduce STANAG 4406, and discuss the benefits of employing tactical transport protocols.  These two parts form the theoretical foundation of our paper, after which we present the experiments we performed at NATO CWID where we used MMHS as a carrier for Web services traffic.  The experiments were a success, thus functioning as a proof of concept.  A summary section highlighting our most important findings concludes the paper.


2.0 HTTP and TCP in disadvantaged grids


The use of HTTP over TCP originates from the World Wide Web, and has later been adopted as the primary protocol combination for Web services. The SOAP messages exchanged between Web services clients and servers are sent using HTTP, which in turn utilizes TCP for reliable transfer of the messages.


HTTP is synchronous, which means that when a SOAP request is sent, the HTTP connection is kept open until the SOAP response is returned in the HTTP “acknowledgement”. If the connection times out because of delays or for any other reason, there will be a problem routing the SOAP response back to the service consumer. Consequently, HTTP will not work well when used in disadvantaged grids or in a combination of heterogeneous networks.  Furthermore, in disruptive networks TCP connections break, thus making the protocol less suited to the tactical environment.  Such networks require asynchronous communications and protocols that are able to cope with the characteristics (e.g., data rates, delays, frequency of disconnections) of military communication networks: 


· Protocols that can withstand long and variable round trip times, while at the same time having very little communication overhead.


· Store and forward capabilities, where intermediate nodes can store a message until it can be delivered to the recipient rather than discarding the message if immediate delivery is not possible. 


The store and forward capability is needed for two reasons: Users connected through a disadvantaged grid can experience frequent but short communication disruptions, which can prevent a message from being delivered immediately. Having store and forward support can ensure that the message is not dropped. In addition, store and forward can be used in gateways between network types to compensate for differences in link capacity between the networks. An ordinary router is at risk of having to drop packets due to its buffers filling up faster than the packets can be transmitted out onto the lower capacity network.

3.0 stanag 4406


In NATO, Formal Military Messaging is standardized in STANAG 4406 ed. 2 (S4406). A MMHS is responsible for the delivery, formal audit, archiving, numbering, release, emission, security, and distribution of received formal messages. In NATO, the formal messaging service is seen as the vehicle for secure mission-critical operational, military applications (email systems are not). S4406 Edition 1 is the only agreed standard to achieve interoperability between the formal messaging systems of NATO nations. Systems compatible with the S4406 standard have been and are being implemented widely by the NATO nations and by the NATO organization. 


S4406 defines three protocol profiles adapted to different communication networks [3]. The original connection oriented protocol stack defined in S4406 Annex C was developed for strategic high data rate networks, and is not suitable for channels with low data rate and high delays. The protocol profiles TMI-1 and TMI-4 have therefore been developed for use between Message Transfer Agents (MTAs) over disadvantaged grids. With the inclusion of these protocol profiles in Annex E of S4406, a common baseline protocol solution exists that opens for the use of MMHS in both the strategic and tactical environments. 


Table 1 shows, for each of the three protocol profiles, approximate overhead in bytes per message together with the number of changes in transmission directions during one message transmission.


		Protocol profile

		Domain

		Message overhead 

		Change in transmission directions per message transmission



		STANAG 4406 Annex C 

		Strategic

		2700 bytes

		8 



		STANAG 4406 Annex E TMI-1 

		Tactical

		700 bytes

		2 



		STANAG 4406 Annex E TMI-4 

		Tactical

		20 bytes

		0 (1 using the retransmission option) 





Table 1: Overhead and change in transmission directions for the different S4406 protocol profiles


In addition to military messaging, MMHS may also be used as an infrastructure for interconnection of other applications, including Web services, by use of a standardized application programming interface (API). In this perspective, the MMHS can be viewed as a replacement for HTTP/TCP that can enable the use of Web service applications in communication systems with different quality and data rate. The benefits of using MMHS in this way can be summarized as follows: 


· Reuse of an already established messaging infrastructure in NATO and the NATO nations.


· Three different protocol profiles that enable tailoring of the transport system to the communication networks (simplex, half duplex or duplex). Two of the protocol profiles are also very bandwidth efficient.


· Support for both reliable and unreliable transmission modes.


· An asynchronous store and forward system able to traverse different communication networks.


· Support for priority and preemption mechanisms for handling time critical information.


· Support for both multicast and unicast of messages. 


A key component in MMHS is the Message Transfer Agent (MTA), which is a switch in the message transfer system. This switch provides store and forward functionality, and may be used as a gateway between strategic and a tactical messaging systems. The MTA may have a triple protocol stack implementing both the strategic connection oriented protocol profile and the two tactical protocol profiles, and can therefore route messages between infrastructure WANs and low data rate tactical links (see Figure 1).  When using the MMHS for transfer of SOAP messages, the MTAs and the Web service functionality are integrated, and there is therefore no additional delay for checking or connecting to a Message Store
. 
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Figure 1: Seamless interconnection of Web Services over heterogeneous communication networks by using MMHS as an overlay network


4.0 experiment setup


Because of the interoperability benefits of using Web services, we want to extend its use as far out on the tactical level as possible. In our work on using Web services over disadvantaged grids, we focus on the upper layers of the protocol stack (i.e., application and transport layers). More specifically, we focus on efficient information representation and compression of XML, in addition to the use of MMHS as a transport mechanism.  


In Figure 2 we show a simplified view of our experiment setup at NATO CWID 2007.  The machine running the NORMANS software was connected to the local HQ through a link emulator.  It was configured in such a way that network traffic between the local HQ and NORMANS was slowed down, yielding a link with 2.4 Kbps capacity.  This functioned as our disadvantaged grid in the experiments we performed.

We have tested different data models in order to achieve an efficient information representation. This year at NATO CWID we have been using XML encoded NATO Friendly Force Information (NFFI) [2] data, which is a relatively compact format. On the Web service layer we have used compression, in order to reduce the size the SOAP messages that are passed between the systems. In particular, we have used Efficient XML from Agile Delta, which has proven to achieve high compression ratios.
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Figure 2: NATO CWID disadvantaged grid setup (scenario on top, actual experiment setup below)






		





Below we give a brief overview of the different experiment components.  For further details about configuring and using XOmail, a link emulator, the NORMANS software, and our wrapper software, see [1]. 


4.1 NORMANS


The focus of our experiment was on Web services and interoperability.  Thus, we chose to SOA-enable an experimental tactical system, the Norwegian Modular Network Soldier (NORMANS).  We wrapped the NORMANS software in a Web service, which would communicate with the local HQ using standardized XML-encoded NFFI.


An overview of NORMANS is given in [4], and the C2I system is presented in [5]. NORMANS is a conceptual approach towards the future Norwegian soldier system. The concept includes use of legacy equipment and focuses on the need of integrating all components to a working system both for the individual soldier, and for the section and higher echelon units. The NORMANS C4I concept is based on voice and data communication within the sections using a simplified data transmission protocol. This proprietary protocol currently does not facilitate interoperability with other nations, a key concept at NATO CWID.  Thus, the modified version of the software does not communicate via this protocol but by input and output of XML formatted data.  The NORMANS system would report its own position to the local HQ, and receive track updates for its area of operation.  


4.2 Link emulator


Communication took place over a low bandwidth network, in our case 2.4 Kbps.  We used the NIST Net network emulator package for emulating a tactical link in our experiments.  The NIST Net software is freely available, and can be downloaded from “http://www-x.antd.nist.gov/nistnet/”.  We used version 3.0a with SuSe Linux 10.0. We used a network emulator so that our environment should be stable and the results representative and repeatable.  


4.3 Local HQ


In the introduction we mentioned that there are several measures that can be taken to attempt to use Web services in disadvantaged grids.  In this respect, steps to reduce bandwidth use are important, so we used compression and filtering.  The filtering was performed at the local HQ, which would then send only geographically relevant data to the NORMANS unit.  Furthermore, the local HQ built and visualized a common operational picture with aggregated information from several sources and communication partners.


4.4 Web service


When using Web services in a disadvantaged grid, it is important to optimize the data communication in all areas possible. Figure 3 shows our optimized communications stack, where HTTP over TCP/IP has been replaced with a STANAG 4406 compliant military message handling system. The tactical profiles of the MMHS, defined in Annex E, are designed for use in disadvantaged grids, and should therefore be well suited as a means of transport for SOAP messages. In addition to replacing the protocols used for transport of XML data, we have performed tests with other forms of optimization, such as binary XML compression and content filtering, see [1] for further details. 

Figure 4 shows the dataflow in the experiment.  The application, i.e. Web service wrapper, compresses NFFI with Efficient XML, then uses Base64 encoding to make a string from the encoded data.  Due to a bug either in XOmail or the Java API we had to encode our binary data as Base64.  If the data was not encoded, then sometimes the receiving XOmail application would discard the message as invalid.  This occurred even if XOmail as a mail program should handle binary attachments.  We used XOmail version 14.1.5 beta 1 with some patches for our NATO CWID experiments. Seeing as we used a beta version of XOmail, we trust Thales to remedy this in a later version.
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Figure 3: Communication between systems


After applying the Base64 encoding, the resulting string is then wrapped in a SOAP envelope. The resulting message is sent via MMHS, i.e. XOmail, using the send function in the Java API. XOmail then handles the actual transport, using one of the tactical transport protocols.  
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Figure 4: Dataflow in the experiment.  





5.0 results


As a part of our interoperability experiments at NATO CWID we tested and evaluated the use of MMHS as a carrier for Web service traffic. MMHS has many of the qualities that are needed to ensure delivery of messages between strategic and tactical communication systems, and gives the benefit of being able to reuse an existing infrastructure for a new purpose.


Our goal in performing these tests was twofold; we wanted to evaluate the use of store and forward in general, and MMHS specifically. We also wanted to compare and evaluate the two tactical protocol profiles of S4406, TMI-1 and TMI-4, in order to investigate how the differences in overhead and directional changes affects transmission delay. Through our tests we have:


· Confirmed our hypothesis that MMHS can be used as a replacement carrier for Web services.


· Shown that using MMHS avoids the time-out problems that arise when using standard HTTP over TCP in tactical networks.


· Introduced the ability to use Web services even when communication links fail temporarily.


Furthermore, we were able to show that an existing (proprietary) service can be adapted to a SOA environment; and that by taking the necessary measures, Web services can be used in disadvantaged grids similar to the one we emulated.


We compared the two tactical profiles of S4406, TMI-1 and TMI-4, in order to establish the efficiency of the two profiles. For the measurements, we transferred documents containing NFFI-tracks, and we compressed the documents using efficient XML with built-in compression enabled. In order to simulate a disadvantaged grid, we used NIST Net configured with a bandwidth of 2.4 kbps. 
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Figure 5: Message transmission delays





In Figure 5 we show the results of our experiments. The graph shows the overall average transfer time, the average transfer time from NORMANS Advanced to HQ, and the average transfer time from HQ to NORMANS Advanced. It should be noted that the documents sent to HQ contained only one NFFI-track (the soldier reporting own position), while the documents sent from HQ to NORMANS Advanced contained 20 to 25 NFFI-tracks each. Thus, the graph clearly shows the effect of compression; sending 20 tracks only takes about twice the time of sending one track. 


When comparing the bars for TMI and DMP, it is also clear that TMI has considerably more overhead than DMP. This is particularly noticeable for small documents (from NORMANS Advanced to HQ), since there is less data over which to amortize the overhead. 


6.0 summary


We have shown the benefits of employing store and forward, which allows Web services to be taken out on to the tactical level. We have also shown that specialized protocol profiles are needed, and we have concluded that both TMI-1 and TMI-4 can be used in this scenario. Which of the two protocol profiles one should use depends more on which functionality is needed for the application in question rather than on the difference in delay. 


For reliable transmission of large messages over communication channels with a high loss rate, the selective retransmission functionality of TMI-1 can outweigh the somewhat higher delay introduced by the protocol. However, if the application in question sends smaller, regular updates where the occasional loss of a message can be tolerated, TMI-4 is a better alternative. 


The two protocol profiles can be seen as fulfilling the same purposes as the better known TCP and UDP protocols do on the Internet, where TMI-1 and TMI-4 fill the roles of TCP and  UDP, respectively.
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� All sent and received messages are placed into one or more storages. This is determined by originator and recipient(s) of the messages. Every user has a personal storage, and every organizational unit has an official storage. 
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What do we want?





Net access:

- from anywhere, 

- at any time 

- of any kind









		New equipment have multiple interfaces like GSM, WiFi, WiMax, Bluetooth etc.



		The user should be able to choose between the available radio resources in an area



		use the cheapest wireless access



OR

		use the most suitable network for the current service or application













		In a net based defence the need for correct information at the right time is increasingly more important





		This requires reliable networks for information transfer





		If we can use more of the available radio resources in a given area this could result in more reliable and robust information transfer











Tendencies in tactical communication



		More packet based communication in stead of circuit switched (- for the time being in addition to) -> IP increasingly more important



		Technologies and products developed for the commercial market are to a larger extend also used in tactical communication, either as is or modified to meet military requirements for security and compatibility with legacy systems









Challenges

		Various access nets have different properties like

		IP vs circuit switched

		methods of authentication

		degrees of security

		capacity





		Some access nets support mobility and some do not

		What about mobility between different types of net technologies?









Mobility



		Must handle handover, i.e. changing from one access point to another while keeping a session running



		Some technologies like GSM have mobility management in the core structure. Such is not the case in so called heterogeneous networks, i.e. networks that consist of different technologies



		For a speech session the handover delay must be less than 200 ms









Proactive Handover using SIP



		Solution to provide handover between different IP networks





		First a little about SIP:









SIP – the short version (1/2)

		Protocol to set up and tear down sessions



		A session can be voice or video



		Layer 5 protocol



		Text based – easy to read for humans



		Resembles http – shares many of the 



	status codes (404 Not found)





Link layer (L2)

Nettwork laeyr (L3:IP)

Transport layer (L4:TCP/UDP)

Application layer (L5)

Physical layer (L1)







SIP – the short version  (2/2)

		Easy to implement, only six basic instructions:



		-INVITE – Invitation to a session

		-ACK – Acknowledgement to correct performed INVITE or 			REGISTER procedure

		-REGISTER – User Agent wants to register

		-BYE – Termination of a session

		-CANCEL – Terminates the search after a correspondent 			node (not terminating established session)

		-OPTIONS – Ask for properties in the correspondent node



		SIP defines only the initiation and the termination of the session. The media is sent using RTP



		Uses SDP (Session Description Protocol) to define the content of the session when initiating
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Voice over IP (VoIP) and SIP

		Typical architecture:









SIP mobility
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SIP mobility
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Proactive Handover using SIP

		Presumptions:



		The terminal has 2 or more network interfaces

		The networks carry IP traffic

		IP-addresses are assigned or can be assigned to each interface







		Even if we change one User Agent for it to support Proactive Handover this should be transparent to the correspondent node (CN).









Proactive handover using SIP
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Results

		TSIP-Handover = TBreakageDetection + TRetrieveNewIP + TREGISTER + TINVITE



		Handover delay TINVITE  = 40ms

		Tested on a local network using

		Asterisk B2BUA

		SIP Communicator open source User Agent

		”Proof of concept”

		Handover delay can be reduced













Summary

		We want to have data access anytime over any connection



		We need to support mobility



		SIP is becoming the most important protocol for session signalling but mobility is still an issue



		Proactive handover in SIP is an easy-to-implement solution that supports handover due to either sudden link loss or gradually degraded links
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Background

		12th June 2006: NADs initiative (Finland, France, Italy, Spain and Sweden) to further pursue the European effort on the SDR considering the launching of a common European initiative.



		End of July 06: RFI to industry (Thales, Elektrobit, Ericsson, Indra & Selex)



		October 06: Evaluation of industry response & NADs decision FI, FR, IT, SP and SW to lunch the program



		13th November 2006: (EDA SB MoD,s) official announcement  to launch the Cat B ad hoc project ESSOR with 100 M € budget



		26th February 2007: Official approval of EDA Cat. B ESSOR Project



		May 2007: Poland request to join the program
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Background

Finland, France, Italy, Poland, Spain and Sweden
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Background

EDA 

		ESSOR is an EDA Cat. B ad-hoc project

		EDA may express advice to the ESSOR management group meetings but will have no vote in the decision process of the Project

		EDA will provide information of interest for ESSOR Contributing Members to enable managing the coherence with the activities of EDA and the Commission in SDR area





OCCAR

		OCCAR is the contracting agency of ESSOR program
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Scope of the program

		Contributing to the development of the European DTIB (Defence Technological and Industrial Base) in SDR (Software Defined Radio) through establishment in relation with US of the normative referential required for development and production of military SDR in Europe

		Addressing military related challenges

		Providing Defence footing in cross-fertilization activities

		Promoting a common Defence position in SDR

		Support the management of interoperability with the US and NATO
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Areas of Interest

Five areas of interest



CONOPS



SCA architecture for ESSOR



ESSOR certification environment



Security for interoperability and WF portability



New High Data Rate operational coalition WF
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CONOPS

Based on the evolution of existing CONOPS, at National or NATO levels, the objectives are:

To support definition of Interoperability Schemes and the associated Security Policies between the Nations for coalition deployments and operations

To identify and characterize the SDR platforms.

To translate these operational requirements into technical requirements for deployment of SDR equipments and new HDR operational coalition WF in consistency with the existing or emerging National radio-communications assets
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SCA architecture for ESSOR

To define, implement and validate ESSOR SDR architecture standard shared by the Nations in order to assure efficient WF Portability between different SDR Platforms

Enables the porting of legacy and new waveforms

Is fully compatible with the open part of the SCA

Maintains compatibility with JTRS architecture at the maximum level possible
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ESSOR certification environment

To insure Waveform Portability between ESSOR compliant SDR products, a Certification Environment has to be established between the Nations:

A possible organization could be a network of National Labs with a Central Coordination to insure the use of same and updated procedures and tools

Coordination with US (JPEO), NATO (SDRUG,…), EC (WINTSEC and future FP7 projects) and EDA shall be implemented through appropriate channels
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Security for interoperability and WF portability

SCA compatible security architecture for WF portability



Secure Interoperability between nations using the HDR WF
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New High Data Rate operational coalition WF

Define, develop, implement, demonstrate and promote to standard on a multi-national basis the new HDR Operational Coalition WF

The new HDR Operational Coalition WF is designed :

To offer advanced transmission capabilities and standard open interfaces for the purpose of inter-networking between heterogeneous networks and easing system integration

To provide high data rate transport

To provide secure transverse connectivity between the Forces of different Nations operating in the same theatre (NNEC)

To operate on fixed / mobile vehicular environment

To establish an IPv4 / IPv6 compliant tactical intranet
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WBS HDR
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WBS SCA ARCHITECTURE FOR ESSOR
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Program Schedule

Request For Proposal: 

RFP out:			end of November 2007

Industry proposal: 		end of April 2008

Contract Award: 		October 2008

OCCAR:

Request for integration:	mid May 2007

Integration decision:	5th June 2007

BOS answer:			mid July 2007

Program Decision: 		end of September 2008

Technical Arrangement:

Finalized and start staffing: 	end of May 2008

TA signature: 			end of September 2008
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Thank you for the attention 
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The Italian MOD started on 2002 the current SDR project which is Structured on two main frames of activities


			SDR National activities  


			Participation to International Program (MIDS JTRS)





with the aim to develop an SDR family capable to host JTRS waveforms in addition to national/multinational waveforms.


Italian SDR Approach




















The National activities started with a research contract, funded 50% by IT MOD & 50% by an Italian Finmeccanica Company, SELEX Communications (at that time Marconi Mobile), with the following objectives:


			Acquire a thorough knowledge of the Software Communications Architecture (SCA) and related issues from JTRS program and others; 


			Conduct studies and perform tests on HW and SW architectures that are necessary to develop SDR SCA compliant platforms;


			Investigate specific technical areas and enabling technologies;


			Demonstrate communications capability in accordance with Software Communications Architecture (SCA) standard.





SDR National Activities




















Outputs  of the research contract have been:


			a  technological demonstrator evolved into a first prototype for Naval/Ground platform


			a Proprietary Core Framework


			a Wide Band Antenna (demonstrator will be finalized within the end of   this year)





SDR National Activities (2)




















Prototype for naval-ground applications








Remote Audio/Data


Devices


Man Machine Interface


Radio Rack


RF Distribution Rack


Technical characteristics 


			up to 8 simultaneous voice and Data channels 


			RF band coverage: 2 - 400 MHz


			Two  19 “racks [1 Radio Rack & 1RF Distribution Rack]








SDR National Activities (3)




















			Core Framework (CF) architecture is the core of a SCA-compliant system.


			Core Framework provides core capabilities and applications for system configuration and control. 


			It defines operations and relationships by which application SW components interact





Development of a Proprietary Core Framework


SDR National Activities (4)




















Technical Characteristics:


			2MHz - 500 MHz


			Multifunction (Near Vertical Incidence Sky wave, Sky wave and Ground Wave)


			Radiation Pattern using also ship structure





Wide Band Antenna


SDR National Activities (5)
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Participation to International Programs/Forum




















Participation to MIDS JTRS Program











The IT-MOD participation to the US Development MIDS-JTRS Program, through its designated Company Selex-Communications, in collaboration with other four European nations/industries started with a feasibility study to include in the MIDS volume (form, fit and functions) the SDR capabilities as defined in the JTRS Program


This activity (always part of the International program) continued on 2003 and 2004 with the Specifications Definitions having Selex -Communications as a member of the European – US Team and finally with the preliminary design as a member of the same team.


























At the beginning of 2005 IT-MOD accepted the US Government invitation to participate to the Development phase of MIDS-JTRS.





This participation is intended to keep the national development program in line with the US one for what the main technological and architectural choices are concerned


Participation to MIDS JTRS Program (2)




















The planned goal is to allow the national developed platforms capable to run the JTRS waveforms.


In addition a final and qualified Data Package will be provided by US Government to the Italian one.


Participation to MIDS JTRS Program (3)




















Current Activities


Participation to the US MIDS JTRS IPTs


Development of a L-16 RFA for MIDS JTRS capable to be qualified for US MIDS JTRS Terminal


Building and qualification of an Italian MIDS JTRS Terminal


Participation to MIDS JTRS Program (4)




















			Under the agreement reached with the US Government, MOD Italy and Selex Communications continues to participate to the program IPTs.


			This participation is limited to the non classified sections as directed by the US NSA.





Participation to the US MIDS JTRS IPTs


Participation to MIDS JTRS Program (5)




















Development of a L-16 RFA for MIDS JTRS


A  L-16 Radio Frequency Amplifier (RFA) to be use both for the Italian and US MIDS JTRS Terminal will be developed and qualified.


The RFA will satisfy all the MIDS JTRS specification requirements.


The development time period is planned to permit a possible phasing with the US Program.


Participation to MIDS JTRS Program (6)























An Italian MIDS JTRS Terminal will be built and qualified.





This Terminal will be produced using the Technical Data Package (TDP) provided by the US Government with the exception of the L 16 RFA which will be the Italian developed one.





The Operational Environment Software provided by US with the TDP will be used.





The use of US manufactured boards is under consideration if the TDP delivery will not be in phase with the Italian Program


Building and qualification of an Italian MIDS JTRS Terminal


Participation to MIDS JTRS Program (7)
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ROADMAP


The SDR National program is therefore to develop a family of radio systems for all the different operational platforms (naval, tactical, airborne), through the previous named contracts with additional national contracts.


They will meet JTRS – Joint Tactical Radio System  requirements (as MIDS JTRS Terminal) and other national/multinational requirements for full-scale SDR implementations




















The program road map will evolve the current radio systems towards a radio inventory that:


			Employ a common and open architecture that can be upgraded with minimal cost impact


			Modular replacement of components


			Software upgrades 


			Reduction of logistics cost





ROADMAP (2)























			Eliminate single/special purpose radios


			Re-use waveforms


			Support multiple waveforms/missions


			Ability to load/configure different waveforms


			Support waveform bridging





ROADMAP (3)




















ROADMAP (4)




















The current funding plan foresees to issue a series of additional contracts in the time frame period of 2005-2009 to:


			Develop, built and qualify a MIDS JTRS Terminal (eventually using some US manufactured modules).


			Develop the major technological advanced modules and the Operational Environment.


			Develop, built, qualify and certify a family of SDR Radio Platforms to satisfy all the Italian Operational Requirements.





SHORT TERM ACTIVITIES
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MEMS is the acronyms of Micro Electro-Mechanical System and is a technology to build mechanical system (like engine, spring, beam, etc.) of micrometric size (few tenth of mm).


MEMS are mainly used, today, to implement sensors (either mechanical or chemical): pressure/force, acceleration, vibration, movement, viscosity, etc.


Use of MEMS technology on SDR


Other RF MEMS applications are:


			Relays and Switches (these are the first and the most studied RF MEMS devices)


			Mechanical filters either fixed or tuneable


			Electrically tuneable air-dielectric capacitors























			Current SCA does not fully cover all Hardware areas (FPGA, DSP, etc)


			Needs to improve portability in specialized HW by using an extension of  SCA 2.2, that already does it only for GPP SW


			SCA 3.0 tries to achieve this goal with  Specialized Hardware Supplement but some  SHS definitions are, in general, vague, cause uncertainty and leave room for multiple interpretations


			SHS does not specify a communication mechanism for the autonomous component in the FPGA, but OCP (Open Core Protocol) could be proposed as the standard to use to implement, for instance the HAL-C (Hardware Abstraction Layer Connectivity) . 





Use of OCP (Open Core Protocol) on SDR
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Possible Obstacles to waveform portability 


Certification of waveforms and platforms


			There is a requirement to conduct standard and specification conformance testing and interoperability certification on waveforms ported onto SDR sets.


			Therefore it is needed to implement in Europe a structure similar to the one existing in USA (JTeL) to allow the use of a national developed waveform on other nation’s platform.


			The two structure shall act in coordination and an agreement shall be put in place to allow exchange of activities on equal basis.























			The European Certification structure could be a network of national certification lab coordinated by a central European Agency to share same tools and procedures.


			Each lab of the network shall be authorized to certify both waveforms and platform developed in Europe. The certification of one lab shall be recognized by the others.


			The waveforms certified by this structure should be certified also for use on US platform and vice versa.


			The structure should also be entitled to keep a waveforms library and relevant configuration control





Possible Obstacles to waveform portability (2)


























Security information


			Another critical issue to be discussed and solved is the necessity to share National security information to allow the porting of a waveform developed by one Nation into a Platform developed by another Nation.





			If the above issue will be solved a very significant save will be achieved in the waveforms development since the cost can be shared among the Coalition Partners





Possible Obstacles to waveform portability (3)
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1.  INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUD


1.1 Introduction


The Symposium brought together operational staff, developers, and researchers to examine the dynamic and critical nature of information flow in present and future military operations which demand high capacity, reliability, and robustness in the information grid. Current and projected military communication infrastructures, especially at the lowest tactical levels, may not meet requirements due to highly dynamic missions and organizations; urban and complex terrain and topology, high demand for complex services, interoperability, availability and quality. Typical tactical networks are characterized by low bandwidth, variable throughput, unreliable connectivity and energy constraints imposed by radio channels and mobile operations. This situation calls for detailed examination of already existing and emerging technologies, on-going research efforts, as well as development and documentation of effective tactics, techniques and procedures that fully support the deployment of tactical communication networks which operate in a fashion that enables Network Centric Operations.

1.2 Background


The NATO R&T Organization Task Group, IST-067/RTG-083 (Tactical Communications in Urban Operations), has been tasked to look at communications requirements in non-traditional military operations in towns and cities occupied by a combination of non-combatants and hostile forces. Of all the missions faced by NATO, these combat and stability operations are the most challenging. The three-dimensional battlefield, 
both above and below ground, significantly stresses today’s communications systems.  Dependency on communications, especially at the lowest tactical levels, has increased to compensate for loss of visual contact between small teams and to their parent organizations as they disappear in alleys, multi-story buildings, and subterranean tunnels. Increasing dependence on information exchange at all levels is driving the demand for greater communication availability and throughput. While communications dependency is rising, its performance suffers from radio frequency (RF) transmission range reductions caused by line-of-sight issues and attenuation due to buildings, structures and terrain; as well as interference from other local electromagnetic systems. In the case of peacekeeping missions, peace enforcement, or disaster relief, cooperation with existing civil authorities and interoperability with civil communications infrastructure will be essential. All of this drives the development of new concepts of operations, requiring new tactical communication systems or novel ways of deploying or using existing tactical communication systems.

1.3 Theme


The Symposium presentations fit into six related groupings: Software Defined Radio (SDR), Network and Resource Management, Performance, Urban Communications, Security, and Future Services in a Changing World.  A mix of current, developing, and future capabilities were presented to address the increasingly complex operational environments faced by NATO forces.  The increasing demand for communications, at lower levels of operations, places new demands on those trying to provide a reliable and secure communications infrastructure.

2.  PURPOSE AND SCOPE

The purpose of this symposium was to bring together those who use tactical communications or represent users of such systems, those who develop such capabilities, and those that are looking at future approaches to improve the tactical communications infrastructure.  The symposium was intended to explore current or near-term technical solutions to operational communications issues, to address specific issues relating to urban operations, to explore approaches to improve security of tactical communications, and to look at future capabilities and directions.


3.  EVALUATION


The Symposium program consisted of 22 papers and 4 posters from 10 nations and 2 NATO organizations.  The sessions were well attended with 142 attendees from 26 nations.  The overall quality of the presentations was excellent and there was significant interaction between presenters and attendees during question and answer sessions.  


The tone for the conference was set by three keynote speakers.  The first presentation defined the current and future operational environments with an emphasis on issues facing NATO.  The second presentation presented future technical directions in communications over the next 5-10 years.  The third keynote presentation looked at the changes in tactics and operations caused by the cultural shifts that are accelerated by new technologies available to the general population.


Many of the issues facing NATO are not new.  Interoperability remains a major impediment to operations in the broad spectrum of environments faced by NATO.  Many of the challenges are not technical but are centered on trust, organizational, or political issues.  Some of the specific issues discussed included: robustness, mobility, security, Software Defined Radio (SDR) waveforms, standards, IPv6, and COTS.  An important conclusion was that the land environment is the most challenging communications environment faced by NATO.  The challenges come from a combination of factors that include: the number of items that need to be connected, terrain (especially urban), number of platforms supported (ship vs. plane vs. soldier), power, weight, and cost (a few expensive units vs. thousands of units).


Cooperation in wireless networks has the potential to significantly improve capacity in future tactical networks.  U.S. DARPA has reported 5-10 times improvements in capacity on a 50-70 node Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET).  The internet and 1st generation wireless networks emulated traditional wireline structures and incorporated no cooperation.  Future networks will embrace cooperation to exploit broadcast to improve performance and robustness.  Even with the increased connectivity and capacity there are several challenges that have not been completely addressed.  The challenges include: overhead, delay tradeoffs, other schemes, how to build systems using cooperation, Quality of Service, and security.  This approach shows potential for significant improvement in capacity for networks, the issue will be the application of the approach to tactical communications.


Cultural differences are changing the way the military operates.  Younger military personnel have accepted technology and perform their jobs in different ways.  In recent operations chat sessions have been used for fire support and commanders discussions.  The cultural changes have created digital natives (mainly younger people) and digital immigrants.  The speaker didn’t use the term but there might even be digital dinosaurs (those that don’t accept technology or do so very reluctantly).  One example of the difference between the three can be found in pictures.  A digital dinosaur will use film to take a picture; a digital immigrant will use a digital camera, while a digital native will use their cell phone.  The native is able to immediately share the image over the network provided by the phone while the immigrant must wait until a network connection is found to share the same image.  The dinosaur is not likely to even think about sharing the picture.  In Iraq the US military bought thousands of digital cameras to capture images but Al Qaeda uses cell phone cameras to capture pictures and video.  Al Qaeda is able to instantly share their digital images while the US military has a significant delay before the digital images are available for sharing.  Tactical data links must change to support future soldiers and the way they work and fight.  It is interesting to note that the paper selected as the best paper for this Symposium was on the “Challenges of Instant Messaging in Tactical Environments: Concepts and Practical Implementation”.


The wireless military environment requires a diverse mixture of wireless communication mechanisms, including: high throughputs, long ranges, changing topology, high speed moving platforms, resilience, communication security, transmission security, anti-jam, and low probability of detection/interception.  In addition, the tactical environment is different from the civilian environment.  Tactical behavior is, mobile, is concerned about radio silence, and the threat of compromise.  Administrative is hierarchical ordered and has functional groups.  Tactical communications is characterized as wireless, disruptive, high bit error rate, low throughput, and high delay.  Solutions that work in a civilian environment don’t always work in the tactical world.


The papers and posters fit into six groupings: Software Defined Radio (SDR), Network and Resource Management, Performance, Urban Communications, Security, and Future Services in a Changing World.  


Software Defined Radio (SDR) - SDR provides a wireless network which extends the networked information infrastructure to the edge of the tactical domain.  Tactical radio systems have been, and are likely to remain, high cost assets which are produced infrequently.  Decoupling the radio capability, defined by software, from the radio platform brings the possibility to upgrade the radio capability and performance more cheaply and quickly than if the entire radio needs to be replaced.  Flexibility of a radio offers some advantages in management of the radio spectrum.  Spectrum is becoming increasingly congested as the tactical information exchange demands more transmission, while mobility needs force more traffic onto wireless networks.  SDR appears to offer the most cost effective, if not the only, means to provide secure, networked, interoperable, communication services which are needed in the tactical domain.  The SDR also provides the opportunity to improve interoperability by providing an efficient, secure, network-capable waveform which can be shared with coalition partners.


The European Secure Software Radio Programme (ESSOR) is one example of SDR developments.  SDR is becoming the standard technology in military wireless communications that will provide security, portability, and interoperability.  These features will be provided by a high data rate (HDR) waveform which is designed to: offer advanced transmission capabilities and standard open interfaces for the purpose of inter-networking between heterogeneous networks and easing system integration, provide high data rate transport, provide secure connectivity between forces of different nations operating in the same theater, operate on fixed/mobile vehicular environment, and establish an IPv4/IPv6 compliant tactical intranet.


Network and Resource Management - To provide a robust military network and to support the wide variety of terrains and communication distances (command post internal communication to long haul HQ reach back) multiple transmission technologies are utilized in military operations, and active management of the networks is a necessity.  Application of a policy based dynamic management solution for tactical networks allows for dynamic adaptation of network and service configuration triggered by network, service, or mission defined events.  This approach supports dynamic Service Level Agreement (SLAs) and network element provisioning triggered by changes in network resources or operational situations.  The result can be an improved response time during congestion, improved service availability and reduced need for network management personnel.  Many commercial products only offer static policy configurations.  The use of a dynamic policy based network management allows for automation of the management operation in response to changing operational environments.  The automation of these tasks will reduce the risk of configuration errors and ensure a consistent network operation according to the originally imposed mission objectives.  Rapid response to changes in network conditions is paramount to avoid degradation of network service quality and loss of information.  Reliance on manual procedures is impractical and potentially slow.  The main advantage of policy based dynamic management is the automated reconfiguration process, making it less prone to human errors and there is no need for constant human interference and management.


Resource management in mobile military networks requires an acceptable level of quality over military intranets for secure voice and data.  The military networks are mobile and require distributed resource management in ad-hoc networks.  An additional complication is the topology of such networks is dynamically changing.  The resource management in such networks has to take into consideration the nature of wireless ad-hoc networks.  A centralized management approach would not be suitable here.  A solution for this problem could be a decentralization of the management information in each node.  The radio resource management and optimization problem can significantly influence the IP-based network.  Radio Resource Allocation (RRA) becomes one of the main questions of military wireless-networks systems designing and management.  The mobility of military users, specific conditions of electromagnetic waves propagation, heterogeneous phenomena of multimedia traffic and disadvantaged grid create significantly different environment for developing of effective radio resource management procedures, especially bandwidth utility, channel assignment, power control as well as data traffic control.  The optimal utilization of mobile network resources is a very complex problem in the wireless environment.

Another approach is to provide Autonomic System Management.  The operation of an autonomic system is purpose-driven. This includes its mission (e.g., the service it is supposed to offer), the policies (e.g., that define the basic behaviour), and the “survival instinct”. If seen as a control system this would be encoded as a feedback error function or in a heuristically assisted system as an algorithm combined with set of heuristics bounding its operational space.  Even though the purpose and thus the behavior of autonomic systems vary from system to system, every autonomic system should be able to exhibit a minimum set of properties to achieve its purpose.  The system will be automatic, this essentially means being able to self-control its internal functions and operations. As such, an autonomic system must be self-contained and able to start-up and operate without any manual intervention or external help. Again, the knowledge required to bootstrap the system must be inherent to the system.  An autonomic system must be able to change its operation (i.e., its configuration, state and functions). This will allow the system to cope with temporal and spatial changes in its operational context either long term (environment customization/optimization) or short term (exceptional conditions such as malicious attacks, faults, etc.).  Lastly, an autonomic system must be able to monitor (sense) its operational context as well as its internal state in order to be able to assess if its current operation serves its purpose. Awareness will control adaptation of its operational behavior in response to context or state changes.

Performance – Improving the performance of existing networks or understanding things that impact performance are critical.


The increased use of existing electricity power or telephone lines for data transmission at high rates can have an impact upon tactical networks especially in urban areas.  Power lines are not designed for transmission at high data rates and will produce noise like interferences in the HF range.  This use of power lines has the potential to cause problems for military HF radio communications in all NATO countries.  Power lines are widespread, but have the worst technical characteristics for emitting broadband noise-like signals, when transmitting high data rate signals (several Mbps). The incidental noise generated, even by devices and equipment compliant with relevant Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) standards, can greatly exceed the existing noise floor.  It is necessary to define worldwide harmonized standards covering EMC aspects of wire-line telecommunication networks.  These standards should ensure that broadband wire-line telecommunications will not degrade HF radio reception directly in the immediate vicinity of the wire-lines, as well as far away from the widely-deployed urban telecommunication networks by cumulative interference.

The Eurofinder LARA project (Layered Architecture for Real-time Applications) is trying to improve radio networking technology by demonstrating how modern networking technology and protocols, such as IP, can enable distributed real-time applications in a joint military context. The objective is an IP radio network able to support exchanges of real-time data needed for multi-platform situation awareness and common engagement.  This can be done, but a large amount of resources may need to be reserved in the network to guarantee low end-to-end latencies.  Quality of service in an IP network is not only a matter of bandwidth.  In some cases, and in particular for real-time data flows, latency is probably a factor as important as and definitely more demanding than bandwidth.


Voice communications is, and is expected to remain, one of the critical communications services to be delivered in support of NATO Network enabled capabilities.  Multinational operations routinely require different tactical communications systems from different nations to connect together, or for wired networks to connect to wireless sub-systems.  In these cases, the different networks may apply differing voice encoding methods to the voice signal.  The interconnected networks encountered in the tactical domain therefore force the voice signal to pass through multiple voice coders.  It is recognized that the use of multiple voice coders in series degrades the quality and intelligibility of the resulting voice.  From results it is evident that all tandem setups perform with decreased speech transmission quality in comparison with cases when only single coders are used.  It is also worth noting that voice coder tandems are not always symmetrical (coders “A-to-B” and “B-to-A”) and must be tested bi-directionally as final transmission quality may differ significantly.  Higher differences between objective and subjective results for female voices were observed than for male voices, especially for tandeming of low bit-rate coders.


Urban Communications - The urban warfighter faces significant command and control challenges exacerbated by degraded communications transmission, reception, and information presentation.  Current tactical communications capabilities and joint command and control procedure do not support the warfighters ability to communicate reliably and effectively in the urban environment.  The commander requires the ability to communicate effectively with his forces and coalition partners.  Specific to the urban battlespace, operations take place at the lowest tactical level with teams, squads, and platoons moving among back alleys and buildings.  The need for forces to operate on-the-move, outside the fixed tactical operation center, has limited these “first tactical mile” units to a combination of low throughput voice and data terminals, largely supported by older line-of-sight radios and, to a lesser extent, low data rate single channel satellite communications.  The various urban missions complicate command and control requirements.  That is, missions involving combat, intelligence collection, security, stabilization, reconstruction, and humanitarian aid distribution all call for slightly different information exchange requirements.


Wireless multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) communications using the 300 MHz band is attractive for peer-to-peer communications because it combines the good coverage of a low-carrier-frequency system with the high data rates enabled by MIMO.  MIMO communications technology has considerable potential to increase spectral efficiency in scattering environments, such as urban tactical scenarios.  Although the gains are not as high as predicted the spectral efficiency increases almost linearly with the number of antenna elements for practical array sizes.


The environment the forces are working in can be fundamentally different ranging from desert to urban cities.  One of the most challenging environments for a wireless tactical communication system is the urban environment with problems such as shadowing and multipath.  An important feature of the urban environment is mobility, either of the terminals or of the objects that interact with the waveforms.


It is clear that there is a requirement for variable rate capability, allowing the radio to take advantage of high diversity to achieve a high throughput at a reasonable error rate.  When the diversity is reduced, the radio must reduce its throughput to achieve the required error rate.  Without adaptivity, the system will most likely be operating in the lowest data rate mode, which is the only way that the required error performance can be guaranteed.  This wastes much of the MIMO potential.  This type of adaptivity requires that the transmitter has some information about the state of the channel, requiring a feedback link.


MIMO technology has the potential to provide large increases in spectral efficiency in scattering propagation environments such as urban scenarios.  Adaptive MIMO is necessary for mobile urban communications, to achieve increased spectral efficiency when it can be supported.  The main challenge in the design of signal processing strategies for urban communications is to combat multipath fading.  MIMO exploits the space dimension to improve wireless systems, takes advantage of multi-path propagation and can give substantial capacity gains.  Measurements done in an urban environment produced results that were 4 to 6 times higher than a single-input single-output (SISO) system.


MIMO technology increases spectral efficiency by increasing the rate and/or providing greater range and/or producing lower error rates.


Security – Security in communications will remain a challenging issue.  With the introduction of each new technology there will be new security issues to deal with.  Additionally, the ability of an adversary to attack networks is made easier with increased use of technology and increased use of commercial software and hardware.


One approach is to provide a secure and robust tactical spread spectrum transmission system based on Code-Hopping CDMA (CH-CDMA).  New concepts for physical link layer security are needed and CH-CDMA seems to be the only reasonable anti-jamming technology for civil communication systems.  The dynamic code hopping approach with Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) based spreading codes offers the best protection against eavesdropping and intentional jamming in CDMA spread spectrum communications.  Software Defined Radio (SDR) is primarily seen as a way to make radios interoperable and flexible to different waveforms and CH-CDMA is only realistic in highly programmable SDR.


Future Services in a Changing World - The military operational environment is changing.  Many of the changes are being driven from the bottom.  The push to use instant messaging, web services, and multi-media are coming from younger users that make use of these approaches each day in their non-military lives.  Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANET) and free space optical communications are approaches to provide future services that are needed in the operational environment.


The best paper award for the symposium was given for a paper on instant messaging in tactical environment.  The appeal for instant messaging in a tactical environment includes the ability to do multi-lingual exchanges using near real time translation and the ability to review the exchange unlike spoken words.  In a report from the US Navy SPAWAR it has been reported that “chat has clearly become a central pillar in modern command and control”.  The increase of chat and IM in civilian environments is a driver to the application of chat and instant messaging in tactical environments.


The proposed solution does not have to rely on a server and it has to support robust communications over unreliable (wireless) channels.


Chat is faster and easier to use than email.  There is also low resource consumption compared to voice transmission.  It is less intrusive than a phone call and the sender knows if recipient has read the message.  There is simultaneous communications with multiple members.  While there are several benefits there are also risks when using chat.  The risks include distraction of the reader, security threats, and potential abuse of anonymity. 


Existing solutions provide no roaming support and have several security issues.  Security issues include: a compromised server reveals all its identities, can read all passing messages, can distribute bogus messages, and can reveal identities.  In addition, a server crash affects all its clients.  Current implementations are best suited for fixed, strategic networks with secure servers, and are not well prepared for tactical environment.  There is a need for robust communications.  Conventional chat protocols rely on TCP/IP.


Chat has become essential for command and control and a solution concept was shown for a server-less design, robustness, security and administration of a tactical group using an enriched form of UDP.


The web is increasingly becoming the choice for providing services at different operational levels in the military.  HTTP/TCP have been developed for commercial environments and might not be the best implementation for military applications.  One approach is to replace HTTP/TCP with Military Message Handling System (MMHS) implementing STANAG 4406.  MMHS can potentially reduce the time needed to deploy web service based solutions in tactical networks.  The challenge lies in using web services over tactical communications systems with low available bandwidth and high error rates, so called disadvantaged grids.  The properties of HTTP/TCP, especially the synchronous nature, make them unsuited for use in disadvantaged grids.  Disadvantaged grids require asynchronous communications and protocols that are able to cope with: data rate and delay issues, and disconnection and disruption issues.  Tactical web traffic will have to traverse heterogeneous networks with different quality and data rates.


The benefits of MMHS include: reuse of an already established messaging infrastructure in NATO, three different protocol profiles that enable tailoring of the transport system to the communications network, support for both reliable and unreliable transmission modes, asynchronous store and forward system, support for priority and preemptive mechanisms, and support for both multicast and unicast of messages.


MMHS can be used as a replacement carrier for web services.  MMHS avoids the time-out problems that arise when using standard HTTP over TCP in tactical networks.  The result is that web services can be used in disadvantaged grids.

Recent conflicts have shown that multi-media and real time imagery availability is a very important capability for any current or future military operation.  Future military communications will be required to provide a higher data capability and wideband in hard real time, a greater flexibility, reliability, robustness and seamless networking capabilities.  Future tactical data link systems and standards should take into consideration the multimedia nature of most of the dispersed and “fuzzy” information available in the battlefield to correlate the ISR components in a way to better contribute to the Network Centric Operations (NCO).  Still image transmission and video over tactical data links is meant to be a new capability that will enhance identification and coordination among military units in a tactical battlefield.  Given current bandwidth constraints of the tactical data links it is important to develop new algorithms and methods for taking the best advantage of the very limited resources.


Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) are supposed to play an important role in future military communication.  MANETs offer quickly deployable network functionality even when the existing infrastructure is damaged or unusable.  But while offering many advantages, the MANET technologies today are facing new security threats.  These threats arise from the simplicity of eavesdroping on the wireless medium and launching direct attacks against the routing protocol.


MANETs automatically adapt to the environment and provide reliable communication.  They are self-organizing, failure resistant and are able to react to frequent topology changes caused by node mobility, varying radio conditions or hostile intervention.  But the development of MANETs often neglects two requirements which are critical for tactical networks: security and multicast.


In some cases, MANET security is delegated as a task for upper layer protocol.  But upper layers cannot protect the routing information and, with the possibility to forge routing messages, an adversary can easily re-route traffic and drop frames.  For this reason it is critical to have authenticated routing traffic.  Also, the information contained in the management traffic can be used in a passive attack to reconstruct the network topology and analyze movement and traffic patterns.  This is unacceptable in tactical networks, therefore it is important to hide node identities and traffic flow information from adversaries.


Another future technology to watch is free-space optical communications.  A wireless sensor network using free space optics was described at the symposium. The free-space optical communications replaces RF based sensor networks where there could be a lot of RF interference.  The network uses low cost super-luminescent light emitting diodes (SLED) instead of lasers or MEMS.  


4.  CONCLUSIONS

Don’t fight the last conflict, look to the future.  


The overall goal is net access from anywhere, at any time, of any kind.


The greatest increase in demand for bandwidth has come from the intelligence community and local commanders “need” for full motion video.  Until we have enough bandwidth we need to be smart how we use it.  

The world looks very different today and the tasks and capabilities are changing to meet new threats that have arisen.  The services needed in a mobile tactical wireless network to achieve this have high demands on communication capability.


There is a need to extend the networked information infrastructure into the mobile land tactical domain:


· interoperability of tactical communications is an acknowledged shortcoming in multinational military operations


· in the most active area of operation – typically at a battalion level or below – the mobility requirements dictate that communication must be wireless


· the increased reliance on communication, coupled with the smaller size of national contributions to multinational forces, means that the current state of mobile tactical communications is increasingly the weakest link when conducting effective NATO and coalition operations


· urban operations provide the most severe challenges to land forces.


Operations are increasingly conducted in urban terrain, which impose greater challenges on the RF spectrum due to the large number of users in urban areas (military – both friendly and hostile – and civil) and to the adverse propagation conditions found in built-up urban environments.


5.  RECOMMENDATIONS

Transformational programs need to be funded and deployed when fully developed.  These efforts include:


· Software Defined Radio and adaptive or cognitive radio concepts to provide effective means to counter interference, noise and spectral congestion


· Wireless Network after Next (WNaN)


· U.S. DARPA effort to leverage recent successes on the XG program (dynamic spectrum and policy control), and the Disruption Tolerant Networking (DTN) program


· Addressing operations in dense/stressed RF environments


· Self-forming/self-healing ad-hoc networks


· IP dynamic address request and assignment


Specific areas that need continued emphasis:


· determine spectrum use prioritization


· new systems need flexibility – bands, frequencies, power management, compression, and radiation direction control


· integrate network and spectrum management


· utilize communications relays (UAVs, balloons, etc)


· urban communications


These gaps are likely to need significant emphasis:


· ability to securely communicate information end-to-end


· ability to share/exchange voice/data with higher, lower, and adjacent units


· ability to gain/maintain situational understanding, to include position and timing


· ability to enable system and link information assurance measures


· ability to maintain and optimize network functions and resources, to include frequency spectrum 


· the ability to comprehensively test and characterize the performance communications systems in complex urban environments
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Abstract


The LARA project presented a communication architecture suitable for providing controlled-latency delivery of sensor data in the context of a multi-platform naval deployment. Controlled latency is essential for the accuracy of the common operational and tactical pictures (COP/CTP) resulting from the fusion of those data, especially in case of common engagement. This kind of quality of service was achieved by creating a set of point-to-multipoint RSVP sessions with bandwidth reservation and controlled access time of their packets to the slotted radio medium. The paper summarizes this architecture, the principles for managing the radio resources and presents the demonstrator.


Introduction

This paper is a result of the Eurofinder LARA project (Layered Architecture for Real-time Applications). This project was aimed at improving radio networking technology by demonstrating how modern networking technology and protocols, such as IP, can enable distributed real-time applications in a joint military context. Such a network allows information sharing, which is required to provide improved situational awareness in the real-time domain (force data fusion) and can provide a backbone to support a common engagement capability using distributed sensors and weapons networks - all in real-time.


The capabilities being researched under the project are the key underpinning technologies required to enable progress towards the future military vision of a flexible, integrated network-centric warfare (NCW, also known as NEC, NCO or NBD) capability which can be used for Joint, NATO, Allied and Coalition operations.


The goal of LARA can be formulated as a balance between the co-operative application requirements and the communication capabilities.


The LARA project encompasses multiple technical goals, namely:

· Support of time-sensitive applications:


· real-time (< 50 ms, e.g. voice), 


· near real-time (between 500 ms and 1 s),


· non real-time (< 30 s);

· Using and providing interoperability with civilian technologies:


· IP-oriented protocols (OSPF, OLSR, RSVP, DiffServ, multicast…),


· Data dissemination (Web Services, XML, SOAP,…),


· VoIP services (SIP,…);


· Giving consideration to security aspects in all layers;


· Supporting Quality of Service:


· Guaranteed services (in terms of data rate and/or latency) for sensitive flows,


· Aggregated QoS (DiffServ) for the other flows;

· Allowing dynamic reconfiguration and access (MAC) above the LARA physical radio;


· Optimising the radio resources;


· Supporting radio silence and platform mobility.


Overview of the LARA architecture


The LARA architecture follows a structure in four layers, as summarized below:


· A transmission layer made of Network Elements (NE) which can be as various as satellite links, radio networks, telecommunication operator backbones; a Network Element represents a collection of homogeneous connected nodes sharing the same technical characteristics (waveform, routing protocols, session control protocols, COMSEC and TRANSEC crypto algorithms, etc.) and configuration parameters (frequency plan, addressing plan, COMSEC and TRANSEC crypto keys, etc.); a particular NE is the LARA Radio NE;


· A connectivity layer which acts as a federating IP transit network (or IP backbone) on top of the NEs;


· A communication services layer comprising service networks (possibly of different security levels);


· A dissemination layer comprising dissemination networks seen as extensions to service networks.


For completeness, an application layer gathering the applications connected to Local Area Networks (LAN) can be added. This fifth layer is not part of the LARA architecture as such, but is necessary to have a complete architecture description.


It must be noticed that this layer decomposition is not an OSI model view, even though each layer offers services to the upper-level layer (as meant by the OSI model). A layer may indeed involve a full protocol stack from OSI layer 1 to OSI layer 7.


Regarding security, the LARA network is made of two types of sub-networks:


· A red edge network where user data and control data are exchanged in clear mode. The red network is also referred to as Secure Enclave (SE);


· A black core network where user data is protected by encryption The black network namely includes the radio network.


The interface between the red and black networks is hosted by a security gateway.


The networks introduced above are built upon a set of nodes:


· Transmission Stations (TS) in the Network Elements;


· Transit Nodes (TN) in the IP transit network;


· Service Nodes (SN) in the service networks;


· Dissemination Nodes (DN) in the dissemination networks.


A LARA node represents a set of the above-mentioned nodes located on a same platform (e.g. a vessel or a land base). It generally comprises one or several Transmissions Stations, one Transit Node, one or several Service Nodes and one or several Dissemination Nodes. This is illustrated by Figure 1 hereafter.
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Figure 1: LARA node architecture summary


Quality of Service


Quality of Service (QoS) is intended to lead to more predictable usage of network resources and less volatile contention for these resources. 


QoS impacts all the LARA architecture layers, i.e. dissemination, communication services, connectivity and transmission layers. LARA defines sophisticated traffic control mechanisms that take into account security and resource management.


The main QoS aspects involved in LARA are the following:


· Classes of Service;


· Differentiated services;


· Integrated services and resource reservation;


· Dynamic resource allocation.


Classification of traffic in LARA merges QoS recommendations from the French procurement agency (DGA) and NATO. 


The LARA QoS approach is essentially based on the combination of DiffServ (Differentiated Services) and IntServ (Integrated Services) architectures.


DiffServ principally targets elastic-data flows, and IntServ sensitive real-time flows. Elastic-data flows are not given any QoS guarantee on a per-flow basis, but an aggregate QoS based on the class of service they belong to. Sensitive real-time flows on the other hand are allocated dedicated resources in the network through session setups.


RSVP sessions are initiated in the communication services layer (i.e. in the red domain). RSVP requests are cascaded into the connectivity layer through the security gateway and IPSec tunnels, and relayed into the RSVP-capable Network Elements (NEs). This cascading and propagation of RSVP signalling is illustrated on Figure 2 hereafter:
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Figure 2: Cascading and propagation of RSVP signalling

A kind of soft route pinning ensures that packet routing is performed in accordance with the reservations made. LARA recommendation is to base route pinning on session labels in the connectivity and transmission layers, depending on what is available at those levels: MPLS tags, IPv6 flow identifier, UDP/IP header informations. The security gateway may need to support RSVP on the red interface and RSVP-TE on the black interface.


The LARA radio NE is RSVP-capable. RSVP requests are propagated to the TDMA-based MAC layer and translated into slot allocation requests exchanged between neighbours for negotiation. The LARA MAC layer implements a dynamic slot allocation algorithm for session flows. Around 70% of the total slot capacity are dedicated to sessions and are managed as a pool of available resources.


The LARA MAC layer also implements a pre-emption mechanism based on session precedence. Session re-routing upon topology change, as well as extension to new participants in the multicast groups, are supported by the RSVP refresh mechanism.


The global resource consumption is minimized by performing a routing simply based on the number of hops.  Additionally, MAC relaying is performed for session flows.


LARA recommends an OLSR persistent source routing of RSVP messages to avoid path instability so that session re-routing is only performed upon shorter path discovery. Impact of QoS on the OLSR routing protocol is also limited thanks to the dynamic slot allocation.


MAC layer


The LARA MAC layer is designed to be independent of the physical radio (with the assumption however of a mono-channel TDMA-based radio). The LARA TDMA framing is based on four types of structures:


Packet Data Units (PDU)


A PDU is the MAC allocation unit.


Slots

A slot is the radio allocation unit; it can be seen as a container of MAC PDUs. A slot is allocated to a single transmitter due to the mono channel characteristics of the LARA radio. Three types of slots have been identified in LARA: control slots, elastic-data slots and session slots.


Control slots are fixed slots assigned to each node for MAC signalling (node discovery, node synchronisation, slot allocation protocol).


Elastic-data slots are fixed slots assigned to nodes for forwarding elastic-data flows; all the radio nodes are assigned by configuration the same number of elastic-data slots.


Session slots are part of a pool shared among the radio nodes; they are allocated to a node on demand taking into account bandwidth and latency requirements; they are used to forward session flows.


Basic frames


A basic frame is a structure of k successive slots where k is determined by configuration. A basic frame contains 1 control slot, p elastic-data slots and k‑p‑1 session slots.


Frames

A frame is a structure of n successive basic frames where n is the number of nodes in the radio network. The LARA TDMA is a recurrence of frames.


Elastic-data slots are globally interleaved in the frame to provide elastic-data flows with an homogeneous access delay to the radio and a reduced maximum access delay.


The LARA MAC layer implements a dynamic slot allocation mechanism triggered by requests from RSVP. A minimum number of needed slots is computed from the requested bandwidth, while a maximum time slot spacing is derived from the maximum radio access time afforded in the radio node. Both constraints are used to calculate a slot configuration for the session flow in the radio node. Firstly session slots already assigned to the radio node are used to the largest extent possible to avoid unnecessary negotiations. Secondly session slots from the pool are used as necessary to complete the slot configuration. If enough resources cannot be found to comply with the QoS constraints, local pre-emption is performed against lower priority sessions to free resources when possible. If the slot configuration requires session slots from the pool, a negotiation is initiated with the direct neighbours (i.e. 1-hop neighbours) to confirm the allocation.


The allocation process is twofold: sessions slots are first allocated to radio nodes; MAC PDUs in the allocated session slots are then assigned to session flows. A same session slot can be used to forward different session flows.


To optimize the resource consumption in the radio network, it is possible for the LARA MAC layer to fill each slot with elastic-data flows up to the maximum transfer unit. 


DEMONSTRATOR


Six platforms make the LARA international demonstrator: three naval platforms (referred to as Smart-L1, Smart-L2 and APAR), one land platform (referred to as Smart-L3) and two helicopters (referred to as Heli1 and Heli2). The six platforms connect to each other through the LARA radio network, and an emulated satellite link is also available between Smart-L1 and Smart-L3.


Figure 3 hereafter gives an illustration of the demonstrator’s transmission topology. Topology of the LARA radio network is defined either by configuration or by scenario. In the latter case, when the scenario runs, platforms’ positions are retrieved by a network controller that dynamically computes line-of-sight information. This information is then pushed to the LARA radio nodes that filter incoming traffic accordingly.
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Figure 3: Transmission layer topology in the international demonstrator


The following applications are deployed in the LARA international demonstrator:


· for real-time data flows: FDF (Force Data Fusion), CE (Common Engagement)


· for multimedia flows (SIP-based VoIP): NGIN, CAFES


· for preferred elastic-data flows: chat


· for elastic-data flows: file transfer, web browsing


The LARA international demonstrator covers the whole architecture as summarized in Figure 1. The five layers (including the application layer) are implemented. A physical representation of the demonstrator is given in Figure 4 below.
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Figure 4: LARA international demonstrator


The LARA radio network is either based on physical radios or on “slotted” Ethernet. In the latter case, an additional PC is used to generate top slot messages every 10ms to mimic the radio behaviour.


Transmission Stations in the LARA Radio NE are MANET nodes with multicast capability. They embed a routing protocol and a multicast forwarding daemon derived from INRIA’s MOLSR/MDFP protocol stack, an RSVP daemon derived from USC ISI’s open source daemon, and a dedicated LARA MAC layer that was specifically developed for the LARA demonstrator. Session flows are relayed internally in the LARA MAC layer while elastic-data flows are forwarded by the IP stack. RSVP signalling is intercepted for processing by the local node. Reservation requests are passed to the LARA MAC layer for dynamic slot allocation.


The LARA security gateway encrypts unicast and multicast traffic. It is also able to re-generate unicast and multicast RSVP signalling based on RFC 2746 and implements a proposed amendment to said RFC so that latency characteristics of the black network be properly taken into account in the service network when triggering resource reservation. The gateways participate in an IPSec discovery mechanism which is also able to cope with radio silence constraints.


In the LARA international demonstrator, dissemination nodes disseminate real-time data flows generated by the FDF and CE application simulators. Figure 5 below gives an example of the tactical display that comes with those application simulators.




 




Figure 5: Example of an FDF/CE scenario


Lessons learnt and Conclusion


The main question we wanted to answer through the LARA project was:


“Is an IP radio network able to support exchanges of real-time data needed for multi-platform situation awareness and common engagement?”


LARA actually proved that latency can indeed be bounded and jitter minimized, which is essential for multi-platform situation awareness and common engagement, but at the expense of a large amount of resources that need to be reserved in the network.


LARA also pointed out that quality of service in an IP network is not only a matter of bandwidth. In some cases, and in particular for real-time data flows, latency is probably a factor as important as and definitely more demanding than bandwidth, even though at the end of the day only bandwidth is reserved in the network. Over-reservation ratio may then be extremely high due to the additional slots that need to be reserved to cope with a short time slot spacing. A ratio above 10 was observed in the LARA demonstrator for some FDF topics.


Similarly, LARA brought to light the importance of the time slot size to guarantee low latency through a TDMA-based radio network. The minimum latency to be experienced will ultimately depend on this size. The shorter the time slot, the lower the latency that can be guaranteed.


LARA took a long step forward in terms of QoS management not only in the analysis phase but also practically in the demonstrator. In particular, a new class of service has been identified for those flows that need guarantee of bounded, low latency. Coupled with the OPWA mode of RSVP, it made possible the guarantee of maximum end-to-end latency. LARA did not oppose the IntServ and DiffServ approaches, but rather managed a combination of both for an optimized QoS management in the network. By propagating the reservation requests through the LARA security gateway, actual physical resources could be allocated in the radio network based on bandwidth and latency requirements expressed by the applications in the red enclaves.


The dynamic slot allocation mechanism proposed by LARA was an innovative concept to derive a radio slot configuration from the required bandwidth and the maximum afforded latency, to dynamically manage a distributed pool of available slots, to take into account conflicts in concurrent requests issued on different radio nodes, to efficiently re-use slots when nodes are at least 3 hops away, and to perform pre-emption. A patent was submitted on this mechanism.


Some technical challenges were overcome in LARA, namely the support of RSVP in an OLSR-based MANET network with multicast extensions, and the implementation of the LARA MAC layer above a physical radio modified for ad hoc networking.


The LARA architecture that came out of the project is a generic IP-based architecture that combines:


· Data and voice traffic;


· Real-time and elastic data;


· Point-to-point and point-to-multipoint traffic.


Some of the LARA results may lead to normalisation actions, e.g.:


· Towards NATO:


· the new ‘real-time’ class of service for sensitive real-time data;


· Towards IETF:


· the RSVP tunnelling enhancement for OPWA support;


· a dedicated sequence number object in RSVP multicast messages to ease multicast transport;


· a dedicated latency object in the RSVP RESV message;


· Towards INRIA:


· RSVP coupling in multicast transport. 
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